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Abstract 
The research addresses the field of software development of process control 
applications. The B formal method has been demonstrated to provide effective support at the 
early design stages. It has been constructively used in building specifications of process 
control systems. 
However, the formal method assumes correct, complete, consistent and user-agreed 
formal requirements; this is difficult to achieve without a potential interaction between the 
systems engineer, as the client, and the software engineer, as the contractor, which entails 
concern-interference between the two and a detailed awareness of formal methods from the 
systems engineer. This indicates an existing gap between the systems engineer's perspective 
and the formal specification level. 
The research attempts to fill this gap and focuses on the early requirements stages, 
which have a direct impact on the success of implementing the executable programs; the 
research focuses on automating the requirements analysis stage. This automation is achieved 
by implementing an interactive software tool, GOPCSD. 
We adopted the KAOS method to structure and analyse the requirements; this 
provides the GOPCSD tool with its goal-oriented nature that enables refining the high-level 
user needs into low-level operational goals. 
However, unlike the general KAOS method, the GOPCSD method was implemented 
to support process control systems. This motivated us to specialise and extend the KAOS 
method and to construct a library of process control requirements where the details of the 
frequently-used components and the abstract high-level functions of the process control 
applications are stored to be reused in similar applications. 
In particular, we identified new refinement patterns, which were shown to be helpful 
in constructing process control applications. Furthermore, we extended the checks the user 
can apply to the goal-models by adding completeness, animation, and reachability tests. 
After modifying the requirements, the GOPCSD tool automatically generates aB 
specification, which can be further processed by a software engineer within the B toolkit 
environment. 
Two case studies of a gas burner and production cell are presented to examine the 
GOPCSD method and assess its supporting tool. Finally, we compare the specifications of the 
GOPCSD tool with other related methods. 
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Introduction 7 
This chapter is an introduction to the thesis; we highlight the related research areas; then, we 
introduce the research objectives. Afterwards, we briefly outline the thesis structure. At the 
end of the chapter, the research hypothesis and the main contributions are stated in the last 
section. 
1.1 Introduction 
Within the last two decades, much effort has been focused on automating the generation 
process of software applications. Automatically generating programs involves the use of software 
tools, which are capable of interacting with the user at different levels to translate the user inputs into 
code. Automation may be introduced at various stages of the development lifecycle, ranging from 
support for requirements engineering to code generation. Such tools should possess the capability of 
analysing the user inputs to enhance them, as well as generating executable programs, formal 
specifications, or requirements. In addition to time and effort reduction, the chance of deviating the 
application specifications from the initial requirements will decrease, as will the potential hazards 
during the run-time of the software programs. 
In order to obtain maximum gain from automating a software application development 
method, the method should have a narrow scope, reducing the effort expended by the user in modelling 
the particular family of applications [Maibaum Y2K]. Having a specific domain can encourage a 
deeper level of reusability and the building of a requirements or specification library [Robertson and 
Robertson 991. Hence, the development method can be tailored to fit an application family, as well as 
communicating with the user in a language and terminologies closer to his/her perspective. The tool 
itself can translate the user input, after some processing, to a different form. In particular, the (process) 
systems engineer can be guided to develop requirements using the terminology and components of the 
13 
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domain and the tool can then translate these requirements to formal specifications, ready for processing 
by a software engineer. Moreover, focusing on a narrow family of applications increases both the 
hardware and software reusability in building similar applications within the same family. The research 
focuses on Process Control Systems such as burner systems, hydraulic systems, production cells, and 
lift systems. These process control systems are regarded as Reactive Systems [Mellor 85, Wieringa 01] 
that communicate with their local environment through sensors and actuators. Such communication is 
continuous: the system senses a number of variables and then reacts to changes in them, producing one 
or more actions that affect the local environment. And hence, the environment affects the system by 
changing the input variables. 
As the requirements gathering and checking phase is very important to eliminate bugs that are 
often detected during the design or implementation phases [Davis 93], resulting in costly repair work, 
the research starts from this requirements phase and provides considerable checking and validation 
analysis. 
Creating a software controller for process control systems generally involves two preliminary 
stages: eliciting system requirements and formally specifying the software programs to be constructed. 
This entails co-operation and knowledge exchange between a systems engineer(s) and a software 
engineer(s); these two engineers usually play the role of the client and the contractor, as shown in 
figure 1.1, part (a). The systems engineer is supposed to have complete information about the 
operations of the process control system that makes him/her capable of providing the requirements to 
the Software Engineer. These requirements are then processed by the Software Engineer, and finally 
translated to formal specifications or design documents: in case of formal specifications, the Software 
Engineer should use a Formal Method [Hinchey 95], like B [Abrial 95, Wordsworth 96] or Z 
[Wordsworth 92], which has the capability of translating the specifications into an executable version 
that can control the process control system ensuring that the implementation version will exhibit the 
same properties as stated at the specification level. Or, as another alternative, the software engineer 
codes executable programs that satisfy the generated design. 
However, as in [Cholvy at al. 02], formal methods, such as those referred to above, are not 
suitable to serve as the initial stage of creating the software applications. They usually presume that 
user needs are understood satisfactorily and proceed to formalise and refine these user needs. Thus, 
there is an implicit assumption that the user agrees with such refinements even before testing or 
validating such refinements. The interaction between the systems engineer, who provides abstract and 
informal requirements, and the software engineer, who attempts to formalise and refine these 
requirements engenders interference of concerns. 
For example, the available requirements may still exhibit incompleteness, inconsistency or 
unreachable states in behaviour as follows: 
" The systems engineer may provide different levels of operational requirements that can override 
each other, and as a result producing inconsistency and/or ambiguity that have to be resolved by 
the Software Engineer. 
" It is difficult for the systems engineer to correctly and precisely express the details of the intended 
operations in terms of the intended sequences of events, which are required by the software 
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engineer. Some parts of the requirements may be missed out, for example, what happens under 
some specific combinations of the inputs. 
" Sometimes, the systems engineer may locally specify the operations disregarding the special cases 
or other interfering requirements. 
Such reasons can lead to inconsistency and incompleteness in the requirements, which in turn 
results in hazards during the operation of the system. Moreover, the software engineer will usually be 
in charge of taking modification decisions when checking the specifications (for example, when 
animating or verifying the specifications). He/she may not be the right person to be making the 
decisions about the appropriate fixes to be made. 
Similar to the concept of "divide and conquer", the hierarchical nature of the KAOS 
[VanLamsweerde 911 goal-model starts with abstract overall goals and then focuses on decomposed, 
less abstract parts of the requirements, proceeding to further parts until completing the whole goal- 
model. In addition to dividing the effort, the hierarchical nature of the goal-model addresses another 
important issue, which is that the formality gradually increases downwards (from the top-level goal to 
the terminal goals). Thus, as shown in figure 1.1, narrowing the gap between the systems engineer's 
perspective and the formal specification level used by the software engineer can be accomplished 
through the goal-driven requirements analysis of KAOS, after some adaptations to suit the nature of 
process control systems. 
Figure 1.1, part (b), shows how the insertion of the GOPCSD (Goal Oriented Process Control 
Systems Design) tool will fill the large gap between the systems engineer and the formal specification; 
instead of the normal, unstructured co-operation between the software and systems engineers, which 
leads to concern over interference. It is important to mention that the GOPCSD tool will not eliminate 
the role of the software engineer in the development lifecycle, but delay it to processing the generated 
formal specifications. The software engineer will be able to use a formal method's development 
environment, like the B toolkit [Lano and Haughton 96, Wordworth, 96], to refine/animate/prove the 
specifications and finally, produce implementation programs. 
®® 
Formal 
Specifications Implementations 
Process control Software 
systems Engineer Engineer 
(a) Interference of concerns 
The 
® 
ý® Formal 
GOPCSD Specifications Implementations 
Tool 
Proc control Software Engine 
systems Engineer 
(b) Filling the gap and decreasing the concern-interference 
Figure 1.1, the system and software engineers' interaction within the development lifecycle 
In order to evaluate the developed method and tool and to judge how suitable it is from the 
systems engineer's perspective, we will proceed as follows. We will develop two general process 
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control case studies, often used in the software engineering and formal methods literature. Then, we 
will rely on our experience in the field of control engineering to enable us to qualitatively assess the 
effectiveness of the method and tool. This experience in the field of control engineering will provide a 
background for analysing the requirements not only from the perspective of the software engineering 
expert, but also from that of the experienced systems engineer. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
This Research combines the B formal method and the goal-oriented requirements analysis 
method of KAOS to serve software development by specifying controllers for process control systems. 
The objective of this research is to separate the concerns of the software and systems engineers and to 
guide the systems engineer in designing process control applications. This is aided by hiding from the 
systems engineer the high-level of logical or mathematical knowledge required by the software 
engineer in order to do detailed software design. From an alternative viewpoint, the GOPCSD method 
should aid the systems engineer to specify, reason about, check, validate and modify the requirements 
without specifying how to achieve them (by means of detailed design of software). 
The research will reduce this interference of concerns between the systems and the software 
engineers through delaying the activities related to software until having generated the preliminary B 
specifications. To be able to judge the suitability and the success of the method, we will develop an 
interactive tool, which supports an extension of the KAOS method. 
The GOPCSD tool supposes that the user will be a systems engineer with general expertise in 
process-control applications and strong awareness of the process-control applications to be developed, 
but with little knowledge about formal methods. The Systems Engineer should be capable of 
specifying the application requirements through the GOPCSD tool in order for the latter to translate the 
requirements into B specification machines, which can be processed by a software engineer within the 
B formal method environment (B toolkit). Therefore, we should expect the following features from the 
GOPCSD tool: 
" Helping the systems engineer to develop a better understanding of the requirements. 
" Generating well-documented specifications, tracing the corrected requirements to the specification 
level for further processing by the software engineer; and hence, using this requirements model to 
easily change/evolve the applications when required. 
*Decreasing the interference of concerns between the systems and software engineers and providing a 
library of requirements reuse to shorten the development time. 
" Assisting the systems engineer in predicting obstacles, detecting goal-conflicts, and resolving them 
by enabling the user to modify the requirements. 
" Providing a chance for the systems engineer to validate the requirements, especially after modifying 
parts of them as a response to tool generated suggestions. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
This thesis consists of nine chapters and two appendices. We establish the research areas in 
this chapter. In chapter two, we introduce the closed-loop and discrete control concepts, since the 
research problem is mainly that of building a discrete-time controller. The research problem is 
formally defined in addition to the basic assumptions about the related software and process systems 
engineers. Following that, we fix the relevant research boundaries. Chapter two ends by surveying the 
related research for building specifications for process control systems. 
In Chapter three, we highlight the Requirements Engineering aspects. And hence, we present 
the KAOS method as a goal-oriented requirement analysis method. Then, we end chapter three by 
addressing the other goal-oriented requirements analysis research. 
Although the GOPCSD hides the details of the B formal method, we illustrate the role of 
formal methods in chapter four with more stress on the B method; furthermore, we provide a study of a 
gas burner system to exemplify how to specify process-control Systems in the B AMN language. We 
will use this example later in chapter seven as the first case study, in order to extract the similarities 
and differences between the different design approaches. 
The GOPCSD method is described in detail in chapter five, where we introduce the KAOS 
method adaptations required to fit process control systems features. The chapter points to the 
motivations of building a library with the frequently used process control applications' requirements. 
Finally, we provide the semantics required to build the GOPCSD tool algorithms. 
In chapter six, we illustrate the detailed functions of the GOPCSD tool. The main constructs 
of the tool like goal, agent and variable, are described as well as the ideas about importing, refining, 
combining, and checking the requirements' parts. 
In chapters seven and eight, we examine two case studies: a gas burner system and a 
production cell, respectively, to evaluate the tool and illustrate the method and the use of the GOPCSD 
tool. We portray the construction of goal-oriented requirements, as well as the possible modifications 
after checking and animating the requirements. Finally, we provide the generated B specifications for 
the two applications. 
In chapter nine, a discussion of the work and conclusions are presented. Further, we provide 
suggestions for possible future work and some possible extensions of the tool. 
Appendix A is the documentation of the tool; it contains a brief analysis and design report for 
the GOPCSD tool. In addition, we provide a user guide with screenshots from the GOPCSD tool to 
illustrate how the tool works. Appendix B contains the details of the requirements' goal-models, their 
checks' results and the listing of the B machines of the gas burner and production cell applications 
presented in chapters seven and eight. 
1.4 Main Contributions 
In this research, we designed and developed an automated early requirements analysis tool, which 
adapts the KAOS method to fit process control systems. Our main contributions and innovations can 
be summarised as follows: 
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" Reducing the interference of concerns between the systems and software engineers. 
Automating the early requirements stages of the development of process control 
applications. Guiding the systems engineer to take the requirements decision before translating 
the requirements into formal specification, and hence preparing the stage for the software engineer 
to be in charge for developing the application. 
" Validating the requirements by providing animation utilities to portray the application 
performance at run-time. This animation utility enables the user to make an early judgement 
about the refined requirements and, hence, capture most of the requirements bugs and enhance the 
application's likely success at this early stage. 
" Migrating reusability of the process control applications to the requirements level. A library 
of the most common components and the high-level abstract functions of the various process 
control application was implemented; the systems engineer can add new elements to it. 
" Identifying refinement patterns for reactive systems in general and particularly for process 
control systems. These patterns extracted from process control applications provide better 
understanding of the requirements model and guide the construction of the goal-model, the 
formalisation and translation to B machines. 
" Enabling the development of more than one version of the application. This is achieved by 
allowing the goal-model to contain goal-refinement sites of alternative type in a compact goal- 
model to represent multiple solutions. Afterwards, the different simple goal-model versions can be 
generated by splitting the compact one. 
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Since the research problem involves designing a software controller, we proceed in this 
chapter with a brief discussion of the basic concepts of control engineering. Then, we 
introduce the research problem, as well as defining the limitations and boundaries of the 
research. Finally, we describe the existing related approaches for specifying process control 
systems or reactive systems in general. 
2.1 Control Systems 
Controlling parts of the environment, as an activity, dates back to the earliest times since 
humans have been able to devise and utilise tools. The main objective of control activities is to induce, 
by directing some activity, the output(s) corresponding to a specific value or range of values of the 
input applied to the activity. Before controlling a process, a system, or local environment, a good 
understanding of the controlled process itself should be available, as well identifying the inputs and the 
outputs of the process. The controlling activity can be regarded as introducing a sub-system that 
controls the existing system in order to adapt the overall performance and/or input/output 
characteristics. A mathematical model or formal specification should be developed for the process and 
for the overall system behaviour, especially as cause-effect (possible set of "IF THEN") rules between 
the input(s) and the output(s). 
The controller sub-system may be composed of hardware (mechanical, electrical or 
pneumatic) components and/or software programs like rule-based or fuzzy controllers; it can be simple 
or structured as a hierarchy of main controller and sub-controllers. In each of these cases, the controller 
has to be differently designed and interfaced to the process being controlled. 
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The control operation itself may be performed manually or automatically, be either open or 
closed loop and either work continuously with respect to time or in a discrete fashion, as will be 
indicated in the following sections. These control concepts and methods are not only applied to process 
control systems but may be as well applied to psychological and economical systems [Dorf 92] 
2.1.1 Open-loop Control 
The open-loop control paradigm is both straightforward and normally inexpensive to 
implement. The process to be controlled is modelled; and then a suitable controller is designed to meet 
the user's needs, like response time and input/output characteristics. Thus, during the process 
operation, the user will be able to change the output by altering the command signal applied to the 
controller. As shown in figure 2.1, a sub-system referred to as the controller is introduced in front of 
the controlled process. This introduced sub-system is more convenient for the user to apply the input 
rather than applying it directly to the process. 
Desired output 
Output 
Controller -00 Process 10 response 
Figure 2.1, Open-Loop Control System 
For example, the gas knob in the kitchen cooker is considered as an open-loop control system. 
The user turns the knob; through some mechanical device the knob position changes the amount of the 
passed gas that in turn changes the amount of the thermal energy provided by the cooker to cook the 
food. The knob is considered as a mechanical controller that has the angular position as its input and 
the gas flow as its output, while the process itself has the gas flow as the input and has the thermal 
energy as its output. The input-output characteristic is usually calibrated before the user starts 
controlling the process; after calibration, the process output will be driven towards the desired response 
as the user applies the corresponding input. 
2.1.2 Closed-loop Control 
The input/output characteristics within an open-loop control system can vary because of 
external noise applied to the process or even the aging factors of the physical components. Hence, a 
need for a dynamic compensation created the concept of closed loop control [Dorf 92]. The idea of the 
closed-loop utilises a feedback data flow path from the output of the process backward to the controller 
[Dorf 92]. The feedback concept involves measuring the output, comparing it to the desired value and 
compensating for the difference between the actual output and the desired one. Although closed-loop 
control can be considered more complicated and expensive compared to open-loop control, it can 
reduce the effects of the factors that change the input/output characteristics; thus, closed-loop control 
can reduce the deviations due to aging factors of the process components, sources of noise, other 
interference or replacing one of the process components by a slightly different one. 
Figure 2.2 shows the building blocks of the closed-loop control system that contains the 
process to be controlled, the measurement sub-system and the controller. The measurement sub-system 
contains device(s) to sense the output variations and convert them to the same range as the desired 
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output response range. Meanwhile, the controller has two input sources: the actual measurement from 
the process and the user requested command that represents the desired output response. Apart from 
these two inputs, some controllers have extra parameters that can be adjusted to control speed of 
output 
Output 
response 
Controller Process 
Measurement 
Figure 2.2, Closed-Loop Feedback Control 
response or damping behaviour. The output of the process is measured and fed to the controller that 
applies an appropriate input to the process in order to drive the output to reach the desired response. 
The measurement process is of great utility, especially in case of automatically controlled systems. 
The measurements can provide extra information as follows: 
" Stage Indications. Systems like production cells have sequences of stages, for example, feeding a 
blank metal to the press, stamping the blank metal, delivering the stamped metal; such a system 
needs information so as to know where the blank metal is at any moment and which actuators of 
the production cell to activate and which to set to a ready or wait state; this can be achieved by 
providing sensors to detect the existence of the metal inside the press or on one of the belts. 
" Fault Awareness. Measuring the actuator outputs provides helpful guidance to detect faults and 
malfunctioning; this is usually achieved by installing an extra sensor attached to each actuator; 
during the operation, the actual output measured by the sensor to the input applied to the actuator 
will be compared; in case of a mismatch between the two values, faults can be detected. 
" Alerting. In some control systems that may manifest hazards or risks to humans, mal-functions 
should be detected and promptly activate alarms to alert humans around the process site to take the 
suitable safety precautions. For example, fire-alarm sensors can be devised to measure excessive 
smoke or heat that indicates the existence of a fire; the controller should be devised to switch the 
system off and immediately operate sound and light alarms. 
" Commanding. When it is required to change the process outputs, the user can achieve this either 
by changing the input(s) applied to the controller that reflect the desired output response, or 
through some sensors like switches that are directly accessed by the user for purposes like 
switching on/off or changing the operation mode. Besides these purposes, commanding sensors 
can be used during process operation to select between different alternative actuators or sensors. 
2.1.3 Manual Control 
In some closed-loop control systems, the feedback data flow path can be conducted by a human 
who first measures the process's output and then the actual measured output response is compared to 
the desired response; finally, this human takes a decision on the appropriate inputs to apply to the 
process to yield the desired output. Figure 2.3 shows a closed-loop control system to control the tank 
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head; the human maintains the tank level at a specific value or within a range by changing the valve 
opening. The human in this case performs the role of measurer and controller while the process has the 
valve opening as input and the tank level as output. 
The level of human interaction with the control system defines whether the system is manually or 
In Flow 
Out Flow 
Figure 2.3, Open-Loop Control SVSIem 
automatically controlled. Deciding between manual and automatic control depends on many issues, 
such as the following: 
" Is it a safe environment for the human to work in? 
" Is the human response fast enough to apply inputs to the process, especially in cases where there 
are multiple inputs and multiple outputs? 
" Is the human response precise enough to be accepted'? 
" Is the automation of the process control system and introducing measurement more expensive? 
" Can the human controller detect fault and risk situations and hence shut the system down safely? 
2.1.4 Automatic Control 
Automatic control is better explained compared to open-loop control and manual control, as it 
is usually a closed-loop control system in which the measurement and the feedback loop is achieved 
without human interaction, although the interaction can involve sending commands to the controller 
and varying the controller parameters. 
In order to automate the transfer of measurements to the controller, sensors are employed in 
the system. These sensors convert physical quantities like pressure, temperature, weight, distance to 
electrical current or voltage; sensors can be used to measure the different physical quantities; and then 
by means of signal conditioning, the amplified signals can be fed back to the controller. 
2.1.5 Continuous Control 
When the process is being controlled continuously over a period of time, the control system is 
called a continuous system. Taking into consideration that the sensors and actuators as sub-processes 
require some time to settle on their response, the overall system is dynamic and these characteristics 
should be considered. There are techniques to model the process, actuators, and the sensors and hence 
to synthesise a suitable controller to fulfil the user's needs. For continuous control, differential 
equations are usually used to describe the system; the differential equations can be approximated in 
linear form; and hence Laplace transforms (S-domain) [Dorf 92] can be obtained for further controller 
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design and analysis. The controller can be realised by means of electrical elements like operational 
amplifiers, capacitors and resistors or alternatively using pneumatic components according to the 
nature of the process nature and the output of the transducers used in the measurement. 
In some other cases the required controller characteristics can be non-linear for easier 
manufacturing or simpler analysis; for example, the controllers used in the indoor heaters are of ON- 
OFF type that either switch on or off depending on the desired water temperature and the actual 
measured one. 
2.1.6 Discrete Control 
When the process to be controlled has a sub-discrete process(es) or the control actions to be 
performed are too complicated to be continuously achieved, the controller chosen is usually a 
computer program. These programs have a discrete nature. Discrete Control [Dorf 92] means the 
output and the input of the sub-system will be considered only at discrete intervals of time; usually 
these intervals are equal-spaced, as shown in figure 2.4 [Dorf 92]. 
The sub-systems introduced to achieve discrete control will not differ to a vast extent from the 
usual closed-loop control; figure 2.5 shows the discrete closed-loop control system where the computer 
replaces the controller. The process output is measured as before, but the sensed values will be 
sampled and converted into digital form to be fed to the computer program; following this step, the 
computer program executes for a single cycle and applies the output to the actuators of the process 
after changing it into analogue form to drive the desired response. 
Sampling the output of 
the sensors 
time 
Discretely (periodically) 
Applying output to the actuators 
E -PI 
time 
A Discrete System 
Continuously Reading 
the output 
Continuously applying output 
to the actuators 
time 
A Continuous System 
Figure 2.4, discrete vs. continuous systems 
The program to control the process can be a software routine that is continuously executed, 
cycle by cycle; in each cycle, the process outputs are measured and, then, a decision can be made using 
rule-based expert systems [Winston 92] or a fuzzy logic controller [Mamdani 93]; usually this decision 
requires time during which the process outputs are sampled and the control actions are applied to the 
process inputs; then, the cycle repeats again. Alternatively, the program may be hardwired and use a 
microprocessor to execute its instructions to apply the control action. 
Alternatively, for some families of process control systems, the chosen controller is a 
programmable hardware controller like a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) [Storey 96], which 
realises patterns of logical and temporal expressions between the process sensors' and actuators' 
variables; PLCs have two circuits: control and power. The power circuits are interfaced to the actuators 
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to apply the computed values from the control circuit in each cycle, while the logic circuit is interfaced 
to the sensors. In each cycle, each actuator output is computed using logical expressions from the logic 
circuit and then applied to the corresponding actuator. 
Discrete Output 
controller D/A Actuators Process -ý-'I -, 
ý 
A/D analogue to digital converter 
D/A digital to analogue converter 
A/D M-1 Sensors 
Figure 2.5, a discrete control system using the processing unit as a digital controller 
2.2 Research Problem 
Process control systems are built of different components; each of these components can be 
regarded as a separate process that has sensors and actuators. Figure 2.6 [Leveson et al. 94] shows the 
overall system: the process to be controlled, the sensors, the actuators, and the controller to be built as 
a software program. The process is usually controlled through applying commands to the controller or 
directly through sensor readings related to push buttons or switches. 
System Disturbances System 
Inputs Outputs 
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Manipul ted Co trolled 
Variables V riahles 
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Output 
Controller 
Input 
Command 
Figure 2.6, A Basic Process Control Model 
The controller's main task is to manage the whole system's operation through reading the 
sensors and then applying the appropriate settings to the actuators. This cycle will be periodically 
repeated while the system is in operation. Since the number of sensors and actuators can be large in 
process control systems and the decisions made by the controller can be sophisticated, we will rely on 
software controllers that operate discretely in periodic cycles; in each of these cycles the new sensor 
values are recorded, and then, depending on these values and the current state of the controller, 
decisions are made to alter the actuators' values. Structuring the control operations into modules 
results in easier debugging and simpler understanding; we will mainly structure the controller modules 
as a main-controller module and number of actuator-modules. 
Like all software applications, the controller requires a development lifecycle so it can be 
devised to control the process correctly and safely. This lifecycle necessitates different types of 
expertise to identify both the controller and process interfaces, formulate the input-output 
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characteristics into cause-effect rules, perform risk and/or hazard analyses, build the outlines of the 
controller operations, add programmatic refinement, test the developed application, verify and validate 
the requirements, specifications and implementation at the different levels. Looking at the required 
expertise, we could conjecture that the co-operation between these experts can be achieved as follows: 
" Process Control Systems Expert. This person can be the chief systems engineer, with experience 
of process control families, who can provide general requirements segments that can contribute to 
different applications. For example, this person can provide details of the most frequently used 
components like valves, presses or robots. This information can be stored in a softcopy form, such 
as a library, which can be accessed later to decrease the effort required to construct different 
process control systems. 
0 The Specific Application Expert. An expert person who is conscious of the operation of the 
specific process control system, decisions to make when meeting obstacles or facing conflicts, its 
safety conditions, how to recover from faulty situations, etc. This person is supposed to construct 
the requirements for the controller; he will be able to use general knowledge about the process 
control family's construction and basic elements from the library built by the chief system 
engineer. The validation of the system's operation and safety conditions should be satisfied from 
the constructed requirements; the systems engineer, by means of a software tool (GOPCSD), will 
be capable of building the skeleton of the operation hierarchy of the controller software program; 
the abstract segments of formal requirements or specifications will be refined to implementations 
and analysed within a formal method environment by a software engineer. 
" Software Expert. An expert software engineer who knows the fine details of the B formal method 
and can analyse the generated B specifications that have been generated by translating the 
requirements provided by the systems engineer. The software engineer will be able to refine the 
specifications and validate them using the appropriate formal tools provided within the B toolkit. 
" Co-ordination Tool. A tool will be required to coordinate the transfer of responsibility between 
the mentioned experts; the coordination should be achieved with as minimum interference as 
possible to decrease the effort and time and increase the efficiency for each person within his 
domain; i. e. the chief process control engineer does not have to know details of the particular 
process control system, as well as the systems engineer not being obligated to know details of the 
B formal method; and finally the software engineer will be provided with specifications in the 
form of B machines which are accepted by the systems engineer as operationally satisfactory. 
2.2.1 Assumptions about the Expert humans 
As explained earlier, the systems, software, and chief systems engineers are involved in 
creating the controller requirements, specifications and implementations. We list here the assumptions 
about the knowledge about process control systems the software and the systems engineer may, should 
and do not have to know. 
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2.2.1.1 What the Systems Engineer should know 
The systems engineer has to know the system's basic construction (the various components 
that make up the system and their input/output characteristics); the system operation modes and the 
appropriate conditions for each of them; safety and hazard situations and how to shut down the system 
safely; how to detect existing faults, whether or not to continue system operation or partially or 
completely shut down the system; how to formalise the textual requirements into conditional 
assignments; how to debug the requirements from the operational point of view; how to judge the 
performance of the formally specified controller and possibly choose an alternative design to 
implement. 
2.2.1.2 What the Systems Engineer may know 
The systems engineer may know general information about process control systems' 
components, modes of operation, integration, and interfacing; he/she may have knowledge about 
programming languages, and what can be achievable through the use of computing processors. 
2.2.1.3 What the Systems Engineer does not need to know 
The systems engineer does not have to know either about the details of the B specifications, 
programming-oriented refinements of the system's operations or the structuring of the generated 
controllers into sub-modules. 
2.2.1.4 What the Software Engineer should know 
The software engineer should be aware of the application variables and the data types 
assigned to each of them, how to refine the different operations starting from the pre- and post- 
conditions specified by the systems engineer, how to carry out proofs within the B toolkit, how to 
debug the specifications from the programming view, how to refine the specifications by adding more 
details to it, and finally, how to implement the specifications into a high-level programming language. 
2.2.1.5 What the Software Engineer may know 
The software engineer may have knowledge about process control systems and specific 
knowledge about the application components and operations. 
2.2.1.6 What the Software Engineer does not need to know 
The software engineer does not have to know about the detailed operations of the application 
or any internal detail about component input/output characteristics. 
2.2.2 Problem statement 
We can summarise our discussion of the differing roles and expertise of the systems and 
software engineers as follows: 
In process control systems, where the control systems are built of existing (physical) components, it is 
difficult to separate the concerns between the software and process control engineers in developing the 
software controller. These difficulties usually result in delaying the requirements enhancement and 
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error discovery to a level where the requirements will be refined and formalised using a particular 
implementation or design form/format/language. Moreover, these requirements formalisations and 
refinement decisions will be assigned to a software engineer who is capable of using the 
implementation or design environment, not by the systems engineer. Thus, the chances of developing 
unsatisfactory software applications will be higher. 
Considering the previous assumptions about the expert humans involved in creating process 
systems controllers, we can propose the following solution: 
Creating a development method based on the goal driven method of KAOS (will be explained in detail 
in chapter 3). This method should reduce the interference of concerns between the systems and 
software engineers, as well as systemically guide the systems engineer to refine and formalise the very 
abstract and informal requirements. Hence the systems engineer can be in a better situation to correct 
the requirements bugs and enhance the requirements. To continue the development, an automatic 
translation to a detailed B formal specification (The decision to use the B formal method will be 
explained in detail in chapter 4. ) would be required so that a software engineer can be in charge after 
insuring the user needs have been formalised and refined correctly. 
To be able to assess the method through examining process control case studies, it was a 
necessity a have a tool that automated the method steps. This tool's inputs, outputs, users and 
assumptions are listed in table 2.1. 
Table 2.1, description of the supporting tool 
Input " Structural descriptions of the application 
" Separate parts of the application requirements, like components' requirements and 
the applications' high-level, abstract requirements. 
Actor " Systems Engineer 
Tool " An interactive software requirements analysis tool (the GOPCSD tool) 
External " Commonly used components within process control systems 
Data source " High-level requirements templates for process control systems 
Output " Structured formal requirements in the form of a set of alternative goal-model(s) (an 
intermediate output) 
"B machines as formal specifications for the controller of the process application 
(the main output) 
Assumptions " It is more straightforward to separately check the requirements rather than to only 
debug the applications after a single combined stage of requirements and 
specifications. 
" The software engineer will be able to refine and process the generated formal 
specifications without a need to refer back to the systems engineer regarding the 
application's operational characteristics. 
" The systems engineer will be provided with enough support and guidance to 
understand and construct the hierarchy of goals. 
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This approach is considered a novel and useful one because it specialises a general concept of 
top-down refinement to the process control field where more specific refinement patterns can be 
identified. It is also useful because it encapsulates relevant software engineering concepts within a 
systematic engineering approach that can lead to achieving successful design amongst the conventional 
systems engineer community. In addition, it attempts to guide the transition from the informal to the 
formal description, which is conventionally solved in a way that is biased towards the formal from the 
software engineering perspective and towards the informal side from the systems engineer's 
perspective. 
2.2.3 Research Boundaries 
In this section, we fix some boundaries and specialisations for both the research and the developed 
tool in order to maximise the benefits of an early development stage like requirements gathering. Thus, 
we set some boundaries to limit the research as follows: 
" The systems engineer is assumed to be capable of identifying the physical components of the 
application and their inter-relationships. Thus, the development phase within the GOPCSD tool 
can start by creating the agent, component, and variable lists without explicitly entailing 
constructing ERD or class diagrams as in KAOS. 
" The main variable type supported by the tool is the enumerated (user defined) type. The variables 
of different types can be represented by mapping their value range to an enumerated range, or 
alternatively using refinement machines within the B toolkit environment. 
" The evaluation of the alternative solutions will be a responsibility of the systems engineer; 
however, the tool can generate the different solutions and check their consistency and 
completeness, the systems engineer has to select the convenient solution. 
" The allowed patterns of refinement of the goals will be hardwired within the tool. Thus, it will not 
be possible to directly use different patterns of refinement. 
o The tool will not address any further programming refinement beyond generating the B machines' 
specifications; this prepares the stage for the software engineer to be in charge for the remaining 
steps to generate an implementation. 
" The generated specifications in the form of B machines will be documented with informal 
description segments of the requirements goals as comments, which are assumed adequate to 
process the specifications and build an implementation and to trace the specifications to the 
requirements without necessitating guidance or suggestions from the systems engineer. 
2.3 Other Approaches 
There are other approaches to gather the requirements of process control systems and/or to 
transform the requirements into formal specifications formulated in languages such as Z, B and other 
formal specification formalisms. However, some of the approaches assume that the user can supply the 
method with complete formal requirements, while others assume the user of the method should have 
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miscellaneous knowledge of both the sophisticated logical and mathematical details and the sequences 
and cause-effect operations of the process control applications. On the other hand, other methods start 
much earlier than expected in a well defined domain, especially within a family of applications like 
process control systems where there should be some minimum understanding level of the relationships 
between components within the application. In the following sub-sections, we address the relevant 
related work. Our research attempts to combine the constructive features from each of the following 
methods with the goal-oriented features of our extension of KAOS. (The reason for choosing the goal- 
drievn KAOS method will be expalined in detail in chapter 3. ) 
2.3.1 Graphical Design of Statecharts 
In [Sekerinski 98], Sekerinski builds B AMN specifications starting from state charts for 
reactive systems. A state chart is built for the entire reactive system as a conjunction of a number of 
state charts for each of the reactive system's components. The transitions between the different states 
are driven by the events produced by sensor readings, while the expected actions from the reactive 
system, like changing actuator values, will be emitted during the appropriate transitions. After 
designing the state charts for the reactive system, Sekerinski translates the component state spaces into 
variables in B AMN, the possible states for each component into different domain-dependant 
enumerated sets that the variable of the corresponding space will be assigned to, and finally the 
transitions into B AMN operations that group together all of the state transitions driven by the same 
event. For those state transitions that require emitting actions, the actions will be emitted in parallel to 
the change of the state space variable's value (assigning the new state to the state variable). 
The process of translation provided in this method is very clear and encourages the use of a state chart 
as an initial draft for designing the reactive system. However, the method itself may be embedded 
within a user interaction interface, where the systems engineer can easily construct the requirements 
and validate them. The graphical method assumes the transitions and the composite and parallel states 
are easy and straightforward for the user; still, it is more common to expect the systems engineer to 
specify what the reactive system should do rather than to be able to build a statechart model. 
2.3.2 Reactive Systems Development Support tool (RSDS) 
In [Lano et al. Y2Ka], Lano et al implemented a graphical design method for reactive 
systems, RSDS (Reactive System Development Support) for generating specifications in VDM [Jones 
90] and B, and implementations in JAVA. The RSDS tool assumes that the user has full awareness of 
the component-structure of the application and the detailed relationships between the different 
invariants governing the application. Thus, the user builds the application through defining context 
diagrams built of sensors and actuators representing the real application components; then, the 
controllers can be added to the diagram and assigned sensors to read and actuators to control; the user 
is assumed to be involved in such assignments, which are accomplished by a drag and drop style. 
Following this step, the user specifies invariants that govern the input and output variables, as well as 
any restrictions and constraints. The tool checks completeness and consistency of the invariants; 
furthermore, it has the ability to structure the generated B controllers in different ways. Through 
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invariant pattern identification, Lano et al structure the B controllers as indicated in [Lano et al. Y2Kb] 
(as will be illustrated later in chapter 4). 
On the one hand, RSDS hides the details of the formal methods as well as the Java 
programming language from its user; the user will be guided to resolve any inconsistency that may 
exist in his formal requirement, in addition to completing any missing case (combination of the sensor 
values). On the other hand, the tool assumes the user provides correct requirements as separate formal 
invariants. Besides, the user gets involved in controller assignments, defining internal states of the 
actuators and sensors, and compound logical expressions of the invariants. Thus, the user will not be 
able to reason about the requirements, separately, nor analyse the relationships between the different 
invariants. The tool does not allow an earlier chance for the user to validate the requirements before 
testing the Java programs or the B specifications; at this time, the bugs may be due to either the 
requirements or specification stages, complicating the process of eliminating the bugs. From RSDS 
SMV code corresponding to the requirements specification can be manually translated to check the 
preservation of the temporal properties of the reactive systems. 
2.3.3 Requirement Specifications for Process-Control Systems 
Leveson et al. in [Leveson et al. 94], developed an approach to build a single state-based 
model (Requirements State Machine, RSM) to describe process-control applications; such a model 
includes all the information required to describe the "blackbox" behaviour of the inner components of 
the system. The RSM model was developed first to use other existing specification languages, but 
later, the research team formulated RSML (Requirements State Machine Language). The approach has 
the ability to model the behaviour of the components of the process and the controller itself as well as 
the communication between them. As an example given in [Leveson et al. 94], figure 2.7 indicates the 
unified model for a single component which has input and output variables and four parallel states (X, 
Y, Z and W). 
Component name 
Input 
Variablel: typet ... 
XY 
Yl 
Y3 
X2 
XI 
C Y2 
------------- ---- ------------------------ 
ZW 
Z1 
WI 
Z2 W2 
Output 
Variable2: type I 
Figure 2.7, representing each component by a state machine with associated variables in RSL 
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The component input/output characteristics are described by means of the internal states; for 
example, when the component has the parallel states (X1, Y2, ZI and W2), the variable I/variable2 
characteristic differs from being in state (X2, Y3, Z2 and W I). 
The internal state can be changed by two different types of events: internal events that happen 
within the components and cannot be passed from one component to another, and the external or the 
inter-component events, which stimulate the components to change their internal states. 
In figure 2.7 [Leveson et at. 94], the arrows from one state to another indicate the internal 
transitions, while the small arrows, with one attached to each parallel state, indicate the initial state; 
however, in state X the small arrow points at a transition branching point (C), where each outgoing 
arrow has a disjoint condition, to start at an appropriate state corresponding to the condition associated 
with the arrow. The transition conditions are usually written in predicate calculus. 
An important feature of RSM is that the effort required to specify and construct the 
requirements of the system will be broken down into smaller efforts for each component, as shown in 
figure 2.8 [Leveson et al. 94], to give the opportunity for the specifications to be focused separately on 
each component, then to the communication between the components, which will be easily managed 
by setting the appropriate conditions and the input variables for each component. The "black box" 
model separates the specification of the requirements from design, simplifying the model and making 
the requirements model easier to construct, review and formally analyse. 
Although there is a strong focus on component-based development, two main drawbacks can 
be noticed: the controlling activity is not centralised, but distributed among the different components 
and the RSML language is still required to be translated into a high-level language or standard formal 
specification language, such as VDM, Z and B. Otherwise, a well defined translation will be required 
to generate a formal specification correspondingto the RSML requirements. 
2.3.4 Four Variable Models and the SCR Method 
In [Parnas and Madey 95], Pamas and Madey have presented a model for early specification 
stages for control systems. In this model, the application variables are categorised into four types: 
input, monitored, controlled, and output. The mapping between the different variable types reveals an 
understanding of the control functions of the system, which differs somewhat from the very idea of 
software requirements, which can hide some of the control application details. These details can be 
considered as refined specifications from the software view, whereas they are essential from the 
control view. One of the methods that adopted this model is the SCR (Software Cost Reduction) 
method [Heitmeyer and McLean 83]. In SCR, the abstract requirements of safety-critical and high 
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assurance systems are formalised using a formal specification language based on the four variable 
model. SEVERAL TOOLS (SCR toolset [Jefford and Heitmeyer 98]) have been developed to apply 
the SCR method [Heitmeyer et al. 98], each tool of the tool set can detect some type of the user errors 
like ambiguity and inconsistency. 
Although the four-variable model is suitable for specifying control systems, it assumes the 
user has a correct initial expectation of the control functions. However, this might not be the case, 
especially for large systems, where the user can start development with rough and informal 
understanding of the application and, then, with the help/guidance of the development environment 
develop a refined version of the specification. 
In [Landtsheer et al. 03], an effort was focused on translating goal-models (more description 
is provided about goal-model in chapter 3), which have a mixed formal and informal nature, to a 
formal SCR format. Although this effort bridged the gap between the early requirements and the 
specification analysis stages, the result of the formal checks of the requirements decisions are related to 
the SCR formal specification and not traced directly to the requirements goals, which ends up with the 
requirements as a dependant stage that will not provide a complete justification for the requirements 
decisions of its user. 
2.4 Conclusions 
Although process controllers vary dramatically, they share the same control concepts. Sensors 
are employed in process control systems to automate the closed-loop control and to achieve different 
responsibilities like commanding, alarming and fault detection. The research focuses on closed-loop 
discrete control of systems requiring the building of software controllers. 
Some assumptions have been made about the process-control systems engineer who uses the 
tool to construct the specifications for the process control applications, as well as about the software 
engineer who processes the generated specifications (B machines) within the B toolkit environment. 
Some boundaries have been fixed for the research in order that it can be more readily 
achieved. Finally, we briefly mentioned other related approaches to generate formal specifications for 
process control systems and reactive systems in general. 
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In this chapter, we introduce the requirements stage and emphasize its importance as the 
first stage within the lifecycle of developing software applications. Then, we focus on 
software requirements engineering and describe the goal-oriented requirements analysis 
method of KAOS as one method to structure and check software requirements. Finally, 
we review other goal-oriented requirements methods. 
3.1 Introduction 
IEEE standard 729 defines a requirement as "a condition or capability needed by the user 
to solve a problem or achieve an objective; or, a condition or capability that must he met or 
processed by a system to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed 
document"' [IEEE 84]. Gathering requirements and carrying out analysis studies are usually the 
first steps before constructing any engineering systems. The requirements analysis deals generally 
with the client needs and perspective: what the system is supposed to do and which constraints the 
system should obey to conform with the environment where it is supposed to operate. Some other 
analysis studies should be carried out, like safety, HAZOP [Storey 96], cost studies, environmental 
studies and other specific analyses according to the nature of the system to be constructed. 
The requirements analysis stage is crucial to clarify what are the required system's 
functions, what is the upper bound for cost and what will be the estimated effort and time for 
developing it. Furthermore, some early measurements, like response speed when changing the 
input commands, can be investigated at this early stage. All these clarifications are essential to 
refer to, especially in the case of contracting a second party to construct the system for the client. 
In addition to the clarification aspect, this stage is important to capture the requirements bugs, 
1 We use italic style to indicate quoted text 
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inconsistencies, incompleteness, or ambiguity within user needs that can result in erroneous 
systems or hazards that cannot be overcome at later stages without higher cost and effort. 
As an engineering activity, the requirements gathering process involves using standard 
and documented methods, like using standard diagrams to model the requirements and the local 
environment where the system is intended to operate. Some other engineering methods can be 
used, like reusability and a hybrid between different accepted methods for gathering the 
requirements. 
3.1.1 Software Requirements 
Within software applications, the requirements gathering and checking stage is considered 
as the first stage in the application development lifecycle; a complete understanding of software 
requirements is essential to the success of a software development effort. Requirements and 
software specification may appear to be relatively simple tasks, which may consequently have less 
attention paid to them. But this is not the case because chances for mistakes or misinformation 
abound and, without early checks and corrections, these mistakes will remain hidden, and affect 
the final application. Requirements analysis enables the systems engineer to specify software 
function and performance, indicate the software's interface with other system elements, and 
establish design constraints that the software must meet [Pressman 92]. 
The branch of software engineering called Requirements Engineering (RE) is concerned 
with the real-world goals for software systems as well as their constraints. It also involves precisely 
specifying the software's behaviour, and enabling software evolution over time and across 
software families [Zave 97]. On the other hand, Jackson, in [Jackson 01], states that the 
requirements for developing software programs are the set of rules defining the software program 
to be developed and those of the environment where the program will work and interact. Thus, the 
software specification can be considered as a subset of the requirements, because they only 
describe what the software program should do. Jackson used a basic definition of recurring 
problems to decompose all software development to a set of such problem frames. 
The operations of the software application can be abstracted, tested and validated before 
implementing the final application. In particular, the software application in general can be 
specified formally, for example, as pre- and post-conditions for each segment of the application. 
This abstraction hides the details of how to achieve the post-conditions for each segment starting 
from its pre-conditions. This abstraction provides a chance to formulate the requirements formally 
and then be able to check, validate, and animate them in order to have agreement about the 
requirements, and furthermore eliminate the requirements errors. 
No matter how well designed or well coded, a poorly analysed and specified program will 
disappoint the user and bring grief to the developer [Pressman 92]. Because the primary indicator 
of the success of a software application is how much it conforms to the purpose for which it was 
intended [Nuseibeh and Easterkrook, Y2K]. In [Davis 03], the requirements phase is considered 
complete only after the requirements have been specified using normal language/formulae and 
logic expressions/modelling and analysis diagrams such as ERD (entity relationship diagrams), 
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DFCD (data flow control diagrams) and STD (state transition diagrams) [Wieringa 01]. These 
software requirements specifications (SRS) are considered as detailed refinements of user needs. 
As in [Davis 93], the SRS are considered important because: there are many requirements errors 
hidden within the developed applications. However, these errors can be detected at later stages of 
development, but with higher cost for development. These hypotheses are supported by experience 
in the software industry. This may explain the effort paid to the testing stages especially when the 
requirements specifications did not have an adequate amount of care devoted to their construction. 
Furthermore, in [Davis 93], Davis stated that: 
propagating errors within the requirements phases and defects within the SRS 
have a direct impact, as follows: 
0 The resulting software may not satisfy users' real needs. 
" Multiple interpretations of the requirements may cause disagreement between 
customers and developers, wasting time and money and perhaps resulting in 
lawsuits. 
0 It may be impossible to thoroughly test that the software meets its intended 
requirements. 
" Both time and money may he wasted building unwanted applications. 
" Although the user may accept applications that have requirements errors, the 
applications can still exhibit unexpected and undesired features that can 
cause hazards, increase the running cost, or have different behaviour from 
user needs. 
Because of the informal nature of the SRS, it can be stated in different ways and different 
styles; the SRS should support reasoning about how the application interacts with the environment 
at the boundaries between the system and its environment and avoid describing any details of how 
to achieve the application itself. 
To assess and evaluate the produced SRS, [Davis 93] suggested some attributes to be 
measured; although these attributes address different orthogonal or dependent features, they can 
still provide guidance about how well written the SRS is. A well-written SRS should be Correct, 
Unambiguous, Complete, Verifiable, Understandable by the customer, Modifiable, Traced, 
Traceable, Design independent, Annotated, Concise and Organised. It is important to note that, 
when improving one of these attributes, it might result in less satisfaction of the others; for 
example, increasing the understandability of the SRS may conflict with completing it. 
In conclusion, requirements gathering is a process of discovery, refinement, modelling 
and specification. In order to have an effective requirements gathering and checking stage, the 
following aspects should be considered: 
" The SRS should be as well-written and understandable as possible. 
" The requirements of the new applications should not conflict with the existing applications; 
this means it is essential to consider the existing related applications as part of the environment 
as well. 
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" The requirements should be flexible enough to provide flexibility for the implementation level 
and allow implementing new, future, related applications that may be developed later without 
exhibiting conflicting behaviours. 
3.1.2 Requirements Reusability 
Software reuse, when properly achieved, reduces time and effort required in analysing and 
maintaining software applications. Moreover, the chances of having poorly formulated applications 
will decrease because the reused software has been already tested. All of these properties of the 
development process are considered as important goals that software reuse can help satisfy. It is 
preferable to be able to reuse requirement pieces and methodologies that have proved to work 
correctly in similar applications; this trend encourages both using standard methodologies and 
models for the requirements gathering and structuring the requirements models to be able to reuse 
parts of it later in similar applications. Requirements refer to specific domains and to specific tasks. 
Requirements within a similar domain and for a similar task are more likely to be similar. 
However, techniques for retrieving, updating and consolidating reusable requirements have 
received relatively less attention than the work on software reuse at the implementation level. This 
may be related to the large number of methods and tools used for supporting the requirements and 
specification stages compared to the fewer high-level programming languages used at the 
implementation stages. 
Some efforts have been focused on reusing requirements and specifications segments; 
these range across problem understanding, analysis, requirements, specification and early design 
[Leach 97 p6]. Thus, software reuse should be considered as applicable in all of these development 
stages, as follows: Jackson, in [Jackson 011, suggests reusing problem patterns to understand and 
decompose complex user needs. In [Massonet et al. 97], Massonet and others use query 
generalisation to check the analogy between similar systems and then use formal rules to elaborate 
the requirements for the derived systems. Reubenstein and Waters in [Reubenstein and Waters 91] 
use specialisation of existing systems requirements to create new systems. At specification level in 
[Maiden and Sutcliffe 92], Maiden and Sutcliffe utilise analogy between similar systems to import 
specification segments. 
3.1.3 Deciding on How to Gather the Requirements 
Since the early eighties, different institutes and organisations have established standards 
to represent and document the requirements specifications, such as the Department of Defence DI- 
MCCR-80025A [DOD 88], Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (IEEE) and the 
American National Standards Institute IEEE/ANSI 830-1984 [IEEE 84], and Naval Research 
Laboratory NRL A-7E OFP SRS [Basili 81, Heninger 80]. 
These standards address the organisation of the requirements, but the format or the 
template used to represent the requirements (formal or informal/functional or non-functional) 
varies and requires a careful analysis to choose a requirements model that fits the intended 
application. In particular, the decision to choose one requirements model to use and how to use it 
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(systemising steps of building/checking the model) needs careful judgement based on precision of 
representation, understandably, usability, traceability, etc. This judgement strongly depends on the 
nature of the applications and the nature of the environment where this application is supposed to 
operate. Not only which model or method to use to achieve better results, but also the automation 
aspect should be considered; some methods/models are more convenient to be manually used than 
others, which may be more conveniently automated. For example, developing a database 
application encourages the use of the entity-relationship diagram (ERD) and the data control flow 
diagram (DCFD), while more attention should be paid to where this database application will work 
(for example, a distributed database application's requirements needs may differ from a single- 
user's needs). As indicated in [Davis 93], the SRSs can be grouped by the external stimulus, 
system features, system response, class of users, and/or class of functions. In large applications, the 
SRSs can be grouped using a hierarchy of grouping criteria. 
In order to be able to remove requirements misunderstandings, formal models such as 
Decision Tables and Trees [Moret 82, Chvalovsky 83], Statecharts [Harel 87], Finite State 
Machines (Mealy, Moore), and-or trees/goal-trees [van Lamsweerde 91], R-nets [Alford 76], and 
Petri nets [Petri 62, Peterson 77], Specification and Description Language (SDL) [Rockstrom 82] 
can be used. These models vary considerably in their ease of understanding, modifiability, tracing 
of user needs, and traceableability at the design level. 
A goal-model, as an SRS model, is considered as an understandable, traceable, organised, 
structured and modifiable, as will be explained in the case studies (chapters 7 and 8). Hence, 
having considered the aspects mentioned in section 3.1.1 and paid significant attention to 
reusability and high assurance [Letier and van Lamsweerde 02a], we decided on modelling the 
SRS in terms of goal-models. In particular, we automate and adapt a version of the goal driven 
requirements analysis method of KAOS [van Lamsweerde et al. 91] to structure and check the 
requirements for process control systems. 
3.2 Introduction to KAOS [van Lamsweerde et al. 91] 
The KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in Automated Specification) method [van 
Lamsweerde et at. 91] is a general method to structure the requirements of software applications as 
well as those systems that include other sub-systems in the form of hardware devices or humans. 
KAOS is a Goal-oriented methodology that fully describes the high-level and low-level 
goals required from a specific system, as well as the objects, and operations to be assigned to 
various agents within the application. The KAOS methodology provides a specification language, 
an elaboration method, and tool support [Dardenne et at. 93, van Lamsweerde et at. 95, Darimont 
et al. 96, Darimont et al. 98]. As will be explained in the following sections, most of the attributes 
of well-written SRSs are supported in the KAOS method, which motivated us to use it. 
3.2.1 Modelling levels 
The KAOS approach to requirement engineering provides three levels of modelling: meta, domain 
and instance levels. The KAOS language is defined through a conceptual meta-model. This meta- 
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model provides domain independent abstractions in terms of which domain-specific concepts are 
acquired. The meta-model is composed of Meta concepts (goal, agent, relationship, etc); Meta 
relationships (ISA, Refinement, Responsibility, etc); and Meta attributes of the Meta concepts and 
the Meta relationships. The concepts of the Meta level are related to each other through the Meta 
relationships as represented in figure 3.1. The domain level contains goals, agents, and 
relationships of the specific application [Letier 01]. For example, in a gas burner system such a 
domain model is composed of a flame detector and a burner. The domain level components are 
instances of the Meta level components as shown in figure 3.1 and indicated by dotted arrows 
pointing from a domain level component to a component within the Meta level. The instance level 
is composed of objects from different entities having relationships among them. These entities and 
relationships belong to the specific system. For instance, in a specific burner system, the instance 
model contains one object like valvel that is an instance of the Gas valve entity shown in the 
domain level; the relationships between the entities of the domain level should be preserved in any 
instance level. 
Responsibility 
Object 
ISA 
GOAL Agent Relationship Entity 
efinemenk 
Perform 
A 
Operation 
The Meta Level 
................................................ .................................... ......... ............... ........................................................................................................ 
Keep the flame buming . ISA 
Valve 
Gas Gas valve IS 
Keep Gas Open Motor 
Air valve 
Open the Gas The Concept Level 
Fixere 3.1, The Meta and the domain levels 
In figure 3.1 [Letier 01], the Meta level contains six main entities: Goal, Agent, 
Operation, Object, Relationship, and Entity. The Goal entity has a recursive relationship that 
represents the sub-super relationship that is to be used to construct the goal-model hierarchy. The 
agent entity has a direct relationship with the Goal entity indicating that the terminal goals (some 
of the goals) will be assigned to certain agents. These entities compose the data models of the 
KAOS method as shown in the following section. 
3.2.2 The KAOS Data Models 
The KAOS method has four different models: object-model, goal-model, agent 
responsibility-model, and operation-model. By completing these four models, a full specification 
for the system operation will be constructed; the object-model identifies the basic objects of the 
local environment and the system in addition to the relationships between them. 
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The complete goal-model contains a hierarchy of goals that constitute the main objectives 
of the system; the goal-model starts at its highest level with the main goal of the system, which is 
refined to sub-goals until reaching the level of terminal goals, which are assigned to agents to 
achieve them. The details of these agents and which operations they can perform are stored within 
the agent-model. Finally, what each agent should perform to achieve terminal goals will be stored 
as operations in the operation-model. Figure 3.2 shows graphical representations for the different 
data models. 
3.2.2.1 Object model 
The Object-model identifies the objects of interest at the domain level. For example, in 
the gas burner system, the objects are things like burner, flame detector, and flame disappeared. An 
object can be an entity, relationship or event. The objects can have ISA (is an instance of) 
relationships among each other to indicate inheritance. 
Yý /7 1Z 
Goal-model Object-model 
---------- 
------------- 
Operation-model Agent-Responsibility model 
0'o I- " Object (Entity) Goal Agent Assigns to Relationship 
Figure 3.2, the data-models of the KAOS method 
3.2.2.2 Goal model 
The Goal-model is a hierarchy of goals; each goal models a piece of the requirements, 
either a functional goal or a non-functional goal such as safety, security, cost. The goals can be 
simple enough to be terminal goals and assigned to an agent to achieve them, or need refinement to 
break down the intended task defined by the goal into sub-goals that share some logical 
relationships among each other (disjunction or conjunction). For each goal, information about the 
formal and informal descriptions of the goal, sub-goals, and super-goal is provided. 
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3.2.2.3 Agent responsibility model 
The agent responsibility-model declares the responsibility assignment of terminal goals to 
agents. An agent can be an external device, a human in the local environment, or a software 
component that exists or is to be developed. The decision of the goal being terminal or not depends 
mainly on the agent, as the agent needs full observability for the goal's variables and full 
controllability of the variables changed by the goal. In such a case, the goal is said to be terminal 
and assigned to the agent. 
3.2.2.4 Operation Model 
The Operation-model represents the building blocks of what the system should realise. 
These operations and the other data models of the requirements in KAOS can be used later to 
formulate formal specifications for the application. The different operations have pre- and post- 
conditions and can be triggered by specific events sensed by the system. The agent should be 
capable of performing one or more operations, but each operation is assigned to exactly one agent. 
3.2.3 Language Constructs 
The KAOS language has constructs to describe the different concepts like goals, agents, 
operations, and relationships. Each construct in KAOS has a two-level generic structure: an outer 
semantic net layer for declaring a concept, its attributes and various links to the other concepts and 
an inner formal assertion layer for formally defining the concept. The outer layer is used for 
conceptual modelling, while the inner layer is optional and used for formal reasoning [Dardenne et 
at. 93, Darimont and Van Lamsweerde 96]. The KAOS language uses temporal logic [Galton 87, 
Koymans 92, Manna and Pnueli 92] to describe the inner formal assertions associated with the 
operations, goals, and invariants. The logical connectives of the temporal logic used within the 
KAOS language is given as shown in table 3.1: 
Table 3.1, Temporal logic notations used within KAOS [Letier 01] 
Symbol Meaning 
" In the previous state (unary operator) 
f Sometime in the past (unary operator) 
  Always in the past (unary operator) 
U Always in the future until (binary operator) 
O In the next state (unary operator) 
0 Sometime in the future (unary operator) 
Q Always in the future (unary operator) 
W Always in the future unless (binary operator) 
0<, Sometime in the future within d units (unary operator) 
Q <, Always in the future within d units (unary operator) 
Implies (binary operator) 
v Logical or (binary operator) 
A Logical and (binary operator) 
Logical negation (unary operator) 
For example, the temporal logical expression Q(C OSd T), where C and T are two 
Boolean expressions and d is a time interval, has the meaning: it will always be the case in the 
future that the truth of the expression C implies the truth of T within d time units as an upper 
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bound; the unary Q, in the outermost scope, is usually implied and removed from the temporal 
expressions. 
3.2.4 KAOS Goal types 
As mentioned before, each goal within the goal-model has both a formal and an informal 
description. The formal description for each goal is considered as a conditional assignment or 
achievement in reference to the future. Each goal has a condition required to fire its action, and its 
action can be to achieve, avoid, maintain, or cease some condition/state. Goals in KAOS are 
classified into the following four categories: 
3.2.4.1 Achieve 
The achieve category is meant to describe the accomplishment of a particular task within 
a time period. It has the following structure: C 0_<d T where C is the condition and T is the 
property to be achieved. 
3.2.4.2 Cease 
The cease category is meant to describe stopping something within a certain time period. 
It has the following structure: C 0_<, -, T where C is the condition and T is the property to be 
ceased. 
3.2.4.3 Maintain 
The maintain category is meant to describe the maintenance of a certain property of the 
system for all future time. It has the following structures: CTWN or, alternatively, C T, 
where C is the condition, T is the property to be maintained and N is the stopping condition after 
whose achievement T is not required any more. The maintain goals can be used to specify safety 
properties that must be maintained over a period of time, like increasing the lifetime of devices by 
imposing constraints on their use. 
3.2.4.4 Avoid 
The avoid category is intended for avoiding certain situations for the system at any future 
time. It has the following structures: C=-, T WN or alternatively C -1T where C is the 
condition, T is the situation to be avoided and N is the stopping condition whose achievement 
implies that T is not required to be avoided any more. The avoid goals can be used to describe the 
avoidance of hazard situations. 
3.2.5 Goal-oriented Requirements Elaboration 
The KAOS method prescribes some steps to generate finer specifications from the stated 
high-level goals. Figure 3.3 shows these steps. The first step (Goal elaboration) needs recursive 
processing, for it builds up the goal structure. The steps are ordered by data dependency; they may 
run in parallel, but with backtracking at every step [van Lamsweerde Y2K]. 
Step 1: Goal elaboration 
This is the very first step of the methodology; it acquires the goals known by the system engineer. 
From these goals, it identifies the different objects concerned with the system objectives. 
Step 2: Object Capturing 
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Using the goals stated in the previous step in addition to the knowledge given about the system, the 
objects involved in goal formulation are identified. 
Step 3: Operationalization 
The Operationalization step derives strengthened (adding more conditions to the logical 
expression) pre-, post, and trigger conditions on operations, and strengthened invariants on objects. 
Step 4: Responsibility assignment 
This step accomplishes the following: 
" Identify alternative responsibilities for terminal goals. 
" Make decisions among refinement, operationalisation, and responsibility alternatives, so as to 
reinforce non-functional goals [Yu and Mylopoulos 981 (for example, goals related to 
reliability, performance, cost reduction, life time maximisation). 
" Assign operations to agents that can commit to guarantee the terminal goals in the alternative 
selected. The boundary between the system and its environment is obtained as a result of this 
process, and the various terminal goals become requirements or assumptions depending on the 
assignment made. 
Goal elaboration 
Object/Operation capture 
Goal operationalization 
Responsibility assignment 
Figure 3.3, Goal-oriented requirement elaboration 
The steps shown in figure 3.3 can be viewed differently if the objects and the relationships between 
them can be identified before formulating the main goal; in this case the goal elaboration can be 
considered as the second step. Then, the third and fourth steps can be regarded as shown in figure 
3.3. 
3.3 Goal Conflicts [Van Lamsweerde et al. 98b] 
Consistency of the requirements is a crucial aspect [Easterbrook 94, Easterbrook and 
Nuseibeh 95, Heitmeyer et al. 96, Hunter and Nuseibeh 98, van Lamsweerde et al. 98b]; it should 
be detected and resolved within the statement of user needs or the refined requirements. Ignoring 
the inconsistency within the requirements may result in poor implementation. 
In large-scale systems, it is more likely that, different types of inconsistency might appear 
within the system. This happens due to different reasons, such as process-level deviation, instance- 
level deviation, terminology clash, designation clash, structure clash, or conflict [van Lamsweerde 
et al. 98b]. The process and instance level deviations are concerned with inconsistencies between 
the process-level rules or the instance-level rules, respectively, while terminology and designation 
deals with defining real-world concepts from different views. The structure clash occurs when a 
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single real-world concept is referred to with more than one structure. Finally, conflict arises as a 
result of localising the formal description for each goal and neglecting situations when two or more 
goals can be fired simultaneously. When the number of goals are relatively high, It is more 
probable that two or more goals conflict. For example, the systems engineer may define a specific 
goal G that changes a particular variable V's value to v, under certain condition C, while within 
the same goal-model, there exists another goal G,,, that changes the same variable V's value, but to 
a different value v, under a different condition C,,,. The conflict problem appears when the two 
conditions C,, and Care satisfied together; therefore, the variable is supposed to be changed to 
two different values v, and v, at the same time. 
3.3.1 Formal definition of goal conflict 
A conflict between assertions A,, A,, .., 
A occurs within a domain Dom if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
; Dom, B. A,,, <, A, 1= false (logical inconsistency) ............................... 
3.1 
For all i : Dom, B, A, =, A #- false (minimality) .................................... 
3.2 
where B is the boundary condition within the domain. The condition B can vary from time to time 
depending on the domain variables. 
3.3.2 Divergent goals 
Goals GI, G2, 
.., 
Gn are said to be divergent goals if and only if there exists a boundary 
condition that makes them logically inconsistent with each other in the domain considered [van 
Lamsweerde et al. 98b]. 
PýýQ Rý ýS QýS 
------------------ 
0(PAR)I Achieve-A%oid 
P =>'ý Q7Q 
Retraction 
0ý PA(ýQU -P)] 
P=::, (QWS) // QTR 
Retraction 
l0( 
PARA-, S)U( PA-RA-S) I 
Figure 3.4, pattern of goal conflict 
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3.3.3 Detecting Divergences 
Requirements Engineering 
van Lamsweerde, Darimont and Letier in [ van Lamsweerde et al. 98b] proposed two 
techniques for detecting divergences: The former derives boundary conditions by backward 
chaining; the latter relies on the use of divergence patterns. 
3.3.3.1 Regressing Negated Assertions 
This technique is based on the condition {Dom, B, A; *J Aj) I-- -, A;. Given some goal 
assertion A;., it consists of calculating a pre-condition for deriving the negation of the -, A; 
backwards from the other assertions conjoined with the domain theory. Every precondition 
obtained yields a boundary condition. The weakest pre-conditions may be considered as they cover 
most of the general combination of circumstances causing conflict. 
3.3.3.2 Divergence Patterns 
The other technique of identifying divergence is to use patterns of divergence that can be 
identified within similar systems; for example, a common pattern of divergence is found between 
achieve and avoid goal types as shown in figure 3.4; in the upper part, the source of divergence is 
the goal 0(P n R). There are other patterns of divergence as shown in figure 3.4. The use of 
patterns is very helpful to alert the systems engineer to sources of inconsistencies that can be found 
in the requirements but have not been detected yet. 
Goal elaboration Divergence Detection 
Object/Operation I Divergence Resolution 
capture 
Goal operationalization 
Responsibility 
assignment 
Figure 3.5, Conflict management Goal Oriented requirements elaboration. 
3.3.4 Resolving divergences 
In [van Lamsweerde et al. 98b], van Lamsweerde, Darimont and Letier integrated the 
conflict management in the goal-driven process. The integration process combines the detection of 
the divergences and resolving them in the design process. After or during a goal elaboration step, 
divergences can be detected that can be resolved through adding new goals or modifying existing 
ones. The arrows within figure 3.5 indicate data dependency. Thus, the order of the steps can vary 
provided that there will be checks before continuing with any dependant step; for example, the 
responsibility assignment step depends on the goal operationalization step. The Divergence 
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Resolution step can be accomplished through different means: either by changing the precondition 
of some of the goals to make them more specific, thus preventing conflict with other goals, or 
through adding new goals to the goal model. 
3.3.5 Example of Goal Conflict 
Consider the goal model in figure 3.6. The goal model represents a tank system that is 
used to maintain a liquid level steady between two values Level I and Level2. The goals G3 and G2 
are said to be divergent if the two conditions (liquid level is less than Levell and liquid level is 
greater than Level2) together do not imply false. If there is a real conflict between the two goals, 
then a modification in the goal model is required. Such a modification may loosen the condition of 
one of the divergent goals. 
Maintain [Keep the liquid le\el between 
two values Le \ ei . 
Lev el, I/ 
G2 Achieve [if the liquid 
Level is less than Level;, 
then operate the pump] 
G3 Achieve [If the liquid Level 
is greater than Le%el,, then turn 
the pump off] 
Figure' 3.6. an c_rcirnplc of probable divergent , cute 
3.4 Obstacles to Goals [Van Lamsweerde et al. 95] 
lt may be that at a high-level of system requirements it seems that the goals are acceptable 
and no obstructions are expected. However, the lower the level of the goal refinement (the less 
abstract it is), the more obstructions can be discovered. The system goals can be defined as a set of 
desired behaviours, while obstacles to goals are a set of undesirable agent behaviours [van 
Lamsweerde et al. 95, Potts 95]. The obstacle types differ depending on the types of goals they 
obstruct; for example, hazard obstacles obstruct safety goals, misinformation obstacles obstruct 
information goals, starvation obstacles obstruct satisfaction goals, and threat obstacles obstruct 
security goals. 
3.4.1 Formal Definition of Goal Obstruction 
For obstacle 0 to obstruct Goal G within Domain Dom, the following conditions must 
hold: 
; 0, Dom; -, G (obstruction) ............................................................. 
3.3 
0, Dom; false ( consistency ) ......................................................... 
3.4 
3S [ scenario(S) AS I= 0] (feasibility) ................................................. 
3.5 
The first condition (3.3) means that the presence of the obstacle 0 will stop the 
achievement of goal G. The second condition (3.4) means the obstacle does not conflict with the 
domain. Finally, the last condition (3.5) means the obstacle can occur according to at least one 
scenario. 
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3.4.2 Identifying Obstacles 
The process of identifying obstacles to the goals can be carried out through the following 
steps: 
0 Step 1: Given the goal assumption specification, find some assertion that may obstruct it; 
" Step 2: Check that the candidate obstacle thereby obtained is consistent with the domain 
theory available; 
" Step 3: Determine the satisfiability of the candidate obstacle by finding some feasible 
negative scenario. 
The second step is a logical proof that the obstacle is consistent with the domain and can 
occur with some probability in the normal operations of the system. 
Analysing the obstacles with respect to a specific system will lead to more realistic achievable 
goals, requirements, and assumptions. All of these will directly lead to the design of a better 
system that will work properly under varied conditions. 
3.4.3 Refining Obstacles 
Like goals, obstacles can be refined into sub goals until primitive obstacles are obtained 
such as a descriptive fault within a sensor or an actuator. The obstacles can be refined using OR or 
AND. 
3.4.3.1 Obstacle Disjunctive Refinement 
Disjunctive refinement for obstacles indicates that each of the sub obstacles obstructs the 
goal G. An obstacle 0 to a goal G can be refined into disjunctive sub-obstacles 01,02, .. 
Om. if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
For all i {O;, Dom} 1= 0 .................................................................. 3.6(entailment) 
For all i {O;, Dom} I# false ................................................................ 3.7 (consistency ) 
{-, OIA.... A-iO , 
Dom} 1_ -, O ............................................................ 3.8(completeness) 
For all i, j {O; , 
O; 
, 
Dom} 1= false 
......................................................... 3.9 (disjointness) 
The first condition (3.6) means the obstacle 0 can be derived from each of its sub-obstacles. The 
second condition (3.7) means each of the sub-obstacles is consistent with the domain. The third 
condition (3.8) means that the obstacle 0 does not have any other sub-obstacles; and, by negating 
all of its sub-obstacles, the negation of the obstacle 0 will be reached. Finally, the fourth condition 
(3.9) indicates that the domain will not be consistent with more than one sub-obstacle. 
To stop obstacle 0 from obstructing the goal G, each sub-obstacle of 0 must be 
eliminated as indicated by the second condition. 
3.4.3.2 Obstacle Conjunctive Refinement 
Conjunctive refinement of an obstacle means the obstacle is going to obstruct the goal G 
only if all of its sub-obstacles are present. An obstacle 0 to a goal G can be refined into 
conjunctive sub-obstacles 01,02, .. 0,, if the following conditions hold: 
{O, n.... AO,,, Dom} J= 0 ................................................ 3.10 (entailment) 
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{OjA.... AO,,, Dom}I# false ............................................ 
3.11 (consistency) 
For all i {nix; Oj, Dom} 1# 0 .......................................... 
3.12 (minimality) 
The first condition (3.10) means the obstacle 0 will be reached only if all of its sub-obstacles are 
reached. The second condition (3.11) means that the conjunction of all the sub-obstacles does not 
produce any inconsistency with the domain. Finally, the last condition (3.12) means that the 
obstacle 0 cannot be reached without any of its sub-obstacle. Unlike the disjunctive refinement, to 
stop obstacle 0 from obstructing the goal G, any of the sub-obstacles of the obstacle 0 must be 
eliminated, as indicated by the minimality condition (the third condition). 
Obstructs 
CBOT CA O-, T 
CAR // R=: > OýT 
Figure 3.7, refinement of obstacle for a maintain goal (backward chain) 
/_CADT Obstructs (strengthening) 
CBOT 
/ CADýR / TAR 
Obstructs CnO, T Lclnrvnl inn ) 
CAD(-, TW-, Ry / T=R 
Figure 3.8, refinement for obstacle for achieve goal with form C OT 
3.4.4 Patterns for obstacles according to the goal types 
As indicated before in section 3.4.1, obstacles to goals prevent achieving goals through 
producing inconsistency with the goal; in other words, the internal formal definitions for the goal 
and its obstacles cannot be true together within the given domain. Thus, in order to discover 
obstacles for a particular goal, the internal formal description for the goal can be negated to 
produce a general form describing the obstacles. 
For example, for a goal of the form AAB, the obstacles to it will have the form -ýA=; B) that can 
be simplified to (A A-iB), where (A=B) is equivalent to (-A vB). van Lamsweerde and Letier in 
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[Vla98a] used this idea to define the general form for obstacles for the different types of goals as 
follows: 
3.4.4.1 Obstacles to maintain goals 
The maintain goals, as already mentioned in section 3.2.3, have the temporal logic form 
C=QT, where Q indicates always in the future. Thus, the obstacles' forms for such goals can be 
derived by negating the goal's formal description. Thus, the obstacles to maintain goals will have 
the form Cn0-, T, meaning the condition C will be present while the achieved condition T will not 
be present sometime in the future. The obstacle of such a form (CAO-7T) can be refined as the 
conjunction of (CHOR) and (R=0-, T). This means the obstacle can be refined to two obstacles 
with the following semantics: the first obstacle with the condition C will be true with another 
intermediate condition R, and the second obstacle means this intermediate condition R will stop T 
from being maintained some time in the future, as shown in figure 3.7. Such a refinement is called 
a backward chain because we seek a path between R and T starting from T, which is considered as 
the final goal to be achieved. 
3.4.4.2 Obstacles to avoid goals 
As for obstacles for maintain goals, for avoid goals of the form C=O-, T, the obstacle 
will have the general form CA OT that can be refined to the conjunction of (CA OR) and (RIOT). 
3.4.4.3 Obstacles to achieve goals 
The achieve goals, as mentioned in section 3.2.3, have the form of C=OT where 0 means 
sometime in the future. Thus, the obstacles for such goals will be of the form CnO-, T, meaning 
the condition C will be present while the achieved condition T will not be present at any point in 
the future. The obstacle of such form (CAQT) can be refined in two ways as shown in figure 3.8: 
first as a conjunction between (CAD-, R) and (T=R), meaning the condition C will be true with an 
intermediate condition -R (where the achieving of T implies the achieving of such an intermediate 
condition R) that is always false (strengthening) or, second, as a conjunction of (Cn( -, T W -7R )) 
and (T. R), meaning the condition C will be true with the condition T false until an intermediate 
condition R becomes false ( where the achieving of T implies the achieving of such an intermediate 
condition R) ( strengthening). 
3.4.4.4 Obstacles to cease goals 
As for obstacles for achieve goals, for cease goals with the form C=O-, T, the obstacle 
will have the following general form CART that can be refined to the conjunction between (CAD 
R) and (RAT). 
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3.4.5 Goal model modifications 
After the obstacles to some goal have been identified, the goal should be reformulated to 
ensure its achievement, even in the presence of such obstacles, by weakening the goal and/or 
adding new goals to prevent/attenuate/ recover from the obstacle. 
3.4.5.1 Goal de-idealised 
Van Lamsweerde and Letier in [Van Lamsweerde et al. 98a] suggested that the goal could 
be de-idealised (the pre condition of the goal will be constrained or the goal will be only fired in 
some of the cases, in which it was meant to be fired)through weakening it. The de-idealisation will 
consist of two steps: 
" Weaken the goal formulation to obtain a more liberal version that covers the obstacles (make 
the rule more general by adding a disjunct or removing a conjunct). 
" Propagate such a change through the goal model (add the same disjunct or remove the same 
conjunct wherever the old predicate is). 
Goal elaboration I-I Obstacles identification 
Object/Operation IN Obstacles resolution 
capture 
Goal operationalization 
Responsibility 
assignment 
Figure 3.9, Obstacles analysis in Goal Oriented requirements elaboration. 
3.4.5.2 Introducing new goals 
In addition to changing the obstructed goal, a new goal may need to be added to the goal 
model. van Lamsweerde and Letier in [van Lamsweerde et al. 98a] suggested three different 
strategies for introducing new goals to resolve obstacles: 
[) Obstacle Prevention 
A new goal of type avoid is introduced. The goal has the form C= 7-U where 0 is the obstacle or 
a pre-condition leading to it (C=-, -R and RHO). The presence of such a goal in conjunction with 
the obstructed goal G will guarantee that the obstacle 0 will not appear. 
II) Goal Restoration 
It is often the case that obstacles that result from unexpected behaviours of an agent in the 
environment cannot be avoided; thus, a first possibility is to restore the obstructed goal from states 
P'ý: ZY%/ 
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in which the obstacle occurs. Or, in other words, to recover the error (obstacle) means adding a 
goal of the form 0= ; >OG where 0 is the obstacle and G is the obstructed Goal. 
III) Obstacle mitigation 
In case of unavoidable obstacles, the idea is to attenuate the obstacle's consequences by 
introducing new goals. Such goals should minimise the effect of the obstacles. For example, if the 
Obstacle has a set of consequences C1, C2, .. 
Cn, new goals can be introduced to eliminate some 
or all of such consequences in the future. 
During elaboration of the goal tree by elicitation and by refinement, obstacles are 
generated from goal specifications. Such obstacles may be recursively refined. Resolving the 
generated obstacles usually results in updating the goal-model through adding new goals and/or 
modifying the existing ones. The resolution of an obstacle may be subdivided into two steps 
[Easterbrook 94]: the generated alternative resolutions, and the selection of one among the 
alternatives considered. Figure 3.9 outlines the modification of goal-oriented requirements 
elaboration by adding obstacle analysis. The generated obstacles are resolved, which results in new 
goals and/or transformed versions of existing ones. The new goal specifications obtained after 
negating the obstacle , may 
in turn trigger a new iteration of goal elaboration and obstacle analysis. 
A number of methodological questions may arise about how many obstacles are to be generated 
and for which kinds of goals: high or low level ones. 
3.4.6 An Example of Goal Obstruction 
For example, the goal model of figure 3.3 has a main goal of type maintain. Four main 
obstacles for goal G1 can be observed as follows: 
" Failure to increase the liquid level when required (the pump cannot be turned on) 
" Failure to decrease the liquid level when required (the pump cannot be turned off) 
" Failure in detecting the case of exceeding the upper bound (the higher level sensor 
malfunctions) 
" Failure in detecting the case of dropping under the minimum level (the lower level sensor 
malfunctions). 
Each of these obstacles obstructs goal Gl; thus, the obstacle for the main goal can be 
refined disjunctively into these four obstacles. Figure 3.10 shows the refinement of the obstacle 01 
to the main goal. However, having such an obstacle analysis at the level of Goals G2 and G3 
instead will prune the number obstructing each goal. Goal G2 is obstructed by two obstacles: either 
failure to detect dropping below level Levell (lower level sensor malfunctions) or failure to turn 
the pump on when required (the pump or the driving motor malfunctions). Similarly, goal G3 is 
obstructed by a compound obstacle 02 that can be refined to two obstacles 05 and 06, as shown in 
figure 3.11. In [Van Lamsweerde and Letier 98b], Van Lamsweerde and Letier recommended that 
the obstacles should be identified from the terminal goals that are assigned to individual agents. 
Having the obstacle analysis at the terminal goal level saves the effort required to refine the 
compound obstacles for high-level goals. 
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G, Maintain [Keep the liquid level 
between two values Level,, 
Level2] 
Achieve [If the liquid Level is 
less than Level,, then operate 
the pump] 
G3 Achieve [If the liquid Level is 
greater than Leve12, then turn the 
pump oft] / 
01 Obstacle of the main goal 
Cannot turn pump 0S Cannot turn pump o 
3 LL never indicates of 
0' HL never indicates on 
Figure 3.10, Obstacles to main goal, obstacle 01 refinement. 
Maintain [Keep the liquid level between 
two values Level,, Level2] 
Achieve [If the liquid Level is 
less than Level,, then operate 
the pump] 
Obstacle for G2 
O Cannot turn 
pump on 
04 LL never 
indicates off 
I-C3 
Achieve [If the liquid Level is 
greater than Level2, then turn the 
pump off] 
ObS is 
0, Obstacle for G3 
OS HL never 
indicates on 
Cannot turn pump off 
Figure 3.11, Obstacles to the sub-goals. 
3.5 Generating Formal Specifications 
As previously mentioned, the main objective of the KAOS requirements analysis method 
is structuring and checking the software applications requirements. Furthermore, the research was 
extended in order to transform the requirements into useful formal specifications. The specification 
stage implicitly starts by providing formal descriptions of the functional terminal goals within the 
goal-model. Letier and van Lamsweerde, in [Letier and Van Lamsweerde 02b], provided 
techniques for building operational models from goal-oriented system requirements. 
The formal descriptions of the terminal goals, in the form of temporal-logic formulae, 
were used to identify patterns of operations. Each operation has input and output variables and pre- 
and post-conditions in addition to trigger conditions (like events, that will trigger the execution of 
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the operations during run-time). The requirements specification stops at the level of operations and 
generating state specifications, because state charts and operations can be considered as general 
building blocks of any specification language. As stated in [Letier and van Lamsweerde 02b], 
deriving the operations in this way has the advantages of abstraction from the formal details, 
assurance of completeness, guidance in writing operational specifications and goal mining from 
operational specifications (i. e., using the operationalization patterns bottom-up to elicit 
undiscovered goals). 
Although the operationalization patterns are very helpful, a structure for the sequence of 
the operations cannot be clearly identified. After constructing, checking and correcting the goal 
driven requirements, the client would expect more than statecharts or state machines. The client, to 
gain a sufficient level of confidence, requires a well-defined path towards implementation or the 
generation of an intermediate specification, that can be used systematically and easily to build the 
implementation. Hence, further effort is needed to produce a formal specification module in a 
language like B. 
3.6 Other Goal-oriented Requirements Analysis 
Approaches 
In this section, we point to some other efforts focusing on goal driven requirements 
analysis in the software engineering area. These analysis methods will not be discussed in detail 
since either they only address the non-functional part of the requirements or only informally 
address the functional side, whereas the KAOS method can combine the functional and non- 
functional requirements. 
3.6.1 Goal Based Requirements Analysis Method (GBRAM) 
In [Anton 96, Anton 97], Anton introduced a goal-based requirement analysis method 
(GBRAM) for identification and refinement of goals into operations for software based 
information systems. Following the introduction of the method, she developed a web-based tool 
(GBRAT) [Anton 95] to support the method. 
The GBRAM research presents four heuristics to identify, refine, classify and elaborate 
goals. The method provides informal semantics for goals and thus does not support formal 
reasoning. 
3.6.2 Goal-Oriented Requirement Language (GRL) 
At the university of Toronto, Cyseiro and Liu [GRL] developed a goal-oriented 
requirement language (GRL) that supports goal and agent orientations and deals mainly with non- 
functional requirements like security, safety, understandability and cost. They model different 
concepts like goals, tasks, beliefs, resources and soft-goals; these concepts are related to each other 
via decomposition, dependency, contribution and correlation. 
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Through building goal-model like structures, the application can provide answers for 
"Why", "How", and "How else". They applied the modelling language to the security issues of 
both smart card systems and developed software applications. 
3.6.3 The TROPOS Methodology 
The TROPOS framework [Mylopoulos Y2K, Giorgini 02] is an approach based on agent- 
oriented software engineering that starts at the very early requirements stages. A transformation 
approach is adopted to enable the refinement steps to be performed inside one phase or between 
phases using some transformation operators. The phases covered by the TROPOS methodology 
include analysing and modelling the environment in terms of relevant actors, introducing system 
actors and analysing dependency between them, defining the global architecture in terms of 
subsystems and, finally, defining detailed design, agents, components and other relevant 
information. 
One important aspect of the TROPOS methodology is that it combines refining the system 
goals and evaluating the different alternative solutions. The evaluation is based on how much high- 
level goals are satisfied by the use of propagating algorithms. The methodology was used to choose 
an alternative solution for a car design company. However, the evaluation process considers the 
contribution between the different goals and does not address directly the case when refining a 
hard (not soft) main goal. 
3.7 Conclusions 
The requirements analysis stage is of great importance for agreement between the client 
and the service provider. Detecting requirement inconsistency and incompleteness reduces 
considerable time and cost that would be required in later stages to correct requirement errors. The 
software requirement specifications should possess some properties such as completeness, 
consistency, and modifiability, in order achieve success in developing and maintaining the 
software applications. Goal driven requirements analyses combine precision and rationality. The 
goal-driven methods utilise requirements models, which satisfy most of the well-definedness 
attributes of software requirements specifications. Thus, the systems engineer can use these 
methods to identify the application related objects and then develop the application requirements 
step by step. 
The goal driven requirements analysis method of KAOS provides consistency and 
obstacle analyses for the developed goal-models. This enables the systems engineer to discover the 
hidden bugs within the unchecked requirements, as well as to take into account unanalysed 
situations that might arise during runtime. The validated requirements can be formulated as 
formal specifications for the intended application. There are other goal-oriented requirements tools; 
the ease and reasonability of the hierarchical nature of the goal-model provides an easy and normal 
approach for specifying application requirements in general. 
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In this chapter, we introduce formal methods and the role they play in the life cycle of 
software applications. The main concepts of the algebraic specification, Z, VDM and B 
methods are described, with more stress on B and its associated toolkit; an example of 
a gas burner system illustrates the process of developing reactive system 
specifications in B. 
4.1 Introduction 
Formal methods provide a setting for specifying software applications and ensuring 
separation of concerns between the implementation needs of the applications and their abstract 
specifications. This separation can help in dividing the effort required to develop a software 
application, as well as providing traceability to more easily modify and maintain the 
application. Hence, formal methods enable the software system designer to reason about the 
decisions that are taken to develop the application. This motivates why most formal methods 
are described by such a phrase and why they are based on mathematical and logical concepts. 
This sophisticated formal nature enables formal proofs about the application specifications, 
which encourages testing and checking of the specifications independently from the detailed 
implementations. And this in turn, enables multiple simple tests and checks at different stages 
rather than a single complicated check and test at the implementation level. 
Thus, the GOPCSD method can serve as a front end to the formal method, translating 
the abstract requirements decisions agreed by the systems engineer to formal specifications 
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readable by the software engineer, who can more easily use the formal methods tools to further 
refine and develop the control application. 
Within the formal methods, the application requirements are formulated as 
specifications, which combine features of programming languages (like being formal in 
defining variable assignments or control structure statements such as if and while) and features 
of the requirements (flexibility and specifying what to do but not how to do it). Such a mixed 
nature allows formal methods to formalise the requirements and then to construct the outlines 
of the implementation programs. In order to achieve this, specifications use mathematical 
notations to describe the properties that a system must have, without excessively constraining 
the way in which these properties are achieved. This enables the formal specifications to 
describe what the system must do without saying how it is to be done to separate the formulated 
requirements from the implementation details of the applications [Spivey 92]. 
Some of the formal methods, such as Z, VDM, and B, are considered to be 'model- 
oriented'. These methods are concerned with modelling behaviour of physical or logical 
systems using some basic, predefined data types and constructions. In contrast, OBJ is 
considered a property-oriented formal method, mainly defining logical properties as the main 
concern, without using a predefined set of data types and constructions. 
Formal methods have been employed extensively in developing safety-critical 
software applications, either entirely or partially. These applications require the implementation 
to conform to an initial design or specification so as to preserve safety properties. As noted in 
[Spivey 92], it is important to notice that formal methods do not develop the software 
applications but provide a stage for the user, in which he/she can determine what are the 
consequences of his/her decisions before realising these decisions at the implementation level; 
and he able to correct and complete the specifications before it will be difficult to detect and 
modify these problems at the implementation stage. 
Requirements 
Refined Requirements 
Specifications 
Refined Specifications 
Implementations 
Figure 4.1, The development lifecycle of software applications 
Figure 4.1 shows the development lifecycle of software applications. The lifecycle 
starts by collecting the informal requirements/user needs from the client. Following this step, 
the software engineer usually refines the requirements in cooperation with the client. The 
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informal requirements will be then translated to formal specifications in mathematical and/or 
logic notations. Because these specifications constitute only the outlines of the implementation 
programs, further refinement may be needed to construct the final implementations. Within the 
figure, the upward arrows are used to indicate the possible modification and/or correction paths 
that may be required after performing tests, validations or verifications. These validations and 
verifications can be manual, automated, or interactive with the user to examine arbitrary 
scenarios. After the software application passes the implementation and integration tests, it 
should be maintained for any further extensions or against any changes in the environments 
where it is supposed to operate. 
Formal methods usually provide tools to translate the specifications into high-level 
languages such as C and JAVA or, in some other cases, machine code. In addition to the 
translation, the formal methods often provide animation and generation of proof obligations 
about the application design. These proofs provide an easier, earlier and less expensive chance 
to correct errors made in gathering, refining or formalising the requirements. 
4.2 Algebraic Specifications 
One of the earliest algebraic specification languages developed was Clear [Burstall 
and Goguen 80], which introduced the notations of parameterised specifications; following that, 
other early languages include OBJO. 
OBJ was designed in 1976 by Goguen [Goguen Y2K], using error algebras to extend 
algebraic data type theory with error handling and partial functions. 
As explained in [Goguen Y2K], the most important OBJ unit, which is considered as 
the building block, is the object. The object can be used to specify physical and logical 
components, like a stack of numbers, a liquid tank or controller. The object is defined using the 
obj keyword as follows: 
obi <object-name> is 
endo 
where object-name denotes the object to be defined; it can be a single identifier like stack or 
liquid tank or it can have parameters as in Robot(position) 
Within the object body, the user defines variables using the var keyword and 
operators, using the op keyword, including prefix, postfix, or infix operators; or as functions 
(methods), as for example, the following length operator: 
op length -: 
List -> Int . 
This specifies an operation to count the number of elements in an integer list of List type. 
A strong aspect of OBJ is the ability to express equations rather than the common 
assignment statements; equations are usually used as invariants, or to be reformulated into 
assignment statements. For this purpose, OBJ uses the eq keyword to specify the required 
equations, as shown in the following example: 
eq length I=1. 
eq length (IL)=1+ length L 
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II 
These two equations state that the operator (method) length returns 1 when applied to 
a list consisting of a single integer value; otherwise, when applied to a list consisting of more 
than one integer, it returns one plus the length of the rest of the list. The different features of the 
OBJ specifications can be mapped to programming constructs, such as functions, function- 
invocations, and . For example, lists of integers can 
be specified as an object in OBJ as follows: 
obj LIST-OF-INT is 
sort List . 
protecting INT 
Subsort INT < List 
op --: 
Int. List -> List 
op length -: 
List -> Int 
var I: Int 
var L: List 
eq length I=1 
eq length (IL)=1+ length L 
endo 
where length is a method that returns the number of integer elements found in the list, while the 
two equations together define the length of the list recursively; the first empty operator?????? is 
used to define that an integer put in front of a list constitutes another list. 
Finally, OBJ uses the reduce keyword to debug the algebraic specifications, in order to 
provide the user with an early validation stage; for example, to compute the length of an integer 
list like (1 -2 13), the user can type in: 
reduce length(1 -2 13) 
And, as a result the following rules will be applied 
length (1 -2 13) => 
1+ length (-2 13) => 
1+ (1 + length 13) => 
1+ (1 + 1)=> 
1+2 => 
3 
This trace of computations should guide the user to debug the specifications and to discover 
odd cases where the specification may need some modification. Thus, the user can be guided to 
modify the specifications by guarding the occurrences of such special inputs. 
Algebraic specifications have the advantage of being close to the very low-level 
informal requirements; however, they are not convenient for specifying large-scale 
applications, where formal specification may be required at an abstract level. 
4.3 The Z Language 
Abrial developed the Z method in early eighties at the University of Oxford; then in 
1990, Spivey gave an initial formal semantics for the method. The Z language is based on set 
theory and predicate calculus. A specification in Z comprises a set of schemata, where each 
schema defines the relationships between specific entities. The basic form of aZ schema is as 
follows: 
Schema name 
Schema Signature 
Schema Predicate 
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For example, the following schema with name Oil, describes three quantities: 
Oilpressure, Mar_pressure and Minpressure. The body of the schema contains two 
predicates connected by logical conjunction. The body of the oil schema defines a constraint for 
the Oilpressure value that must be between Min. pressure and Maxpressure. 
Oil 
Oil pressure: N 
Min-pressure: N 
Max_Pressure: N 
oil-Pressure > Min_pressure n oil-Pressure <Max_pressure 
In the Z language, a schema can reference one or more of the existing schemata. This 
allows simpler hierarchical description of the described system. Although Z specifications have 
a mathematical nature based on set theory, the schema of the Z language cannot fulfil the role 
of component, to represent a physical or logical part of the control system. Moreover, there is a 
few supporting tools for refinement and verification of Z specifications. This discourages 
developers to specify the entire software application in Z. 
4.4 Vienna Development Method (VDM) 
IBM's Vienna research laboratories in Austria developed VDM [Jones 90] for 
specifying the behaviour of a system, along with techniques for producing designs and 
programs that conform to this specification. VDM specifications are composed of operations 
that have state consisting of external entities with which it interacts. VDM permits the use of 
conditional predicates such as, WHILE and IF.. THEN.. ELSE; It may also have pre- and post- 
conditions. The basic form of a simple operation in VDM is as follows: 
NAME 
ext <list of external variables> 
pre <list of pre-conditions> 
post <list of post-conditions> 
An external variable may be read only (rd) or read and write (wr). Read only variables are not 
controlled by the program, but are only observed, while read and write variables can be 
declared as shown: 
ext rd temperature :N 
rd pressure :N 
wr control :R 
The pre conditions can be simple conditions or compound conditions as follows: 
pre 
temperature >0 and 
temperature < 255 
Post conditions describe the effects of operations; they can be applied to more than one wr 
variable as follows: 
post 
output = (temperature - offset 
and 
error = (temperature - reccetemperature) 
As noted in [Hinchey and Bowen 95], VDM was initially used in compiler definition 
and in related programming language areas such as database management systems, garbage 
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collection, and heap storage. However, Z and B are arguably more comprehensive than VDM, 
resulting from the richness of mathematical types and easier syntactic construction for 
including smaller specifications in larger ones. Like the Z method, there are some difficulties 
within VDM in structuring the applications into components. Although VDM and Z are widely 
used for sequential applications, both have difficulties with concurrent systems. Notations for 
expressing concurrency are normally based on temporal logics or process algebras. 
4.5 The B Method 
J. R. Abrial and the research group at BP Research, MATRA and GEC Alstrom 
developed the B [Abrial 96] language in the 1980's. B is a model-oriented method based on set 
and refinement theories. B has been designed to cover most of the development phases of the 
software lifecycle, from specification to implementation, with special emphasis placed on 
modularity and data encapsulation. 
Informal Requirements 
B specifications 
Proof 
Refinement 1 
Proof 
B toolkit 
Environmer 
Refinement n 
Automatic ranslation 
Implementation 
F 
AdaorC 
Integration tests 
Functional tests 
Figure 4.2, the B development stages 
The B language has an abstract machine notation AMN; it models systems as abstract 
state machines built from components, each of which consists of a state, a list of variables, and 
state-transitions, a list of operations that change the component state through assigning different 
values to the variables constituting the state. Each component can be specified in a separate 
module called a machine. The B language allows different forms of interaction between the 
different machines to build hierarchical systems. 
The B method is based on an abstract machine theory and a refinement theory. The 
development process using B usually takes several steps. The first step produces an initial 
abstract specification machine(s) for the application. And, each of the following steps refines 
the outcomes of the previous step. This gradual adding of detail facilitates the construction of 
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the program step by step and enables the user to have backtracking points to return for 
debugging, evolving, or maintaining the application's design. In section 4.7.4, we will provide 
further details of refining B machines. From the above, one can see that the B method can 
model the system or the application component by component and the relationship between 
components in a hierarchy. It can also refine these machines gradually (in a single step or more, 
which can make the refinement process easier to perform and decrease the chances of 
producing errors/deviations from the desired behaviour). Thus, we have chosen the B method 
as the main output format to which to translate the corrected requirements from the GOPCSD 
method. 
An abstract machine is a module encapsulating both constant and variable data and 
operations on that data. The Lifecycle of the software application starts by collecting the 
informal requirements and then formulating them as B specifications. These specifications may 
need several refinements to complete the details of the operations in gradually increasing 
detailed stages; each refinement step needs a proof in order to ensure that it conforms to the 
previous step. Figure 4.2 illustrates the software application lifecycle using the B toolkit as the 
integrated development environment for the specifications. The user has to provide the 
specification in the form of formal requirements (B specification machines); then, within the B 
toolkit environment, he will have the ability to analyse, refine and implement the specifications 
and finally translate it into final executable code. 
4.5.1 The B Language 
The B language has syntax similar to a programming language like PASCAL, and 
JAVA [Lano and Haughton 96, Wordsworth 96]. In B, the software applications are 
represented as specifications, refinements and then implementations, in different development 
phases. Specification is the first phase to represent the application requirements, while the 
refinements are more detailed versions of the specification machines. Finally, the 
implementations are produced when every single detail is fully determined, making the 
implementations ready to be translated into high-level programming languages. 
Like high-level programming languages, B has the features of data hiding, data 
encapsulation and a basic type of sole inheritance using INCLUDES or EXTENDS, to enable 
data reuse and break down the code into simpler reusable modules. The main unit for 
specification in B is the machine. Each machine has a name, variables, constraints, invariants, 
initialisation and operations. Each B machine is considered as an abstract machine that 
specifies a program by means of an internal state, an initialisation of the state and a number of 
operations to change the machine state in a manner that obeys the constraints and preserves the 
invariants. The state specifies the static properties of the program; the state is defined by the 
collection of variables characterised by an invariant. The invariant is a conjunction of first order 
predicates of a typed set theory. The syntax of the B machine is shown as follows in figure 4.3. 
MACHINE Machine name (parameters) 
CONSTRAINTS 
Parameters' properties 
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SETS 
Local "types" 
PROPERTIES 
Definitions of sets and constraints 
VARIABLES 
Local variables 
INVARIANT 
Properties of variables 
INITIALISATION 
Description of how the initial state is created 
OPERATIONS 
Operation-name 
Operation body 
END 
END 
Figure 4.3, the basic structure of aB machine. 
The details of each part of the B machine specification are given as follows [Lano and 
Haughton 96, Abrial 96]: 
" Machine 
This part defines the machine name and any required parameters. For example, a tank can be 
specified using an integer parameter (to indicate its capacity) to a machine called tank. In 
addition to the name and parameters, this part can include uses, sees, or includes clauses in 
order to indicate the relationship between this machine and other machines of the system. 
" Constraints 
This part and the following parts of sets, constants and properties describe the static structure of 
the machine data, provided that it will remain static and not be changed by the machine 
operations. 
" Variables 
The variables of the machine are similar to the data of an object in object-oriented languages. 
Variables appear in this section but the linkage between them and the values assigned to them 
is represented within the invariant section. 
" Invariants 
Invariants represent the conditions that the machine variables must obey during the lifetime of 
the machine's operation. For example, they can describe the range of values for the variables 
and any restriction that must be satisfied by the machine variables at any time. These invariants 
must be satisfied at the variable initialisation (initial state of the machine) and maintained by 
each operation of the machine. 
" Initialisation 
This section sets the initial values for each variable; this part is essential for the proofs of 
properties because to prove any property in B, the proof always starts with the assumed initial 
values. 
" Operations 
The operations of the machine are considered as the interface with the outside world. They may 
have parameters and can return data from different types. Each operation will have a pre- 
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condition to determine the initial state before performing the operation, whereas the post- 
condition will be described through a single assignment statement. 
B offers various data types and structures such as Boolean, integer, Cartesian products, 
sets, power sets, relations, functions, sequences and trees. This variety provides the user with 
flexibility when specifying the programs. Both the initialisation and operations are expressed as 
sets of substitutions that update the state variables of the machine under certain pre-conditions. 
An abstract machine has to be proved consistent; this implies that the initialisation must satisfy 
the invariant and the operations must preserve the invariant. This satisfaction and preservation 
are the proof obligations associated with the abstract machine. 
The B language has a very rich set of notations for set theory and non-determinism to 
allow flexibility in describing what the operations can do as pre- and post- conditions even if 
the details of this achievement are delayed to later refinement or implementation stages. As 
mentioned before, in B specifications, the machines are considered as the building blocks; the 
application is usually built as a hierarchy of machines in a similar way to modular 
programming. As noted in [Lano and Haughton 96], the different machines can be related to 
each other through EXTENDS, INCLUDES, SEES, USES. However, the B language has some 
restrictions on the way different related machines can pass control to each other as follows: 
" SEES can be applied in machines, refinements, or implementations. More than one 
machine can see a particular machine (shared access at all levels of development) that can 
be used for gathering the set of common types and constants. 
" USES can only be used in machines. More than one machine can use a particular machine 
(shared access at specification level). The USES construct is usually used for shared access 
to readable data, like SEES, but within a subsystem development only. 
" INCLUDES and EXTENDS can only be applied in machines, but not refinements nor 
implementations. A PROMOTES clause can be used to selectively promote operations 
from the included machine. The advantage of PROMOTES is important to enable in B, a 
machine cannot invoke operations unless they appear directly in the sub-machines defined 
in the INCLUDES part or a promoted machines from lower-levels. 
" EXTENDS is the same as INCLUDES but with automatic promotion of all operations 
from the extended machine. 
" Only one machine can include or extend a specific machine (exclusive access). 
These restrictions require the system to be structured in a specific manner. Structuring is a 
step that has to be performed by the user (Software Engineer) to divide the code fragments or 
control sequences into different machines, some of the machines representing devices like 
actuators and sensors, and the rest representing the software controller for the system, which 
reads the input from the sensors, and then make appropriate decisions, and, finally, passes the 
decisions to the actuators to control the system. In large-scale systems, the controller itself 
needs to be broken down into a number of sub-controllers that together provide the whole 
function of the controller in a modular manner. 
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One of the key differences between B, on the one hand, and Z and VDM, on the other, 
is the way of changing the program state. In B, the substitutions defining the operations are 
meant to define these transitions. The generalised substitution approach simplifies the proof 
requirements and provides a uniform notation from abstract specification down to procedural 
code. Thus, these reasons made us choose to generate aB specification corresponding to the 
corrected requirements in GOPCSD. 
4.5.2 B Toolkit 
The B toolkit [B-core, Lano and Naughton 96] provides an IDE for developing, analysing, 
checking, refining, and implementing software specifications. The B toolkit has an auxiliary set 
of programs that are applied to the B language specifications. These auxiliary programs include 
many functions that can be summarised as follows: 
0 Type Checker. This tool detects type errors. In addition, it can detect errors related to 
inter-module visibility of both variables and constants. 
" Proof Obligation Generator. It generates the proof obligations associated with a module. 
It generates non-trivial proofs, which are used to prove the initialisation and operation 
segments of the machines will obey the invariants. 
" Automatic prover. It analyses the proof obligation and consults the mathematical rule 
base to simplify and discharge the proof obligation. 
" Interactive prover. It allows the user to investigate the reasons for the failure of the proof. 
It traces all of the mathematical rules that have been applied during the proof. This tool 
ensures that the system requirements and environment rules prove the specifications. It 
requests the user to enter a list of rules about the environment to prove the satisfaction of 
the system properties within the specifications. 
0 ADA and C translator. This tool translates the specifications of B into high-level 
programming languages of Ada or C. 
" Latex Document Generator. This tool produces documents related to the design of the 
application in Latex format. 
0 Cross-reference This tool highlights the sites where each variable is declared, used, or 
modified. 
" Dependence Graph Generator. This tool determines which other modules a given 
module depends on. 
4.6 Using B to Specify Reactive Systems 
The B method can be applied in reactive systems development. Most reactive systems 
have safety and security concerns apart from operational ones, which entails a need for a formal 
model that will be used to generate an implementation conforming to the design. The B method 
can be used to specify reactive systems because it provides formal notations suitable to express 
the basic operations of reactive systems. Furthermore, the component-based nature of B can be 
used to represent system components, provided that the Systems Engineer models each 
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component as a separate specification machine. The B language provides standard relationships 
between the different machines of the developed system, like SEES, USES, INCLUDES and 
EXTENDS. These relationships enable the passing of control between the different 
components, which can be used to build hierarchical systems from the sub-components. 
This hierarchical orientation of B machines encourages building reactive systems as a 
number of machines representing the sensors, controller(s) and actuators. Because the input 
data sensed by the different sensors of the system should be collected for the controller to take 
corresponding actions, a collection criterion is required. This criterion tests the different 
sensors in a specific order for new values, and then delivers the new values to the controller. 
Because the required collection operation is always the same for a given system, a separate 
machine, usually named the Interface Controller (IC), can be created and supplies the main 
controller with the newly sensed data to invoke the appropriate operation within the main 
controller. The main controller consists of the operations that control the different actuators, 
either directly in case of small-scale applications or via an appropriate structure of sub- 
controllers. The sensors can be represented as separate machines or included within the 
interface controller. Figure 4.4 has two Data Control Flow Diagrams (DCFD): the upper one 
represents a DCFD of a reactive system, while the lower one shows how to split the controller 
into a sensor interface and a main controller, as noted in [Lano et al. Y2Kb]. 
Sensory 
Sensor signals 
Sensor ---""'- 
Actuator, 
Controller \ Control signals 
Actuator, 
Sensor, 
Controller Actuator, 
I` Interface Main 
Controller Controller ii 
MC IC 
Actuatorm Sensor 'ý 
Figure 4.4, DCFD of a reactive system in B 
4.7 Gas Burner System (an example of reactive system in 
B) 
We examine an example of a gas burner system to illustrate how to use the B language 
to specify software controllers of reactive systems (this example follows the main steps of the 
RSDS method [Lano et al. Y2Kb]). The gas burner system is considered a reactive system as it 
has sensors that recognise the existence of the flame and the status of the switch. The gas 
burner has actuators to control the gas and air valves and to switch the igniter on and off. 
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Gas valve (open I closed) 
Figure 4.5, Gas Burner System 
Figure 4.5 shows the basic gas burner system. The process of developing the 
specifications is similar to develop software applications; thus, we will not describe the details 
and the different approaches of the development but focus on the system, variables, events, 
transitions, and machines states. 
4.7.1 The Problem Domain 
As described in figure 4.2, the first step is to acquire a description of the problem domain 
and the informal system requirements. This describes the existing system components and 
provides a general perspective on the required software functions. Such specifications should 
clearly indicate the sequence of required operations for each expected event that can be sensed 
by the developed system. The operations should indicate what is the system's corresponding 
outputs or changes in the system's internal state according to the different events. Although the 
informal specifications can achieve a high level of understandability, the chance for deriving 
incomplete, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements specifications is high, due to the lack of a 
formal description. However, a basic form of specification for the gas burner system can be 
built on the basis of the following observations: 
0 Start up when required, when the user turns switch on. 
0 Shut down when required, when the user turns switch off. 
" Maintain safety conditions; during operation avoid having the gas valve open while the air 
valve is closed. 
" Maximise the lifetime of the igniter; do not switch on the igniter while the flame already 
exists. 
40 Keep the flame burning; keep the valves open to maintain the flame while the switch is on. 
gas=CLOSED 
gas=OPEN 
air=CLOSED 
air-OPEN 
41 
igniter=OFF 
igniter-OON 
Figure 4.6. the states of the outdut 
The gas burner system has five variables: two input variables (switch and flame 
detected) and three output variables (gas, air, igniter). The state description of the burner 
system can be represented by the output variables (gas, air and igniter), while the input 
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variables (or change of the input variables) can be used as stimuli for the different operations 
that change the system state. 
To be able to derive early design for the gas burner, the different parts of the system 
have to be specified using a formal model. State Transition Diagrams/Statecharts are usually 
used because they can be straightforward translated to specification constructs in B (or other 
specification languages). 
Figure 4.6 shows the state of the gas burner system as a combination of the three 
output variables gas, air and igniter. In figure 4.7, the different transitions between different 
states (combinations) of the input variables switch and flame_detected are shown with the 
appropriate operation to be activated by the developed application; in some combinations an 
action from is required even though the input variables remain the same. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 
enumerate the different combinations and different transitions between these combinations; it 
should be noticed that some of these transitions are impossible; however, we show all of the 
combinations and transition for illustrative purposes; they can be used later in order to cover all 
of the odd cases that might occur during the operation of the developed application. 
T1 
(SO) System off (S1) Switching off 
flame detected = TI) flame detected = PRESENT 
ARSF. NTanci %witch = OFF and switch = OFF 
12 T9 
T7 
T11 T10 
T3 
T5 
(S3) Switching (S2) System on 
flame_detected TF flame-detected = 
ABSENT and witch ON PRESENTand switch = ON 
Figure 4.7, the states of the input 
Table 4.1, the generated events for the transitions of the gas burner states 
Tr Description Generated event 
T1 The flame is present suddenly Odd Case {Don't care} 
T2 The flame disappears (after switching off) No action {Don't care} 
T3 Switch is switched on and flame is present Odd Case {Don't care) 
T4 The switch becomes off Switch off 
T5 Flame disappears for some reason Switch on 
T6 Flame appears Stop igniter 
T7 Switch off while there was no flame Odd Case {Don't care} 
T8 Start up Switch on 
T9 Switch on and there is flame Keep the flame 
T 10 Switch off suddenly Switch off 
T11 Flame appears and switch off Switch off 
_T12 
Flame disappears and switch on Switch on 
I able 4.2, the generated events for the states of the gas burner states 
State Description Generated Event 
SO Switch is off and no flame detected No action 
S1 Switch is off but flame is detected Switch off 
S2 Switch is on and flame is detected Keep the flame 
S3 Switch is on but no flame detected Switch on 
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4.7.2 The Gas Burner Specifications 
As indicated earlier, the thread of control will start at the interface controller that 
examines the input variables and then invokes one of the main controller operations; the main 
control in turn invokes the actuators to change the overall state. When the local environment is 
affected by the actuators of the gas burner system, it may change the flame_detector_sensor 
reading or the gas_burner user may change the switch sensor; in either cases, in the following 
cycle, the sensor changes will be responded to by the appropriate actuator(s). This activation 
will be continuously repeated during the operation of the gas burner system. Thus, the sensor 
machines can be included within the interface controller machine, while the actuator machines 
will be included within the main controller machine. The main controller itself can be included 
within the interface controller machine. This machine-structure follows the constraints of the 
RSDS tool and respects the uniqueness constraints of inclusion for the 
controller/actuator/sensor. 
To avoid having to repeatedly redefine any numerated types more than once within 
these machines, a general machine for the data types can be used (burner data types) which can 
be related to each other machines through the see relationship. Figure 4.8 illustrates the 
relationship between the different machines of the gas burner system. 
Burner types X sees 
Switch sensor 
INCLUDES / 
sees) 
I\ INCLUDES 
Gas-valve 
1. Controller )1-ýº1 M. Controller 
ýý Air valve 
INCLUDES 
II INCLUDES 
Flame_detector_sensor 
INCL 
Igniter 
Fig 4.8, the relationship between the different specification pieces 
It is important to mention that the approach used to build the specification in this 
section is not unique; other approaches can consider only the normal states and transitions of 
input variables, combine the interface controller and the main controller, combine the sensors 
within the interface controller, and/or have sub-controllers before the lowest level actuators. 
However, we illustrate the basic aspects of the specification design without going into deep 
details of alternative designs. According to figure 4.8, we list the specification machines 
required to build the gas burner application in the following sub-sections. 
4.7.2.1 The B machine for the Gas burner data types 
This machine is a global machine that will be seen by all other machines in the 
application and it has the definitions of all the user-defined types. 
MACHINE Burner_Data_Types 
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SETS 
VSTATES = (open, closed); /* valve states for gas and 
air valves*/ 
ISTATES = (on, off}; /* Igniter states*/ 
FDSTATES = {present, absent} /* flame deetctor 
states*/ 
END 
4.7.2.2 The B machine for the Switch Sensor 
This machine defines the input variable switch; and has an operation to read in the 
new reading from the switch hardware interface. The machine sees the global 
Burner Data_Types machine and will be included within the interface controller machine to 
allow invoking of the get_Switch_state operation from within the interface main 
controller machine. 
MACHINE Switch-sensor 
SEES Burner_Data_Types 
VARIABLES switch 
INVARIANT switch : ISTATES 
INITIALISATION switch := off 
OPERATION 
get-Switch-state = /* this operation will be replaced by 
the interface read function*/ 
PRE true 
THEN 
ANY xx 
WHERE xx: ISTATES 
switch := xx 
END 
END 
4.7.2.3 The B machine for the Flame Detector Sensor 
This machine defines the input variable flame detector; and has an operation to read in 
the new reading from the flame detector hardware interface. The machine sees the global 
Burner Data Types machine and will be included within the interface controller machine to 
allow invoking the get-Flame state operation from within the interface main controller 
machine. 
MACHINE flame-detector-sensor 
SEES Burner-Data-Types 
VARIABLES flame-detected 
INVARIANT flame-detected : FDSTATES 
INITIALISATION flame detected := absent 
OPERATION 
get-Flame-state = /* this operation will be replaced by 
the interface read function*/ 
PRE 
true 
THEN 
ANY xx 
WHERE xx: FDSTATES 
flame-detected := xx 
END 
END 
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4.7.2.4 The B machine for the Interface Controller 
This machine specifies the interface actions, which update the sensor reading by 
invoking reading operations from the sensor machines and comparing those readings with the 
old values to decide which operation within the main controller are to be invoked. 
MACHINE Interface Controller 
SEES Burner Data_Types 
INCLUDES flame_detector_sensor, switch-sensor, 
main-controller 
VARIBLAES old-switch, old_flame_detected 
INVARIANTS old_switch: ISTATES, old_flame_detected: 
FDSTATES 
INITIAIALISATION old-switch, old-flame-detected := off, 
absent 
OPERATIONS 
switch_Igniter_On= 
PRE 
true 
THEN 
get-Flame-state 11 get_Switch_state 
IF /* invoke switch-on operation of MC machine */ 
old_switch = off & old_flame_detected = absent 
& switch = on & flame detected = absent THEN 
switch on 
ELSIF 
ELSIF /* invoke switch-on operation of the MC 
old_switch = on & old_flame_detected = present 
& switch = off & flame-detected = present THEN 
switch off 
ji 
old_switch: =switch 11 old_flame_detected 
flame-detected 
END 
END 
Apart from the invariants concerning the variable types, the interface controller is 
usually where the invariants concerned with the input and output variables are specified; the 
input variables are already visible to the interface controller because it includes the sensor 
machines where the input variables are defined; and also the output variables are defined in the 
actuator machines, which are included within the main controller machine that is included in 
the interface controller machine. 
The interface controller machine can vary dramatically from one implementation to 
another. The variation usually arises from the user intention to validate the controller by 
considering all-possible input combinations. Further, the controller needs to be interfaced with 
the sensor machines that may already exist. 
4.7.2.5 The B machine for the Gas Valve Actuator 
The air valve actuator machine defines the gas variable and contains two main 
operations to open and close the gas valve; this machine sees the Burner Data Types machine 
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and will be included within the main controller machine to allow invoking of the operations 
from within the main controller machine. 
MACHINE gas-valve 
SEES Burner-Data-Types 
VARIBLAES gas 
INVARIANT gas: VSTATE 
INITIALISATION gas: =closed 
OPERATIONS 
open_Gas_valve= 
PRE 
gas=closed 
THEN 
gas: =open 
END; 
close_Gas_Valve= 
PRE 
gas=open 
THEN 
gas: =closed 
END 
END 
4.7.2.6 The B machine for the Air Valve Actuator 
The air valve actuator machine defines the air variable and contains two main 
operations to open and close the air valve; this machine sees the Burner_Data_Types machine 
and will be included within the main controller machine to allow invocation of the operations 
from within the main controller machine. 
MACHINE air_valve 
SEES Burner-Data-Types 
VARIBLAES air 
INVARIANTS air: VSTATES 
INITIALISATION air: =closed 
OPERATIONS 
open_Air_valve= 
PRE 
air=closed 
THEN 
air: =closed 
END; 
close_Air_Valve= 
PRE 
air=open 
THEN 
air: =closed 
END 
END 
4.7.2.7 The B machine for the Igniter actuator 
The air valve actuator machine defines the igniter variable and contains two main 
operations to switch on and off the igniter; this machine sees the Burner Dula_Types machine 
and will be included within the main controller machine to allow invocation of the operations 
from within the main controller machine. 
MACHINE igniter 
SEES Burner_Data_Types 
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VARIBLAES igniter 
INVARIANTS igniter: ISTATE 
INITIALISATION igniter: = off 
OPERATIONS 
switch 
_Igniter_On= PRE 
igniter=off 
THEN 
igniter: =on 
END; 
switch_Igniter_Off= 
PRE 
igniter =on 
THEN 
igniter: =off 
END 
END 
4.7.2.8 The B machine for the main controller 
This machine controls the other actuators; its operations are called from within the 
interface controller machine in response to sensor changes. This main controller machine sees 
the burner data_types!!!!!!! and includes the actuator machines. Besides the operations, the 
main controller machine should include the invariants governing the application, like the safety 
invariant concerning the necessity to have the air valve open when the gas valve is open. The 
invariants should be separate from the operations and, furthermore, they should be preserved by 
the operations and the initialisation of the main controller machine and other related machines. 
MACHINE main-Controller 
SEES Burner-Data-Types 
INCLUDES air-valve, gas-valve, igniter 
INVARIANTS gas=open=> air=open & ... 
OPERATIONS 
start_up = 
PRE 
air=closed & gas =closed & igniter=off 
THEN 
open_Air_valve 11 open-Gas-valve 11switch_Ingniter-on 
END; 
shut-down= 
PRE 
air=open & gas =open 
THEN 
close_Air_valve 11 close_Gas_valve 
END; 
Maximize_IgniterLT= 
PRE 
igniter=on 
THEN 
switch_Inginter_off 
END 
END 
4.7.3 Structuring the specifications 
In case of large-scale applications with many separate components, it is usually 
preferable to structure the controller into small-size modular sub-controllers; this approach 
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enables easier implementation and maintenance, as well as checking and debugging within the 
B toolkit environment. 
The B language has some enforced restrictions on the manner of extending and or 
including machines within other machines. These restrictions prohibit including the same 
machine more than once; this ensures uniqueness of control. Thus, the sub controllers need to 
be structured in a way that preserves the B constraints. The different structures can be 
constructed through considering the system invariants that take the following form, as in 4.1: 
F(Vari, Var2 , Var3 ... , 
Var) G(Varm ,..., 
Vark) 
........................... 
(4.1) 
where variable Var; is one of the application's components' variables and G and F are two 
Boolean functions combining different combinations of the components' variables. For 
example, the safety part of requirements given in section 4.6.1 relates the two variables gas and 
air (and hence the two components air valve and gas valve) through the invariant 4.2: 
gas = open = air = open ........................................................... (4.2) 
(C 
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Figure 4.9, Controller Structuring in B 
Lano et al. in [Lano et al. Y2Kb] proposed a method based on the system invariants 
defined by the Systems Engineer to structure the controller in conformance to the B constraints. 
Looking at the different patterns of the variables appearing in both sides of 4.1, they provided 
the following guidelines: 
As noted in [Lano et al. Y2Kb], when there is total independence between the sub- 
components; i. e. none of the components depends on the internal state of the others, the 
horizontal structuring can be used. But, when there is relative independence of the control 
invariants associated with the individual sub-components, the hierarchical control structure can 
be used. In which case, the interaction between the sub components is managed by a supervisor 
controller. In other cases, a different structuring mechanism, called a chain, may be required, 
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especially when the control action or decision can be divided among sub-controllers each of 
which do a specific job; for example, checking faults and controlling the plant - in case of an 
existing fault, the control will not be passed any further. Figure 4.10 [Lano et al. Y2Kb] shows 
these three types of structure. 
It is important to mention that some other type of structure, like temporal structure in 
which the same actuator or sub-controller appears more than once under different super- 
controllers, cannot be achieved within B, because of structuring rules, unless the super 
controllers are combined together into one machine. 
4.7.4 Specification Refinement 
The B language allows users to refine the abstract level of coding within the 
specification machines. The operations that were defined inside the B machine will be refined 
within the refined machine. Refining the operations will involve imposing more determinism in 
assigning values to variables. Adding new variables to describe the machine more precisely is a 
common step in refinement. Figure 4.10 [Lano and Naughton 961 shows a specification 
machine in B (M to the left) and a refinement of it to the right (R); the machine is deemed to be 
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Figure 4.10, machine refinement in B 
es. 
The refinement R will be considered a correct refinement of the machine M when R 
satisfies some conditions on its states, initialisation, and operations. Such conditions are called 
proof obligations and are listed as stated in [Lano and Haughton 96]: 
0 There is a combined abstract and concrete state that satisfies the refinement relation 
und the abstract machine invariant. 
0 The concrete initialisation (INTr) is a re/inemenl of the abstract machine initialisation 
(INT), under the assumptions of the constraints und properties of both machines (R 
and M). 
" Under the refinement relation und the precondition of the more abstract operation 
(pcond), the precondition of the more concrete operation holds und for every 
execution of S there is u corresponding execution of (Sr, ) from the same initial state 
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that re-establishes the refinement relation between the following states of the abstract 
and concrete machines. 
4.7.5 Implementation 
The refinement operation can be repeated for each machine until all required details 
have been expressed. In this respect, the implementation is considered as the final refinement 
because it refines the last version of the specification. The implementation version usually 
includes input and output libraries to enable monitoring information to the end user and 
receiving inputs from him in other situations. Figure 4.11 [Lano and Haughton 96] shows that a 
machine M can be refined to a refinement RI followed by refining the refinement RI to R2 
FIGURE PLACEMENT PROBLEM ABOVE? until reaching a final refinement machine that is 
called the implementation (I). The relevant proof obligations must be satisfied between (M and 
R1), (R1 and R2), ...., and (Rn and I). 
Refines Refines Refines 
Machine Refinement efinemen _ Implementation M R1 1 
Figure 4.11, Successive Refinements in B 
4.8 Conclusions 
Formal methods play an important role in the development lifecycle of software 
applications; they provide the user with mathematical and logical notations to enable him/her to 
express and reason about the main decisions in building the applications. There are algebraic 
specification languages such as OBJ and model-oriented formal methods like Z, VDM, and B. 
The B method has an integrated development environment, the B toolkit, which helps 
in refining, animating and proving the formal specifications. The B method has a component- 
based nature that enables expressing a large application in terms of hierarchies of specification 
units (machines); this fits well with the nature of process-control applications. The 
requirements of the reactive systems can be formally specified in the form of B machines; and, 
further processed within the B toolkit environment. The specification operation requires co- 
operation between a systems engineer and a software engineer who translates the requirements 
into B formal specifications. 
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In this chapter, we describe the requirements analysis method supported by GOPCSD: we 
discuss the method's objectives, the adaptations of the KAOS method to fit efficiently with 
process control applications, the goal refinement patterns, the method's support for 
reusability, and the semantics of goal-refinement. 
5.1 The outline of the GOPCSD method 
As indicated earlier in chapter 2, section 2.3, one of the crucial objectives of the GOPCSD 
method is to achieve the separation of concerns between the process control systems engineers and the 
software engineers. In [El-Maddah and Maibaum 2003a], we have established the main phases 
required to specify process control applications and reason about their requirements, before translating 
them into B formal specifications. In figure 5.1, we sketch the internal structure of the GOPCSD tool, 
built to demonstrate the method. To the left hand side, we sketch the requirements development 
lifecycle. 
The GOPCSD method covers the early stages of the development lifecycle for process control 
systems. It addresses defining abstract requirements, refining and formalising the user needs and 
finally checking the requirements and compiling them to formal specification forms. The interaction 
between the process control systems engineer and GOPCSD covers phases one and two, where, in the 
first phase, the tool supporting the method should provide a library of requirements segments to be 
imported into the application; and enabling the process control systems engineer to use a supporting 
tool to construct goal-models from scratch in case they are not provided in the library. Then, the 
systems engineer (the user) combines these requirements segments into a complete goal-model. The 
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second phase uses checks and validation to enable judging the suitability of the constructed goal- 
model. For this reason, the process control systems engineer will have a chance to debug and modify 
the requirements, before advancing to the final phase, where an automatic translation will generate B 
specifications from the requirements goal-model. A software engineer will later process the generated 
B specification within the B toolkit environment. 
Abstract Requirements ---------------- 
1 
----------- 
I Goal-model ; GOPCSD 
Refined and Formal Libra Software 
Requirements Engineer 
Phase I Phase If Phase III 
Checked and Validated Goal-oriented Requirements 1 Goal-model to B Toolkit 
Requirements Requirements Checking and B translator 
Environment 
Construction Validation , 
1 
, 
Formal Specifications --------- ------"" 
, 
' 
Process control 
Requirements Development lifecycle Srstelný Engineer 
Figure 5.1, GOPCSD structure and the related development lifecycle 
Unlike the first and second phases, the third phase is hidden from the user in order to increase 
the feasibility of using the method and make it independent of the formal method. In other words, an 
ordinary Process control systems engineer who does not know the details of programming languages or 
formal methods can use the method and its supporting tool efficiently and reason about the 
requirements. Although the first two phases of the method are based on the corresponding ones in the 
KAOS method, we considerably adapted the KAOS method to suit the nature of process control 
systems; on the one hand, we refined some abstracted steps in the KAOS method, which is usefully 
defined in detail for process-control applications; on the other hand, we briefly describe other steps, 
which mainly deal with identifying the main components and goals of the application. As we introduce 
a reusable goal-models library, we integrate the importing and mapping of goal-models within the first 
phase where we construct the goal-model. In addition to the adaptation in the first two phases, we 
append a third phase to generate the formal specifications by translating the requirements goal-models 
to B machines. 
5.2 Adapting the KAOS method 
Process control systems are composed of easily identifiable (physical) components. Their 
operation can be basically specified using sequential and simultaneous operations. However, since 
KAOS is a general method for specifying software applications, it does not take into consideration 
these mentioned features of process control systems. Thus, we introduced some modifications to the 
data models and the algorithms of the KAOS method so that our tool can effectively deal with these 
features. 
5.2.1 The Object-Model 
The KAOS method adaptations start at the object-model level, which provides a formal 
description of the application. However, with respect to the nature of process control systems, the 
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elements of the KAOS object-model can be represented within the GOPCSD tool component, variable, 
agent and goal-model lists. The relationship between the application and these elements will be 
implied from the lists, but not separately represented as class or entity relationship diagrams. 
5.2.2 The Goal-Model 
Since patterns are the key point of reusability, identifying patterns at the level of 
Requirements, Design, or even Implementation reduces the time and the effort required to produce 
similar applications. The goal-models of the KAOS method are represented by AND-OR trees. Thus, 
there are two refinement patterns in KAOS: AND and OR. The OR refinement has the meaning of 
alternative solution: each sub-goal can represent a different way of achieving the main goal, while the 
AND means conjunction; each conjunct sub-goal is required to achieve the main goal. 
Refinement patterns provide considerable guidance to the user in reasoning about and 
debugging the constructed requirements since they are closer to his/her perspective and address 
rational concepts like sequentiality, alternation and simultaneity. Thus, we examined different process 
control case studies (a tank system, production cell, simple gas burner system, and a lift system) and 
identified six recurring patterns: two of them extend the existing patterns in the KAOS method 
(alternative and conjunction) and four are new (sequence, disjunction, simultaneous and inheritance) 
representing refinements of the AND pattern. The hierarchy of the requirements goals that are related 
to each other through refinement patterns will enable the user to derive the outlines of the 
implementation programs. This usually happens with less effort from the process control systems 
engineer as well as requiring less expertise in programming language paradigms and control structures. 
Further, these refinement patterns guide the translation to B machines, as will be illustrated in section 
5.3. 
5.2.3 The Agent-Model 
The general nature of the KAOS method allows the agents to have various types: devices, 
humans or software components. The same range of agents is available in the GOPCSD tool; however, 
the agents can be assigned to accomplish a terminal goal even if the goal's formal condition contains 
some variables that are not observable by the agent. The difference in the agent treatment in the 
GOPCSD method arises because the formal description of the goal can be regarded as a condition plus 
an action: the condition can be checked in one module representing the controller while the action can 
be activated in another module representing the actuator device. 
5.2.4 The Operational-Model 
In Process Control Systems, the operations required to accomplish the terminal goals can be 
represented as conditional assignments for the output variables in the form: condition variable = 
value where condition is a Boolean expression composed of simple comparisons between the 
application variables and their corresponding values, variable is one of the controllable output 
variables and value is a defined value belonging to its domain. 
Thus, the operation-model can be combined with the formal description of the terminal goals 
instead of being described separately. 
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5.2.5 Components-first Development 
The GOPCSD method 
As process control systems are constructed from existing components, we adopt a component- 
base development method, in which the user can reuse already defined components' goal-models and 
refine the overall system goals into these components' sub-goals. Thus, instead of freely extending the 
goals in KAOS to explore the existing system and environment, in GOPCSD, the system goals will be 
refined into target sub-goals. Although, the component sub-goals are known in advance, their 
arrangement is unknown and the arrangement needs to be checked and validated to specify the system 
correctly. 
5.3 The Refinement Patterns 
In this section we describe the meaning of each identified goal-refinement pattern. Further, 
we provide general description of situations where the pattern can be employed. Table 5.1 shows the 
graphical symbols that will be used to express goal-models. 
Table 5.1, the goal-model graphical symbols used in the thesis and the tool. 
The element Symbol Comments 
Alternative A separate line for each sub-goal 
Sequence An arrow pointing from the first sub-goal towards the last sub-goal 
(usually, the arrow will be drawn from left to right) 
Conjunction A double arc over the sub-goal lines indicating a conjunction 
refinement site. 
Disjunction A single arc over the sub-goal lines indicating a disjunction 
refinement site. 
Simultaneous A single arc over the sub-goal lines with single lines between each 
two adjacent goals 
Inheritance A single bold arrow pointing from the child-goal to the parent goal 
(similar to "is an instance of' relationship within UML and ERD) 
Goal © A trapezoid to represent goals that have some detail like name or 
index. 
Goals without 
details 
O A circle to represent goals without any details 
Agent <E/ A hexagon to represent agents 
Accomplish A curved line to represent the relationship between an agent and a 
goal. 
5.3.1 The Alternative Refinement Pattern 
The alternative refinement pattern is the KAOS OR pattern. This pattern means each of the 
sub-goals can be used separately to achieve the main goal. Accordingly, the alternative pattern should 
be used when there is a preference to express the availability of different solutions within a single goal- 
model. For example, to achieve one goal for shutting down a gas burner system, and according to 
safety consideration, the shut down goal can be refined as an alterative of two sub-goals: the first goal 
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(the gas valve will be closed first and then the air valve) and the second goal (the two valves will be 
closed simultaneously). At a later development stage, each of these two sub-goals will appear in a 
separate final version of the goal-model. 
The equivalent solutions (two separate goal-models) 
GI G1 
G2 G3 G2 G3 
Figure 5.2, the alternative pattern 
In figure 5.2 we sketch a goal-model template (incomplete) to the left, where the non-terminal 
goal GI is refined as the alternative of the two goals G2 and G3. This fact can be expressed 
notationally, as G1=Alternative(G2, G3). To the right of the goal-model template, a set of two goal- 
models is generated as a result of splitting the goal-model to the left at the alternative refinement site. 
Each sub-goal G2 and G3 appears separately in one of the two goal-models and the refinement 
relationship in the new goal-model will be Inheritance instead of Alternative. 
5.3.2 The Sequence Refinement Pattern 
The sequence pattern is frequently used in process control systems. It is used to express a 
higher task in terms of a number of ordered steps; when each of these steps is achieved in order, the 
higher task will be achieved. 
For example, a goal of delivering processed metals in a production cell application can be 
refined as a sequence of three goals: the first goal, feeding the blank metal, the second goal, processing 
the blank metal, and finally the third goal, delivering the processed metals. As indicated in this 
example, each step relies on the outcomes of the previous steps. For instance, the blank metal cannot 
be processed unless it has been fed to the press. In addition, we may notice the sub-goals themselves 
may need further refinement stages, as feeding the blank metals may need more refined steps to be 
achieved. Thus, when a goal is refined to a sequence of sub-goals, each sub-goal's accomplishment is 
considered as a pre-condition for its successor goal. 
G1 
sc1 
62 
sc3 G3 sc2 
G2 G3 
. 
C! 1 
..................... ® G2 then G3 
Figure 5.3, the sequence pattern 
In figure 5.3, the goal-model template to the left expresses that goal G1 is refined as the 
sequence of goals G2 and G3, respectively. We use this notation: G1= Sequence(G2, G3) to express the 
sequence refinement. There is an equivalent state transition diagram (STD) to the goal-model. Each 
goal in the goal-model is represented as a transition in the STD from one state corresponding to goal's 
pre-condition to another state corresponding to the goal's post-condition. This analogy shows that the 
intermediate state of the STD (St3) represents the pre-condition of goal G3 and at the same time 
represents the post-condition of goal G2. Therefore, within the sequence refinement pattern, the post- 
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conditions of the predecessor goals must be considered. This will be formally discussed later in section 
5.5. 
5.3.3 The Conjunction Refinement Pattern 
Conjunction patterns are usually used to refine the main goal into two or more sub-goals that 
need to be conjunctively accomplished. If the sub-goals do not possess any sequence or order 
dependency between each other, we can express the sub-goals as conjunction refinement of the parent 
goal. The main goal will be considered achieved only when each of its sub-goals is achieved. This 
refinement pattern is more likely to exist at the high-level segments of the goal-model where the sub- 
goals themselves are non-terminal and need further refinements. 
For example, when designing a process control application, one should consider the different 
aspects like safety, running cost, security, and operation. These aspects can be represented through 
high-level goals that can be refined to narrower sub-goals. Thus, the issue of the conjunctive 
achievement of the different aspects can be represented as a conjunction between these high-level 
goals. For example, in a gas burner system, the ignition trials can be prohibited if there is a detected 
flame; this aspect can reduce the running cost of the system by increasing the lifetime of the igniter and 
reducing the consumed power. Thus, the main goal of the gas burner can possibly be refined into a 
conjunction of the operation goal and the cost reduction goal. 
ý' is ` Eäoivalent initial state for GI 
GI rshI7 eSu ; a25a s 
G2 G3 ' . 
'aist2 a2s2 
. 
4 EquNalent final state for G1 Figure 5.4, the conjunction pattern 
In figure 5.4, goal GI is refined as the conjunction of goals G2 and G3. This can be expressed 
notationally as G1=Conjunction(G2, G3). To the right hand side, there is a sketch of an equivalent STD 
that has two sub-spaces, one for each conjunct sub-goal. This compound STD illustrates that the pre- 
conditions of goals G2 and G3 should imply the pre-condition of goal G 1. In addition, having achieved 
the post-condition of goals G2 and G3 should guarantee the achievement of the post-condition of goal 
GI. 
5.3.4 The Disjunction Refinement Pattern 
This pattern has some features of the KAOS OR and AND patterns. It resembles the 
alternative pattern from the aspect that the parent goal can be achieved by achieving one of the sub- 
goals. On the other hand, the different sub-goals accomplish the parent goal in different situations; 
thus, removing one of them means that the parent goal will not be achieved in some circumstance. This 
pattern is repeatedly found in process control systems that achieve tasks differently from one situation 
to another. 
For example, a double press production cell can stamp the blank metals in one of the presses 
according to the availability of the presses; thus, a parent goal to stamp metals can be refined to two 
sub-goals: the first is to stamp the metal in press one under some condition and the second goal is to 
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stamp the metal in press two under some other condition, but guaranteeing that the first condition has 
not been met. This shows that the two sub-goals are disjoint. 
Another situation to use this refinement pattern is when grouping exclusive functions 
together; for example in a gas burner system, the basic functions of starting up and shutting down are 
considered exclusive because neither of them can operate at the same time as the other one. This 
exclusion ensures the pre-conditions will be disjoint, and hence, we can formulate a higher goal, 
named fulfil requests, which is refined to the disjunction of two sub-goals: shut down and start up. 
G1 
Conditionl ondition2 G2 
stt G3 stz G2 G3 
(ConditionI -Condition2) and (Condition2 =>-, Condition l) 
Figure 5.5, the disjunction pattern 
In figure 5.5, goal GI is refined as the disjunction of goals G2 and G3. This can be expressed 
notationally as G1=Disjunction(G2, G3). To the right there is a sketch of a STD that has two 
transitions, one for each sub-goal. Furthermore, we can notice that the pre-condition of G2 added to - 
logical or v- the pre-condition of goal G3 implies the pre-condition of goal G1. Or we can state that 
goal G1 is active when any of goals G3 and G2 is active. The post-condition of goals G2, G3 and G1 
should be the same. 
5.3.5 The Simultaneous Refinement Pattern 
The simultaneous pattern is commonly required within process control systems. The parent 
goal will be refined to a number of simultaneously operating goals that may control different parts of 
the application. 
For instance, in chemical applications, some situations can arise where pouring two chemical 
compounds or adding a substance and stirring the mixture are required to commence at the same time. 
Although to certain extent the simultaneous pattern is similar to the conjunction pattern, they 
differ in the restriction for starting the actions. This difference delays the appearance of the 
simultaneous pattern to one level above the terminal-goal level, where the sub-goals of the 
simultaneous pattern will be terminal goals. This powerfully employs the simultaneous pattern to 
synchronise the operation of sub-components of the application. 
GI 
sEl 
G1= G2 11 G3 
st2 
G2 G3 
Figure 5.6, the Simultaneous pattern 
In figure 5.6, goal GI is defined as the simultaneous refinement of goals G2 and G3. This can 
be expressed notationally as G1=Simultaneous(G2, G3). The equivalent STD to the right from the 
goal-model shows that the post-condition of goal G2 added to, logically A, the post-condition of goal 
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G3 implies the post-condition of goal G I. Moreover, the pre-conditions of G2 or G3 should imply the 
pre-condition of goal G 1. 
5.3.6 The Inheritance Refinement Pattern 
The inheritance pattern is a special case of refinement patterns where there is only one single 
sub-goal that has the same formal description as the main goal. 
There are two main motivations for defining this pattern: first, when the main goal is too 
general to be refined directly, there will be a need for an intermediate goal that is stronger and/or more 
specific than the main goal. For example, in a lift system, defining a goal like maximising the lifetime 
of the cabinet motor would be too general to be refined. But, a goal like avoiding unwanted direction 
change could bridge the big distance between the level of motor and requests, on the one hand, and the 
high-level issues of motor lifetime, on the other. The second motivation is to maintain the refinement 
level after splitting the compound goal-models, where inheritance sites will replace the alternative sites 
in the new simple goal models, as shown in figure 5.2. This replacement fills the large refinement 
distance between goals G2 or G3, on the one hand, and the parent goal of goal G 1, on the other. 
1 
G1= G2 sr1 sc2 
G2 G2 is an instance of G1 
Figure 5.7, the Inheritance pattern 
In figure 5.7, goal G2 inherits goal Gl; this can be notationally described as 
G1=lnheritance(G2). To allow the child goal G2 to be stronger than parent goal (i. e. more restricted 
pre-condition), the pre-condition of the child goal G2 should imply the pre-condition of the parent goal 
G 1; while the post-condition of the parent should imply the post-condition of the child goal. To avoid 
any circumstance of ambiguity and inconsistency, we restricted the inheritance refinement sub-goals to 
be only one sub-goal per parent goal per goal-model otherwise, some situations may arise where there 
will be need for a selection criteria to choose which sub-goal to be activated when the parent goal is 
activated. 
5.4 The GOPCSD Support for Reusability 
Reusability concepts are usually employed within software engineering to reduce the time and 
effort required to develop similar applications. These concepts usually cover two broad areas: the first 
one is the procedure or the algorithm used for requirements, specifications, implementation, 
verification, validation or test; that is why we usually find specific software packages used to develop 
specific applications which share common features as for database or web-based applications. 
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Requirements 
Flexibility Goal-models Fre uency 
Design 
ERD, Class diagrams, UML 
Implementation 
Dynamic linked libraries (DLL), static linked libraries (SLL) 
Figure 5.8, reusability levels 
The second area is the data or the pieces of information, which constitute the requirements, 
specifications or the implementations. Having created GOPCSD checks and tests, which are tailored 
for the process control systems, we have covered only the reusability area of systemic development 
and testing. However, we need a library and importing system for reusing the information pieces. Since 
GOPCSD involves gathering the requirements and structuring, we should start the reusability of the 
applications information at the requirements level; saying that, we do not discourage reusing segments 
of the specifications or implementation, but encourage reusability as early as possible. 
In figure 5.8, we sketch the reusability at the requirements, specifications, and implementation 
levels; although reusing requirements information is more flexible than for specifications and 
implementation, it is less usual to find information reused at this early level. To realize reusability at 
the requirements level, the system engineer may use some standard analyses, extend similar 
applications' requirements or even copy parts the requirements from similar applications. 
Reusability has different motivating sources within process control systems, and other 
systems that are built of physical components that can be rearranged differently to yield different high- 
level tasks. 
AB 
(I) An application built of an arrangement of components 
LC--[ 
D 
E (II) Replacing a component by another (E instead of B) still 
A 
having the same system goals 
CD 
D (III) Having different arrangements for the components 
from the original arrangement in (I) 
CA 
GB (IV) Adding new components (G and F) to the basic 
A application F 
CD 
Figure 5.9, motivations of reusability 
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Figure 5.9 illustrates an application composed of four components A, B, C, and D. The 
specific arrangement of the components affects the overall function of the system. Another application 
may differ partially from the application in (I) by replacing component B by another component E, 
which is a slightly different one, for example, in a production cell replacing one robot model by 
another model. The overall application still has the same main required functions and the same 
constraints are to be obeyed. In (III) one can rearrange the components to construct a different 
application with different main functions but with the same low level functions required from the 
components. Finally in (IV), one can extend the application in (I) by adding new components to 
construct a higher-level application than (1); the new application in (IV) will contain the main 
functions as (I) as sub-functions, as well as the low level functions of the same components as in (I). 
Motivated by these reusability concepts and following the ideas of Reubenstein and Waters in 
[Reubenstein and Waters 97], where they based a primary requirements classes to reuse them through 
inheritance, we could identified two proposed sources of reuse goal-models as follows: 
" Similar applications are built of the same kind of physical components; although the 
components are contained in applications of different high-level goals and overall functions, 
the same low-level goals and basic functions are still expected from them; for example, a 
boiler system and a gas burner may contain similar gas valves; the overall functions derived 
from both applications are different, but the valve component still has the same basic 
requirements goals. 
" Similar applications have similar high-level goals, even if they have different components. 
For example, a robot whose arms are devised with magnetic handling techniques has the same 
high-level goals as another robot with mechanical grabbers. 
Figure 5.10 shows a complete goal-model with two highlighted sub-trees that can be reused in 
similar applications. 
goal-model 
Low-level goal-model 
Figure 5.10, highlighting sites q1 reuse interest within a complete goal-model 
Thus, the library can be organized as follows: 
" Each library is considered as a family of related applications, like gas burners, chemical reactors, 
production cells. 
" Each library has a list of applications, for example the production cell library includes applications 
like simple production cell, double-press production cell, and fault-tolerant production cell. 
" Each application contains a list of high-level goal-model templates that constitute the main 
functions defined via such an application. 
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" In addition to the high-level templates, the library has a list of components that represent the 
building blocks of its applications, like valves and switches. 
" Each physical component has low-level goal-models, variables, and agents to control such 
variables. 
Library 
Figure 5.11, contents ofone library 
Figure 5.11 shows a diagrammatic sketch of a library of a specific application family, the 
library has a number of components and each of these has variables, agents, and goal-models, and a 
number of high-level templates each with an associated variables, agents (very rare to appear inside the 
template) and goal-models that may be incomplete but has one main goal which will be mapped into 
one of the application goals. This approach, which we have adopted in the GOPCSD library, is similar 
to product line concepts [Bosch 99, Nord Y2K, Nielmela and Ihme 01, Batory et at. 02], in the sense 
that it provides goal-model templates that can be refined differently for applications from the same 
family (e. g., different models of production cells with variant components). 
5.4.1 Library Components 
As indicated above, the applications belonging to a specific library share similar components. 
These components can be physically identified, like robots, valves, and smoke sensors. Building the 
application from the separate components should usually depend on the integration of the individual 
components; for example, the feed belt is composed of a motor, or set of motors operating together, 
and sensors to detect the arrival of the product; in this case the whole component is considered as a 
single unit rather than building the application from the sub-components. Such a physical view guides 
the systems engineer who is usually more aware of the separate components as whole units. Each of 
the components is specified by the following information: 
" Variables. The component's variables reflect the internal state of the component, for 
example, possible values of the state of a feed belt component in production cell library. 
" Agents. The component agents are either the devices, human or software modules, that are 
capable of controlling the component's internal state. 
" Goal-models. The component goal-models are usually small goal-trees that describe how to 
realise the operation of the component. The goals within the component goal-models 
reference the component variables; and, the terminal goals are usually assigned to the 
component's agents. 
When importing these components to the applications under construction, an extra process 
may be required to either map the imported component's variables and agents to the application's 
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variables and agents, respectively, or alternatively, to append the component's variables and agents to 
the application's lists in order to be able to reference them later from the appropriate goals. 
For example, figure 5.12 represents a valve component that can be used in different 
applications; the valve has an on/off variable state to store its state. In addition to the variable, the 
component's representation contains an agent valve motor, which controls the valve. The two goal- 
models for switching the valve on and off are in this case simple enough to be represented by terminal 
goals. The variable state is contained within the formal description of the two terminal goals. The 
condition for achieving the switching on or off of the valve will usually be edited at the time the 
component description is imported into a new application. The agent valve motor of the valve 
component when imported to different applications can be appended to the agent list. Or alternatively, 
the agent valve motor can be mapped to one of the existing application agents, application-motor]. In 
this case the switch-on and switch-off goals will be assigned to application-motor] agent. 
Component: Valve 
Agents: Valve Motor 
Variables: Valve ofType OnOff =("ON", "OFF") 
Goal-Models: 
Switch ON 
Achieve[Switch_ON] Switch OFF 
Condom (state=ON) Achieve [Switch OFF] 
Cond (state=OFF) 
Valve -Motor 
Figure 5.12, an example of a component within the library 
5.4.2 Library templates 
In addition to the components, each application has a number of high-level goal-model 
templates; these templates usually describe the high-level functions of the application without 
specifying the details of how to achieve these functions. Through this level of abstraction, the 
flexibility of using the goal-model template can be increased since it provides freedom in allowing the 
user to specify the low-level goals according to the current application. 
For example, in a production cell, a goal like process the products or deliver the finished 
products can be categorized as a high-level function derived from the production cell; and hence, it 
should be stored in the library. Once again, these goals should not describe how to process the 
products, so as to increase the flexibility of using the goal with different production cells. The high- 
level requirements templates of the applications contain: 
" Coal-models. The high-level goal-models templates are usually small in size and incomplete 
goal-trees that draw the outlines of the basic functions derived from the application. 
" Variables. The template variables are usually application variables rather than component 
variables that describe the state of the application; these variables will be mapped/appended to 
a new application's variables during the importing process. 
" Agents. The template agents are normally nor present, only in cases where the high-level 
templates have terminal-goals. 
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In figure 5.13, we sketch a goal-model template for a gas burner system; the goal-model 
describes the main functions derived from the gas burner system. This has three main functions: start 
up, shut down, and keep the flame burning. Only one of these three functions can be invoked by the 
burner system at a time; this decision depends on two conditions: whether the burner flame exists or 
not and whether the burner user commanded switch off or on. 
Template name: Continuous Operations 
Template Variables: switch, flame 
=GA tain 
operations 
switch=on and switch=on and 
flan Switch - ff and are present 
GBAchieve [Std flame present Gn Maintain [ 
up when requested Gc Achieve [Shut 
The flame burning 
down when reauested] 
Fizure 5.13, a high-level goal-model template for the as burner system 
Furthermore, to increase reusability, we suggest the library design should consider the following 
issues: 
" The common components will be shared among the various applications to reduce the size of the 
library by having a single copy of the repeated component; this also will be of considerable aid in 
the special case when the details of the component need to be modified. 
" The use of an appropriate level of abstraction in the component template would be of considerable 
aid for the user in order to easily build the required application; for example, a gas valve and a 
liquid valve can be both abstracted to a valve component that has basic open and close goals and a 
variable describing its state. As long as the details of the components do not affect the operations, 
it should be better to hide the details, especially at such an early level of requirements. 
5.4.3 Hardwired Reusability Support 
Hardwired reusability support is embedded within the GOPCSD tool; It is reflected on how the 
tool should be built; for example, choosing the goal refinement patterns, goal temporal types, agent 
types, obstacle classes, and integrating the appropriate validation and checks (completeness check, 
obstacle analysis, and goal-conflict analysis) contribute to standardize the procedure of developing 
process control applications. Thus, because features were captures from the procedures of developing 
previous process control applications, the reusability support is realised through implementing these 
common features within the tool. 
5.5 Semantics of the goal-model 
Expressing the goal-model formally can provide better understanding of the refinement, 
combination, and agent assignment processes. Moreover, defining formal semantics for the goal 
refinements will help in implementing the various algorithms of the GOPCSD tool. In this section, 
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most of the analysis rules assume the goal-models are complete before splitting or checking them; 
hence, in the following sub-sections we defined the related functions and predicates. 
5.5.1 General Refinement Functions 
We define general functions valid for all the refinement relationship patterns. For the 
purposes of these definitions, we assume that we have fixed the goal-model (i. e. the goal-model is 
completely refined). 
" GoalSpace is a function that returns a set of all goals contained in the goal- model. 
" Terminal(G) is a Boolean function that determines whether goal G is a terminal goal or not. 
" TopLevel(G) is a Boolean function that determines whether goal G is the highest-level goal (the 
root of the goal-model) of the goal-model or not. 
" Ltype(G) is a partial function mapping a goal G to the logical refinement pattern between its sub- 
goals. The Ltype function has the following range {Alternative, Sequence, Conjunction, 
Disjunction, Simultaneous, Inheritance). For terminal goals, the Ltype is undefined since the 
definition is derived from the refinement relationship between the sub-goals. In fact, the domain of 
function Ltype is (GoalSpace -(G: Terminal(G) =true)), i. e. all non-terminal goals. 
" SubG(G) is a function mapping a goal G to the list of its sub-goals. 
VG [(SubG(G) = ý) (Terminal(G) = true)] ................................................................... 5.1 
In 5.1, we express the property that terminal goals are defined by having no sub-goals; this rule is 
considered valid for complete goal-models. It can be violated before the completion of the goal-model, 
when some non-terminal goals need further refinement. 
" GsubG(G) is a function mapping a goal G to the list of the descendant (direct or sub-goals of sub- 
goals to different levels) sub-goals of goal G. 
VM[M E GsubG(G) t_* Me SubG(N) v 3N [M E SubG(N) ANe GsubG(G)] ......................... 
5.2 
In 5.2, it shows that if goal M is a descendant sub-goal of goal G then either it is a direct sub-goal or 
there is a third goal N so that M is a direct sub-goal of N and N is a descendant sub-goal of goal G. 
VG [Terminal(G) = true t=> GsupG(G) _f]..................................................................... 5.3 
In 5.3, we express the fact that terminal goals have no descendant sub-goals. 
" SupG(G) is a function mapping each goal G to its parent goal; the range of the function is 
(GoalSpace -(G: Terminal(G) =true) v (null)), i. e. non-terminal goal and null. The null value is 
required to indicate that the top-level goal has no parent goal. 
VG['VM [G E SubG(M) r* M= SupG(G)]] ..................................................................... 5.4 
VG [-, Toplevel(G) GE SubG(SupG(G))] 
.................................................................... 5.5 
VG[VN[`VM[ N=SupG(G) AM= SupG(G) M=N 1]] ..................................................... 5.6 
In 5.4, we state that if goal G is a sub-goal of goal M then M is the parent goal of G and vice versa. In 
5.5, we express the fact the composition of the two functions SubG, SupG on a goal G returns the set of 
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goals consisting of the sub-goals of the parent goal of G including G itself. In 5.6, we define the super 
goal to be unique for each goal. 
VG [TopLevel(G) = true t* SupG(G) = null] ................................................................... 
5.7 
In 5.7, we express the fact that top-level goal has no parent goal; again this assumes the goal-model is 
complete and the user does not have to combine these goals into a higher-level goal. 
" GsupG(G) is a function mapping a goal G to the set of all the ancestor goals of goal G. 
VM[M E GsupG(G) e--* M= SupG(G) v 3N [M = SupG(N) ANe GsupG(G)] ] ......................... 5.8 
In 5.8, we state that if goal M is an ancestor of goal G then either it is a direct parent or there is a third 
goal N, where M is a the parent of goal N and N is an ancestor of goal G. 
VG[[TopLevel(G) = TRUE t* GsupG(G) = 4] ................................................................. 
5.9 
In 5.9, we express the fact that the top-level goal has no ancestors. 
" PdrG(G) is a function that returns the predecessor goal of a given goal G provided that the parent 
goal is refined through Sequence pattern. If goal G is the first child, or the parent goal of G has 
pattern other than sequence, the PdrG function returns null. 
0 GM(G) is a function that returns the goal-model containing the goal G. 
5.5.2 Agent assignment and control functions 
In this section, we define functions related to agent assignment and variable controllability. 
" Agent(G) is a partial function mapping a terminal goal G to an agent A that accomplishes the goal 
G and controls the output variables via the action formula of goal G; the range of the function 
Agent is the set of all agents related to the application. 
VG [Terminal(G) = true e=-ý Aaent(G) *nullt .................................................................. 
5.10 
In 5.8, the fact that terminal goals must have an agent to accomplish them is represented using a 
restriction on the agent function value. Moreover, the rule restricts the value returned by function 
Agent to be null for the non-terminal goals. 
0 Controls(A, V) is a predicate that denotes that agent A controls variable V. 
VV[ VAI [VA2 [Controls( Al, V) A Controls( A2, V) (A1= A2) ]]]................................ 5.11 
In 5.9, the uniqueness of control concept is represented through forcing the number of agents that 
controls one variable in the same goal-model to be only one. 
0 Contains(G, V) is a predicate that means goal G contains variable V in its action part. 
VV[VG[ Terminal(G)=trueA Contains(G, V) = Controls(Agent(G), V)] ] ............................... 
5.12 
In 5.12, we relate the output variable V contained in a terminal goal G to the Agent A that 
accomplishes the goal; any output variable contained in the goal action formulae will be controlled by 
the agent A. 
5.5.3 Refinement Relationships Properties 
In this section, we define some properties for the specific refinement patterns. Laws 5.13 to 
5.31 are a list of laws governing the refinement relationships between the different goals involved. The 
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laws are grouped into four categories depending on their nature: general definition, Commutativity, 
Associativity, and Distributivity. 
5.5.3.1 General Refinement definition 
Here we define the different refinement patterns we are going to use in the following sections. 
In addition, we relate the general functions in 5.5.1 to the refinement patterns. 
VG [G=Alternative (g1,.., g,, ) G= SupG(gl) A.. G= SupG(g) A gI E SubG(G) A.. g E 
SubG(G) A Ltype(G) = Alternative] ......................................................................... 
5.13 
VG [G=Sequence (g1,.., g) G=SupG(g1) A.. G=SupG(g) A g, E SubG(G) A.. g E SubG(G) 
A Ltype(G) = Sequence A PrdG(gl) = nulle.. A PrdG(g) = gl ] ....................................... 
5.14 
VG [G=Conjunction (gi,.., g, ) G= SupG(gl) A.. G=SupG(g) A gl E SubG(G) A.. gn E 
SubG(G) A Ltype(G) = Conjunction ] ....................................................................... 
5.15 
VG [G=Disjunction (gi,.., g,, ) =G= SupG(gl) A.. G=SupG(gn) A gl E SubG(G) A.. g E 
SubG(G) A Ltype(G) = Disjunction ] ........................................................................ 
5.16 
VG [G= Simultaneous (gi,.., g) G= SupG(gi) A.. G=SupG(gn) A g, E SubG(G) A.. g,, E 
SubG(G) A Ltype(G) = Simultaneous] ...................................................................... 
5.17 
VG [G=Inheritance (g) = G=SupG(g) A SubG(G)={g}A Ltype(G) = Inheritance ] ................. 
5.18 
Rules 5.13,5.14,5.15,5.16 and 5.17 define the six refinement patterns. They relate the 
definition alternative, sequence, conjunction, disjunction, simultaneous, and inheritance, respectively 
to SupG, SubG, PdrG and Ltype functions. 
5.5.3.2 Commutativity Properties 
This section lists the refinement relationships' commutativity properties as follows: 
VGl [VG2[Alternative (GI, G2) - Alternative (G2, GI)]] .............................................. 
5.19 
VGl [VG2[Conjunction (GI, G2) = Conjunction (G2, GI)]] ........................................... 
5.20 
VGl [VG2[Disjunction (G1, G2) - Disjunction (G2, G1)]] ............................................. 
5.21 
VG1 [VG2[Simultaneous(G1, G2) = Simultaneous(G2, G1)]] ......................................... 
5.22 
-, VGl [VG2[Sequence (GI, G2) = Sequence (G2, G1)]] ............................................... 
5.23 
Laws 5.19,5.20,5.21 and 5.22 can be used to have different refinement forms of the same 
goal-model, while law 5.23 means that for the Sequence refinement pattern, the order of the sub-goals 
must be considered. 
5.5.3.3 Associativity Properties 
This section lists the refinement relationships' association properties as follows: 
VGL [VG2[VG3[ Conjunction (Conjunction (G1, G2), G3) = Conjunction (GI, Conjunction 
(G2, G3)) = Conjunction (G1, G2, G3) ]J] ............................................................ 
5.24 
VG1 [VG2[VG3[Alternative (Alternative (G1, G2), G3) = Alternative (G1, Alternative (G2, 
G3)) = Alternative (G1, G2, G3)]]] ................................................................... 
5.25 
VG I [VG2[VG3[ Disjunction (Disjunction (G 1, G2), G3)-= Disjunction (G I, Disjunction (G2, 
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G3)) = Disjunction (G1, G2, G3)1]] ..................................................................... 
5.26 
VGl [VG2[VG3[Sequence (Sequence (G1, G2), G3) _- Sequence (G I, Sequence (G2, G3)) 
Sequence (GI, G2, G3)]]] ................................................................................... 
5.27 
Laws 5.24,5.25,5.26, and 5.27 can be used to optimise the goal-model through reducing the 
number of the nested levels; for example, if goal G1 is defined as Sequence(G2, G3), and goal G3 as 
Sequence(G4, G5), then goal GI will be equivalent to Sequence ( G2, G4, G5). 
5.5.3.4 Distributivity Properties 
This section lists the refinement relationships' distribution property as follows: 
VGl [VG2[VG3[ Sequence (Alternative (G1, G2), G3) = Alternative (Sequence (G1, G3), 
Sequence (G2, G3))]]] ....................................................................................... 
5.28 
VG1 [VG2[VG3[Conjunction (Alternative (G1, G2), G3) -=Alternative 
(Conjunction (G1, G3), 
Conjunction (G2, G3))]]] ..................................................................................... 
5.29 
VGl [VG2 [VG3 [ Simultaneous (Alternative ( G1, G2 ), G3) ° Alternative ( Simultaneous ( 
GI, G3), Simultaneous (G2, G3)) ]II ....................................................................... 
5.30 
VG1[ VG2[ VG3[ Disjunction (Alternative (GI, G2), G3) = Alternative (Disjunction (GI, G3), 
Disjunction (G2, G3))1]] ................................................................................... 
5.31 
Laws 5.28,5.29,5.30 and 5.31 explain how to move the alternative refinement pattern 
upwards in the goal-model tree. 
5.5.4 Special Refinement Pattern Restrictions 
In this section we express some restrictions we place on two refinement patterns. 
5.5.4.1 Inheritance Refinement Pattern Restriction 
As early mentioned in section 5.3.6, we based a restriction on the inheritance refinement 
pattern as follows: 
VG [G = Inheritance (G I) A G= Inheritance (G2)=: >((GM(G I)= GM(G2)) A( GI=G2)) v( 
GM(G 1) #GM(G2))] .......................................................................................... 
5.32 
Law 5.32 is a restriction for the inheritance refinement; it states that if two sub-goals are 
inheritance refinements of the same super goal, either they belong to different goal-models or they are 
the same; in other words, it restricts the number of sub-goals whose refinement relationship is 
inheritance to only one per parent goal in the same goal-model. 
5.5.4.2 Simultaneous Refinement Pattern Restriction 
The simultaneous refinement pattern is restricted using the following rule as follows: 
VG [G = Simultaneous(G 1, .. Gn) = Terminal(G 1) = true A .. A Terminal(Gn) = true]............ 
5.33 
In law 5.33, we restrict the simultaneous refinement by forbidding the sub-goals to be non-terminals. 
This restriction can give the user more control in firing the goals simultaneously; otherwise if one of 
the goals needs refinement then the conjunction pattern can be more effectively used. 
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5.5.5 Splitting compound goal-models 
This section defines the rules that can be used to split the compound goal-model into 
equivalent number of simple goal-models 
Split = Goal - P(Goal) ...................................................................................... 
5.34 
P(goal) means a power set whose elements are of type goal 
Fn (GI x G2) _ {Fn (xi, Yi) , Fn (x2, YO , ... Fn (xi, Y2), ... Fn (xe, Yn, ) } ........................... 
5.35 
Where Split(G1) ={ x1, ... x}, 
Split(G2) ={ yt, ... y, n} and 
Fn e {Simultaneous, Sequence, 
Disjunction, Conjunction} 
VGI[ VG2[Split (Alternative (G1, G2)) _ {Split(Inheritance(G1)), Split( Inheritance( G2))} ]].. 5.36 
VGI [ `dG2[Split (Conjunction(G 1, G2)) = -Conjunction (Split(G1) x Split(G2))]] .................. 5.37 
VG 1[ VG2[Split (Disjunction(G 1, G2)) = Disjunction (Split(G 1) x Split(G2))]] ................... 
5.38 
VG I[ VG2[Split (Sequence(G 1, G2)) = Sequence (Split(G 1) x Split(G2))]] ........................ 
5.39 
VGI[ VG2[Split (Simultaneous(G1, G2)) __ Simultaneous(Split(G1) x Split(G2))]] ................ 
5.40 
VG[Split (Inheritance(G)) = Inheritance (Split(G))] ................................................... 
5.41 
VG[Terminal(G) = true Split(G) = {G}] ............................................................... 
5.42 
In 5.34, we define Split as a function that has goals as domain and the range of sets of goals; 
the Split function is used to derive the different solution versions for a given compound goal/ goal- 
model. In 5.35, we define cross product of goals under one of the refinement relationships; this is used 
in laws 5.36,5.37 and 5.38. Laws 5.36,5.37,5.38,5.39,5.40,5.42 and 5.42, can be used to implement 
an algorithm to split the compound goal-models. 
For example, consider the goal-model of figure 5.14, where GI= Sequence (G2, G3) and G2 
= Disjunction (G4, G5), then the following equations are true: 
Figure 5.14, an example of a goal-model to indicate the semantics 
GoalSpace ={G1, G2, G3, G4, G5} 
GoalSpace - {g: Terminal(g)=true} ={G1, G2, G3} 
G2 = Alternative (G4, G5) = Alternative (G5, G4) 
Terminal(G3) = true, Terminal(G4) = true, Terminal(G2) = false 
Toplevel(G 1) = true, Toplevel(G2) = false 
SubG(G 1) = {G2, G3), GsubG(G 1) = {G2, G3, G4, G5 } 
SupG(G1) = null, SupG (G4} = G2, GsupG(G5) = {Gl, G2} 
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PdrG(G1)= null, PdrG(G2)= null, PdrG(G3)=G2 
Ltype(G I) = Sequence, Ltype(G2) = Alternative, Ltype(G3) is undefined 
GI = Sequence (Alternative (G4, G5), G3) = Alternative (Sequence (G4, G3), Sequence (G5, G3)) 
Split(G3)={G3} 
, Split(G2)= {Split(G4), Split(G5)}, Split(G4)={G4} , 
Split(G5)={G5} 
Split(G1)= Sequence(Split(G2) x Split(G3)) ={Sequence(G4, G3), Sequence(G5, G3))} 
5.5.6 Propagating the pre- and post- conditions within goal-model 
The locality of goals within the goal-model usually reduce the effort required to build goal- 
model; in addition, it enables the user to focus on parts of the applications layer by layer, mode by 
mode, or situation by situation. However, to translate the goal-model into specifications, to enable 
conflict and completeness checking, and to animate the goal-model, one usually needs to accumulate 
the higher-goals' conditions to define the actual condition for a given goal. We formulate the rules for 
accumulating the goal conditions as follows: 
" postCond(G) is a function that returns a Boolean expression denotes the post-condition of goal G. 
" preCond(C) is a function that returns a Boolean expression stands for the local pre-condition of 
goal G. 
" accPreCond(G) is a function that returns a Boolean expression stands for the accumulated 
condition of goal G due to the pre-conditions of the ancestor goals. 
" accPostCond(G) is a function that returns a Boolean expression stands for the contribution of the 
predecessor goals accumulated post-conditions in the given goal G pre-condition. 
" accCond(G) is a function that returns a Boolean expression stands for the actual pre-condition for 
the goal G considering the effects of the other all other predecessor and ancestor goals. 
accPreCond(G) = AgEGSupG(G)postCond(g) A preCond(g) .................................... 5.43 
accPostCond(G) = postCond (g) , if g=PdrG(G) .................................................... 5.44 
accCond(G) = preCond (G) A acc PreCond (G) A accPostCond (G) ...................... 5.45 
accPostCond(G) = true , if PdrG(G) = null ............................................................... 5.46 
acc Pr eCond (G) = true , if TopLevel(G) = true ......................................................... 5.47 
VG[-, accPreCond(G)= true b'GI[G1E GsupG(G) => accPreCond(G)= true]] ....................... 5.48 
taws x. 4(3 and -). 4-/ are considered as the stopping condition for the accumulation algorithms. 
Law 5.43 that considers the propagation of pre-conditions stops at the top of the goal-model; while law 
5.44 that consider the propagation of post-conditions due to the Sequence pattern stops at the first child 
of sequence refinement pattern or directly at any goal that does not refine its parent goal through 
Sequence pattern. Finally, law 5.45 adds the local conditions together to formulate the global condition 
for the goal G that will be used in checking conflict and completeness, and in animations and in the 
translation to B machines. Law 5.48 means that is the global pre-condition of one goal is true then each 
of its ancestor goals has a true pre-condition. This explains why active goals are always found as tree- 
branches (paths) starting from the goal-model tree root. And ending either at a terminal goal to activate 
its action or at a non-terminal goal that has no active sub-goal at the current circumstances. 
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5.5.7 Detecting goal-conflicts 
To check the consistency of the goal-model, the individual goals can be checked to ensure they do 
not prescribe inconsistent behaviour among themselves. 
0 Conflict(G1, G2) is a predicate denotes that goals GI and G2 conflict each other; usually, the two 
goals try to access the same output variable. 
VGI[VG2[ Conflict(Gl, G2) 3V [Contains(G1, V) A Contains(G2, V)] A G1 GsubG(G2) A 
Me GsubG(G 1)A -, ( accPreCond(G 1) = true accPreCond(G2) = false) ]]......................... 5.49 
In 5.49, it shows that if two Goals GI and G2 conflict each other, then, there is some output 
variable which is contained in their action formulae, their accumulated pre-conditions are not disjoint 
and non of them is a descendant goal of the other. Rule 5.49 can be used to discover goal-conflict by 
checking the right hand side of the first imply operator. 
5.5.8 Detecting unreachable goals 
The reachability of a goal (goal-reachability) means the goal itself can be fired in some scenario. 
However, in large applications, users are more likely to err and impose logically erroneous pre- 
conditions of some goals, resulting in unreachable goals. 
" Reachable(G) is a predicate that denotes goal G is reachable; or in other words under some pre- 
conditions the goal G will be activated. 
VG[-, Reachable(G) =>lj[accPreCond(G) = false)]] ........................................................... 5.50 
VG[-iReachable(G) VGI[GIE GsubG(G) -, Reachable(G1)]] ...................................... 5.51 
VG [3G 1 [Reachable(G 1) AGI E= GsubG(G)] Reachable(G)] ............................................ 5.52 
In 5.50, it shows that Gaol G will be unreachable if its pre-condition is always false. Usually. 
this problem occurs because the pre-condition of the unreachable goal contradicts ???????????? itself, 
or an ancestor goal's pre-condition or a predecessor goal's post-condition. In 5.51 and 5.52, we relate 
the reachability of parent and child goals; if the parent goal is not reachable the child or grandchild 
goal as well will not be reachable. But, if a parent goal has a reachable child or grandchild goals then 
the parent goal is reachable. Rules 5.51 and 5.52 can be used to reduce the time required for the 
detection of unreachable goals. Furthermore, the rules can be used to determine the main source of 
unreachability. 
5.5.9 Checking the completeness of goal-models 
The completeness of a goal-model over a set of variables means that every possible combination 
of these variables is considered. In particular, regarding the nature of a controller, for each possible 
input variable combination, each output variable should be fully determined. In other words, given any 
possible variable combination, each output variable value should be defined. 
0 Complete(G) is a predicate that denotes goal G is complete. 
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Complete(G) D[VV[ 3g [ gE GsubG(G) A Terminal(g)= true A accPreCond(g) = true A Contains( g, 
V)III 
............................................................................................................... 
5.53 
In 5.54, we define completeness of goal G as following: the goal G is considered complete if 
for each variable combinations there exist a goal g is a terminal goal, a descendant sub-goal of goal G, 
its accumulated pre-condition is fired and the variable V is controlled within the goal g action 
formulae. Furthermore, the variable values should not be dependant on its initial value. 
5.6 Conclusions 
The GOPCSD method covers the early requirements stages that include: creating abstract 
requirements, refining and formalising the requirements and checking, validating, debugging, and 
translating them into formal specifications. Some adaptations have been introduced to the KAOS 
method to fit process control applications. We have identified six recurring goal-refinement patterns 
and recommended when to use each of them. The GOPCSD method approach to reusability support 
and the construction of the requirements library have been discussed. Finally, we established the 
formal semantics for the goal-model in order to use it in implementing the various algorithms of the 
GOPCSD tool. 
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Detailed Features 6 
of the GOPCSD tool 
In this chapter, we describe the details of the GOPCSD tool. Furthermore, we describe how 
the GOPCSD tool can guide the user in constructing, checking and translating the 
requirements using the different features and checks offered by the tool. 
6.1 Introduction 
There are a number of tools based on the KAOS method [KAOS, Objectiver/Grail], which 
adopt the concepts of goal-driven methods and combining the informal and formal description of the 
application and its local environment. However, there are a number of reasons that made us choose to 
develop our own formal model and corresponding testing and checking algorithms. First, because the 
GOPCSD method attempts to build an independent requirements stage, the formal model (which is 
based on pre- and post- condition of the goals and the refinement patterns of the non-terminal goals) 
should be directly related to the goals the user created/modified himself/herself; this can give a better 
chance to correct the requirements model rather than use the requirements model as an intermediate 
representation, which entails difficulties in tracing the errors and correction backwards to and forwards 
from the requirements. In addition, in the domain of process control systems, the systems engineer can 
have better awareness of control systems and the situations that can occur during runtime, because the 
system is usually built by integrating existing components. This encourages us to integrate 
completeness and reachability checks that can exhaustively test the control systems. However, we 
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could not use the underlying formal model of the KAOS method because it is too general (including 
existence, for all and temporal operators, even within the post-conditions of the goals). Another 
important point to consider is the component-based nature of process control systems. This encourages 
us, as noted in chapter 5, to combine the top-down with bottom-up development. Thus, We were 
motivated to develop the GOPCSD tool [El-Maddah and Maibaum 03b] to support the GOPCSD 
method and automate the various phases of the process control requirements development. The 
GOPCSD tool offers an interactive and integrated environment to build and check the process control 
requirements, and finally translate them into aB specification. The requirements of the applications are 
represented as lists of the components, variables, agents, and goal-models, which are briefly described 
in the following sections: 
6.1.1 The Components 
Components represent the physical parts of the applications, such as valves, robots, and 
deposit belts. The detailed specifications of each component, including its variables, agents and goal- 
models, are stored in the GOPCSD library. The systems engineer can create/edit the component details 
using the GOPCSD library manager, but not within the GOPCSD tool IDE in order to ensure 
consistency of components across applications. 
6.1.2 The Variables 
Variables are considered as an essential aspect to formalise the user requirements. In the 
GOPCSD tool, the application global state is normally described by a set of variables. Each of these 
variables has one of three types: input, output or intermediate. In the GOPCSD tool, the variables are 
associated with the high-level goal-model templates or the components, which the user can import 
from the library; however, the tool's user can still create, edit, and delete variables from the application 
space. 
6.1.3 The Agents 
Agents are the objects that control the application and its local environment. Some of the 
agents can be part of the application to be built, like software interface programs for hardware parts, or, 
alternatively, they can be existing programs or hardware devices that will be responsible for 
accomplishing pre-defined tasks (goals) to fulfil the overall application operation. Agents can have one 
of the following three types: device, software and human. The main source of agents is when the user 
imports components from the library. But, the user can define agents (directly belonging to the 
application) within the GOPCSD tool development environment. 
6.1.4 The Goal-models 
Goal-models are the main constituent of the structured requirements; they represent the user 
requirements in a hierarchy of building blocks. Each goal-model starts with a main goal that has 
general scope to specify the overall application requirements; this goal is usually refined to a number 
of goals describing sub-parts, different aspects, or operation-modes of the application. In the GOPCSD 
tool, goal-models can be used as workspaces until the user manages to construct one complete goal- 
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model that specifies the whole application requirements and each of the terminal goals, of this goal- 
model, is assigned to an agent. Goal-models can be checked as soon as they are created in order to 
provide the user with feedback to establish the correct requirements as early as possible. After these 
repeated feedback processes, the goal-model can be animated to catch the logical bugs that have not 
been discovered yet. Finally, the user can generate the formal specifications of the application by 
automatically translating the goal-models into B machines. 
tF 
1) Importing templates and F2) Creating Goal-model, 
components from the library Goals, Agents and Variables 
Extend the goal-model 
t 
F3) Goal / goal-model F4) Goal / Goal-model F5) Combining goals 
Refinement Modification and goal-models 
Phase ITI F6) Agent Assignments 
F7) Splitting Alternatives 
F8) Reasoning and 
............... .................................... -------------- ----------------------------------- investigation utilities 
j Check the goal-model 
F9) check the goal- Flo) Completeness 
model structure Analysis 
Fit) Goal- F 12) Obstacle F 13) Goal-Reach- 
Conflict Check Analysis ability check 
Phase II 
F14) Requirements 
Animation 1 
----------------------------------------4---------------------------------------- A 
Phase III II F 15) Generating II II F 16) Generating 
invariants B machines 
C1 
Black-box Process 'tQ Interactive User Process 
Figure 6.1, the detailed-/unction decomposition of the GOPCSD tool 
The GOPCSD tool can be regarded as an integrated development environment (IDE) for 
process control requirements development. This IDE offers various functions like importing, editing, 
examining, reasoning about parts of, animating, and compiling goal-models. These functions constitute 
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the three development phases described in figure 5.1. Having briefly described the requirements 
development lifecycle in the GOPCSD method in chapter 5, we continue describing the GOPCSD tool 
in detail in this chapter. Figure 6. I is a schematic diagram of the GOPCSD tool functions, represented 
as boxes labelled with their brief descriptions. The arrows connecting the different functions denote the 
data and control flow. Some of the functions have a human icon beside them to indicate user- 
interaction, while the others will be seen by the user as "black boxes". 
In the following sections, we describe the different utilities offered by the GOPCSD tool 
using some screenshots from the tool to illustrate details. However, for more details we have provided 
a tutorial for the tool in section A. 4 of appendix A. 
6.2 Requirements Construction (Phase I) 
This phase is the first development phase in which the tool guides the user to build the 
application requirements. When the user starts a new application within the IDE of the GOPCSD tool, 
the component, variable, agent, and goal-model lists will be empty as shown in figure 6.2. 
Figure 6.2, star! iii<ý fiter u/)pli ahom in the GOp(sl) c1evel0inrieiit rin irMMirnl 
6.2.1 Importing templates and components from the library (Fl) 
As mentioned earlier in chapter 5, the GOPCSD method is mainly based on importing 
elements from the provided library to increase reusability and maintainability of the developed 
applications. To accomplish this task, the tool provides different applications families to group the 
components and application templates. Thus, as the first step, the user should identify the physical 
components constituting the application. Afterwards, using the ImporG'Component and 
Import/Template sub-menus, he; she can browse the libraries and locate the components to add them to 
the application space. 
Each Component is stored in the library as a list of goal-models, variables and agents. For 
example, in production cell applications, a belt component can be used as feed or deposit belt. The 
specifications of such a component are stored as shown in figure 6.3. In the figure, the GOPCSD 
Library manager program desktop is shown where the systems engineer can create libraries of 
components and templates in order to reuse them for different applications. 
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Map the variable to an existm g application's variable 
OK 
Insert the agent and rename it to motors 
cancel 
" Insert the agent with the same name as in the library 
Map the agent to an application existing agent 
Figure 6.4, importing a component from the library and mapping/adding its details 
As in figure 6.2, the GOPCSD tool enables the user to import such components using the 
Import/Component sub-menu. In addition, the tool allows the components' variables and agents to be 
added to the application space with different names or the same names that appear in the library. In 
some other cases, the user may need to map the library variables or the agents to some of the existing 
variables or agents rather than appending them to the application lists. The tool achieves such a task 
through employing the dialogue boxes shown in 6.4. 
These dialogue boxes enable the user to rename the imported components; furthermore, the 
user will have a chance to "insert with new name"/insert'map each of the component' variables and 
agents. Similarly, the user can import the library templates and map or add their variables and agents. 
too 
Figure 6.3, the GOPCSD library manager, a hell component. 
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Unlike the application components, the imported templates will appear as goal-models; thus, the user 
can combine and refine their goal-models. 
6.2.2 Creating Goal-models, Goals, Agents and Variables (F2) 
After importing the physical components and templates, the user usually needs to add some 
medium-level goals and/or edit/add some other goals, agents and variables. All these utilities are 
available within the GOPCSD IDE. There is a quick way of accessing the application elements: goals, 
variables, agents, and goal-models, by selecting the desired item from the appropriate list and then 
right-clicking to edit/deleteiadd a new element. The goals are accessed through the containing goal- 
models that are represented using trees like directories/folders after some graphical adaptations to 
distinguish between the different refinement patterns and the terminal goals that are assigned to agents. 
Figure 6.5 shows the desktop of the GOPCSD tool focusing on one goal-model frame, where the 
different goals can be noticed and identified with numbers (like GI and G12): the pop up menu is 
displayed as well to enable the user to manipulate the entire goal-model or the individual goals, 
separately 
G1: Maihain [operation_modesl 
G2 Aclrere [startup) 
p1 
'1, 
G5: Achieve [startuplnsegl 
Z 67: Adders (a Yl 
G8- Achieve IopenVa del Qýia 
"-ytt GJ Achieve Iswilchonl 
p /Ir G& Achieve [startupsimI ) 
i G1o: Achieve [openVaPel 
AP, Gil: Achieve [openV&%el 
p 
11G9: 
Maintain [flame_Mrningl 
nods Agents variables Anttmte check Goal-Model S Jedfkatimis 
Molly Goal Attributes 
Add child goal 
rows menu º 
EdM menu.. º 
Show Variables and Agents Dist. 
Rnso(iq aboid Ooah E Reason MRy 
Associate Selected Agent RMSOn How 
Expand all goals Dealds of the exap 
Obstacle Analyris 
gas-motor 
014., child not is refined as Sequence of(01 
Figure 6.5, manipulating the e/i//erem applications elements in the GOPCSI) IM 
Similarly, the user can add/edit variables using the variable frame, agents using the agent frame, 
add/edit goals using the individual goal-model frames (as the one shown in figure 6.5) or add! edit goal- 
models using the goal-model frame. 
6.2.3 Goal/goal-model Refinement (F3) 
After the user adds the required elements of the application requirements, he/she has to 
integrate these separate goal-models into a single goal-model that is complete and describes the entire 
application. Thus, such a goal-model should have a root goal to describe the general aspects of the 
application. In addition, each terminal goal should be formally described and assigned to one of the 
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application's agents. The tool enables the user to refine the goals within their containing goal-model 
through the use of the pop up menu shown in figure 6.5. The refinement process can be accomplished 
in two steps: the first step is inside the parent goal where the refinement pattern can be changed, as 
shown in figure 6.6, where the user can activate the popup menu inside the goal-model containing the 
desired goal to be refined. Then, the user selects the modify goal-attributes sub-menu. A dialogue box 
containing the goal attributes will appear, as shown in figure 6.6 on the left. 
The user can modify the refinement pattern of the selected goal by selecting the refinement 
attributes tab. Then, the refinement tab will appear, as shown to the right side in the figure, where 
he/'she can find some guiding text written beside each refinement pattern to choose the suitable pattern. 
The second step is to use the pop up menu to add new sub-goals to the selected parent goal. The new 
sub-goals will be added by the default attributes: later, the user can select them and modify their 
attributes as vý ill be explained later. 
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Figure 6.6, the goal attribute dialogue box 
Oh 
In some cases, the parent goal needs to be refined to a combination of new and existing goals; 
in this case, instead of adding new child goals, the user should first select the goal to be used as a sub- 
goal and copy it using the pop up menu item edit, copy. Then, he/she selects the parent goal and then 
selects the pop up menu item paste to insert it as a new child. Thus, a copy of the goal will be added as 
a sub-goal. The user can change the order of the sub-goals within the parent goal using the pop up 
menu item move goal/[move first] move previous, move next] move last] after selecting one of the sub- 
goals to move. 
6.2.4 Goal/Goal-model Modification (F4) 
The tool enables the user to edit the goal attributes after creating them, this can be 
accomplished in a similar way to refining a goal. The user selects the goal then edits goal attributes 
through the dialogue box shown in figure 6.6. The user can change the goal name, informal 
description, informal condition description, goal type and whether the goal is terminal or not by typing 
the appropriate description in the corresponding text boxes. Unlike these informal description 
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attributes, the formal condition and action of the goal need some guidance to reduce the chance of 
errors in writing them. 
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Figure 6.7, formal description of the goal condition and action parts 
Therefore, the GOPCSD tool provides the dialogue box shown in figure 6.7 that can be 
activated by clicking on the buttons in front of formal description of the goal condition or action. The 
user can then type a Boolean expression built of the different variables in the application, and the tool 
will provide some guidance through using a predictive parser that can list the different alternatives the 
user can select from. In addition, the tool enables the user to insert the application's variables and their 
types instead of typing them to decrease the chances of having errors. 
These Boolean expressions have the following BNF grammar: 
<Expression> :: = <Term>l <Term> OR <Expression> 
<Term> :: = <Factor> I <Factor> AND <Term> 
<Factor> :: =(<Expression>)j 
NOT <Expression> 
<Variable> _ <Rvalue> 
<Rvalue>:: = <Variable> <Value> I <num> 
<Variable>:: = identifier (found in the variable list) 
<Value>:: = identifier (found in the related types list) 
<num>:: = digits { string of digits } 
where <Expression> is the start non-terminal, <Value> and <Variable> can be checked against the 
application variables list and their possible values. 
We removed the left recursion from the above grammar to make it feasible for parsing, type checking, 
executing and evaluating the expressions. The precedence of the operators are designated as follows: 
NOT 
AND 
OR 
The NOT operator is unary while AND and OR operators are binary. These two binary operators are 
left associative. The parentheses can modify the precedence of the operator. The evaluation starts from 
the inner most. 
By deciding that the goal should be a non-terminal goal, the user can activate the refinement 
tab by clicking on its name as shown in figure 6.6 on the right side. Otherwise, the user can edit the 
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terminal goal attributes by checking the terminal checkbox, then checking the terminal goal attributes 
tab, as shown in figure 6.8. The user can decide the terminal goal to be part of the application or the 
environment; this enables the user to add some environmental rules that can affect the animation and 
consistency of the application but will not be implemented in the specification stage because they 
belong to the external env ironinent. 
6.2.5 Combining goals and goal-models (F5) 
In many cases, after the user creates medium or low-level goals/goal-models, he/she needs to 
combine these with the existing goal-models by creating higher-level goal-models to combine them. 
Therefore, the tool enables the user to combine separate goals/goal-models as sub-goals of a new 
parent goal. This combination can be accomplished as follows: the user creates a new goal-model 
within which to combine the sub-goals; then the user selects each of the sub-goals in turn and copies 
them to the application clipboard using the goal-model pop up menu; then, selects the root goal of the 
newly created goal-model and selects paste as a new child. This will copy each goal as a sub-goal to 
the new goal-model's root goal. Afterwards, the user can get rid of the separate goal-models or keep 
them for other purposes. 
6.2.6 Agent Assignment (F6) 
As mentioned earlier, each terminal goal has to be assigned to an agent to accomplish it. The 
agent assignment process arises when deciding on the goal to be terminal and then selecting the 
terminal attributes tab, as shown in figure 6.8. The user selects the appropriate agent from the combo 
box. Alternatively, without going through the goal-details, the user can select the appropriate agent 
from the application's agents list, and then select the required terminal goal, activate the pop up menu 
and finally, select the assign selected agent sub-menu. If the user by mistake attempts to assign the 
agent to a non-terminal goal or to an already assigned goal, the tool will take the appropriate actions. 
Moreover, after the user completes the goal-model, a general check can be performed that ensures each 
terminal goal has been assigned to an agent and also ensures the uniqueness of variable control so that 
none of the application's variables is controlled by more than one agent, at different terminal goals. 
6.2.7 Splitting Alternatives (F7) 
The first step before judging or checking a solution is to split the compound goal-models by 
cutting the goal-model at the alternative refinement sites. As explained earlier in section 5.5, we used 
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the goal refinements semantics to derive the splitting algorithm. Based on the split function and the 
corresponding rules 5.34,5.35,5.45,5.36,5.37,5.38,5.39,5.40,5.41 and 5.42, the implemented 
bottom up algorithm splits the compound goal-models at the alternative refinement sites. The 
algorithm starts at the terminal-goal level and ascends the goal-model tree, propagating the possible 
alternative goal-models for each goal; the possible solutions will be represented as a list of goal-model 
trees. When an alternative refinement site is visited, the main goal combines the different lists of its 
sub-goals, while when other refinement sites are visited, the main goal acquires the Cartesian products 
of its sub-goals. 
To split a goal-model, the user selects it from the application's goal-model list, and then 
activates the pop-up menu, and finally, selects the split goal-model sub-menu. This action generates a 
number of goal-models, each of them is considered an independent solution to be tested, checked, 
animated, and finally translated into aB specification. 
Figure 6.9 shows an example of splitting a compound goal-model (to the left), named operation-modes 
that has two goals refined as alternative (G2 and G4); each of them has two sub-goals. This splitting 
process results in generating four Final versions of goal-models (to the right) that can be checked, 
animated and finally translated into aB specification. 
6.2.8 Reasoning and Investigation Utilities (F8) 
The GOPCSD tool enables the user to reason how and why about the different goals of the 
goal model. Reasoning how to achieve one goal lists the sub-goals of this goal and their sub-goals; 
while reasoning why to achieve one goal ascends the goal-model level by level through listing the 
details of the ancestor goals. In addition to how and why reasoning, the tool enables the user to reason 
how about the entire goal-model but with the ability of hiding some details of the sub-goals, this can be 
useful for large goal-models and especially, when the user has already reason about a sub-goal (the 
user may hide this sub-goal). Thus, the reasoning utility can be regarded as an early level of checking 
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to validate parts of the goal-model, on the one hand, on the other, it can be used to guide the user to 
elicit new goals to complete the construction of the goal-model either upward answering why or 
downward answering how [Van Lamswerde et at. 91]. Figure 6.10 shows samples of the goal 
reasoning utility. Another utility that cannot be easily classified to phase I or phase 11 is highlighting 
the goals containing a specific variable or the goals that are affected by a specific agent. This utility is 
similar to dependence graphs, or tracing utilities, which can be helpful to judge variable and agent 
coupling and the ability of moving goals within the goal-models. Figure 6.11 shows an example of 
highlighting goals that contain variable igniter_state of a gas burner application. 
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6.3 Requirements Checks and validation (Phase II) 
Although the GOPCSD tool guides the user during the first phase to construct correct goal- 
models, the development environment cannot be considered strong and useful unless it expects some 
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requirements problems and hence, provides enough checks, tests, validations, advice and suggestions 
to remove these problems. The GOPCSD tool enables the user to check the requirements' 
completeness, consistency, reachability, obstruction, and validation. In each case, the tool provides 
guidance for the user to modify the goal-model in order to get rid of detected problems, which may not 
be discovered later, or discovered but with a higher cost and effort. In the following sub-sections, we 
describe in detail the second development phase, which consists of six checks enabling the user to 
modify the requirements before the automatic translation to B AMN machines takes place. 
6.3.1 Check the goal-model structure (F9) 
Before starting to check the goal-model requirements, there are some essential constraints we 
enforce on the goal-models. These constraints address the basic definitions of terminal goals, variable 
controllability, and refinement patterns. The user can start this check by selecting one version of the 
final goal-models generated by removing the alternative refinement sites. Then, clicking on the "check 
goal-model"/"check-goal model structure" sub-menu, a dialogue box such as the one shown in figure 
6.12 will appear; such a dialogue box contains a copy of the goal-model to be checked to provide some 
visual understanding to the user to correlate the reported results and the goal hierarchy within the goal- 
model. Moreover, the reported goals are highlighted to help the user locate them easily. 
6.3.1.1 Agent assignments 
This relates to one of the basic definitions of the terminal goals; each of them should be 
assigned to exactly a single agent, as stated in rule 5.10. In our design, we force the relationship to be 
many to one from the goal side; and hence, the relationship was represented within the goal 
information using a foreign key for agents so that there is only one possible agent to be assigned to the 
goal (see appendix A, section A. 3, for more details). So, the check traverses the goal-model and 
ensures there is an agent assigned to each terminal goal; otherwise, it reports the goal index that is not 
assigned to any agent. 
6.3.1.2 Uniqueness of control 
The goal-model check not only restricts each goal to be assigned to an agent, but also it 
considers that the same variable in the physical application cannot be controlled by different agents; 
this concept is called the uniqueness of control. It is not a peculiar concept since it is common in object 
oriented programming and B AMN semantics as well. Thus, as we analysed the condition of 
uniqueness of control in rule 5.11, we defined an algorithm that traverses the goal-model tree and 
checks each terminal goal for the controlled variables and associates each of them with the agent 
assigned to this terminal goal (rule 5.12); it then proceeds to the next terminal goal and if a previous 
variable, is contained in this goal, which is controlled by a different agent, the algorithm reports the 
terminal goal, the variable and the different agents so that the user can modify the agent assignments. 
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6.3.1.3 Simultaneous refinement constraints 
This check ensures that each simultaneous refinement site has only sub-goals of type terminal 
goal. We implemented an algorithm based on rule 5.33 to traverse the goal-model tree and consider the 
simultaneous refinement sites, and hence, check whether each sub-goal is a terminal goal or not (by 
examining whether it has sub-goals or not). In the case of having a non-terminal sub-goal, the user will 
be guided to change the refinement pattern to conjunction; or, alternatively, he'she can change the 
goal-model structure. 
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6.3.1.4 Inheritance refinement constraints 
To eliminate inconsistency or ambiguity between the goals of a single goal-model, we 
restricted the number of sub-goals of the inheritance refinement pattern to be one, as described in rule 
5.32. The algorithm ensures this restriction through checking that each inheritance refinement site has 
exactly a single sub-goal. In the case of violating this restriction, the parent goal will be reported to the 
user; he%she may either split this goal model or change the refinement type to a more suitable pattern. 
6.3.1.5 Alternative refinement constraints 
Unlike the constraints of the simultaneous and inheritance refinement pattern, the alternative 
constraints is not an error but a kind of warning to inform the user that this goal-model needs splitting 
before it can proceed to the following check stages. The algorithm basically traverses the goal-model 
tree and reports any non-terminal goal that has alternative refinement type. 
6.3.2 Completeness Analysis (F10) 
Completeness analysis can reveal situations, which are not considered by the systems 
engineer, as in [Leveson Y2K]. In the GOPCSD tool, we follow the definition of completeness in 
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[Davis 931. A completeness check on the condition that for each combination of the application 
variables there should be a defined action(s) to be taken, and these actions determine the output 
variables, as we formally expressed in rule 5.53. 
Instead of considering all possible combinations of the application variables, we consider 
each output variable separately, only the effective variables that control this output variable will be 
considered. This shortens the time required to perform the check, especially in large-scale systems. 
Moreover, the cases reported will be simpler rather than listing all application combinations. 
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Some incompleteness can occur as a result of ignoring unexpected variable combinations or 
ignoring variable combinations under specific situations, which the systems engineer considers to be 
impossible due to some knowledge about the environment. However, the systems engineer's decisions 
should be taken after full awareness of these situations. 
We implemented a completeness check that reports any output variable that is not fully 
determined by the inputs. The output variable is considered fully determined under variable 
combinations when the assigned value after one execution cycle is always the same independent from 
its initial value. In this sense, the completeness check should be performed on a consistent goal-model. 
Figure 6.13 shows the corresponding dialogue box as a result of performing the completeness check. 
The dialogue box shows the checked goal-model. In the case of discovering incompleteness, the 
variable combination, undetermined output variable modifications and suggestions will be reported 
separately in each case to guide the user to complete the requirements. 
6.3.3 Goal-Conflict Check (F11) 
After ensuring the user provided a valid goal-model and completed the requirements, it is 
important to ensure that the different goals of the goal-model are consistent. Otherwise, possible 
deviations and unexpected scenarios may take place during run-time. As descried in chapter 3 (rules 
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3.1 and 3.2), the goal-conflict arises when two or more goals prescribe the performance of inconsistent 
actions under the same conditions [Easterbrook 94, Van Lamsweerde et al. 98b]. 
Goal conflicts are checked by comparing the conditions for goals that assign different values 
to the same variables. We reformulated 3.1 and 3.2 to 5.49 in order to discover goal pairs that can 
cause conflict during run-time. 
For example, in a gas burner system, one goal, like keep the flame burning, that requires the 
air and gas valves to be kept open, may conflict with some safety goal restricting the gas valve to open 
only when the air valve is open. The conflict will be reported only if the pre-conditions of the two 
goals are true at the same time. After detecting a conflict, one of the goal's formal conditions can be 
strengthened. The tool guides the user to remove the inconsistency, as shown in figure 6.14. 
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As noticed from the figure, when a number of different terminal goals simultaneously assign 
values for output variables, the conflict is reported; however, the tool has defined two types of 
conflicts. If the values assigned by the different goals are exactly the same value, the conflict is called 
"soft" because re-ordering the execution of the inconsistent goals does not have any impact on the over 
all performance. But, if the assigned values to the same output variable differ from one terminal goal to 
another, the conflict is called "critical"; and hence, the tool provides suggestions for the user to get rid 
of these critical conflicts. 
Furthermore, the tool enables the user to choose only the critical conflict cases, and discard 
the soft conflicts. This can be considerably helpful, especially, when large number of conflict cases is 
reported either due to problems in requirements or large-scale system. 
6.3.4 Obstacle Analysis (F12) 
Obstacles are a sequence of events that can happen during application run-time and can 
obstruct some of the goals from being achieved. Obstacles themselves can be either simple or regarded 
as a refinement hierarchy in which the compound obstacle is composed of sub-obstacles. There are 
existing methods to generate and identify obstacles for a given goal, as presented by Van Lamsweerde 
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and Letier in [Van Lamsweerde et al. 98a], where they suggested methods to modify the goal-model 
after detecting obstacles, depending on the type of the obstacle. Obstacles can be formally analysed 
using rules 3.3,3.4, and 3.5. The user can consider the obstacle analysis as one way to deepen the 
application's scope by considering environmental conditions which were not considered before and 
which usually affect the application's operation. The user can perform the obstacle analysis in three 
steps as follows. 
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6.3.4.1 Introducing Obstacles 
The first step is to introduce the tool via obstacles that obstruct some of the goals. The goals 
that will be obstructed are selected first; then, the obstacle analysis menu option is selected to open the 
dialogue box shown in figure 6.15. As shown in the figure, the user can see the negation of the goal's 
formal description that is the description for the obstacle to occur, and then he/she can think of 
different reasons why such an obstruction can happen during run-time. Each obstacle will be recorded 
with different a name and description to be accessed later. For effort reduction, it is recommended to 
consider only the obstacles of the terminal goals. 
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6.3.4.2 Editing Obstacle Status 
The second step is to change the obstacle status (user response to it) by first selecting the 
desired obstacle from the Obstacles list in figure 6.16, and then clicking on the edit obstacle button. 
Each obstacle can be avoidable, amendable, non-avoidable or removable. The GOPCSD tool provides 
some guidance to the user to inform him/her how to get rid of/avoid/amend the effect of the obstacle. 
Accordingly, he should update what is the current response for this obstacle. 
6.3.4.3 Reporting Obstacles for the entire goal-model 
As shown in figure 6.17, the last step in obstacle analysis is to provide a report on the 
obstacles within the entire goal-model and their current user-response status. This can be helpful to 
compare the different versions of the goal-models; as well as for later obstacle treatment. 
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6.3.5 Detecting unreachable goals (F13) 
Another important check that is helpful to amend the requirements is detecting unreachable 
goals. The user usually errs in specifying the conditions of the some of the goals or locates them in 
inappropriate locations where they will never be activated. Thus, the goal-model can be valid, 
complete and consistent but some of its goals can be unreachable. To discover these unreachable cases, 
we implemented an algorithm based on rules 5.50,5.51 and 5.52. Such an algorithm traverses the goal- 
model tree and ensures that each goal's accumulated pre-condition is not always false. Using the fact 
that if the parent goal is unreachable all of its sub-goals will be unreachable (rules 5.51 and 5.52), the 
user can determine the reasons for unreachability, which usually arises from the highest-level 
unreachable ancestor goal. 
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Figure 6.18 shows a dialogue box that reports unreachable goals. The tool discovers such 
cases and highlights the unreachable goals within the goal model and reports them to the user in the 
text panel with some suggestions and possible predictions about why these goals are unreachable. 
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6.3.6 Requirements Animation (F14) 
After performing the completeness, conflict, reachability and obstruction analyses, and 
modifying the goal-model to amend the requirements, the systems engineer usually still needs to 
validate the requirements. The need of validating the requirements has two main sources: after passing 
all these check stages, they could possibly be different from the initial ones and the second reason is 
that the systems engineer may state some incorrect requirements that could not be discovered from 
completeness, consistency or reachability tests. 
Such validation should emulate the execution of the controller during run-time and works as a goal- 
model debugging tool. It should always inform the user about which goal(s) are responsible for 
variable assignment or system state change. Thus, the user has enough guidance to modify the 
appropriate goal(s). 
Alternatively, the animation can be delayed until the formal specifications will be 
validated within the formal methods tools (e. g. the B toolkit); however, this demands a higher-level of 
traceability between the requirements and specifications in the cases when the specifications needs to 
be modified. Moreover it requires a potential cooperation between the software engineer who performs 
the animation and systems engineer who should provide the modification decisions. 
We based the animation on the semantics of the goal-model provided in chapter 5, 
section 5.5. The animation algorithm checks the Boolean expressions of the pre-conditions of the goals 
(using an evaluator based on the expressions grammar) if they are true according to the current values 
of the application's variables, it adds them to the active list, highlight them, and then proceed to their 
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sub-goals. When the algorithm reaches a terminal goal, if the pre-condition is true, the algorithm 
executes the goal-action and updates the controlled variables. Thus, as shown in figure 6.19, using the 
animation dialogue box controls, the user can visually, notice the active branches from one cycle to 
another. The user interaction is highly respected; he/she can do the following actions: 
0 Initialise the variables to their initial values at any time during the animation. 
" Stimulate the application by changing the input variables' values; for example, in a gas burner 
system, changing the flame-detected variable's value to be ABSENT to observe the system 
response. 
" Alter one of the output variable values to investigate how the application can react during run time 
to faults. For example, in a production cell application, the user can alter a variable such as 
belt moving and sees how the application will respond. 
" Execute cycle-by-cycle or fixed number of cycles. 
" Execute the goal-model until it settles to ensure whether the application will stabilise or not. 
" Save, load and execute sequences of events; the tool assigns the variables different values at the 
appropriate cycles (according to the saved data) and executes the goal-model to allow the user to 
observe the application behaviour. 
" Enable the user to hide the details of the pre-conditions of the goals, the environmental goals, and 
the variable combinations at each cycle. 
6.3.7 Checks dependency 
Since the tool provides a considerable number of checking and validation analyses, there should 
be user-guidance for the order of the different. checks the developed goal-model undergoes until it 
reaches a state in which it is ready to be translated to B specifications. Figure 6.20 represents these 
stages before and after performing the different checks and validation. The states of the state transition 
diagram are described as follows: 
0 State Stl (Developed goal-model): the initial state. The goal-model reaches this state after it has 
been created or edited (changing its formal structure). 
0 State St2 (Split goal-model): the state of the individual goal-models after splitting the compound 
goal-model containing alternative refinement sites. 
" State St3 (Valid structure goal-model): this state can be reached directly from the initial state by 
checking the goal-model and ensures that its structure does not violate the constraints or by 
splitting the goal-model and then checking each of the individual solutions. 
State St4 (Consistent goal-model): this state can be reached after performing the goal-conflict 
analysis for a goal-model with a valid structure (state S3). In addition, the goal-model should 
either be proved to suffer no inconsistency or to be agreed by the user. 
" State St5 (Complete and reachable-goals goal-model): this state can be reached if the goal-model 
with a valid structure has correctly passed the completeness and reachability tests or the user 
agrees to consider it complete. For example, the user can ignore the incompleteness cases because 
they are impossible. 
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" State St6 (Validated goal-model): this state will be reached when the goal-model formal 
requirements have been animated and approved by the user. 
" State St7 (Obstacle analysed goal-model): this state will be reached when the user performs the 
obstacle analysis for the goal-model's goals. 
" State St8 (Ready to generate B specification): this state can be reached when the user has checked 
the structural correctness of the goal model, performed the goal-conflict analysis, performed the 
reachability and completeness analysis, and finally animated the goal-model. The obstacle analysis 
is not an obligatory step before translating the goal-model into formal specifications. 
St4: St2: Split Co tvcis[cnt 
goal-model T2 T goal-model 
T6 St3: Valid T5 SO: Complele 
structure and goal St6: 
oal-model h bl l TI g reac a e goa - Animated T3 d l mo e Goal-model 
SO: Stö: Ready to 
cd Develop 
goal-model 
..... " .. " ....... ... u ..... """"""""" generate B 
specifications 
T7 
Str 
Obstacle 
analysed 
goal-model 
Figure 6.20, The state chart for the GOPCSD goal-model states 
And the transitions are defined as follows: 
" Transition T 1: splitting the compound goal-model 
" Transition T2: performing the goal-model structure check on the generated goal-models, and it 
proved to be correct. 
" Transition T3: performing the goal-model structure check on the developed goal-model, it proved 
to be correct. 
" Transition T4: performing the consistency (goal-conflict) checks, then either the goal-model is 
proved to be consistent or the user agrees. 
" Transition T5: performing the completeness and reachability checks, then either the goal-model is 
proved to be complete and goal-reachable or the user agrees. 
" Transition T6: Animating the goal-model and the user approves the animation. 
" Transition T7: Performing Obstacle analysis. 
" The light arrow transition stands for editing the goal-model and it automatically resets the goal- 
model state to the initial state. 
6.4 Generating specifications (Phase III) 
This phase is the final phase to automatically generate the output as aB specification. This 
automation hides the details of the B formal method and advanced logic and mathematics from the 
systems engineer. After he/she checks and tests the application goal-model, the tool can generate the 
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specifications. The tool provides two formal formats: the first is general invariants that consist of pre- 
and post-conditions of Boolean expressions built of the application's variable assignments and the 
actor (the agent) that performs such an invariant. The other format is B AMN machines. The tool 
implements an algorithm to transform the multi-level nature of goal-models to flat logic expressions as 
in B or other formal formats. 
nnant no 7 closeVaNe 
r 015 close the gas valve when the Sitch is o11 and flame is presenrl COM Told 
Pre-Condition: (pas vafe_state=OPEN) and ( switch = OFF) and (flame_detected = PRESENT) 
Post-Condition gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
Actor(Agent) 9as_motor 
wanant no 8 closeValve 
N 016. close the air valve after the gas valve Is closed'/ 
Pre-Condition (air_valve_state=OPEN) and ( Switch= OFF) and (flame-detected= PRESENT) and 
CLOSED 
Post-Condföon air_vale_state = CLOSED 
Actor(Agen0 air motor 
Invariant no 9 economy 
r04 switch the igniter off once the flame is tletecte0'! 
Pre-Condition. igniter_state = ON and flame-detected = PRESENT 
Post-Condition igniter_state=OFF 
Actor(Agenf igniter_ignition_device 
Figure 6.21, operation invariants 
The translating algorithms use the definition of postCond(G), preCond(G), accPreCond(G), 
accPo. ctCond(G), and accCond(G) functions described in chapter 5 and 5.43,5.44,5.45,5.46,5.47 and 
5.48 rules to accumulate the pre-condition of each (functional and non-environmental) terminal goal 
from the relevant ancestor and predecessor goals. These terminal goals will consist of the operational 
invariants and will be the essential part of the miancontrol/er machine in the B specification. 
6.4.1 Generating general operations/invariants (F15) 
Invariants represent the logical input-output relationships between the application variables. 
The structure of the goal-model is not shown in the invariants. The user provides them as a formal 
specification form in the case that the user prefers to translate the requirements into another formal 
format. By selecting the Specification menu item/generate invariants, a dialogue box similar to the one 
in figure 6.21 will appear. 
6.4.2 Generating B machines (F16) 
As the final output of the GOPCSD tool, the tool provides formal specifications in the form of 
B AMN machines. By selecting the Specification/B machines sub-menu, a dialogue box similar to the 
one in figure A. 40 will appear. 
The tool generates the B machines according to the variables relationships within the goal-model. 
in the case that some output variable does not appear in the goal model, it will not be present in the 
specification as well the input variables. The tool generates the following machines and affix 
comments from the requirements information data: 
"A machine involving the definition of the variables types; this information is collected from the 
variables' details created within the application or from the library. 
"A set of actuator machines representing the actuators, based on the different operations that each 
agent could perform within the terminal goals. 
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"A main controller machine based on the goal-model hierarchy, representing the terminal goals as 
pre- and post conditions, the informal details of the terminal goals will be generated as comment 
lines at the proper sites within the B code to enable the software engineer to understand the 
operation of the application. 
These B machines can be further refined and processed by the software engineer within the B 
toolkit environment with a high confidence that the systems engineer agrees with their requirements. 
As shown in figure 6.22, the tool provides a list of the generated B machine files inside the dialogue 
box's tabs; the user can browse the B files. In addition, the GOPCSD tool saves another version of 
these tiles on the directory of the requirements application. 
6.5 Well-definedness of the B machines 
This section explains that the generated B machines by the tool will obey the general 
constraints imposed by B in naming the B machines and operations. The translation from a goal-model 
into aB specification is carried out based on the variable, and data type lists and the goal-model. It 
depends on the formal definitions of the goal-model and the constraints that the GOPC: SD tool 
enforces on the goal-model and the variables', values' and types' names. The tool generates three types 
of machines (datatype, actuator, main-controller); in the following sub-sections, we briefly explain 
each type. 
6.5.1 The data type machine 
6.5.1.1 The MACHINE section 
The data type machine is uniquely named as "datatypes"; this ensures that its name will be 
distinct from the other actuator machines or the main controller machine. 
6.5.1.2 The SETS section 
This section translates the data types of the variables list within the goal-model to sets of 
enumerated data types. In the case that some of the output variables have the same data type, the data 
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type will appear only once. The tool ensures that the data types are uniquely defined and do not 
conflicted with the B AMN keywords. Each data type is defined as a set, which is composed of the 
individual enumerated values. In addition, these values are restricted by the tool to be valid Identifiers 
(begin with letters and do not include any special characters) and do not conflict with each other or the 
B keywords. 
6.5.2 The main controller machine 
6.5.2.1 The MACHINE section 
The main controller is uniquely named as "maincontroller"; this ensures that the name is 
distinct from the other machines' names. 
6.5.2.2 The SEES section 
The sees construct enables the controller to see the input and the output data types and 
individual assignments' right and left hand sides, so as to enable the type checking. 
6.5.2.3 The INCLUDES section 
The INCLUDES section lists all the actuator machines that control the output variables, so as 
to enable the controller machine to invoke the appropriate operations of the actuators. 
6.5.2.4 The OPERATIONS section 
This section defines one operation; this operation has a pre-condition, which is always TRUE 
to ensure each cycle can be executed (continuity of reactive systems). It accesses the output variables 
in parallel. The assignment statements accessing or controlling the output variables are grouped by the 
output variable; each group has an "if then else" structure and runs in parallel with other groups. 
This ensures that the same output variable will not be accessed from different sites (i. e. no 
more than one operation of the same machine (the actuator machines) will be simultaneously invoked 
(from the main controller machine as this is which is illegal in B). 
In each of these parallel groups or sub-sections the structure is an "if then else" structure 
composed of the accumulated pre-conditions of the terminal goals accessing particular output variable 
and invokes one of the possible operations of the actuator machines' operations. 
This structure ensures that only one action concerning an output variable will be taken at a 
time i. e. eliminating any chance of conflict. However, we assumed that the hard conflict cases are 
resolved within the second development phase supported by the GOPCSD tool, i. e. in the course of the 
conflict analysis. 
Each parallel group invokes a SKIP command (i. e. being idle); this allows a space to insert a 
new specification (when refining this preliminary specification) when none of the nested pre- 
conditions is satisfied. 
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6.5.3 The actuator machines 
Each actuator machine represents an output variable; it has operations to assign the different 
possible values the variable can have. 
6.5.3.1 The MACHINE section 
The actuator machines are named differently from each other because the name is generated 
from the distinct variable names (which is guaranteed by the GOPCSD tool). The name is different 
from the "datatypes" and "maincontroller" as well since it has the word "actuator" as a suffix, after the 
output variable name. 
6.5.3.2 The SEES section 
This is to enable the machine to see the variable data type; and makes it possible to prove the 
output variable always assign values from the same data type. 
6.5.3.3 The VARIABLE section 
This defines the variable name, which is guaranteed by the GOPCSD to be unique; no two 
variables can have the same name and none can conflict with any Keyword of the B language; this is 
hardwired within the tool when creating or modifying a variable name. 
6.5.3.4 The INVARIANT section 
This is to guarantee the variable always has values from its data type; since each variable will 
be accessed only by the actuator machine and the main controller was restricted to invoke the actuator 
operations to change the value of the variables, this proves that the variables will always have values 
within their data types. 
6.5.3.5 The INITIALISATION section 
This information is translated from the variable data (initial value); since it is achieved by 
selecting one of the possible values, the output variables are initialised satisfying the invariants of their 
corresponding machines. 
6.5.3.6 The OPERATIONS section 
Each operation of the actuator machine is intended to assigning one possible value to the 
variable. Thus, these operations always respect the invariant of the machine. 
6.5.4 Goal-Model and B machines, situation by situation 
In the following table we list situations in the goal-model and the corresponding ones of the 
generated B machines. 
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Table 6.1, goal model and B machines situation by situation 
Situation The goal-model The B Machines 
Initialisation Each variable is assigned its initial In the actuator machines, each variable 
value is assigned its initial value 
One goal is active When one goal is activates it assigns The main controller machine will invoke 
an output variable a value the appropriate operation from the 
actuator to assign the values 
More than one Each of the activated consistent goals Two (or more) conditions are satisfied 
goal is activated assigns a value to different output within the main controller operation in 
variables two or more different parallel groups 
and the different actuator operations are 
invoked 
Idle None of the goals of the goal-model In the main controller machine, each of 
is activated the parallel sections of the main 
operation will invoke SKIP (i. e. being 
idle) 
Soft goal-conflict When two goals accessing the same Within the nested if then else structure, 
output variable assign the same value only one of these goals which appears 
before the other(s), will invoke the same 
operation 
Hard conflict The goal-model should not be Among the conflicting goals, only one 
accepted since its behaviour is not of them will be allowed to invoke an 
consistent actuator operation. 
6.6 Conclusions 
The GOPCSD tool implements the requirements development phases. The tool can be 
considered as an integrated environment where the systems engineer can be guided to structure, test, 
and validate the process control application's requirements, thus preparing the stage for the software 
engineer to continue the development from the software perspective. The tool attempts to increase the 
feedback provided to the user at the different stages of the application development to enable him/her 
to generate B specification machines corresponding to complete, consistent, valid and user-agreed 
requirements. 
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Case Study I7 
The Gas Burner System 
In this chapter, we present the first case study to examine both the GOPCSD method and its 
supporting tool. The case study examines the flexibility of the GOPCSD tool to enable the 
user to develop different versions of the control program. It shows also how the feedback 
guidance can enable the user to modify the requirements easily, and effectively. The 
validation enables an early observation of the application's normal behaviour as well as 
behaviour under faults that can happen to its components during operation. 
7.1 Introduction 
The first case study is a general-purpose gas burner system [Lano and Sanchez 97]. It 
combines basic input/output relations with safety and power-minimisation issues. The system is 
composed as shown in figure 7.1, from a gas valve, an air valve, a switch, an igniter, and a flame 
detector. The switch is used to start and stop the operation of the burner. The igniter is used to produce 
a spark, while the flame detector is used to sense the existence of the flame. The flame is kept burning 
by providing a continuous stream of air and gas. 
Gas valve (open I closed) 
Figure 7.1, The Gas burner system 
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As described earlier in chapter 4, the gas burner functions can be extracted from the system 
documentation; or can be provided in natural language form by the systems engineer. Although the 
tool can guide its user to elicit a complete set of goals, the user can target the following apparent 
functions: starting up when required, shutting down when required, maintaining safety conditions, 
maximising the lifetime of the igniter, and keeping the flame burning during operation. 
These functions will appear within the imported templates where they are combined to form 
higher-level goals addressing the different aspects of the entire gas burner system. Each of them will 
be expressed as a high-level goal that should be refined to a level where the imported components 
requirements are integrated to serve as lower-level goals. In the case that the imported templates do not 
contain any of these functions, the user should define it in a new goal-model. Afterwards, the tool 
should guide the user to produce a single complete goal-model specifying the entire gas burner system. 
7.2 Constructing the goal-model 
In the GOPCSD tool, the development of the gas burner application starts by creating a new 
application. This will clear the application component, variable, agent and goal-model lists. Then, the 
user can start importing the related components and templates, defining the rest of the application 
functions, and refining and combining the different goals until reaching a state where the user 
constructs a single complete goal-model that specifies the entire application and fulfils the various 
requirements aspects. 
7.2.1 Importing the components 
The first step in constructing the application requirements is to identify the components that 
constitute the application. For this purpose, the tool enables the user to browse the existing libraries 
and investigate their contents. As shown in figure 7.1, two valves: air and gas, an igniter to produce the 
spark, and two sensors: flame detector and switch can be identified. 
Although the two valves of the gas burner system are not physically identical, they still 
possess the same low-level operations. Thus, the two valves can be abstractly represented by two 
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instances of a single library component valve as shown in figure 7.2, where we indicate the 
components to be imported from the library. This abstraction in modelling cannot be applied if the 
physical differences of components imply different operational constraints. 
Because the components do not share any variables or agents, the user can add them 
separately and he/she does not have to map any of their details. As shown in figure 7.3, when 
importing each component, the user can type the component name in a dialogue box like as shown in 
figure 7.3, without checking the checkbox to add component details of the component as they appear in 
the library, instead of deciding to add/add and rename/map each variable and agent separately. This 
shortens the import time. 
OK 
Cancel 
airj trrsert the Component into the application with the name 
f1 Map/Add the component's variables MW apenls separaty 
Figure 7.3, In/)urging the Vwliv cum/)anent and changing it's liti/lit, 
Thus, after the user imports the valve component twice for the air and gas valves, he/she 
similarly imports the other components ignitier, flame_detector and switch. The last two components 
may be imported or not, as each of them contains only a single input variable and neither agents nor 
goal-models; however, it is recommended to add them rather than defining isolated variables to have a 
better understanding of the composition of the application. At this level, the application contains the 
requirements elements, as shown in figure 7.4, which shows the details of the gas burner application 
after importing the components from the library. As shown in the figure, the application contains five 
components, three agents (one to control each valve and one for the ignition device), five variables 
(three output variables (one for each valve and one for the ignition) and two input variables (one for 
the switch and one for the flame detector) and, finally, six low-level goal-models (two for each valve 
and two for the ignition device). The details of component goal-models are not shown; however, the 
user can list the variables and agents, grouped by components. Or, alternatively, the user uses the 
"show the details" of each component menu item tu list the related agents, variables and ooal-models 
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Figure 7.4, the GOPCSD desktop after importing the components 
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In table 7.1, the application variables gathered from the different components are listed in 
detail. These variables are essential for formalising the requirements and enabling the different 
validation and consistency checks. 
Table 7.1, related variables lbr the gas burner system. 
Name Description Type 
air valve state Describes the state of the air valve CLOSED, OPEN; 
Output variable 
gas_valve_state Describes the state of the gas valve CLOSED, OPEN; 
Output variable 
igniter-state Describes the igniter state (equals on {OFF, ON; Output 
when attempting to produce the spark) variable 
flame detector flame state Describes whether there is a flame or not ABSENT, PRESENT; 
Input variable 
switch state Describes the state of the switch to start ; OFF, ON; Input 
the system up or shut it down. variable 
7.2.2 Importing the goal-model templates 
The user is advised not only to import components, but also to import goal-model templates 
from the GOPCSD library. These library templates guide the construction of the goal-model. In the 
gas burner system, the library provides two templates as shown in figure 7.5. One template describes 
the general aspects of the application like safety, operational and economic aspects. The other template 
describes the fulfilment of the user commands. The tool provides a chance to understand the abstract 
functions and their general description before importing them. 
The GOPCSD 
Library 
The Gas Burner Application 
Fulfil requests 
Main goal 
General operations 
Operation modes 
7.5, importing the templates from the lihrary 
Figure 7.6 shows the details of the templates provided in the GOPCSD library; the templates 
have two variables: status and command. The variable command describes the application user's 
command either to start the burner up or shut it down, whereas the variable status describes whether 
the gas burner is currently on (there is a flame), or off (there is no flame). These two variables appear 
within the templates' sub-goals' formal details, as follows: 
Maintain [operation_modes]: the goal is refined as the Disjunction of 
G2: Achieve [startup]: start up, Pre-condition: status=ABSENT and command = ON 
G3: Maintain [flame_burning]: keep the flame burning Pre-condition: status-PRESNET and command 
= ON 
G4: Achieve [switchoff]: switch off Pre-condition: status=PRESENT and command = OFF 
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We note that neither of the two templates have agents since they contain only non-terminal 
goals. Although the sub-goals G2, G3 and G4 in each template may appear as terminal goals since they 
do not have sub-goals, they will be refined within the application, when the user decides on the 
components of the application. 
In addition, we can notice that the application variables switch_state and 
/lame_detector_/lume_state perform exactly the same functions as the templates' two variables. 
Therefore, one should not append the templates' variables to the application variable list, but, instead, 
map the application variables to the template variables. Thus, the variables . ewitch_state and 
Jlame_detectorjlume_stute should replace the command and status, respectively, in the template's 
goals' pre-conditions. The GOPCSD tool enables its user to map/add the template variables and agents 
as shown in figure 7.7, where a dialogue box for mapping variable status is shown; the user should 
select the variable flame_detccIor_lame state to map to. Similarly, the application variable 
switch state should map to the template variable roiwn pul. 
Therefore, after the user imports the templates and maps its variables, the application will 
have two more goal-models that will be considered as the skeleton for building the application 
requirements goal-model. The other six goal-models (each contains a single terminal goal) will be 
copied and pasted to refine the templates' , gal-nwdch 
Insert the varlahI S and rsnsn eN to i , 1,31, E y 
Insert wKh the same narrte as M the 1lrary 
a Map the varlab o to an existing appNCat/on's Wadable Tfarno_yatactor lla_, 
7.2.3 Incorporating the application's goals 
After the user imports the relevant components and templates, he/she should compare the 
application functions, as indicated in section 7.1, to the existing application's goals contained within 
the different goal-models. The user can identify the following five goals (functions) from the system 
documentation: 
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Table 7.2, the extracted goals (functions) from the system documentation 
Goal/function name Goal Function 
G. Start up when requested 
Gb Keep the flame burning 
G, Shut down when requested 
Gd Maximize the lifetime of the igniter 
Ge Maintain the safety conditions 
The application goals are listed in table 7.3 where the goals are grouped according to the containing 
goal-models and indexed in a breadth-first manner using the container goal-model index as prefix. The 
imported templates are added to the application and have identifiers such as goal-model 7 and goal- 
model 8. 
Table 7.3 the application goals after importing templates and components 
Goal model I 
gas_openValve to open the valve 
GM IG I: Achieve [openValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent gas motor 
Goal model 2 
gas_closeValve to close the valve 
GM2G 1: Achieve [closeValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent gas motor 
Goal-Model 3 
air_openValve to open the valve 
GM3GI: Achieve [o. enValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent air motor 
Goal-model 4 
aircloseValve to close the valve 
GM4G I: Achieve [closeValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent air motor 
Goal model 5 
igniter_switch_on switch the igniter on 
GM5G I: Achieve [switch_on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark is controlled by 
agent igniter i gnitior 
Goal-model 6 
igniter_switch_off to switch off the igniter after producing the spark 
M6G 1: Achieve [switch off] switch off the spark is controlled by agent igniter ignitior 
Goal-model 7 
GeneralOperation descripe generally the high level functions of the burner 
GM7GI: Maintain [GeneralOperation] general functions; this goal is refined as Conjunction of 
GM7G2, GM7G3, GM7G4 
GM7G2: Maintain [safety] safety conditions 
GM7G3: Maintain [Operation] operational functions 
GM7G4: Maintain [economy] economical goal 
Goal-model 8 
operation_modes different modes for the burner 
GM8GI: Maintain [operation_modes] is refined as Disjunction of , GM8G2, GM8G3, GM8G4 
GM8G2: Achieve [startup] the system was off when the command of switching on was given start up 
GM8G3: Maintain [flame_burning] the switch is on and the flame is there keep the flame burning 
GM8G4: Achieve [switchoff] the flame was there but the switch is off now switch off 
It is important for the user to map between the required goals/functions Ga, Gb, G, Gd and Ge 
and the application existing goals listed in table 7.2. A little consideration can show that goal G, can be 
represented by goal GM8G2, Gb can be represented by goal GM8G3, Gc can be represented by goal 
GM8G4, and G can be represented by goal GM7G2. On the other hand, goal Gd clearly cannot be 
represented in the current situation by any of the listed goals. The development can proceed now by 
accessing these application goals and editing/completing their informal and formal definitions, if 
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possible, through specifying the pre- and post-condition of each goal. The user can create a new 
workspace for goal Gd and name it maximize igniter lifetime as shown in figure 7.8. The figure shows 
the new goal-model dialog to the left and the newly created goal-model on the desktop of the 
GOPCSD tool. Having created this goal-model, goal Gd is now represented by GM9G 1, the root goal 
of the newly created goal-model. Later, all these goal-models have to be combined to form a complete 
goal-model that specifies the entire gas burner system. Each of these identified goals has to be 
classified as either maintain, achieve, cease, or avoid. The tool provides templates for these four goals 
types based on Temporal Logic [Mellor and Ward 85]. 
[DmaxNtis6_Ipnrer_WOIkn8 
('on! Model Name naximise_ignitec_1ifetine 
Description , this goal is to naxisise teh 
! life time of the igniter. 
Figure 7. H, creating a new goal- model /i)" maximizing the lifetime of'the igniter 
7.2.4 Refining the goal-model 
The next step is to complete the goal-models by refining the branch goals into sub-goals with 
narrower scope using the appropriate refinement patterns. This refinement process should stop when 
each terminal has a scope narrow enough to be controlled directly by a single agent. The application 
contains nine goal-models: goal-models 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 are associated with of the components while 
goal-models 7,8, and 9 constitute the skeleton on which the user is going to build the application 
requirements. The refinement step involves refining the latter three goal-models. 
7.2.4.1 Operation (goal-model 8) refinement 
In many cases a situation can arise when the user prefers to try different solutions. The tool 
provides the alternative refinement pattern for this purpose. It enables the user to compact the different 
solutions into a single but compound goal-model to reduce the effort required to duplicate the common 
sub-goal-models between the different solutions. 
For example, goal GM8G2, starting the system up, can be accomplished in two different 
ways: either sequentially opening the air valve, the gas valve, and then switching on the igniter or 
alternatively, open the two valves and switch the igniter on, simultaneously. The sequential alternative 
has the advantage of controlling the transitional states the system can reach until it settles, while the 
simultaneous alternative has the advantage of shortening the starting up and shutting down time. This 
can be achieved by selecting the goal GM8G2 within goal-model 8 and changing its refinement pattern 
to be alternative, then, adding two new sub-goals to goal GM8G2. 
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The newly generated goals will have the indices GM8G5 and GM8G6. Goal GM8G2, that 
represents the starting up of the burner, can be specified as an achieving goal that gets activated when 
the user switches the system on while there is no flame detected; since goal GM8G5 has to control the 
output variables air valve_state, gus_valve_stute, and ignitor_igniterstate, it needs further 
refinement, until each sub-goal controls a single output variable or a group of variables that are 
controlled by a single agent. Thus, the sequential alternative goal GM8G5 can be refined into three 
sub-goals that open the air valve, open the gas valve, and switch on the igniter, sequentially. 
Alternatively, the alternative simultaneous goal GM8G6 can be refined into three sub-goals that open 
the air valve, open the gas valve, and svýitch oil the igniter, simultaneously. 
Goal-MC Compor Aper Variat Anim Check Goa 
.L .i 
operation_modes 
G1 : Maintain Ioperatlon_modesl 
G2: Ac-Mews [startup] 
Q{ G5: Actdown Istarlup_trmequence] 
G7: Aches IopenAirI 
GB: Achöewe IopanGas] 
G9: AcNere Isw#ch_on] 
Q [: ö: Achteevu jstartup 
_slmuffai 
Gift Achi wie [opsnlürl 
G 11: Achieve [opsnGasl 
G12: Achieve [switch on[ 
L7 
G3: Makrtain [flame_btxr MU) 
/4/ G4: Achieve (swNchofI 
start the gas burner up simultanosly when the switch is on, open the gas and air vahres in 
same time as switching on the Igniter is refined as Simultaneous of{p10.011,012) 
Figure 7.9, the operation modes goal-model alter refining goal GM8G2 
The user should change the refinement pattern of goal GM8G5 to the sequence pattern and 
that of goal GM8G5 to the simultaneous pattern. It is important to notice that the sub-goals of the 
sequential or the simultaneous alternatives are the gas valve's, air valve's and igniter's terminal goals. 
Thus, the user can reduce considerable effort and shorten the development time by copying the 
terminal goals GM3GI (open the air valve), GM IG I (open the gas valve) and GMSGI (switch the 
igniter on) and pasting them as sub-goals under goals GM8G5 and GM8G6. After this refinement 
process, goal GM8G2 can be considered as a fully refined goal, since all of its descendant terminal 
goals are assigned to agents. Figure 7.9 shows goal-model 8 after completing this refinement process. 
Goal GM8G4, meant to keep the flame burning under the appropriate conditions, can be 
formulated as a maintaining goal that controls the gas and air valves; if by any chance one of these two 
valves is closed while the switch is still on and there is an existing flame, this goal would attempt to 
open the valve again. Because the two valves are controlled by different agents, the goal GM8G4 
needs further refinement to two goals: goal GM8G7 as a copy of goal GM3G I (open the air valve) and 
GM8G8 as a copy of GM IGI (open the gas valve); each of them controls one of the valves and 
attempts to keep it open. 
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Goal GM8G4 represents shutting the gas burner down; it is activated when the user switches 
the system off while there is a flame detected; similar to goal GM8G2, goal GM8G4 for switching off 
has an achieving type and can be refined to either sequential or simultaneous alternatives; the 
sequential alternative goal GM8G9 can be refined to two sub-goals: the first sub-goal should close the 
gas valve as a copy of goal GM2G I (close the gas valve), while the second sub-goal should close the 
air valve as a copy of goal GM4G I (close the air valve); thus, the flame should go off. 
Alternatively, within the simultaneous alternative goal GMSG 10, the two valves can be closed 
simultaneously in two different goals. Table 7.4 lists the goals of goal-model 8 (operation modes), after 
refining goals GM8G2 (start up when requested), GM8G3 (keep the flame burning), and GM9G4 (shut 
down when requested). 
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Figure 7.10, the complete goal-model 8 after refinement 
Table 7.4, the goals of the operation-modes ufter refinement 
8- operation modes : different modes for the burner 
GMBGI: Maintain [operation_modes] is refined as Disjunction of ; GM8G2, GM8G3, GM8G4} 
GMXG2: Achieve [startup] the system was off when the command of switching on was given start up 
is refined as Alternative of ; GM8G5, GM8G6} 
GM8G5: Achieve [startup_insequence] start up in sequence open the air valve, then the gas valve the 
switch on the igniter is refined as Sequence of IGM8G7, GM8G8, GM8G9} 
GM8G7: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent air motor 
GM8G8: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent gas_motor 
GM8G9: Achieve [switch_on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark is controlled by 
agent igniter_ignitior 
GMIG6: Achieve [startup_simultaneous] start the gas burner up simultaneously when the switch is on 
open the gas and air valves in the same time as switching on the igniter is refined as Simultaneous of 
GMSGI0, GM8G11, GM8G12} 
GM8G 10: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent air_motor 
GM8G1 1: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent gas_motor 
GM8G 12: Achieve [switch_on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark is controlled by 
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agent igniter_ignitior 
GM8G3: Maintain [flame_burning] the switch is on and the flame is there keep the flame burning is 
refined as Simultaneous of {GM8GI3, GM8G14} 
GM8G 13: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent gas - motor GM8G 14: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent air - motor GM8G4: Achieve [switchoff] the flame was there but the switch is off nowswitch off is refined as 
Alternative of {GM8G 15, GM8G 16) 
GM8G15: Achieve [shutDown_inSequence] when the switch is off and there is a flame detected shut 
the gas and the air valves is refined as Sequence of {GM8G17, GM8G18} 
GM8G 17: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent gas 
- 
motor 
GM8G 18: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent air 
- 
motor 
GM8G16: Achieve [shutDown_simultaneous] when there is a flame and the switch is off shut down 
gas and air valves is refined as Simultaneous of {GM8G 19, GM8G20} 
GM8G 19: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent gas-Motor 
GM8G20: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent air motor 
7.2.4.2 Safety (Goal-model 7) refinement 
For the safety consideration, we regard the order of opening and closing the gas and air 
valves, since it is not safe to have the gas valve open while the air valve is closed. Moreover, a separate 
goal that ensures the closing of the gas valve whenever the air valve is closed can be expressed 
separately as an avoiding goal that avoids the gas valve being open while the air valve is being closed. 
This goal can be operationally expressed (in order to overcome the unsafe circumstance, if it happens) 
as close the gas valve if it is open and the air valve is closed. This goal GM7G5 can be expressed as a 
sub-goal of the avoiding goal GM7G2. Since it is a single sub-goal and it has the same function as the 
parent goal, the inheritance refinement pattern can be used; thus, the user has to change the type of 
goal GM7G2 to avoid and the refinement pattern to inheritance. On the other hand, for goal GM7G5, 
the type should be achieve and it can be copied from "close the gas valve" goal GM2G1. However, the 
pre-condition defining the unsafe situation (air valve state = CLOSED and gas_valve_state = OPEN) 
should be stated formally in goal GM7G5; this can save the user from adding the condition again to the 
terminal goal GM7G5, since the tool accumulates the active branch pre-conditions as explained earlier 
in chapter 5. 
For the other safety situations and fault tolerance [Storey 961, the user should be able to 
express the safety ensuring paradigms as goal-models or segments of goal-models that can be 
combined with the operation segments, as explained in the following sections. 
7.2.4.3 Lifetime of the igniter (goal-model 9) refinement 
With respect to goal GM9G1, increasing the igniter lifetime can be realised by reducing the 
number of attempts it makes to produce the spark. 
And, apparently, after the flame is produced, not attempting to produce sparks. This can result 
in formulating goal GM9G I as an avoiding goal that avoids switching the igniter on if a flame is 
present, when the burner is starting up. Again this goal can be refined to an operational goal GM9G2 
that switches off the igniter as soon as a flame is detected. This can guide the user to choose the pre- 
condition of goal GM9G2 to be (switch = ON and flame detector_Jlame_state = PRESENET and 
igniter state = ON) and its action or post-condition to be igniter state = OFF. 
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Thus, goal GM9G2 can be produced as a copy of the switching of igniter's terminal goal 
GM6G I. Figure 7.11 shows goal-models 7 and 9 after adding the two terminal goals GM7G5 and 
GM9G2. Table 7.5 lists the goals of these twwo _, oad-models. 
Table 7.5, the goals 0/goal-models 7and 9 
Goal-model 7 
GeneralOperation : descripe generally the high level functions of the burner 
GM7Gl: Maintain [GeneralOperation] general functions is refined as Conjunction of {GM7G2, 
GM7G3, GM7G4 
GM7G2: Avoid [safety] avoid the gas valve open when the air valve is closed is refined as Inheritance 
of (GM7G5 
GM7G5: Achieve [closeGasValve] if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed, close gas valve is 
controlled by agent gas-motor 
GM7G3: Maintain [Operation] operational functions 
GM7G4: Maintain [economy] 
GM7G6: Achieve [switch off] switch off the spark is controlled by agent igniter i nitior 
Goal-model 9 
maximise i niter lifetime 
GM9G I: Maintain [maximise_ igniter lifetime] if the flame exists and switch is ON, economical goal 
is refined as Inheritance of ; GM9G2 } 
GM9G2: Achieve switch o switch off the spark is controlled by agent igniter i nitior 
7.2.5 Combining goals/goal-models 
After the tool guided the user to refine the various goal-models, the next step is to combine 
them into a single goal-model that specifies the entire application. 
The third sub-goal GM7G4 of the general functions goal-model imported from the library 
points to an important aspect, which is economical operation; the economy issue covers a wide area 
that includes the selection of the valves models, the mixture of the gas and air and other issues; 
however, at this level the user would be more interested in the running cost of the application like the 
lifetime issues of the different components and the power consumption. This guides the user to 
correlate the two goals GM7G4 (economy) and GM9G I (maximise the lifetime of the igniter); goal 
GM9G I contributes to goal GM7G4; therefore, it can be combined as a sub-goal. If there are no other 
contributing goals to the economy issue, the refinement pattern can be inheritance. Thus the two goal- 
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models 7 and 9 can be combined in this way, by copying the root goal of goal-model 9, then selecting 
the economy goal GM7G4 and pasting it as a new child. 
The root goal of goal-model 7, the general functions of the gas burner, can be regarded as the 
top-level goal of the gas burner system because it addresses the different aspects of the application like 
operation, safety and running cost. Therefore, the user needs to place copies of the other goal-models 
within this goal-model. As can be noticed, goal GM7G3 represents the operation of the gas burner 
application. This goal can be replaced by goal-model 8. This replacement can be achieved by first 
copying the root goal of goal-model 8, selecting goal GM7G3 within goal-model 7, and finally, pasting 
it into goal GM7G3 to place a copy of goal-model 8 into goal-model 7. 
The combining effort in this example was reduced because of the existence of the general 
function templates where the operation, economy and safety aspects were already combined. In 
addition, the safety and economy terminal goals were defined within the same goal-model, goal-model 
7. 
If this template was not available in the library, the user would define the safety and economy 
goals separately in newly created goal-models, then he/she would create a new goal-model and 
copying in turn each goal-model's root-goal and pasting it as a new child for the root-goal of the new 
goal-model. Figure 7 12 show the ego il-model after conihininL, goal-model 9 and tidal-nmodel R. 
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the gas and air valves in the same time as switching on the igniter i 
is refined as Simultaneous of(014,015,016) 
41 
Figure 7.12, combining the sofe ty, economy and operation goals in goal-model 7 
After the user produces this goal-model he can delete goal-models 8 and 9, or keep them. In this case 
study, we preferred to remove them; hence, any reference to goal model 9 or 8 after this point will 
refer to two of the generated goal-models after splitting goal-model 7. 
Before splitting the goal model, the user should attempt to remove any apparent problem or 
inefficiency. For this purpose, the tool enables a basic goal-model structure check to ensure that the 
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goal model does not violate the basic rules. In addition, the user can reason about the how and why of 
the goals and explore the variables' and agents' distribution over the goal-model (for more details, 
refer to chapter 6 section 6.2.8 and appendix A, section A. 4, the tool user-guide. ) In figure 7.13, an 
example of reasoning how for goal GM7GI4 is displayed. It lists the ancestor goals' informal 
descriptions one by one, starting with the direct parent. 
Table 7.6, the goals of goal-model 7 
Goal-model 7 
GeneralOperation : describe generally the high level functions of the burner 
GM7G 1: Maintain [GeneralOperation] general functions is refined as Conjunction of {GM7G2, 
GM7G3, GM7G4} 
GM7G2: Avoid [safety] avoid the gas valve open when the air valve is closed is refined as Inheritance 
of {GM7G5} 
GM7G5: Achieve [closeGasValve] if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed, close gas valve is 
controlled by agent gas_motor 
GM7G3: Maintain [operation_modes] is refined as Disjunction of {GM7G6, GM7G7, GM7G8} 
GM7G6: Achieve [startup] the system was off when the command of switching on was given start up 
is refined as Alternative of (GM7G9, GM7G 10) 
GM7G9: Achieve [startup_insequence] start up in sequence open the air valve, then the gas valve the 
switch on the igniter is refined as Sequence of {GM7G 11, GM7G 12, GM7G 13) 
GM7G 11: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent air 
- 
motor 
GM7GI2: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent gas 
- 
motor 
GM7G13: Achieve [switch on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark is controlled by 
agent igniter_ignitior 
GM7G10: Achieve [startup_simultaneous] start the gas burner up simultaneously when the switch is 
on open the gas and air valves in the same time as switching on the igniter is refined as Simultaneous 
of {GM7G14, GM7G15, GM7G16} 
GM7G 14: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent air-motor 
GM7G15: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent gas-Motor 
GM7G16: Achieve [switch on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark is controlled by 
agent igniter_ignitior 
GM7G7: Maintain [flame_burning] the switch is on and the flame is therekeep the flame burning is 
refined as Simultaneous of {GM7G17, GM7G18} 
GM7G 17: Achieve [openGasValve, ] Open the valve is controlled by agent gas-motor 
GM7G18: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve is controlled by agent air 
- 
motor 
GM7G8: Achieve [switchoff] the flame was there but the switch is off nowswitch off is refined as 
Alternative of {GM7G19, GM7G20} 
GM7GI9: Achieve [shutDown_inSequence] when the switch is off and there is a flame detectedshut 
the gas and teh air valves is refined as Sequence of {GM7G21, GM7G22} 
GM7G2 1: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent gas_motor 
GM7G22: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent air motor 
GM7G20: Achieve [shutDown_simultaneous] when there is a flame and the switch is off shut down 
gas and air valves is refined as Simultaneous of {GM7G23, GM7G24} 
GM7G23: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent gas-Motor 
GM7G24: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve is controlled by agent air motor 
GM7G4: Maintain [economy] if the flame exists and switch is ON economical goal is refined as 
Inheritance of {GM7G25) 
GM7G25: Avoid [maximise_igniter_lifetime] if there is a flame present and the switch is onswitch off 
the spark ignitior is refined as Inheritance of {GM7G26} 
GM7G26: Achieve [switch_off] switch off the sparkswitch off the spark ignitor is controlled by agent 
igniter ignition 
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Reasoning why for goal: 614: openAiiValve 13 
The goal G14 Achieve (openAirvalve]: is meant 
OK 
1 in order to. 010: Achieve [startup_simuttaneous]: open the gas and air valves in the same time Copy Text 
as switching on the igniter 
2 in order to: 06: Achieve [startup]: start up 
3 in order to: 03: Maintain [operation_modes]: 
4 in order to: 01: Maintain [GeneralOperation]: general functions 
Figure 7.13, reasoning why about one of the goals 
7.2.6 Splitting the goal-model 
At this stage, goal-model 7 addresses the entire application. However, it still has alternative 
refinement sites at start up and shut down goals, where each of them has two alternative sub-goals: 
either sequential or simultaneous. This means that goal-model 7 is a compound solution. It will not be 
possible to perform consistency or completeness checks directly before splitting it into a list of simple 
solutions. 
requirements expressed in the generated goal-models. There are four generated goal-models. In goal- 
model 7, there are two independent alternative goals, each of them has two sub-goals (one for 
sequential and one for simultaneous). 
0 Goal-model 8, general operation split 1/4, contains the sequential alternatives for starting up and 
shutting down. 
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" Goal-model 9, general operation split 2 4, contains the simultaneous alternative for starting up and 
the sequential alternative for shutting down. 
" Goal-model 10, general operation split 3%4, contains the sequential selection for starting up and the 
simultaneous alternative for shutting down. 
" (oal-model 1 1. general operation split 4 4, contains the simultaneous alternatives for starting up 
and shutting down. 
Thus, it is more convenient for the user to check the first and the last solution versions because 
both of them are homogenous (the shutting down and starting up alternative are picked to be the same). 
In other applications, the user himself herself can choose which versions are more suitable to proceed 
with. We assume the user deletes the second and third alternative, therefore, goal-model 8 now 
correspond. to the sequential version and goal-model 9 to the simultaneous version. 
7.3 Checking and validating the requirements 
(foal-inoJel. s and '> Cam he checked no\s either , cparatelý or in turn; the modifications 
required may differ from one case to the other. As we discussed earlier, the sequential version may 
suffer from more incompleteness cases than the simultaneous version; on the other hand, the 
simultaneous version can prescribe more conflict cases than the sequential version. Thus, after possible 
goal-model modifications, the user will be able to select one version of the solution and generate the B 
machine specifications; the tool does not restrict the generation of multiple versions of the same 
application. The user only needs to change the working directoryifolder to avoid overwriting the 
existing specification files. 
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7.3.1 Goal-model structure check 
Before checking the formal requirements details, the GOPCSD tool enables the user to ensure 
the goal-model structure is correct; since goal-model 7 has just been checked before the splitting 
process, there should not be any violation in the generated goal models R or 9, since the splitting 
process preserves the goal-model structure. Figure 7.15 shows the result of checking the correctness of 
the goal-model 9 structure. 
7.3.2 Goal-conflict analysis 
After the user ensures the goals of the goal-model are structured correctly and do not violate 
the basic constraints, the validation tests can proceed to the formal description to detect possible 
existing inconsistency within the goal-model in the form of conflict between goals that control a single 
output variable simultaneously. 
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Conflict case not Son Conflict 
under the following combination 
gas_valve_state=OPE N 
ai r_valve_state=CLOSE D 
ignrler_state=ON 
switch switch_state=OFF 
Ilame_detector flame state=PRESENT 
The variable gas_valve_state is being accessed by 2 goals. 
1-05(gas_vahs_state = OPEN ="gas_vale_state = CLOSED) Agent gas_motor 
2-GI 6(gas valve_state=OPEN=ngas_vahre state=CLOSED)Agent gas_motor 
One of the previous goals pre-condition could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
------ -------------------------------- 
Conflict case not Soft Conflict 
under the follovAng combination 
ga s_valve_state=OPEN 
air_vaNestate=CLOSED 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch-switch-state=OFF 
d am e_detector_flame_state=PRESENT 
The variable gas_valve_state is being accessed by 2 goals 
1-05(gas_vatee_state = OPEN =>gas_rahre_stale = CLOSED ) Agent gas_motor 
2-016(gas_valvestate=OPEN =>gas valve slate=CLOSED) Agent gas_motor 
One of the previous goals pre-condition could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
2 ConTid, i5e have been re r 
Copy Text Conthtn liar of kwA varg0lee ony Check Goal-CoMNct 
Figure 7.16, real cu1JlitI n/ goal-model 8 
Figure 7.16 is the goal-conflict dialogue box of goal-model 8, it shows that the goal-model 
has two soft conflicts between goals G5 and G16 under two variable combinations. Adding these two 
combinations together produces (gas_valve_state = OPEN anti air _ . 'akvc . 
ctute = CLOSED und 
switch_switch_. ctute = OFF flume_DetectorJlume_stare = PRESENT). This condition is difficult to 
visualise as happening unless possibly the user switches the burner off and then the air valve is closed 
before the gas valve. This will be more likely to happen in the simultaneous version. Checking the 
simultaneous version's consistency produces the same result. Since each of these two goal-conflicts 
has a soft type, the user can proceed to the completeness check without having to modify the goal- 
model. 
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7.3.3 Checking the Completeness and Reachability 
The next step is to check the completeness and reachability of the goal-model. We performed 
the goal-reachability check on goal models 8 and 9 and both have no unreachable goals. Then we 
performed the completeness check to address the issue of covering the possible situations as well as the 
determinism in covering them. As shown in figures 7.17 and 17.18, the GOPCSD discovered 21 
incompleteness cases reported in the sequential version and 18 cases in the simultaneous version, 
respectively (see appendix B for more details). 
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Case no 20 
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The output variable igniter_state is not fully determined tl is assigned different values as follows 
inibaltr: 'OW The active goal list, 01,02,05,03, G8,015, '016 assigned it the following value 0N" 
initially 'OFF' The active goal list, 01,02, "05,03,08,015, "016 assigned it the follovdng value "OFF" 
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The outpulvanable ignrter_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
inibalIT. 'O r The active goal list, Gt, 03,09,015 assigned it the following value "OW 
619: Achieve IswNch_odl initially 'OFF' The active goal list, 01,03.08.015 assigned it the following value 'OFF' 
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The output variable igniter-state is not fully determined it is assigned diferentvalues as follows 
initially 0N" The active goal list, 01,02.105,03,08.015, *016 assigned it the following value '0N 
initialty'OFF" The active goal list, 01,02, '05,03,08,015, "016 assigned lithe following value 'OF 
F' 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( 01) which should have af 
unctional [grand)child-goal to cover this combination 
Case no 18 
Under the following combination 
gasyahe_state = CLOSED 
atr vahe_state = CLOSED 
switch switcn state=OFF 
ttame_detector_lame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter state is not full determined it Is assigned dItlerentvalues as follows 
Inlbally, "ON" The active goal list, 01,03,08, G15 assigned it the following value "0lJ" 
Inipally "0FF" The active goal list, 01,03,08,015 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( 01 ) which should have af 
unctional (grandichild"goal to cover this combination 
18 cases of missing full output variable determinsm have been reportedi 
OK 
Figure 7.18, checking the cump1ctencs. v u/ goul muclel 9 
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7.3.4 Modifying the goal-models and repeating the checks 
Looking at the results of the completeness check, one can identify one pattern of 
incompleteness when there is a lack of control; this appears when the output variables' values do not 
change from their initial value before executing the goal-model for one cycle, as shown in case 20 
listed in figure 7.17. Looking through these cases can guide the user to create a new goal to ensure the 
switching off of the burner system. The displayed active goal lists within each incompleteness case 
should provide some guidance on where to place this goal. For goal-model 9, the sequential version, 
the user can add a new compound goal (ensure closing, GM8G9) under goal GM8G3 (operation 
modes) to ensure the two valves are closed and the igniter device is switched off when the switch is 
OFF and the flame is ABSENT. Such a goal can be refined to a simultaneous refinement of three goals 
(GMRG 19, GMKG21) and (iM8G2 I) to ewmre the s%ý itching-, oft ot'the two vA es sind the ieniter. 
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Figure 7.19, goal-models 8,9 u/ter modification 
Similarly, for the simultaneous version, goal-model 9, the user can add a goal under goal 
GM9G3. Or alternatively, goal GM9G8 and the new goal can be compacted together to cover the two 
cases for switching off after operation or ensuring the closure of the valves and the igniter. The 
disjunctive pre-conditions will result in (switch_switch_. slate =OFF). The compacting can be 
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performed by adding a new sub-goal to the shut down simultaneously goal GM9G15, and, then, 
optionally moving the goal up one level instead of the parent goal GM9G8. 
If the user needs to modify the goal-model in different ways, he/she can copy a new version 
of the same goal-model and modify it in a new workspace or again he can use the alternative pattern 
refinements and then split the compound goal-model and test the different modified versions. Figure 
7.19 shows goal-models 8 and 9 after applying these modifications. 
After modifying the goal-models, the user should check their structural correctness, check 
their consistency, and finally he/she can repeat the completeness check again. Both of the goal-model 
versions passed the valid structure check. However, each of them suffered from four goal-conflict 
cases listed as follows. 
Goal-Conflict check: goal-model goal models 8,9 (different goal names but same situations) 
Conflict case no l: Soft Conflict under the following combination : 
gas_valve 
_state=OPEN 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=ON 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame 
_detector_flame_state=ABS 
ENT 
The variable gas_valve state is being accessed by 2 goals : 
1-G5(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas-Motor 
2-G20(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas-Motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
Conflict case no2: Soft Conflict under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state=O P EN 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame 
_detector_flame_state=ABS 
ENT 
The variable gas_valve_state is being accessed by 2 goals : 
1-G5(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED) Agent: gas-Motor 
2-G20(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas_motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
Conflict case no3: Soft Conflict under the following combination : 
gas_val ve_state=OPEN 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter_state=ON 
switch _switch_state=OFF flame 
_detoctor_flame_state=P 
RE SENT 
The variable gas_valve state is being accessed by 2 goals 
1-G5(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED) Agent: gas_motor 
2-G17(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas_motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
Conflict case no4: Soft Conflict under the following combination : 
gas_valve _state=OPEN 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch - 
state=OFF 
flame 
_dete 
c tor_fl ame_s tate=P RE S EN T 
The variable gas_valve_state is being accessed by 2 goals : 
1-G5(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas-motor 
2-G 17(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas_motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 Conflict cases have been reported! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The above listed cases reveal the following facts: 
0 Even though the goal hierarchies of goal models 8 and 9 are not exactly the same; the reported 
conflict situations are the same. 
0 The consistency of the goal-models did not suffer from adding the "ensuring closed valves and 
igniter" goal. 
0 Each of these goal-conflict cases has goal G5 (close the gas valve if the air is open) as one of its 
conflicting goals. 
" Oring the conditions of all these cases together results ins (gas-valve-state=OPEN and 
air valve state=CLOSED and switch switch state=OFF). If the user wants to get rid of these 
conflict cases, he/she should possibly restrict goal GM9G5 or GM8G5 to operate only when the 
switch is ON (i. e. the gas valve is witched off under the operating goals if the switch is OFF or 
under an unsafe situation if the switch is OFF). 
We will assume that the user did not modify the goal-models since they contain only soft conflicts. 
The check can proceed now by performing the completeness test on goal-models 8 and 9. For the 
simultaneous version goal-model 9, only four incompleteness cases are reported as follows. 
Completeness check: goal-model 9 
Case no 1: Under the following combination : 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter_state = ON 
switch switch state = ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable gas_valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3, G6, G9, *G10 assigned it the following 
value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G6, G9, *G10, *GI I assigned it the following 
value "OPEN" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
Case no 2: Under the following combination : 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter_state = OFF 
switch switch state = ON 
flame 
_detector 
flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable gas_valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3, G6, G9, *G10, *G12 assigned it the 
following value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G6, G9, *G10, *Gl 1, *G12 assigned it the 
following value "OPEN" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
Case no 3: Under the following combination : 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter_state = ON 
switch_switch_state = ON 
flame detector flame state = PRESENT 
We used (X A--, Y vXAY= X) to combine the four cases. 
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The output variable gas_valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3, G7, *G 14, G4, G 18, *G 19 assigned it the 
following value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G7, *G13, *G14, G4, G18, *G19 assigned it the 
following value "OPEN" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
Case no 4: Under the following combination : 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter_state = OFF 
switch switch state = ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable gas_valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3, G7, *G 14, G4, G 18 assigned it the following 
value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G7, *G13, *G14, G4, G18 assigned it the 
following value "OPEN" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
4 cases of missing full output variable determinism have been reported! 
Unlike the earlier identified pattern, lack of control, these incompleteness cases prescribe a 
kind of inconsistency that allows the initial value of the output variable to determine its final value. In 
this sense, these cases can be resolved or ignored according to the user's perspective. Oring the 
conditions of these four cases results in (switch switch state=ON and air valve state = CLOSED), 
the case when the air valve is closed and the switch is on. If the gas valve is closed, then normally the 
system will open it from the operational aspect. On the other hand, if the gas valve is already open 
(unsafe situation) the system will close the valve to maintain safe conditions. This can result in an 
oscillatory behaviour; the gas valve will alternate between opening and closing states, if the other 
conditions remained constant. It is essential to remove such a situation, which arose because of goal 
GM9G5. On the one hand it will close the valve if it is open; on the other, goals GM9GI I (Open the 
gas valve for starting up) or GM9G 13 (Keep opening the gas valve to maintain the flame burning) will 
open the valve if it is closed. Therefore, apart from the gas valve state, if the pre-conditions of these 
goals are exclusive, the behaviour will be deterministic. 
This can be achieved by enabling the safety goal GM9G5 to close the valve only when the 
switch is off. This is probably unacceptable because the unsafe situation can happen during starting up. 
The other choice that is logical is that the gas valve will not be open unless the air valve is already 
open, i. e. to restrict goals GM9G I1 and GM9G 13 by adding (air_valve-state=OPEN) in their pre- 
conditions. 
Having performed these modifications, the user himself/herself forced the safety constraints 
on the operational goals. An expert user could formulate goals GM9GI I and GM9G13 considering the 
air valve, but, this shows an example of how the second phase of the GOPCSD tool can help the user 
to correct the requirements and remove logical errors as early as possible. 
Applying the completeness and reachability check to goal-model 8 (the sequential version) 
produced the following 11 incompleteness cases: 
Completeness check: goal model 8 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Case no 1: Under the following combination : 
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air valve state = CLOSED 
igniter state = ON 
switch switch state = ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable gas-Valve-state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G1, G2, *G5, G3, G7, *G15, G4, G22, *G23 assigned it the 
following value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G7, *G14, *G15, G4, G22, *G23 assigned it the 
following value "OPEN" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 2: Under the following combination : 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter state = OFF 
switch switch state = ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable gas_valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G1, G2, *G5, G3, G7, *G15, G4, G22 assigned it the following 
value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G7, *G14, *G15, G4, G22 assigned it the 
following value "OPEN" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 3: Under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state = OPEN 
igniter state = ON 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame 
_detector 
flame state = PRESENT 
The output variable air_valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G8, G16, *G17 assigned it the following value 
"OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G 16, *G 17 assigned it the following 
value "CLOSED" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 4: Under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state = OPEN 
igniter state = OFF 
switch_switch_state = OFF 
flame_detector flame state = PRESENT 
The output variable air_valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G8, G16, *G17 assigned it the following value 
"OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G1, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G16, *G17 assigned it the following 
value "CLOSED" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 5: Under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
air valve state = OPEN 
switch_switch_state = ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G6, G10, *G12 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G6, G 10, *G 12 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 6: Under the following combination : 
gas-valve-state = OPEN 
air valve state = CLOSED 
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switch switch state = ON 
flame-detector flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G I, G2, *G5, G3, G6, G 10, *G 11 assigned it the following value 
"ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G1, G2, *G5, G3, G6, G10, *G1 I assigned it the following value 
"OFF" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 7: Under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
air valve state = CLOSED 
switch switch state = ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G6, G10, *G11 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G6, G 10, *G 11 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 8: Under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state = OPEN 
air valve-state = OPEN 
switch_switch_state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G8, G16, *G17 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G8, G16, *G17 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 9: Under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
air valve_state = OPEN 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame 
_detector 
flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G8, G 16, *G 18 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G8, G 16, *G 18 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 10: 
Under the following combination : 
gas_valve_state = OPEN 
air valve state = CLOSED 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame 
_detector 
flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G1, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G16, *G17 assigned it the following value 
"ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G 16, *G 17 assigned it the following value 
"OFF" 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 11: Under the following combination: 
gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
air valve_state = CLOSED 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G8, G16 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G8, G16 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
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Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
11 cases of missing full output variable determinism have been reported! 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Two of these incompleteness cases (cases 1 and 2) have the "counter action" pattern between 
the safety goal GM8G5 and goal GM8G14 that keeps the gas valve open to maintain the flame 
burning; it can be removed by the same treatment as in the simultaneous version. One can notice here 
that goal GM8G9 does not prescribe counter action against the safety goal GM8G5 because it is 
already pre-conditioned by the post-condition of its predecessor goal GM8G 10, which has the post 
condition of (air valve state=OPEN). 
The other nine reported cases have the "lack of control" pattern (that can appear from the active list, 
which has no goals marked with * to show a terminal goal that changes the output variables) and can 
be grouped as follows: 
" Cases 3 and 4: lack of control of the air valve when the gas valve is OPEN, the switch is OFF and 
the flame is PRESENT. This may be ignored as the active list shows that if the air valve is 
CLOSED, either one of the goals GM8G5 and GM8GI7 will close the gas valve; otherwise 
GM8G 17 will close the gas valve to maintain the safety condition. 
" Cases 5,6 and 7: lack of control of the igniter if the switch is ON and flame is ABSENT and at 
least one of the two valves is CLOSED. This means if the gas or air valve is closed, the igniter is 
not controlled. It may be treated or not according to the user perspective. If the user requires the 
system to only switch on the igniter when the two valves are open, then he/she had better state that 
the igniter should be switched off otherwise. A little consideration can show weakening the 
condition of the economy goal that switches the igniter off can remove these cases. 
" Cases 8,9,10 and 11: lack of control of the igniter if the flame is PRESENT and the switch is 
OFF. Again these cases can be removed by omitting the (switch_switch state =ON) from the 
economy goal pre-condition. 
Thus, to cover cases 5,6,7,8,9,10 and 11, one can change the pre-condition of the economy goal 
GM8G23 or one of its parent goals to ( flame_detector_lame . state = PRESENT or 
flame_detectorjlame state = ABSENT and (gas_valve state= CLOSED or air valve state = 
CLOSED ))) or using the absorption property in Boolean logic it can be simplified to 
(Jlame_detector_flamestate = PRESENT or gas_valve state = CLOSED or air-valve-stale = 
CLOSED), which could be easily specified by the user if there is no flame or one of the valves are not 
open. 
After modifying goal-models 8 and 9 to remove the incompleteness cases, the goal-model 
structure, goal-conflict, goal-reachability and completeness checks should be performed once again, 
before animating the goal-models. 
Goal-model 9 now has four soft goal-conflict cases, no unreachable-goals and no incompleteness 
cases. Goal-model 8 has four soft goal-conflicts, no unreachable goals, and 2 incompleteness cases 
(cases 3 and 4). The user can animate them now and modify them to remove any logical errors 
detected through the animation. 
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One can notice that the GOPCSD tool helped the user to correct the initial imperfect design. In 
this respect, it did not force him to have a complete and consistent goal model by phase one, but rather 
guided him to reach this state before proceeding to phase three. 
7.3.5 Obstacle analysis 
The GOPCSD tool enables the user to document the obstacles, which may happen during run 
time to obstruct the achievement of some of the goals. Considering these obstacles usually extends the 
domain of the application. This extension can be regarded as adding segments of the environment's 
details to the studied application. For example, some obstacles can arise because of temporal 
disconnection between the power and control circuits. The tool enables the user to mark the obstructed 
goals and then report the possible treatment that can be applied separately for each obstruction case. 
7.3.6 Animating the Requirements 
Validating the goal-model is an important step, especially after the user modified the goal- 
model after performing the conflict and the completeness checks. In addition, the animation can 
provide an essential means to prefer one final version over another. The user can animate the two goal- 
models in turn to judge the relevant attributes used to choose amongst solutions; in addition, he/she can 
test application reliability against output changes and unexpected events. As shown in figure 7.21, 
goal-model 9 is displayed to the left in the dialogue box; this enables the user to observe the correlation 
between the goals and the animation result. During the animation cycles, the active branches are 
highlighted to help the user to locate the active goals. 
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Figure 7.20, the animation o/ goal-model 9, the simultaneous version. 
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Animating goal-model 9 starts by initialising the variables and then simulating the start up 
event by changing the switch switch state to be ON. Then, the tool executes the goal-model cycle by 
cycle; in each cycle, the activated goals are listed as well as the details of the terminal goals, which 
change the output variables. Moreover, the active list of the non-terminal goals with satisfied pre- 
conditions and action list of the terminal goals with satisfied pre-conditions are highlighted in the goal- 
model to the left. The following is a listing of normal starting up of the burner, followed by examining 
the system response in the case when the flame went off, then shutting down. 
Animating goal-model 9 GeneralOperation( split no4 /4) 
Resetting all Variables to the initial values: 
gas_valve_state=C LO SED 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter 
- 
state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Interruption : Variable switch_switch_state value has been changed to ON 
Cycle: O State: 
gas_valve_state=CLOS ED 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G9, *G10, *G12 
Action List: G10(air_valve_state = CLOSED =>air_valve_state = OPEN) Agent: air_motor 
G 12(igniter state = OFF =>igniter_state = ON ) Agent: igniter_ignitior 
Cycle: I State: 
gas_valve_state=C LO SED 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter state=ON 
switch _switch_state=O 
N 
flame 
_detector _flame _state=ABSENT Active List: G1, G3, G6, G9, *Gl I 
Action List: GI l(gas_valve_state = CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN=>gas_valve_state = OPEN 
) Agent: gas-motor 
Cycle: 2 State: 
gas_valve_state=OP EN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector _flame_state=AB 
SENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G9 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable flame_detector_flame_state value has been changed to PRESENT 
Cycle: 3 State: 
gas_valve_state=OP EN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter 
- 
state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector _flame _state=PRESENT Active List: G1, G3, G7, G4, G18, *G19 
Action List: G 19(igniter_state = ON =>igniterstate = OFF 
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Cycle: 4 State: 
gas_valve_state=OP EN 
air_valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch 
_switch_state=ON flame detector flame state=PRESENT 
Active List: G 1, G3, G7, G4, G 18 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable flame_detector flame_state value has been changed to ABSENT 
Cycle: 5 State: 
gas_valve _state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector_flame_state=AB 
SENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G9, *G12 
Action List: G12(igniter_state = OFF =>igniter_state = ON ) Agent: igniter_ignitior 
Cycle: 6 State: 
gas_valve 
_state=OPEN a ir_valve_state=OPEN 
igniter 
- 
state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector_flame_state=ABSENT Active List: Gl, G3, G6, G9 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable flame_detector flame_state value has been changed to PRESENT 
Cycle: 7 State: 
gas_valve_state=OP EN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter state=ON 
switch_switch_state=ON 
flame detector flame statc=PRESENT 
Active List: GI, G3, G7, G4, G 18, *G 19 
Action List: G 19(igniter state = ON =>igniter state = OFF ) Agent: igniter_ignitior 
Cycle: 8 State: 
gas_valve_state=OP EN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter 
- 
state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector _flame _state=PRESENT Active List: G1, G3,67, G4, G18 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable switch_switch_state value has been changed to OFF 
Cycle: 9 State: 
gas_valve_state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter 
- 
state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame 
_detector _flame _state=PRESENT Active List: G1, G3, G8, *G15, *G16 
Action List: G15(air valve_state = OPEN =>air_valve_state = CLOSED) Agent: air motor 
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G16(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED) Agent: gas motor 
Cycle: 10 State: 
gas_valve_state=CLOSE D 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch 
_switch_state=O 
FF 
flame detector flame state=PRESENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G8 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable flame_detector_flame_state value has been changed to ABSENT 
Cycle:! I State: 
g as_valve_state=CLOSE D 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G8 
Action List: 
It is important to allow the user to observe the possible behavioural change from the initial 
plans; for example, the starting up in this version was meant to be achieved simultaneously; however 
to maintain safe conditions, the gas valve will be open only after the air valve. This appears in cycles I 
and 2, where the air valve is open and the igniter is switched on, then in the next cycle the gas valve is 
open. 
Another useful usage of the animation is to inspect the unsafe situation where the system is 
usually required to recover to a safe state; the following animation shows an example of the unsafe 
state when the gas valve is open and the air valve is closed. 
Animating goal-model 9 GeneralOperation( split no4 /4) 
Reseting all Variables to the initial values: 
gas_valve_state=CLOSED 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch statc=OFF 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Interruption : Variable gas_valve_state value has been changed to OPEN 
Cycle: O State: 
gas_va lve_state=OPEN 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G2, *G5, G3, G8, *G16 
Action List: G5(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED) Agent: gas_motor 
G 16(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas_motor 
Cycle: I State: 
gas_valve_state=CLOSE D 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch_switchstate=OFF 
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flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G8 
Action List: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
The system recovered to a state where the gas valve was closed. 
Figure 7.21 represents a state transition diagram STD of the gas burner system. We identified 
stable and transient states; when the gas burner is in one of the stable states it does not change its state 
unless it receives an external stimulus or a sudden change happen to one of the output variables. The 
transient states are reached after stimulating the system and each of them has at least an active terminal 
goal that will change the gas burner entire state. The continuous arrows represent external stimuli, like 
Switch = ON or Flame_Detected = PRESENT; the dotted arrows are labelled by the terminal goal(s) 
which is activated from the transient state and, by achieving its post condition the system changes its 
state; finally, the bold arrows represent a sudden change in the output variables, which can be used to 
represent faults and response delay. 
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Figure 7.21, constructing a STD from the goal-model 9 animation data 
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This illustrates that the terminal goals are represented as the direct transition from one state to 
another, while the non-terminal goals are represented by indirect transitions, which are a compound of 
parallel and consecutive direct transitions. 
State stl is the initial state; the system moves to state st2 when the switch is changed to ON. 
In the transient state st2, the gas burner attempts to open the air valve (*G10) and produce a spark 
(*G12). When it succeeds, the state changes to another transient state, st3, where it attempts to open 
the gas valve (after insuring the air valve is open). Having opened the gas valve, the system reaches a 
stable state, st4. State st4 represents the situation of the gas burner system when the two valves are 
open and the system attempts to produce the spark; having detected a flame, the state changes to the 
transient state sty, where the system attempts to increase the lifetime of the igniter by switching the 
igniter off. After the igniter is switched off, the system reaches a stable state, st6. If for any reason the 
flame goes off, the system will go to transient state st7, where it attempts to produce a spark; achieving 
this, the system will remain in state st4. When the system is switched off from state st6, it attempts to 
close the two valves from within state st8; then it reaches the initial idle state st]. As an example to test 
an unsafe condition if the gas valve is opened for some reason, the system goes to state st9, where it 
attempts to close the gas valve to ensure the safety conditions. 
The two states st2 and st7, where each of them has two terminal goals, may require further 
animation especially to acquire the user's satisfaction in the case when one of the goals is achieved 
before the others. For example, the animation utility can be used to inspect the case when goal G 10 has 
been achieved before goal G 12. 
The animation utility enables the user to invasatgae the fine grain view of such transient states 
as state st2 in figure 7.21; in order to explore the case when opening the air valve takes further time 
than producing the spark, the user can force the value of the air motor to be CLOSED, as shown by the 
following animation data. 
Animating goal-model 9 Generaloperation( split no4 /4) 
Resetting all Variables to the initial values: 
gas_valve _state=CLOSED 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter-State=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Cycle: O State: 
gas_valve _state=CLOSE 
D 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch _switch_state=OFF flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G8 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable switch-switch-state value has been changed to ON 
Cycle: I State: 
gas_valve_state=C LO S ED 
air valve state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
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flame detector flame stateABSENT - 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G9, *G10, *G12 
Action List: G 10(air valve_state = CLOSED =>air_valve_state = OPEN) Agent: air_motor 
G 12(igniter_state = OFF =>igniter_state = ON ) Agent: igniter_ignitior 
Interruption : Variable air valve_state value has been changed to CLOSED 
Cycle: 2 State: 
gas_valve _state=CLOSED 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter 
- 
state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector _flame_state=A 
B SENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G9, *G10 
Action List: G 1O(air_valve_state = CLOSED =>air valve_state = OPEN) Agent: air_motor 
Cycle: 3 State: 
gas_valve 
_state=CLOSED 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector_flame_state=AB 
S ENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G9, *GI I 
Action List: G11(gas_valve_state = CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN=>gas_valve_state = OPEN 
) Agent: gas motor 
Similarly, the user can investigate the case when the air valve opens betöre the spark is 
produced. The STD shown in figure 7.22 illustrates this fine-grain investigation. 
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Figure 7.22, the fine grain behaviour of the transition from state sil to st3 
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The transition from the stable state st] to st3 can be achieved through one of the indicated 
paths, according to the relative response of the two valves and the igniter and obeying the safety 
constraint that the air value must be open (goal G 10) before the gas valve can be open (goal G 11). 
This STD in the figure represents the normal cycle of the gas burner system; it is similar to 
the initial expected analysis in section 4.7; this clarifies some aspects of the GOPCSD method, which 
guides the systems engineer to achievw a specification of the correct requirement without being aware 
of statecharts or sophisticated logic or mathematics. 
For the sequential version, goal-model 8, the same scenario was executed and the following 
results were collected: 
Animating goal-model 8 GeneralOperation( split nol /4) 
Resetting all Variables to the initial values: 
gas_valve 
_state=CLOSED air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Interruption : Variable switch_switch state value has been changed to ON 
Cycle: O State: 
gas_valve_state=CLOSED 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch _switch_state=ON flame 
_detector _flame_s 
tate=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G10, *G11, G4, G22 
Action List: G 11(air valve_state = CLOSED =>air valve_state = OPEN ) Agent: air_motor 
Cycle:! State: 
gas_valve _state=CLOSE 
D 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter 
- 
state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector _flame _state=ABSENT Active List: G1, G3, G6, G10, *GI2, G4, G22 
Action List: G12(gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
OPEN) Agent: gas_motor 
and air_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = 
Cycle: 2 State: 
gas-Valve-state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G10, *G13 
Action List: G 13(igniter_state = OFF and air_valve_state = OPEN 
=>igniter_state = ON) Agent: igniter_ignitior 
Cycle: 3 State: 
gas_valve_state=OP EN 
air_valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector _flame _state=ABSENT Active List: GI, G3, G6, G10 
and gas_valve_state = OPEN 
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Action List: 
Interruption : Variable flame_detector_flame_state value has been changed to PRESENT 
Cycle: 4 State: 
gas_valve 
_state=OPEN air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame detector flame state=PRESENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G7, G4, G22, *G23 
Action List: G23(igniter_state = ON =>igniter state = OFF ) Agent: igniter_ignitior 
Cycle: 5 State: 
gas_valve_state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
flame 
_detector _flame_state=PRE 
SENT 
Active List: GI, G3, G7, G4, G22 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable flame_detector_flame_state value has been changed to ABSENT 
Cycle: 6 State: 
gas_valve _state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch 
_switch_state=ON flame 
- 
detec to r_flame_state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G10, *G13 
Action List: G13(igniter_state = OFF and air_valve_state = OPEN and gas_valve_state = OPEN 
=>igniter_state = ON) Agent: igniter_ignitior 
Cycle:? State: 
gas_valve 
_state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter 
- 
state=ON 
switch switch state=ON 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G6, G10 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable flame_detector_flame_state value has been changed to PRESENT 
Cycle: 8 State: 
gas_valve _state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter state=ON 
switch _switch_state=ON flame detector flame state=PRESENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G7, G4, G22, *G23 
Action List: G23(igniter_state = ON =>igniter_state = OFF ) Agent: igniter ignitior 
Cycle: 9 State: 
gas_valve _state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch state=ON 
flame detector flame st 
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Active List: G1, G3, G7, G4, G22 
Action List: 
Interruption : Variable switch switch state value has been changed to OFF 
Cycle: 10 State: 
gas_valve 
_state=OPEN 
air valve_state=OPEN 
igniter_state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame detector flame state=PRESENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G8, G16, *GI7, G4, G22 
Action List: G17(gas_valve_state = OPEN =>gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) Agent: gas_motor 
Cycle: ll State: 
gas_valve_state=C LOSED 
air_valve_state=OPEN 
igniter state=OFF 
switch switch state=OFF 
flame detector flame state=PRESENT 
Active List: G1, G3, G8, G16, *G18, G4, G22 
Action List: 01 8(air_valve_state = OPEN and gas_valve_state = CLOSED =>air_valve_state = 
CLOSED) Agent: air_motor 
Cycle: 12 State: 
gas_valve_state=CLOS ED 
air valve_state=CLOSED 
igniter state=OFF 
switch_switch_state=O FF 
flame_dete ctor_fl ame_state=PRESENT 
Active List: G 1, G3, G8, G 16, G4, G22 
Action List: 
Again, the system was forced into enter an unsafe state by opening the gas valve while the 
switch is OFF and the air valve is CLOSED; then, it recovered to a state where it closed the gas valve. 
In figure 7.23, the sequence solution version animation data is represented using a STD. 
Similar to the STD in figure 7.21, the bold bordered rectangles represent the stable states while the 
others represent the transient states. Each stable state in figure 7.23 corresponds to one stable state in 
figure 7.21, states Stl, St4 and St6 to states Stl, Sts and St7, respectively. 
Although the two STDs look similar to each other, the sequential version possesses one 
advantage, which is that each of the transient states has a single operating terminal goal (in state Sill). 
This leads to having a separate transient state for each terminal goal. This prunes the effort required to 
further investigate these transient states. 
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Gas valve =OPEN 
StlI Stl 
Gl, G2, *GS G3, GI, G3, G8, G 16, G4, 
G8, *G 16 G22 
Switch = ON 
St2 
GI, G3, G6, G10, 
*Gl 1, G4, G22 
StlO 
U GI, G3, G8, G16, 
St3 *G18, G24, G22 
GI, G3, G6, GIO, 
*G 12, G4, G22 
St4 
Gl, G3, G6, G10, *GI2 
St9 
G1, G3, G8, G16, 
Sts *G17, G24, G22 
G1, G3, G6, G10 
Flame detected =PRESENT 
St6 
GI, G3, G7, G4, G22, 
*G23 
St7 
GI, G3, G7, G4, G22 
Flame Detected = 
St8 
GI, G3, G6, G9, *G12 
= OFF 
Figure 7.23, constructing a STD from the goal-model 8 animation data 
7.4 Generating formal specifications 
After validating the requirements, the tool can translate the goal-model created and accepted 
by the systems engineer to formal specification formats that can be processed by a software engineer. 
The tool documents the formal specifications as much as possible by integrating the informal 
description at the appropriate places with the formal description. 
7.4.1 Generating formal operations/invariants 
Operational invariants can be generated from the terminal goals to be used generally, 
independently of a formal method or programming language. The tool generates operations with pre- 
and post-conditions and an actor or agent who is capable of performing such operation. Each 
operational terminal goal (neither environmental nor non-functional) will be translated into an 
invariant. 
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Table 7.6 the operations of goal-model 8 
Invariant no. 1 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-Motor 
/* G5: if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed, close gas valve*/ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = OPEN) and air_valve_state=CLOSED and gas_valve_state= 
OPEN 
Post-Condition: gas valve state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 2 openAirValve Actor(Agent): air motor 
/* G11: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (air_valve_state = CLOSED) and ( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT and 
switch_switch_state = ON ) 
Post-Condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 3 openGasValve Actor(Agent): gas_motor 
/* G12: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = CLOSED ) and ( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT and 
switch_switch_state = ON) and air_valve_state = OPEN 
Post-Condition: gas_valve_state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 4 switch on Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G13: to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark, */ 
Pre-Condition: (igniter state = OFF ) and ( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT) and 
switch_switch_state = ON) and air_valve_state = OPEN and gas_valve_state = OPEN 
Post-Condition: igniter state = ON 
Invariant no. 5 openGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-motor 
/* G14: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN) and ( switch_switch_state 
= ON ) and ( flame_detector_flame state = PRESENT ) 
Post-Condition: gas_valve_state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 6 openAirValve Actor(Agent): air motor 
/* G15: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (air_valve_state = CLOSED ) and ( switch-switch-state = ON ) and 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT ) 
Post-Condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 7 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas motor 
/* G17: to close the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve state = OPEN ) and ( switch_switch_state = OFF ) and 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT ) 
Post-Condition: gas valve state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 8 closeAirValve Actor(Agent): air motor 
/* G18: to close the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (air_valve_state = OPEN ) and ( switch_switch_state = OFF ) and 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT) and gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
Post-Condition: air valve state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 9 closeAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G19: to close the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (air valve state = OPEN ) and switch_switch_state=OFF and 
flame 
_de 
tec to r_fla me_state=ABSENT 
Post-Condition: air valve state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 10 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas motor 
/* G20: to close the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = OPEN ) and switch_switch_state=OFF and 
flame 
_detector_flame_state=AB 
SENT 
Post-Condition: gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 11 switch off Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G21: switch off the spark, switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-Condition: (igniter_state = ON) and switch_switch_state=OFF and 
flame 
_detector_flame_state=ABSENT Post-Condition: igniter state = OFF 
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Invariant no. 12 switch_off Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G23: switch off the spark, switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-Condition: (igniter_state = ON) and flame_detector_flame_state=PRESENT or 
(flame 
_detector _flame _state=ABSENT 
and (gas_valve_state=CLOSED or 
air_valve_state=CLOSED)) 
Post-Condition: igniter state = OFF 
The simultaneous version has fewer operations compared to the sequential version because 
some of the terminal goals achieve more than one function, as explained in the section where the 
incompleteness cases were removed by compacting the two goals to ensure closing and shutting down. 
Table 7.7, the operations of goal-model 9 
Invariant no. 1 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas_motor 
/* G5: if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed, close gas valve*/ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = OPEN ) and air_valve_state=CLOSED and gas_valve_state= 
OPEN 
Post-Condition: gas_valve_state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 2 openAirValve Actor(Agent): air motor 
/* G10: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (air valve_state = CLOSED) and ( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT ) and 
switch_switch_state = ON ) 
Post-Condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 3 openGasValve Actor(Agent): gas_motor 
/* G11: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN) and 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT) and ( switch_switch_state = ON ) 
Post-Condition: gas valve state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 4 switch on Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G12: to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark, *! 
Pre-Condition: (igniter_state = OFF ) and ( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT) and 
switch_switch_state = ON ) 
Post-Condition: igniter state = ON 
Invariant no. 5 openGasValve Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G 13: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN) and ( switch_switch_state 
= ON ) and ( flame_detector_flame state = PRESENT ) 
Post-Condition: gas_valve_state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 6 openAirValve Actor(Agent): air motor 
/* G14: Open the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (air valve_state = CLOSED) and ( switch_switch_state = ON and 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT ) 
Post-Condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 7 closeAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G15: to close the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (air_valve_state = OPEN ) and switch_switch_state=OFF 
Post-Condition: air valve state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 8 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-motor 
/* G16: to close the valve, */ 
Pre-Condition: (gas_valve_state = OPEN ) and switch switch_state=OFF 
Post-Condition: gas valve state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 9 switch off Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G 17: switch off the spark, switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-Condition: (igniter_state = ON) and switch_switch_state=OFF 
Post-Condition: igniter_state = OFF 
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Invariant no. 10 switch_off Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G 19: switch off the spark, switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-Condition: (igniter_state = ON ) and flame_detector_flame_state=PRESENT and 
switch switch state= ON 
Post-Condition: igniter state = OFF 
7.4.2 Generating B machines 
The GOPCSD tool translates the goal-model automatically to a specification form as B 
machines. In this case study, there are three agents controlling the two valves and the igniter, and each 
of them has two basic operations represented as the component's low-level goal-models I, 2,3,4,5, 
and 6. 
x 
v"_%afeaduator. mch air %okv- talesctuntq VNff sciwta inch OK 
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r 05 close gas valve `/ 
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HEN 
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roll: 'I 
(gas_vahre_state = CLOSED & air_valve_state = OPEN) & (tlame_detector_tlame_state = ABSENT) & (swltch_switch 
HEN 
s et_g a s_va lve_state_O PEN 
LSIF 
r013: '1 
valve_state state= & (svitch_switch_state = ON) & (flame _detector 
flame_state (gasvalve_state = CLOSED & air_ 
EN 
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ELSIF 
rß16: `/ 
( gas_valve_state = OPEN) & switch switch_state = OFF 
HEN 
s et_g a s_valve_state_C LO SE D 
ELSE 
3KIP 
Figure 7.24, the generated B machines 
For each version of the sequential and simultaneous goal-models, the tool will generate a complete 
set of B machines to control the gas burner. The generated machines have three types as follows: 
0A Data Type machine that stores the definition of the enumerated data types used in the other 
machines. 
" Actuators machines representing each agent and the operations that the agent can perform. 
"A main controller machine that represents the entire goal-model, it includes the actuator machines. 
The controller machine has operations representing the agents' contribution to the entire goal- 
model; each of these operations will be an lF_THEN_ELSE structure of the terminal goals 
grouped by their assigned agents and, instead of changing the output variables directly, the 
appropriate operation from one of the actuator machines will be invoked. 
Figure 7.24 shows a segment of the main controller machine that represents goal-model 9. 
The upper tabs of the dialogue box show the names of the different generated machines in addition to 
an index file "B machines list" that lists the B machines. 
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A full list of the generated B-machines for the simultaneous and sequential versions is 
provided in appendix B, section B. 1.3. 
7.5 Discussion 
The tool enabled the user to start from abstract informal requirements and then gradually 
increasing the detail and formality until reaching a stage where the requirements are formally specified 
and structured in a single goal-model. Although the tool enabled the user to develop two different 
versions for the gas burner application at the same time, it did not provide guidance for preferring or 
evaluating each separate solution. The user has to make this choice in some other way and using some 
other form of analysis. Furthermore, it guided the user to correct the imperfect decisions, which may 
have been made during the selection of pre-conditions or the placement of the sub-goals. 
The air and gas valves and the switch are described by finite domain variables and not by 
continuous-range ones. Although this enabled the tool to do the formal conflict and completeness 
analysis the user might need to describe a finer form of control to control the temperature produced by 
the flame. This refinement of the variables' domains could be possibly carried out within the generated 
B machines. However the finite domain make it possible to apply the completeness and consistency 
checks and provide the systems engineer with a high level of confidence of the control application. 
Although, we have not addressed fault tolerance issues in the case study, as in [Lano and 
Sanchez 97], the user can extend the requirements model of the valves to include a state when the 
valve has a fault. Thereafter, a fault detection goal could possibly be added to the high-level goals to 
check whether there is a fault or not and hence may need to shut down the system safely. 
7.6 Conclusions 
We have studied a simple gas burner system. Although this case study may appear to be a 
small one, it demonstrated some promising aspects of the GOPCSD tool; the tool does not restrict the 
user to begin the controller development lifecycle with a perfect design. It guides its user to reach this 
stage after a feedback loop of checking and modifying the requirements. The user can approach the 
design problem differently as seen with the two solution versions; then, the tool guides him/her to 
modify the requirement specifications. 
The developed application can be extended within the B-toolkit environment by adding 
programmatic refinement. In addition, the application may be reused, as a sub-system in a higher 
system by using the entire goal-model. 
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The Production Cell 
In this chapter, we present a production cell case study to assess the tool (and hence the 
method of GOPCSD) when dealing with a medium-scale application, such as the production 
cell. The liveness and safety aspects of the production cell are considered as well as 
correctness and throughput. We indicate how the application requirements design problem 
can be divided into small segments to reduce the effort. Then, we explore the possibilities of 
extending the resulting goal-oriented requirements of the case study corresponding to 
enhanced requirements. Finally, we comment about the requirements structure aspects. 
8.1 Introduction 
Our second case study is a general production cell [Lewerentz and Lindner 95]; this 
production cell is considered as a medium scale application and it has been studied in the past using 
different specification analyses [Lewerentz and Lindner 95, Zorzo et al. 99, Piveropoulos Y2K, Winter 
01]. 
Production cells are a wide family of process control systems in which there is a production 
line that processes a product or a set of products in a pipeline arrangement. For instance, production 
cells can be utilised to integrate electronic boards, stamp blank metals, and paint cars. Although there 
is a considerable variation in the purpose of employing the specific production cells, similar 
components can be found within these different applications, such as robots, feed belts and deposit 
belts. Furthermore, many similar high-level goals can be generally formulated for production cells 
independently of the particular applications. 
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Feed belt 
Robot 
A 
Ann I res, 
Elevating rotary table 
Figure 8.1, The Production cell 
Figure 8.1 shows a simple production cell consisting of a feed belt, a deposit belt, an elevating 
rotary table, a two-arm robot and a press (the processing unit). This production cell processes blank 
metals conveyed through the feed belt to the elevation rotary table. The robot picks the elements from 
the table, and places them inside the press until they get pressed. Finally, it moves them to the deposit 
belt that conveys the processed metals to the collection area or further processing stages. 
In the following sub-sections we provide a brief description of these components as a basic 
understanding of production cells in general. However, different production cells can have different 
arrangement and different processing units; for example, in car painting production lines, various robot 
models are employed to paint the car rather than moving the products. 
8.1.1 The Feed Belt 
The feed belt is constructed as shown in figure 8.2. It is controlled by an on/off motor, which 
keeps the metals moving in one direction. The belt has two photocells (SI, S2) to sense the arrival of 
the metals at the start or end parts of the belt. In table 8.1, we briefly list the sensors and the actuators 
of the feed belt. 
SI: Metal Arrived Sensor S2: Metal at the end sensor 
Side view 
/ Processed metal 
Figure 8.2, the feed belt component 
Table 8.1, sensors and actuators o/ the feed belt 
A I: Electrical motor 
No. Name, Description of the sensor Type 
SI metal at_start, A photocell to indicate whether there is a metal at the start of 
the feed belt or not. 
Yes/No 
S2 metal at end, A photocell to indicate whether there is a metal at the end of the Yes/No 
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feed belt or not. 
No. Name, Description of the actuator Type 
Al moving, Electrical motor to keep the feed belt moving to convey in order to 
move the metal from the start of the belt toward the end. 
ON /OFF 
8.1.2 The Deposit Belt 
Similar to the feed belt, the deposit belt conveys the metals. But, it delivers the processed 
(stamped) metals after the press stamping them to the collection area. The belt has a motor that keeps 
the metals moving. This motor can be controlled from outside the application and not by the 
production cell software controller because it is dependent on the next stages or the collection status. 
For example, if the metals are collected in boxes there may be some manual or automatic interaction 
from time to time to move the full boxes and provide empty ones. Like the feed belt, the deposit belt 
has two photocell sensors SI and S2, to indicate the arrival of processed metals at the start and the end 
parts of the belt, respectively. Table 8.2 lists the sensors and actuators of the deposit belt: 
Table 8.2, sensors and actuators of the feed belt 
No. Name, Description of the sensor Type 
S1 metal_at_start, A photocell to indicate whether there is a metal at the start of 
the deposit belt or not. 
Yes/No 
S2 metal_at_end, A photocell to indicate whether there is a metal at the end of 
the di posit belt or not. 
Yes/No 
No. Name, Description of the actuator Type 
Al motor, Electrical motor to keep the deposit belt moving to convey in order to 
move the metal from the start of the belt toward the end. 
ON /OFF 
8.1.3 The Rotary Table 
The rotary table is used to raise the blank metals to the robot arml level so that it can pick 
them. The rotary table can be regarded as a temporary place to store the blank metals waiting for the 
robot to pick them one by one. The table and the feed belt combination can be used to queue the blank 
metals to wait for picking up by the robot and pressed inside the press on first comes first served basis; 
Thus, if the production cell application possesses more than one cascaded processing stage, similar 
extra "feed belt and rotary table" combinations will be required to serve as a multi-level queue 
(pipeline). 
Since the levels both of the robot and the feed belt are not the same and provided that the 
robot arm cannot change its vertical position, the rotary table has to change its vertical position once a 
metal has been on its top. The table can move up and down or rotate using two motors to adjust itself 
to the level and angle of either the feed belt or the robot. Since each of the robot arms only extends and 
retracts at the same vertical level the table has to go up and down. The table can move up/down and 
rotate either simultaneously or sequentially depending on the obstruction of the robot's arms and feed 
belt. The throughput of the entire system can be improved by reducing the time required for the table 
to reach the feed belt to receive a new blank metal carry or to reach the robot to enable it picking up 
the metal. Table 8.3 lists the rotary table sensors and actuators. 
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Figure 8.3, the elevation rotary table component 
Table 8.3, sensors and actuators of the feed belt 
No. Name, Description of the sensor Type 
SI table has metal, Is there a metal Yes/No 
S2 table angle, The angular position of the table Enumerated 
S3 table level, The vertical position of the table Up/ Down 
No. Name, Description of the actuator Type 
Al rotational motor, Electrical rotational motor Left/OFF/Right 
A2 vertical motor, Electrical vertical motor Up/Off/Down 
8.1.4 The Robot 
Robots are important units of the production cell. They usually accomplish the tasks that 
human cannot do because of the dangerous environmental conditions like painting cars or holding very 
hot or cold products or when precision is highly required like welding and placing integrated circuits 
on electronic boards. The robot in this production cell has two responsibilities: first, moving the blank 
metals from the table to the press and second moving the stamped metals from the press to the deposit 
belt. 
As shown in figure 8.4, the robot has a twistable body that is controlled by rotational motor to 
enable it to rotate towards the table, the press, and the start of the deposit belt. Further, the robot has 
two arms to pick up the metals from the table and place them inside the press and then, pick up them 
from the press and moving them to the deposit belt. The two arms can separately extend or retract. 
Each of them ends with a magnet, which can be energised and de-energised to enable picking and 
dropping the metals. Table 8.4 lists the related sensors and the actuators of the robot. 
Arml 
PT 
A3: Magnetiser 
Arm2 
S3: how tar 
: 1rml 
A4: Electrical arm2 
extende, I 
extend / 
retract moto H Arm2 
A5: Magnetiser 
Plan View 
Figure 8.4, the Robot component 
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No. Name, Description of the sensor Type 
S1 An angular transducer to indicate how far the robot rotated. Enumerated range 
S2 A length transducer to indicate how far the first arm of the robot has 
been extended. 
Enumerated range 
S3 A length transducer to indicate how far the second arm of the robot 
has been extended. 
Enumerated range 
No. Name, Description of the actuator Type 
Al robot an gel, Electrical rotational motor Ri ght/Oft7Left 
A2 arm/length, Electrical arml extend / retract Extend/STOP/Retract 
A3 arml ma gnet, Magnetiser arml ON/OFF 
A4 arm 2 len th, Electrical arm2 extend / retract motor Extend/STOP/Retract 
A5 arm? ma gnet, Magnetiser arm2 ON/OFF 
8.1.5 The Press 
The press is an example of a processor that accepts unprocessed input and then processes it. 
For example, the press stamps the manufacturing details on each blank metal. The robot places the 
blank metals inside the press; and after processing, it picks the processed metals to the deposit belt. 
The press component has sensors to indicate whether there is a metal inside it or not and 
whether the metal has been pressed yet or not. It has two actuators: a motor that provides vertical 
motion to move the metal between three levels (upper for stamping, lower for picking by the robot 
arm2 and middle for receiving the new blank metals by robot arml ). Table 8.5 lists the sensors and the 
actuators of the press. 
Table 8.5, sensors and actuators of the, feed belt 
No. Name, Description of the sensor Type 
SI Press has metal, A weight sensor to indicate whether there is a metal YesNo 
inside the ress or not. 
S2 tray_/eve/, A position sensor to indicate the position of the metal UP/MIDDLE/DOWN 
inside the press. 
S3 Metal pressed a sensor or switch set by the presser ufter pressing YesNo 
each blank metal 
No. Name, Description of the actuator Type 
Al pressing, Presser to stamp the metals when they are on the upper ON /OFF 
position inside the press. 
A2 vertical motor, Electrical vertical motor to move the tray that carries UP/STOP/DOWN 
the metal inside the press 
SI: is there a metal 
AI: the Stampei inside t! i nn _. 
% 
S2: the position 
I- 
--- 
A2' % c3 
ti of the metal 
within the press - 
Electrical 
vertical ?;. 3: has the metal been 
--- motor 
? ti" )ressed or not 
Side view Top view 
Figure 8.5, the press component 
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8.1.6 The Operation of the production cell 
Figure 8.6 shows the different final positions to which the robot can be rotated. As shown, 
one of the robot arms is retracted, and the other one is extended to pick up or drop the metal, while the 
other one should be retracted. This should be maintained because of the fact that keeping the arms 
retracted while the robot rotates should decrease the chances of hitting any nearby objects. The robot 
can be set to rotate to different angles as shown in the figure. In our treatment we will assume the 
following: 
The elevation rotary table rotates to the right to move from the position where it faces the feed 
belt to the position where it faces the robot, and to left vice versa, taking the short journey. 
The Deposit Belt 
The Rohur 
The Press 
I he Iced Belt 
® 
I he Table 
a) Arm I facing the table 
Be Deposit Bell 
The Robin 
The Table 
c) Arm 2 facing the press 
I lip Deposit Belt 
The Rebut 
IL Pic 
The Feed Belt 
® 
Ihr Table 
h) Arm I acing the press 
ý 
c 
The Feed Belt 
®I 
he Table 
d) Arm 2 facing the deposit belt 
Figure 8.6, the positions of the robots 
Since the robot is facing the other side, its right rotation will be to the left with respect to the 
rotary table; moreover, as shown in figure 8.6, we assume the right most position of the robot is when 
arml faces the rotary table, then when arm2 faces the press then when arm! dices the press then the 
left most position is when arm2 faces the start of the deposit belt. 
Thus we use the following enumerated types to describe the table and robot angels. 
For the table 
" FEED BELT FACING ; the left most] 
" ROBOT FACING the right most} 
For the robot 
0 ARM1_TABLE {the right most; 
Ilic I)chosii IleIt 
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" ARM2_PRESS 
" ARM1 PRESS 
" ARM2_DEPOSIT_BELT {the left most} 
The different components of the production cell application should be placed in a configuration 
that satisfies the following constraints: 
" The robot's first arm is at the same level as the upper position of the rotary table. 
" The robot's first arm, when fully extended, reaches the blank metals on the rotary table. 
" The robot's second arm, the deposit belt and the lower position of the press tray have the same 
vertical level. 
" The robot's second arm, when fully extended, will reach the processed metal within the lower tray 
position of the press. 
" The robot's second arm, when fully extended, will reach the start of the deposit belt. 
We describe briefly the normal operation of the production cell as initial situation and a set of 
"if statements" (event/action); however, some of the details are abstracted, like picking up the metals 
or processing them, which were already explained in the various previous sections or will be explained 
in detail later: 
Initial situation 
" The rotary table is facing the feed belt and at the same level as the feed belt. 
" The robot's arml is facing the table. 
" Both arms of the robot are fully retracted. 
" The press is empty and its tray is in the middle position (ready to stamp a metal). 
" The feed and deposit belts' motors are ON. 
Events 
" If a metal is sensed at the end of the feed belt the rotary table is checked; and if it is not facing the 
feed belt, the feed belt will be stopped until the metal will be placed at the top of the table. 
0 The feed belt will be activated again provided that there is no blank metal at the end or the table 
has returned back to its normal position and is ready to receive blank metals. 
" If the table senses a metal on its top, it rotates towards the robot and changes its vertical level to 
the robot arml level. As a pre-condition in order to avoid collision between the robot arm and the 
table, the robot arml should be retracted before the table changes its level. 
" If there is a metal on the top of the rotary table, the table is at the top vertical position facing the 
robot, and the robot is idle (does not accomplish any task), the robot picks up the metal. Then, the 
table turns back to its normal position and level to enable receiving new metals. Meanwhile, the 
robot rotates towards the press to drop the blank metal and moves back to its normal location. 
If the robot is idle and the press reports a processed metal is ready to be collected, the robot rotates 
towards the press to pick up the processed metal using arm2 and then drops it at the start of the 
deposit belt. 
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Some issues should be noticed as follows: 
" The production cell operations can be regarded as a pipeline of the following stages: conveying 
the metal to the table (feed belt responsibility), enabling the metal to be picked up by the robot 
(table responsibility), moving the metals toward the press by the robot, processing the metals in 
the press, moving the processed metals to the deposit belt by robot and finally, conveying the 
metal to the collection area by the deposit belt. 
" Some of these pipeline stages allow more than one metal to be served at the same time, such as 
conveying metals on belts, but the other stages, like the robot arms, table and press, restrict the 
number of served metals to only one because of their physical nature. 
" If there is situation in which there is a conjunction of a metal on the table ready for picking and a 
processed metal inside the press ready for delivering, the robot should empty the press first. 
Possibly, before moving the blank metals, the application should check whether the press is ready 
or not. 
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Figure 8.7, the components of the production cell application 
8.2 Constructing the requirements 
The construction phase is the first development phase, where the systems engineer will be 
guided to construct final versions of a goal-model. These developed goal-models consider the other 
aspects of the production cell apart from operation, like safety, liveness and throughput. 
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The user creates a new application and describes the function and the construction of the 
production cell. 
8.2.1 Importing the Production Cell Components 
The systems engineer should start the development of the production cell by identifying the 
physical components, like the feed belt, deposit belt, robot, press and rotary table; then, he/she can 
import them from the provided production cell library, using the import/component sub-menu, as 
shown in figure 8.7. 
It should be noted that, unlike the gas burner case study in chapter 7, the separate components 
of the production cell have more compound low-level goal-models, which arise from the fact that they 
have their own sensor and actuator interactions and internal cycles of operations. Thus, the need for 
storing the components specifications will increase in this case, as well as the need for reducing the 
development effort. 
Figure 8.8 shows the GOPCSD Library Manager desktop displaying the Press component. 
The ProcessMetal low-level goal-model specifies the lifecycle of pressing a blank metal, and in shown 
to the left as a sequence of six sub-goals, which move the blank metal to the upper position, stamp it, 
and move the processed metal to the lower position waiting for the robot to pick it. 
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Similarly, figure 8.9 shows the details of the robot component; the robot has requirements 
specifications for both the basic operations each of its agents can perform, and the compound 
operations performed as sequence of simple operations of the robot's magnets and the two arms, such 
as arm l picks metals, arml_drops_metals, arm2 picks_metals, and arm2_drops"_meta/s. Each of 
these compound goals is refined to simple operations; the entire compound goal can be copied to the 
application, to shorten the development time. The appropriate pre-conditions can then be added to the 
copied instances of these ýeoal-models within the application. 
Similarly, as shown in figure 8.10, the Table component has two compound low-level goal- 
models to specify how the table can change its vertical level and angel to travel from the position 
facing the feed belt to the position facing the Robot, and vice versa. Each of these two compound goals 
is refined as a sequence of simple goals, as shown in the figure. 
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Because the components of the production cell do not share any sensors or actuators, it is 
better to copy from the library the entire sets of variables and agents of each component using the 
component name as a prefix. This conventional naming should make the requirements more readable 
and guide the user during the development, especially in such a medium sized application. 
After importing the components, the application will look similar to the GOPCSD tool 
desktop shown in figure 8.11. The details of the components are listed in appendix B, B. 2.1. 
8.2.2 Importing the templates 
In addition to the imported components, the systems engineer probably needs to import the 
high-level functions of the production cell from the library. These functions or templates provide the 
outlines of the application's requirements. The user can import these templates, using the 
import/template sub-menu. 
Figure 8.12 shows the GOPCSD Library manager program displaying three template goal- 
models; these templates are explained in detail as follovis: 
8.2.2.1 FeedMetals Template 
This template describing feeding the blank metals to the press; since the Jivihnehi/, high-level 
goal manipulates different component parts, which can operate in parallel, it is constructed as a 
conjunction of the following four goals: 
" Goal GM36G2, Convey the metals to the rotary table. 
" Goal GM36G3, Rotate the table until it faces the robot's first arm. 
" Goal GM36G4, Pick up the blank metal, which can be specified as a terminal goal that picks 
up the blank metal on the rotary table using the robot's first arm. 
" Goal GM36G5, Place the blank metal inside the press; this goal can be copied from the low- 
level goal model of the robot for arm drops the metal; after adding some guarding condition to 
ensure that arm l is facing the press and the press has no metal. 
8.2.2.2 DeliverMetals Template 
This template involves delivering the processed metals from the press to the collection area; 
similar to the feedmetals goal, the delivermetals high-level goal is constructed as a conjunction of the 
following three goals: 
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" Goal GM37G2, Pick up the processed metals, which is can be specified as a terminal goal that 
picks up the processed metal from the press. 
" Goal GM37G3, Place up the processed metals at the start of the deposit belt. 
" Goal GM37G4, Convey the processed metal to the collection area (end of the deposit belt). 
8.2.2.3 RobotJob Template 
This template involves assigning jobs to the robot; it was not placed in the low-level specifications 
of the robot component because it is affected by the status of the other components, like the Press and 
the Table. Since the robot can perform a single service at a time, this high-level goal is refined as a 
disjunction of the possible services that the robot can accomplish. The robot can collect the processed 
metals from the press or the unprocessed metals from the rotary table, or be ready to do one of these 
two services. The RobolJoh goal can be refined as a disjunction of the following three goals: 
Goal GM39G2, Move to the Table, if it has a blank metal, facing the robot, the press is 
empty, and the robot is idle. This goal may also be augmented by generalising the pre- 
condition to include the case when the press is empty and the table is not ready yet, i. e. to wait 
for the table. 
0 Goal GM38G3, Move to the Press, if the processed metal is ready to be collected and the 
robot is idle. 
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" Goal GM38G4, BeReady, this goal can be used to enhance the throughput by preparing the 
robot to be ready to rotate. Since the two arms of the robot can extended or retract separately, 
this goal can be refined as a simultaneous combination of two goals as follows: 
o Goal GM38G6, Retract Arml, if the robot is idle. 
o Goal GM38G7, Retract Arm2, if the robot is idle. 
One can notice that most of the factors for increasing the throughput are affected by this early abstract 
requirement specification stage; being able to correct these decisions at the requirements stage will be 
less expensive and much easier than attempting to increase the throughput at later stages. 
8.2.3 Specifying the main goals 
After the user has imported the components and templates, the development can now proceed. 
The main goal of the production cell, should address the operation and safety, beside other issues as 
well, like increasing the throughput of the cell and ensuring the liveness of the system. In this case 
study, we will focus on the safety and operation aspects, paying considerable attention in defining the 
goals so as to increase the throughput of the cell and maintain the liveness. 
Thus, safety, liveness, throughput and operation aspects can be combined together under a 
single super goal, which is considered as the main goal for the entire application, as shown in figure 
8.14. 
8.2.3.1 Safety Goal 
The safety conditions are represented by the abstract goal GM39G2. The production cell 
should maintain safe conditions [Lewerentz and Lindner 95] during the operation, as follows: 
" The control must not allow a machine to collide with another one in order not to damage the cell it 
self 
" The control program must guarantee that two consecutive blanks are always sufficiently separated 
by a minimum distance to avoid having the two blanks on the table or the press, simultaneously. 
This consideration can be represented by an abstract safety goal that can be refined later. 
8.2.3.2 Ensure liveness property 
The main task requires from the production cell is to press the blank metals and convey them 
to the collection area; to fulfil this task, we defined the operation goal; however, to ensure that the task 
will be done properly we define this liveness goal and refine it into sub-goals, which ensure that no 
metals will be missed or unstamped. Hence, we created the abstract goal GM39G3 to define the 
liveness assurance. The controller should guarantee the liveness of the system; each metal entered to 
the system must be processed and delivered to the deposit belt, eventually. 
8.2.3.3 Increase the Throughput 
The throughput of production-line systems, which process input products or manufacture 
them, have the throughput as an important attribute that can increase using one particular system over 
other. Although, the safety and operation goal affects the throughput; it can deter or aid it. However, it 
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should be helpful to define the throughput goals separately to achieve them. The throughput goal will 
be represented by the abstract goal GM39G4. 
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8.2.3.4 Operation goal 
The production cell's highest operation goal (the abstract goal GM40G5) should ensure the correct 
operation of the different components as well as the inter-component interactions. 
8.2.3.5 Other Issues 
In addition to the safety, liveness, throughput, and operation considerations, other issues can be 
mentioned in the production cell requirements as in [Lewerentz and Lindner 951, where the design 
was required to be easy to be adapted to similar production cells, efficient to achieve a high throughput 
of the blanks through the system, and the cost-benefit ratio should be balanced. 
The four aspects (safety, liveness, throughput, and operation) should together define the entire 
production cell. In case of any conflict between goals from different aspects, the order in which these 
aspects appear should be considered in preferring one goal to another according to its type. 
Some of these issues may be embedded within the operational goals and the safety goals like 
maximizing the throughput; others can be regarded as non-behaviour requirements [Davis 931 and be 
judged after looking at the entire application, as we will discuss later. 
8.2.4 Goal-model Refinement 
After importing the templates and the components and creating the main goals, the tool 
should guide the user in refining the various goal-models to specify the safety and operational 
requirements. 
8.2.4.1 Refining Safety Goals 
The safety goal can be refined as four conjunctive goals, as follows: 
" Goal GM39G6, Avoid [collide_the_machines]: avoid collision between the different 
machines; this goal ensures that the robot arm will not be hit by the table or the press; it 
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restricts the movement of the press or the table until the robot's appropriate arm retracts first. 
Thus, this goal can be refined as the two following simultaneous goals to restrict the motor of 
the press or the rotational motor of the table: 
o Goal GM39G10, avoid [Table_collides_Robot]: avoid the table hitting the robot 
arml. This goal should restrict the rotation of the table from starting unless the robot 
armI has been retracted. 
o Goal GM39GII, avoid [Press_collides_arml]: avoid the Press hitting the robot 
arml. This goal can be formulated as a terminal goal that restricts the vertical motion 
of the press tray when it is on the middle position to wait for robot armI to retract 
first. 
0 Goal GM39GI2, avoid [Press-Collides-arm2]: avoid the press hitting the robot 
ami2. This goal can be formulated as a terminal goal that restricts the vertical motion 
of the press tray when it is in the lower position to wait for robot arm2 to retract first. 
In case that the table return journey starts by going down, the second sub-goal is not required. 
" Goal GM39G7, Avoid [robot hits_other objects]: avoid that the robot hits others objects; this 
might happen if there are existing objects or humans within the cylinder formed by the robot 
arm as the radius and the difference in vertical level between the two arms; to remove such 
cases, the robot should not rotate unless it has both arms fully retracted. Thus this goal can be 
directly formulated as a terminal goal that restricts the rotational motion of the robot. 
Goal GM39G8, avoid [two-Metals-on_table]: avoid having two metals on the table at the 
same time; this goal ensures the table will not have more than one metal by switching the feed 
belt motor off when the table has a metal. 
" Goal GM39G9, avoid [two_metals_in_press]: avoid having two metals inside the press at the 
same time; this goal can be achieved by forcing the robot arm2 not to drop a metal within the 
press if arm2 is already extended and has a metal, when the press has metal. 
8.2.4.2 Refining the Liveness Goal 
As the liveness property addresses the issue that each blank metal entered into the system 
must be preserved and processed, the main goal can be defined as a conjunction of avoiding goals, 
each of them prohibiting the loss of the metal at the different stages and the assurance of processing. 
Thus, the main liveness goal can be refined as the conjunction of the following four goals: 
Goal G39GI3, Avoid [dropping_ýmetalsl: do not drop metals from robot arms unless over the 
press or the deposit belt; this goal should assure that the magnet's actuator will keep the metal 
attached to the appropriate robot arm unless it is convenient to leave it, over the press tray (in 
the middle position) or over the start of the deposit belt. 
Goal G39GI4, Avoid [robot_pushes_metals-out]: do not let the robot pushes the metal away; 
this goal can be regarded as an assumption from the environment, as we previously assume 
that when the robot arms are fully extended, the arms' magnet will be just over the press's 
lower and middle positions or the table's upper position. In this case, the goal can be 
considered as an environmental goal and will not be translated into the specification. 
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" Goal G39G15, Avoid [pick_unprocessed_metals]: avoid the robot picking up unprocessed 
metals; this goal ensures that the robot will not pick unprocessed metal, but rather it will stop 
functioning; thus this situation can be considered as a detected fault within the press 
component. 
" Goal G39G 16, Avoid [metal-drop]: avoid metals dropping from the feed belt; this goal avoids 
dropping blank metals when the table is not ready to receive them because it is not aligned to 
the feed belt or not at the same level. The goal will switch the feed belt motor off in either 
case. 
8.2.4.3 Refining the Throughput Goal 
As explained earlier, the throughput issue is affected by the four following sub-goals, which are 
defined as follows: 
" Goal GM39G17: Maintain [Feedbelt_on]: keep the feed belt motor on; this goal ensures the 
stream of metals will be supplied to increase the throughput of the production cell; the goals 
can be specified as a simple terminal goal that maintains the feed belt motor on. 
" Goal GM39Gl8: Maintain [best_use_the_robot]: make the best use of the robot, keeping it 
busy or at least ready to serve the next expected job. This goal is one of the imported high- 
level templates, Robot-Job. We will refine it later. 
" Goal GM39G 19: Maintain [Press-ready]: keep the press ready after it pressed a metal to press 
new ones; this goal returns the Press to its middle position as soon as possible after the robot 
picks up the processed metal. Even though this goal shows some conflict behaviour with the 
safety goal, we may leave it for the conflict analysis stage to correct it; or, alternatively we 
should place more restriction on the movement of the table to wait until the robot arrn is 
retracted. This goal can be copied from the imported press's low-level goal-model. 
" Goal GM39G20, Maintain [Table_ready]: the table should be ready as soon the blank metal 
has been picked up; after the robot picks up the blank metal, this goal should return the table 
to its normal position, where it faces the feeding belt and can accept a new blank metal, as 
soon as possible. Similar to the press be ready goal, this goal seems to conflict with a safety 
goal; however, we can leave it for the conflict analysis stage to correct it; or, alternatively, we 
should place more restriction on the movement of the table to wait until the robot arm retracts. 
This goal can be copied from the imported table's low-level goal-model, 
Goal GM39G2 1, Maintain [Depositbelt_on]: keep the feed belt motor on; this goal addresses 
the deposit belt, which is not controlled by the application. This goal should be considered as 
non-functional goal. 
The refinement for the safety, liveness and throughput aspects are shown in figure 8.16 as 
goals G2, G3 and G4, respectively, within the goal-model main-goal. 
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8.2.4.2 Refining the Robot-Job Template 
The robot job template can be defined as shown in figure 8.15 with the maintain goal GM386 1: 
Maintain [RobotJob] utilise the robot, this goal can be refined as the disjunction of the three following 
goals : GM39G2, GM38G3, GM38641 as follows: 
GM39G2: Achieve [MoveToTable] if Robot is ready and there is blank to be collected from 
the table moves towards rotary table until arm) face the table is refined as Sequence of 
IGM38G5, GM38G6ý 
" GM38G5: Achieve [rotate_right]: this goal is a copy of rotate right low-level goal of 
the robot; it is controlled by the Robot_r_motor agent. This goal rotates the robot 
until the first arm faces the rotary table. 
" GM38G6: Achieve [stop_rotation] stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing 
the table is controlled by agent Robot-r-motor 
GM38G3: Achieve [MovetoPress]: if Robot is ready to rotate and there is a processed metal 
to be collected from the press; the robot rotates towards the Press until arm2 face the Press is 
refined as Sequence of IGM38G7, GM39G8 I 
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" GM38G7: Achieve [move_robot_to_press] move the robot so that arml faces the 
press is refined as Disjunction of 1, GM38G9, GM38G 10; 
" GM38G9: Achieve [rotate_left] rotate the robot to left towards the press, 
this goal is controlled by agent Robot rmotor 
" GM38GIO: Achieve [rotate_right] rotate the robot towards the press, this 
goal is controlled by agent Robot-r_motor 
" GM38G8: Achieve [stoprotation] stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing 
the table is controlled by agent Robotrmotor 
GM38G4: Achieve [beReady] if arml and arm has no metals retract both arms to be ready; 
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* GM38G 11: Achieve [RetractArm II if arm I has no blank metal Reatrct Arm 1; this 
goal is controlled by agent Robotmotor I 
* GM38GI2: Achieve (RetractArm2l if Arin. 2 has no metals Retract Arn12 is 
controlled by agent Robotmotor 2 
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8.2.4.3 Refining the Operational Goal 
The operational goal can be refined into the three existing goals feedMefals, processMetals, 
and deliverMetals. Since the processMetals goal has been already refined, within the press component, 
we refine the other two goals as follows: 
8.2.4.3.1 Refining the sub-goals of the feedMetals Template 
The sub-goals of this template can now be refined into the existing low-level goal- 
models/goals as follows: 
Refining Goal OM36G2: Convey the metals to the rotary table; this goal can be specified as a 
terminal goal that maintains the feed belt motor switched on. 
0 Refining Goal GM36G3: Move the table towards the robot 
Refining Goal GM36G4: Pick up the blank metal; this goal can be refined as the sequence 
refinement of the following three sub-goals: 
0 Goal GM36G6, Move robot; this goal rotates the robot to the Right towards tile 
table, until arm I faces the table. 
o Goal GM36G7, Stop robot; this goal stops the motor if arml is empty and facing the 
table. 
o Goal GM36G8, Pick up the metal; this goal can be fulfilled by copying an instance 
of the robot low-level goal-model arm l_picks-Metal. 
Refining Goal GM36G5: Place the blank metal inside the press; this goal can be defined as 
the sequence refinement of the following three sub-goals: 
0 Goal GM36G9, Move robot; this goal rotates the robot towards the press until arml 
faces the press. 
o Goal GM36GIO, Stop robot; this goal stops the robot rotation when arml faces the 
press and has a blank metal. 
0 Goal GM36G 11, Place the metal inside the press; this goal can be copied from the 
robot's low-level goal-model, arml-drops, _metal. 
Figure 8.17, shows the refinement of the two templates, feedmetaty and dedivermetals before 
combining them within the operation goal. 
8.2.4.3.2 Refining the sub-goals of the DeUverMetals Template 
The sub-goals of this template can now be refined into the existing low-level goal- 
models/goals, as follows: 
Refining Goal GM37G2, Pick up the processed metal from the press; this goal can be 
regarded as an instance of the robot low-level goal-model, arm, 2_picks-metals. Hence, we can 
copy this low-level goal-model into the template goal. This goal is refined as a sequence of 
the following three goals: 
o Goal GM37G5, Move robot; this goal moves the robot towards the press until arm2 
faces the press. It is refined as a disjunction of two terminal goals to the rotate to left 
or right depending on its current angle. 
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0 Goal GM37G6, Stop robot; this goal stops the rotation of the robot when arm 2 faces 
the press while holding a metal. 
0 Goal GM37G7, Place the processed metal on the deposit belt; this goal can be copied 
from arm2_drops_metals. 
Refining Goal GM39G3, Place processed metals at the start of the deposit belt; this goal is 
refined as a sequence of the following three sub-goals: 
0 Goal GM37G8, Move robot; this goal rotates the robot until arm2 faces the start of 
the deposit belt, this goal can be refined as a disjunction of two terminal goal to 
rotate the robot to the left or right. 
0 Goal GM37G9, Stop robot; this goal is to stop the robot rotation after it has faced the 
start of the deposit belt. 
0 Goal GM37GIO, the robot drops the metal; this goal performs the same function as 
the robot's low-level goal-model, arm2_drops_metals, which means it can be 
directly copied from the robot low-level details. 
Refining Goal GM39G4, Convey the processed metal to the collection area. This goal can be 
assumed as a fact about the environment since it relies on the deposit belt motor, which is not 
controlled by the developed controller. 
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olled bry agent Robot_rý_rnolor 
Figure 8.17, the re/inement o/ /eedme tuts and cle/, c rnu (a/S templates 
8.2.5 Combining the goal-models 
So far, only the operation goal is not fully refined because other template goal-models needs 
to be combined to represent it; these templates are thefieedMetals, processMetals and deliverMeials; 
although the refinement relationship between these goal-models may appear to be sequence, a deep 
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look at the sub-goals of these sub-goals should reveal that the sub-goals are addressing different 
components and can be better (from the throughput aspect) accessed in conjunction. 
However, it would be helpful to perform consistency checks on these refined templates before 
combining them in the main goal-model. Next to this step, we can copy each of these goal-models and 
then paste them as new child goals of the operation goal. After this step, it may be useful to get rid of 
the separate goal-models and the other low-level goals if they will not be required later. 
Some notes some of the low-level goal-models saved us from using the details of the 
component, as in the cases when we used the picking or dropping sequence of the robot's arms. 
8.2.6 Reasoning about the goals 
Before start checking the goal-models formally, it would be helpful to reason how and why 
about for the important goals; or at least for the goals, which the user does not have full confidence in 
them. For example, reasoning about why for goal G31 of the miiingoal goal-model (this goal is one of 
the increasc throughput goals), a niessage similar to the one sho\ý n in figurc 8, \\ill be Li1splýJ\'C(I. 
ie goal G31 Achieve [rotate_leftl. rotate the robot left to the press is a goal meant to 
OK 
in order to G29ý Achieve [movejobot-tO_pressjý move the robot so that arml faces the press CopyText in order to: 025ý Achieve [MoveloPress]jf Robot ready and there is a processed metal to be collected frorl 
ie press rotate toward the Press until arml faces the Press 
in order to: (320ý Maintain [RobotJoby. utilise the robot 
in order to: 04: Maintain [Increase - 
throughput): increase the throughput of the production cell 
in order to: 01! Maintain [main_goal] main goal of the entire production cell 
Figure 8.18, reasoning why for rotate left goal, G31 
Also reasoning about how for goals can provide a chance for the user to informally debug the 
requirements before proceeding to the formal stages. For instance, reasoning about how to avoid the 
machines collide each other, goal 66, %ill display the message shoý\n in figuic 8.1 1) 
ý, al 06. Avoid [collide-the_machines] avoide collidision between the different machines is a goal meant to 
OK 
06 Avoid [collide 
- 
the-machinesliavoide collidision between the different machines, this goal is refined 
as the Simultaneous of 
Copy TWd 
1 010: Avoid Rable_collides-robol: avoid table collides robot 
.2 
011: Avoid [press_collides_arml ]: avoid the press tray hitting the robot first arm when it is in the middle position 
.3 
012: Avoid jpress_collides_arm2ý. avoid the press tray hits the robot arm2 when It is in the down position 
Figure 8.19, reasoning how for avoid collide machines goal, G6 
8.2.7 Dependency 
An important issue provided by the tool is that it has ability to trace the dependency between 
the different variables (from controlling the output variables formulae). The tool can establish the 
effective variables for each output variable, and hence better utilise the space to perform the different 
checks. Before performing the completeness and consistency check on the main-goal model, we 
obtained the following "output variable"Nariable dependencies: 
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Variable FeedBelt-Moving is controlled by the following variables: 
" Table has metal 
" Tableý__angle 
" Table level 
Variable DepositBelt-moving is not controlled! 
Variable Press_v_moving is controlled by the following variables: 
" Press_press-state 
" Press has metal 
" Press level 
40 Press, _metal_pressed Variable Press_press-State is controlled by the following variables: 
" Press_v_moving 
" Press has metal 
40 Press-level 
0 Press-Metal_pressed 
Variable Robot_r_moving is controlled by the following variables: 
" Press has metal 
" Press level 
" Robot - arm 
I- magnet 
" Robot_arm2_magnet 
" Robot-angle 
" Robot-ann I jength 
" Robot - 
arm2jength 
" Table has metal 
" Table_angle 
" Table level 
Variable Robot_arml_magnet is controlled by the following variables: 
" Robotj_moving 
" Robot - arm2_magnet 
" Robot - arml - moving " Robot - angle " RoboLarmljength 
Variable Robot 
- arm2_magnet 
is controlled by the following variables: 
" Press has metal 
" Press level 
" Robot_ý__movmg 
" Robot - 
arml_magnet 
" Robot - 
arm2_moving 
" RoboLangle 
" Robot - armIjength 
" RoboLarm, 2_length 
Variable Robot 
- arml-moving 
is controlled by the following variables: 
" RoboLr_moving 
" Robot-arm I _magnet 
" Robot - arml_length Variable Robot 
- arm2_moving 
is controlled by the following variables: 
0 Robotjý_movjng 
40 Robot-arm2_magnet 
40 Robot_arm2_length 
Variable Table_v_moving is controlled by the following variables: 
" Table has metal 
" Tablq_angle 
" Table level 
" Tablejý_moving 
Variable Table_r_moving is controlled by the following variables: 
40 Robot-arml_length 
0 Table_has-metal 
Case Study 11, the production Cell 
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" Table_angle 
" Table level 
" Table_v_moving 
Comments on the dependency 
Case Study 11, the production Cell 
We can identify that there is no dependency between the variables of the nonadjacent 
components, such as the Table and Press or the Feed Belt and the Robot. On the other hand, 
the Robot rotation is affected by the table and press variables. The robot arms are affected by 
the table and the press states. 
It should be noticed that, the deposit belt motor is not controlled by the developed application. 
This enables the user to remove the deposit belt agents and variables from the application 
agent and variable list, respectively. 
This analysis can provide considerable guidance in building the. different controllers for the 
various parts of the production cell application, especially in structuring the generated 
specifications of the B machines. 
0 In fact, this analysis may be used to reveal how much the crucial design aspects like modality, 
clarity and coupling are fulfilled. 
8.3 Checking and validating the requirements 
After constructing the goal-model of the production cell, the tool should guide the user to 
capture the requirements bugs that may still exist within the specified requirements. 
8.3.1 Checking the correctness of the goal-model structure 
Before checking the formal parts of the goal-model, user can debug the goal-model by 
checking the correctness of the goal-model and whether each functional terminal goal has been 
assigned to an agent and whether the refinement constraints (that we have mentioned in chapter 6) are 
met. Having checked the feedmetals, delivermetals and RobotJob template goal-models and the 
maingoal goal-model, we found that none of them violates the structural constraints. 
8.3.2 Obstacle Analysis 
It should be useful, especially in medium- or large-scale systems, to perform the obstacle 
analysis as early as possible so the goal-model can be modified and prepared for the next checks, such 
as performing completeness and conflict checks. Obstacle analysis requires further attention from the 
user, in considering other conditions that can stop the goal from being accomplished. 
For example, in goal-model maingoal, goal G19, which maintains the feed belt motor 
switched on to increase the throughput, will be obstructed when the table is not ready to receive new 
blank metals or when it is facing the feed belt and is at the same level as the feed belt but already has a 
metal. In these two cases, the motor cannot be kept on otherwise metals will drop from the belt or two 
metals will be placed on the table, which is not a safe condition. 
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These two conditions can be considered as two obstacles that occur when the pre-condition of the 
obstructed goal is satisfied and the negation of its post-condition is negated i. e. kedheh_molor = OFF. 
These two obstacles cannot be removed. 
However, the metal-atend sensor's reading of the feed belt component can be used to 
attenuate the effect of these two obstacles; i. e. to know whether there is a coming metal on the feed 
belt so the control program needs to switch the feed bet motor off or not. 
In order to document this obstacle for later analysis or just for documentation, the GOPCSD 
tool enýihles the user first to definic the oh-stacIcs &, , Iio%\ n from fiwnircs X. 210 and Xý -11 
keep the feed beR motot an 
Goal Dos- 
ObStaCle (I)FInal ditscriptiot ( not FeedBelLmoving = ON ) and 
Ob-A. I Lý Ie, 
Table_noL_ready Obstacle name 
table lids metal 
Table-has-metal Obstacle descillitfi, in 
; The rotary Table already has a metal 
Oh%tal 10 tYPP: Mon Avoidable 
Delete All 
I 
I Add now Obstacle 
I 
W 11 01"Inent: Allnualed DeWIN Obstacle IECW Obstacle 
Figi I re S. 20, it III -odn( il I- ob's I, It /t,. ý Im. Qoý I IG N (it I( I vaw ilw throl ("Ify all) 
! ýhtilncI. Wiryw Tab1e_not_ceady 
Obstacle Description when the table is not ready 
Obstacle Type -Avoidable 1w 
Userresponse Altnuated 
E dance for the Obstacle's Rernowal f Avoidance Considefed GWI AttrMsMed 
Resolved 
OK anc 
Figure 8.21. ul olofing thestatus ol the obstacle alter modýI. Nng thc ob. structedgoal 
After the user defines the obstacle, he/she has to decide the type of the obstacle non-avoidable 
(like this case) or removable. And hence, the goal may be modified or a new goal can be added to 
resolve the obstacles. Then the user should modify the current state of each obstacle as shown in figure 
8.2 1, where the user changes the user-response to (ittenuated after modifying goal G 19. 
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The pre-condition of goal G 19 may be strengthened to (there is no metal coming) or (the table 
does not have a metal and it is in the position to receive new metals), so the formal description of the 
goal will be: 
(Feedhelt-metal-at-end = NO) or (Table_has_metal = NO and Tahlejevel = DOWN and 
Tahle angle = FEEDBEL TFA CING) => Feedbelf-motor = ON 
Finally, the user should generate a final obstruction report for documenting the obstacles of 
flic main Owl-model. as slio\\n in t-itnire 8.2-2 Z' - 
1--Obstacle-Analysis RepOFt 01 goal-model 12 : main goal E3 UýIj 
bstacle Analysis Report OK 
-------- ----- ------------------ Copy TeXt 
The following obstacles have been reported 
------ - -- --- ------------ ---- -------- - ----- - --- - ------ ---- ----- - ------- 
Goal 01 9ý Maintain (Feedbelt-Oni is obstructed by 2 Obstaclesý 
I- Table-has-metal has obstacle-type of Non-Avoidable. The current response state: Aftnuated 
I Table-not-ready has obstacle-type of Non-Avoidable. The current response state: Allnuated 
------- ---- --------- - ---- -- --------------- -- ---- - --------- --- ----- --- 
Figure 8.22, reporting the obstruction in the goal-model 
8.3.5 Goal-conflict Analysis 
As already mentioned, it should be more helpful to check the consistency of the sub-goal 
models before checking the consistency of the main goal-model. Since the case study is considered as 
medium scale, we can focus firstly on the critical conflicts, which are considered far more important 
than the soft conflicts, as mentioned earlier in chapter 6. The GOPCSD tool enables the user to hide the 
soft conflict cases. Thus, we check the consistency of the three template goal-models, as follows. 
8.3.5.1 Checking the consistency of the RobotJob template 
After we performed the consistency check on the Robot-job template, we found the two 
following cases of conflict between goal G8 and G 10. 
Conflict case no 1: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Press has metal = YES 
Press level = DOWN 
Robot-arm I 
_magnet 
= OF F 
Robot-arm2_magnet = OFF 
Robot 
- 
angle = ARM I JABLE 
Table has metal = YES 
Table angle ROBOTJACING 
Table level UP 
The variable Robot -r- 
moving is being accessed by 2 goals 
I-GIO( ... =>Robot-r_moving = 
RIGHT ) Agent: Robot 
-r- 
motor 
2-G8( ... =>Robot -r- 
moving = STOP ) Agent: Robot -r- 
motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Conflict case no2: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Press has metal= YES 
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Press level = DOWN 
Robot 
- arm 
I_magnet = ON 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF 
Robot 
- angle 
= ARM I- TABLE 
Table_has_metal = YES 
Table angle ROBOTJACING 
Table level UP 
The variable Robot -r moving 
is being accessed by 2 goals 
I-GIO( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= RIGHT) Agent: Robot 
-r- motor 2-G8( ... =>Robot -r 
moving = STOP ) Agent: Robot-r - motor One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
2 Conflict cases have been 
Each of these goals attempts to control the robot rotary motion with different actions. This 
happens due to the general pre-condition for each of them; to resolve this situation we can strengthen 
the pre-conditions for goals G8 and G 10 by adding a conjunct condition about the robot angle. 
8.3.5.2 Checking the consistency of the feedmetals goal-model 
After we performed the consistency check on the feedmetals goal-model, we found the four 
following cases of conflict between the template goals. 
Goal-Conflict check for goal-model 9 FeedMetals 
Conflict case not: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Robot-arm I 
_magnet 
= ON 
Robot-angle = ARM I JABLE 
Table_has-metal = YES 
Table 
- 
angle ROBOTJACING 
Table level UP 
The variable Robot -r- 
moving is being accessed by 2 goals 
I-G22( ... =>Robot_Lmoving = 
RIGHT ) Agent: Robot_r_motor 
2-G 19( ... =>Robot -r- 
moving = STOP ) Agent: Robot-r_motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
variable Robot - arml_magnet 
needs36 cases 
variable Robot - arm 
I- moving needs36 cases 
Conflict case no2: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Robot_r_moving = STOP 
Robot 
- arml_magnet 
= OFF 
Robot 
- 
arml_length = RETRACTED 
The variable Robot_arml_moving is being accessed by 3 goals: 
I -G 13(... =>Robot - 
arml 
- moving 
EXTEND) Agent: Robot 
- 
motor I 
2-G 17( ... =>Robot__, arrn I _moving 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_motor_ I 
3-G27( ... =>Robot_an-n I-moving STOP) Agent: Robot - motor -I one of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
Conflict case no3: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Robot 
-r- moving 
= STOP 
Robot 
- arm 
I 
_magnet 
= ON 
Robot 
- arm 
l_length = RETRACTED 
The variable Robot - arml_moving 
is being accessed by 3 goals 
I-GI7( ... =>Robot - 
arml - moving 
= STOP) Agent: Robot_motor_ I 
2-G23( ... =>Robot - 
arm I- moving = EXTEND) Agent: Robot-motor_ I 
3-G27( ... =>Robot - 
arml 
- 
moving = STOP) Agent: Robot-motor_ I 
one of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Conflict case no4: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Robot r- moving = STOP 
Robot arm I _magnet 
= ON 
Robot arm I jength = EXTENDED 
The variable Robot - 
arm I _moving 
is being accessed by 3 goals 
I -G 14( ... =>Robot - an-n 
I 
_rnoving= 
STOP )Agent: Robot_motor_ I 
2-G 16( ... =>Robot - arm 
I 
_moving= 
RETRACT ) Agent: Robot-motor- I 
3-G24( ... : -->Robot - ann 
I 
_moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Robotmotor I 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
4 Conflict cases have been 
G2: kilmain jcor%po~al. 
-JGGdblMj 
-F 
* 
G3t-- - ainirnoweTableTmeardsRobotl 
G& Achim lmmý-UPJ 
G7: Achim ISIOP-UWWMI 
CAI' . Achim Irallate jighil US 
Ah 
69' . Achim [Stop-jotationj us 
C. 4: Mobtain P31c~aFromlabial 
zq GIO: Achim 
611: Achim ISIOPFUNUMI 
G12*M&dainfwml-piclw-ftwlaq 
G&-l I ainjPlacsBlankM8tSISWPFGsSj 
O't GjI8'Actdm(Mm-mWjo-j-J 
G O. AChimIldoPiolathmi 
0- 
* 
G20: MMain farm I 
-chrops -nmall 
OK 
MACT=-RaboLam I 
_mmng =STOP) 
Agent RObOt_MOtDf_l 
one of the prwous goals prsýoncllhon could possibliv be strengthened to msotve the conflict 
Conflict case no3 Critical Conflict 
under the followng variable combination 
Rebot_r_movlng z STOP 
RoboLarml 
_Magnet = 
ON 
Robol-a-11 jength = RETRACTED 
The variable RobcoL arml _movIng 
is being accessed by 3 goals 
1-Gl 7(nol(RoboLad`dl_movmg= STOP) and RoboLamljengIh= RETRACTED and RoboLarml _ml 
RE 
TRACT =-RoboLarmil _moving= 
STOP) Agent RoboLmotor_l 
2-023(Robot_arml jength =RETRACTED and Robof_arml _magnet =ON and not 
(RoboLarml 
_moving - 
EXTEN 
D) =-RoboLarmI_jmoWnff- EXTEND) Agent RobaLmotl 
3-G27(ncyt(Robol-armI_: moving= STOP) and Robot arydilengilliz RETRACTED and Robot_arrnl_maMng =RE 
TRACT=-Robof armimal STOP)Agent Robot_motor_l 
One of the previous goals pr9- condition could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
------ -------- - ------------------------- 
Conflict case no4 Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination 
Robot r-moving = STOP 
RoboLaml_magnel= ON 
RoboLarml jength = EXTENDED 
The variable Rabiall_arml _moving is 
being accessed by 3 goals 
1-014(not(RcIot-arml_mcvl STOP) and RoboLarmijangth- EXTENDED and RoboLarmi_moving - EXTE 
NO =-Robot-armI_mwng =STOP) Agent RoboLmotor_l 
2.016(RaboLarml 
-langen = 
EXTENDED and Robot-al _magnet =ON and 
Robort-arrint-magniat =ON --Robot 
_anmI_mcnl 
RETRACT) Agent RobaLmoroij 
3-024(not (Robolarm1moving =STOP) and Robolarmi length=EXTENDED and Rolicitancril_movang - EXTI 
NOý-Robol-ainil-momngýSTýýP)kgetýt Rotiol-Mr-I 
One Ofthe previous goals pie -oriarion could possibly tre sperigthened to reserve the conflict 
Sholer Still C- III r Coin Check Goal-C III 
Figure N. 2J, performing conifict analYsis on the 90al-moael 01.1eed metals 
The pre-conditions of these inconsistent goals need to be strengthened by explicitly using the 
value of the robot angle (to distinguish between the different situations). So this conflict case, which 
has three variables, will be split in to a number of consistent cases where the number of effective 
variables will be four, after adding the Robotangle variable. 
8.3.5.3 Checking the consistency of the defivermetals template 
Like theftedrnefuls goal-model, after performing the conflict analysis for the delivermetals 
goal-model, we found four cases of inconsistency, we also added the Robol-Ungle variable to the pre- 
conditions of these goals so to remove the conflicts. 
8.3.5.4 Checking the consistency of the maingoal goal-model 
Having modified the sub goal-models of the RobolJoh, kethnetaly and deliverniclatv goal- 
models. The goal-model of the main goal can now be regarded as complete. And hence, an overall 
consistency check can be applied. As shown in figure 8.24, the consistency analysis dialogue box 
reported 56 conflict cases. Although they are all of the type critical conflict, examining these cases and 
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the inconsistent goals and the variable combinations reveal that the safety, liveness and throughput 
goals: G7, G9, GIO, and G, 19: ofthe nmin-goal goal-model ak: iys appear in eacli cascs, 
; ýý GI: Maintain ll"Wn-anq 
41' (32: Iftintsin ISafl*V-Cmmlbml 
41. G3: Maintain lLkgnftgl 
G4: Maintain 
llq GW. Maintain (Foodbel mi 
40. G21: Achlamom [Pross-baromM 
40. G2Z Adam [TablujimijaW 
Aa G23: MBN*@MP)opa~-414 
65: Maintain Kompd_olmrAwq 
G4 1: Maintain [Fem@Maitl 
S.. "2: Maintain [PF awl 
641. madain to. 1mmosmal 
under the follýng vanatle comt-abon 
Robot-aml jength = EXTENDED 
Tablo_has_mobl = NO 
Tablo_angle = ROBOTJACINO 
Tablejavoll = UP 
Table_vý. mving= STOP 
The variable Tablo_f_moving m being accessed by 2 goals 
1-010( =, Table_r_moving=STOP)AgwdTableýý_nwiDt 
2-037( =-TablG_r_mo%Ini; * LEFT) Agent Tablej_motor 
One Ofilm PrOVIOUS 90818 Pno-cond0lon could pose" be strengthened to resolve go conflict 
Conflict case no56 Critical Confact 
under the followin9vanable corntainallon 
Robot-annil 
-length 
- EXTENDED 
Table-has-meallal z NO 
Table_angle = ROBOTJACINO 
Table-lovel = UP 
Table_v_mcmngz DOM 
The variable Tablo_r_moftg is being accessed by 2 goals, 
1-010( =-T&bl. 
_f_movlng 
=STOP) Agard Table_r_molor 
2-037( z-Tablo_r-m0'0Wlg =LEFT) Agent Tabls_r_motof 
One oflhe previous goals pro-conclition cot*d possibly be strengthened to resolve the conitict 
56 Con01c1 [ ases hM been repofdl 
OK 
Figure 8.24, the coqllicl anal. vsisjor main-goal goal-model 
The following are samples of these cases 
Goal-Conflict check for goal-model II main_goal 
Conflict case nol: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
FeedBelt metal at end = NO 
Table_has_mctal = NO 
Table angle FEED_BELT_FACING 
Table level UP 
The variable FeedBelt 
- 
moving is being accessed by 2 goals 
I-GI3( ... =>FeedBelt_moving = 
OFF) Agent: FeedBelt 
- 
motor 
2-G 19( ... =>FeedBelt - 
moving = ON ) Agent: FeedBelt 
- 
motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Too many conflict cases for variable: FeedBelt - 
moving check has been terminated! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Conflict case no35: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Press has metal = YES 
Press-level = DOWN 
Robot_arm I 
_magnet 
= ON 
Robot arm2_magnet = OFF 
Robot angle = ARM I -TABLE Robot arm I _length 
= RETRACTED 
Robot arm2jength = RETRACTED 
Table has metal = NO 
Table angle FEED_BELT_FACING 
Table level UP 
The variable Robot -r- moving 
is being accessed by 4 goals 
I -G7( ... =>Robot-r_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robotj 
- motor 2-G3 I(... =>Robot 
-r- 
moving = LEFT ) Agent: Robot_r_motor 
3-G63( ... =>Robot -r- 
moving = LEFT ) Agent: Robot_r-motor 
4-G83( ... =>Robot_r_moving = LEFT ) Agent: Robot r motor 
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One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
Too many conflict cases for variable: Robot-r-moving check has been terminated! 
Conflict case no5O: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Press has metal = YES 
Press level = DOWN 
Robot 
-r- 
moving = STOP 
Robot 
- 
arm I -magnet 
= ON 
Robot_arm2_moving = STOP 
Robot 
- angle 
= ARM2_DEPOSITBELT 
Robot 
- 
arml-length = EXTENDED 
Robot 
- 
arm2_length = EXTENDED 
The variable Robot - arm. 
2_magnet is being accessed by 2 goals: 
I -G9( ... =>Robot - arm2_magnet 
= ON ) Agent: Robot-Magnet2 
2-G94( ... =>Robot-arm2_magnet = 
OFF ) Agent: Robot-Magnet2 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
Conflict case no56: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Robot 
- 
arm 1 -length 
= EXTENDED 
Table-has-metal = NO 
Table_angle ROBOTJACING 
Table level UP 
Tableý_v_moving = DOWN 
The variable Table -r- moving 
is being accessed by 2 goals 
I-GIO( ... =>Table_r_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Table_r_motor 
2-G37( ... =>Table -r- moving 
= LEFT) Agent: Table-r-motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
56 Conflict cases have been reported! 
The user may have expected to have these conflict cases, because of the conditions that have 
been imposed on the safety, throughput and liveness goals. These goals now operate as constraints to 
guide how the operational goals of the production cell should be accomplished, similar to imposing the 
B invariants on the operations. 
8.3.6 Modifying the goal-model and repeating the conflict check 
Thus, to remove these inconsistency cases, and because the conflicting goals having different 
aspects; we should prefer the goals which addressing the safety, liveness, increase the throughput and 
then the operation, receptively. Therefore, the less important-aspect goal will be strengthened to ensure 
its condition will be exclusive to the more-important aspect goal. 
For example, goals G3 7 and G 10 are conflicting. Goal G 10 restricts the rotation of the robot when 
any of the two arms is extended while goal G37 attempts to rotate the Robot to increase the 
throughput. Knowing that goal G37 has a throughput aspect and goal GIO has a safety aspect, we 
should modify the pre-condition of the throughput goal G37 to make sure the two goals will not be 
active at the same time. The pre-condition of goal G37 can be modified by adding the negation of the 
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pre-condition of goal GIO. Thus, goal G37 will be restricted to be active only when the robot arms are 
retracted. Similarly, we can modify the other conflicting goals. 
After modifying these goals and performing the conflict test again, the following goal pairs were 
prescribing inconsistent behaviours: (G 11, G70), (G 12, G35), (G64, G90), (G6 1, G89), (G63, G30), 
(G63, G80), (G52, G90) and (G52, G89). 
Similarly, we can modify the goals with less important-aspect to satisfy the safety or liveness 
constraints. 
After the second modification of the goal-model the requirements were checked and only two 
cases have been reported. 
Goal-Conflict check for goal-model 12 main_goal 
Conflict case no 1: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Press has metal= YES 
PresS, 
_Ievýl 
= DOWN 
Robot 
- arm 
I 
-magnet 
= OFF 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF 
Robot 
- angle 
= ARM I-TABLE 
Robot 
- 
arml_length = RETRACTED 
Robot 
- ann2_length 
= RETRACTED 
Table_has-metal = YES 
Table 
- angle 
ROBOTJACING 
Table level UP 
The variable Robot -r- moving 
is being accessed by 3 goals 
I-G31( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= LEFT ) Agent: Robot_r_motor 
2-G53( ... =>Robot -r- 
moving = STOP) Agent: Robotjý_motor 
3-G83( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= LEFT ) Agent: Robotjý_motor 
one of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
Conflict case no2: Critical Conflict 
under the following variable combination: 
Press has metal = YES 
Press level = DOWN 
Robot 
- 
arm I _rnagnet 
= OFF 
Robot_artn2_magnet = OFF 
Robot 
- 
angle = ARM2_PRESS 
Robot 
- 
annl_length = RETRACTED 
Robot 
- arm2_length 
= RETRACTED 
Table_has-metal = YES 
Table_angle ROBOTJACING 
Table level UP 
The variable Robot -r- moving 
is being accessed by 3 goals 
I-G30( ... =>Robot -r- 
moving = STOP) Agent: Robot-r_motor 
2-G52( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
RIGHT) Agent: Robot-rý-Motor 
3-G80( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor 
One of the previous goals' pre-conditions could possibly be strengthened to resolve the conflict 
2 Conflict cases have been reported! 
The two cases share the situation where the rotary table has a metal and is waiting for the 
robot to pick it up and also the press has a processed metal and is waiting for the robot to pick it up. 
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However, case I addresses the situation when the robot is facing the table and case 2 
addresses the situation when the robot is facing the press. In case one, it is better to pick up the 
processed metal, i. e. weakening goal G53. 
But, in case 2, it is better to weaken goal G52 so the robot can stop and then extend arm 2 to 
pick the processed metal from the press. We can achieve this weakening for both goals easily by 
weakening pre-condition of the common parent goal G46, which concerns with picking up the metal 
from the table. We restrict goal G46 now to be active only if the press has no metal. 
As we can see resolving the conflicts provide the systems engineer with two following 
advantages: 
0 Better understanding for the application operation 
Imposing the safety and liveness constraints on the operation goals 
Resolve the conflicts that exist a result of the imperfect design of the requirements 
8.3.7 Reachability Check 
After we have performed the reachability test on goal-model main_goal, the following 
unreachable goals have been reported. 
Unreachable Goals Analysis for goal-model 12 main_goal 
the following goals are unreachable: 
G15: Picking_ýunprocessed_metals 
G36: Stops 
G58: ARM I RETRACTS 
G59: stop_arml 
G67: ARM I DROPS 
G68: ARM I RETRACTS 
G69: stop_arm. I 
G7 1: stoptray 
G95: ARM2 RETRACTS 
G96: stop - 
arm2 
Each of these goals possibly been placed under inappropriate parent-goal, 
its pre-condition conflicts with one of its ancestor goals, 
or its pre-condition conflicts with one of its predecessor-goals in case of sequence refinement 
In each of these cases, there is a logical contradiction between the accumulated pre-condition 
(chapter 5) of the unreachable goals. The pre-condition may contradict with one of the ancestor goals' 
pre-conditions or with the predecessor goal's post-condition (in case of sequence patterns). Usually, in 
large systems there is chance to have such errors, and hence the tool can detect these cases. 
8.3.8 Completeness Check 
Unlike the consistency issue, the completeness check needs to be performed on the entire 
goal-model since it involves the output variables' determinacy. Although, in some variable 
combinations, the user may decide that these situations will not happen, the user still needs to be 
informed of these situations, so he/she can take critical decisions like shutting the system down. 
After checking the completeness of the goal-model main_goal, each of the output variables 
was examined against the effective variables, which are responsible of assigning values to it. When the 
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output variable value is not fully determined from these variables or it depends on its initial value, the 
tool reports an incompleteness case. 
Nessjýl = DOWN 41- 
GI: Maintain known-gaim" P,. --.. IaI_p--d = NO 
Ri 
The output variable Press_press_sU§e is not fully Wermined 4 Is assigned dWerent values as follows 
4- G2: MakdainiSaWlSond ml in rhaitf "OFr The sc*m goal list. 01.02.06.0 3.1014.016.04.0 20.025.0 29.0 26.0 2 2. -0 2 3,05,0 41,042 
t 
G3: man [Lkwý] 
04 3.07 6,0 79, *0 78 assigned it the fibillovAng vallue'OF F' . 
1 nib allf, W The Wave goal W. 0 1.0 2.06,03. 'GI 4.016.04.020.025,029.026.02 2. *0 2 3,05,041,04 2. 
G13: Awold ldFol*ft M$Uk " I- II 11 04 3,0 76.0 7 9.10 78 assigned 4 Wo following value"OW 
- - 29 Possibly functional goals could be added under one olthe Naiad goals in each case 
614. *Ad PW*ft-Mgtab-OUII ------- --------- 
Case no 45 
Api GI& Anibal [Pickft-ur4w8c@swd-mgabl Undei th, lull-, rg comb-bon Is Press v nnaving = DOWN 
410. * GI& *MW Press-has-metal - YES 
Press-level = DOWN 
4p G4: 11 Press_mdal_pres"d x MCI 
The oulpulvzinablePresspress state is not fully distsmoned it is assigned different values as follows 
Gig: indialry 'OFF' The active goal lost. 01.02.06.03.1014.016,04.020.025.029.026,022, *023,05.041,042 
J b 
-G75.043.076. G79. *078 assigned illhefollovArdwalue'0W 
G22: P%" o l milialk. "OW The act" goal list, 01,02. G6,03, *014.016,04.020.025,029,026.022,23.05,041.042, 
41- G21: Achism Writes be r 
*GY5,043,076,079, '078 assigned 0 an folviiiiing value"OW 
Possibly, functional goals could be added under one of the listed goals in each case 
4D. - G22: Achlew (Table imejeach Case no 46 
Ab GZ1 Maintain lDopo~-mi Under lhý follo-ing combination 29 P, ess ý-rnoving =UP 
Copy Towl Cow*kutl ýo f omm vwiabin 6* Check Cwqik*wmm Lwgem@wAmiftgmM 
Oh 
Figure 8.25, cliccking flit, c otnpletoics. % o/ Ilic maingoat 
As shown in figure 8.25, the completeness analysis dialogue box shows the reported cases. 
235 incompleteness cases were reported; for example, the following are samples of these cases: 
Compteteness check for goal-model 12 main_goal 
Case no 2 1: 
Under the following combination: 
Press_press 
- state 
= OFF 
Press has metal = YES 
Press-level = MIDDLE 
Press-metal_pressed: z: YES 
The output variable Press v moving is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
Case no 233: 
Under the following combination: 
Robot-arm I jength = RETRACTED 
Robot 
- arm. 
2jength = RETRACTED 
Table has metal = YES 
Table angle FEEDBELT-FACING 
Table level DOWN 
Table_v-moving = STOP 
The output variable Table_r_moving is not fully determined 
Case 21 concerns the press motor when the press tray is in the middle position, but the metal is 
already pressed. Although, this is an impossible situation, it may indicate a fault in the press 
sensors. 
Case 233 reports that the Table rotation will not be detennined when it is down and facing the 
robotý this is an unreachable position according to our analysis in the table component. 
However, the user can include these cases by generalising the actuating goals to consider 
these impossible situations as well. 
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8.3.9 Animating the goal-model 
After the user performs the conflict and completeness checks, he/she probably needs to 
validate that the production cell still works according to his/her needs (the "new" needs, after 
becoming aware of the requirements bugs revealed by the Obstacle analysis, and conflict and 
completeness checks). 
Thus, the GOPCSD tool enables the user to observe the performance of the different 
components as well as ensuring the liveness and safety conditions. As shown in figure 8.26, the 
animation utility offered in the tool enables the user to define sequences of events and save it to a file 
and then execute them many times, to reduce the effort required to define the event sequence each time 
after modifying the requirements. 
Gilk Mid PMbb_COMdft_yoboil 
Gll: *AW(PrM_CO*dM_WMlj 
Gl2: h. Wdb. -_coMd-_-2j 
Ail GP *Aid jFObd_WS_ONW_ý". ftj 
aý Git hm 
aa (W *Aid PM-MGtds-WjffMj 
Ga MMM. In jkhýj 
7 
ON 
Lmd FM9 
Cycle 12 
MMUSt 01.02,06.03. "4.016.04.020.026,021,022. *023,05.041,1)46.047.062. *067.042. G43 077, 'Gle 
Acton Ust 
067(. --RobaLe-I _maWwt =OFF) 
Agont Robok_MaW*ti 
CvOe 13 
Vadable Pmos-has-ff, " %Vkw hu bý chanod to YES 
kcWeUst 01.02,08.03. 'Oi4.016.04,020.026,022, '023.05.041.047.062,6069ý042,043,077.. 070 
kam Ust- 
068( =-Robot_ýl _mwAng =RETRACT) 
Apa RoboLmolw_l 
W-uph- Vanabl, Plblt-llml 
_Ielgth 
lalue has be- changed to RETRACTED 
Fý I CTb ROM Vuldgm radmi 
Ef". 1-mo 0-M G.. Wpg*cwmi- 
Figure 8.26, the animation utilitv ol t1w (; 011('/) 11)()/ 
OK 
EYpWN QOU 
Capr 1.4 
An event list is a sequence of variable assignments (combination of variables and comparable 
values assigned to them); each of these variable assignments is associated with one execution cycle. 
This enables the user to specify multiple events in one cycle. The application is assumed to start from 
the initial situation at cycle 0; and at the start of each cycle, the relevant assignments will be executed. 
Table 8.6 shows an example for testing the production cell. This example starts frorn the moment that 
there is a metal on the table. Cycles may be skipped to simulate the physical time it takes to change a 
sensor reading, or to observe whether the system will settle or not (reach a state where there is no 
activated functional goals attempting to change the state). 
Table 8.6, sample ofan event list qI'the production cell application 
Cycle Variable name Value 
0 -- Table has metal YES 
Table level UP 
Table-angle 
_ROBOT 
FACING 
4 Robot an-nl_length EXTENDED 
6 Table has metal NO 
The following list is the animation result when running the event sequence in table 9.6. In the 
displayed result, we have omitted the variable list as well as the pre-conditions of the activated 
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terminal goals for each cycle to save space. However, as can be noticed from the figure, the user can 
decide whether to see the variable list, pre-conditions and/or the environmental goals. 
Animating goal-model 12 main_goal 
Resetting all Variables to the initial values: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
FeedBeltLMoving=ON 
FeedBelt 
- metal-at-start=NO FeedBelt-metal-at-end=NO 
DepositBelt-Moving=ON 
DepositBelt 
- metal-at-start--NO DepositBelt 
- metal - at - end=NO Press_v_m0Ving=STOP 
Press_press 
- 
state=OFF 
Press-has-metal=NO 
Press level=MIDDLE 
Press metal_pressed=NO 
Robot 
-r- 
moving=STOP 
Robot 
- 
annl_magnet--OFF 
Robot 
- arm2_magnet=OFF Robot 
- annl_moving=STOP Robot_ann2_moving--STOP 
Robot-angle=ARM I-TABLE 
Robot 
- 
annl_length=RETRACTED 
Robot 
- arm2_length=RETPACTED Table-has-metal=NO 
Table_angle=FEED_BELT_FAC ING 
Table level=DOWN 
Table_v_moving--STOP 
Table_r_moving=STOP 
---------------------------------------------------------------- --- ----- 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, GS, G41, *G44, G47, G42, 
G43, *G78 
Action List: 
G44( ... =>FeedBelt - 
moving = ON ) Agent: FeedBelt 
- 
motor 
-------------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------ 
Interruption : Variable Table_has-metal value has been changed to YES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ----- 
Cycle: O State: ... 
-------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G24, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, *G48, G46, 
G47, G42, G43, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G48( ... =>Table_v_moving = UP ) Agent: Table_v_motor 
-- ------------------- --------------------------------------------------- 
Interruption : Variable Table - 
level value has been changed to UP 
------------------------------------------------------- - - ------- -------- 
Cycle: I State: ... 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G24, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, *G49, G46, 
G47, G42, G43, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G49( ... =>Table_v_moving = STOP) Agent: Table_v_motor 
-- --------- ------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cycle: 2 State:... 
--------------------------------------- - ------------------ - -- --- -------- 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G24, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, *G50, G46, 
G47, G42, G43, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
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G50( ... =>Table_r_moving = 
RIGHT ) Agent: Table_r_motor 
Interruption Nariable Table_angle value has been changed to ROBOTJACING 
Cycle: 3 State: 
Active List: G 1, G2, G6, G3, *G 14, G 16, G4, G20, G24, G26, G2 1, *G23, G5, G4 1, G45, *G5 1, G46, 
G54, *G55, G47, G42, G43, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G51( ... =>Tablej_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Table_r_motor 
G55(... =>Robot-arm I -moving= 
EXTEND) Agent: Robot-motor-I 
interruption : Variable Robot-arm I jength value has been changed to EXTENDED 
Cycle: 4 State: 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, *GIO, *G7, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, G46, 
G54, *G56, G47, G42, G43, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
GIO( ... =>Table -r- moving 
= STOP) Agent: Table_r_motor 
G7( ... =>Robot_rý_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor 
G56( ... =>Robot-arm 
I 
-moving= 
STOP ) Agent: Robot-motor- I 
Cycle: 5 State 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, *GIO, *G7, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G4l, G45, G46, 
G54, *G57, G47, G42, G43, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
GIO(... =>Table -r- moving 
= STOP) Agent: Table_r_motor 
GA ... =>Robotý_ý_rnoving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor 
G57( ... =>Robot_arm 
I 
-magnet 
= ON ) Agent: Robot-magnetl 
Interruption : Variable Table_has-metal value has been changed to NO 
Cycle: 6 State: 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, *GIO, *G7, G3, *GI4, GI6, *GI7, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G4t, 
G47, G42, G43, *G79 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
GIO( ... =>Table -r- 
moving = STOP) Agent: Tablejý_motor 
GA ... =>Robotjý_rnoving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor 
G17( ... =>Robot arm 
I magnet= ON) Agent: Robot magnet I 
The user can modify the requirements to remove logical errors after observing them through 
the animation. In appendix B section B. 2.2, we provide an event list from the time the table received 
the blank metal until the robot delivers it at the start of the deposit belt. However, this animation utility 
allows the user to initialise the production cell at any configuration to test or observe particular 
behaviours. 
8.4 Generating the Formal specifications 
Unlike the previous phases, the third phase for generating the specifications will be hidden 
from the systems engineer; thus he/she does not have to know much about B or formal methods. 
However, the GOPCSD tool will attempt to produce documented formal specifications as much as 
possible using the informal descriptions of the goals, variables, agents and data types. 
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8.4.1 Generating formal operations/use-cases 
The general operations specifying the Production cell will be generated from the terminal 
goals of the main_goal goal-model. The tool generates operations with pre- and post-conditions and an 
actor or agent who is capable of performing such operations. Each operational terminal goal (neither 
environmental nor non-functional) will be translated into an invariant. The generated operations are 
listed in table 8.7. 
Table 8.7, the operations of the Production Cell 
Invariant no. I table collides robot Actor(Agent): Table r motor 
/* G10: table 
- collides-robot 
avoid table collides robot*/ 
Pre-condition: 
Table 
- 
level = UP and Table_angle = ROBOT-FACING and Robot-artn I -length 
= EXTENDED 
Post-condition: avoid table collides robot 
Table r moving= STOP 
Invariant no. 2 press-Collides arml Actor(Agent): Press_motor 
/* G 11: press - collides-arml 
avoid the press tray hitting the robot first arm when it is in the middle 
position*/ 
Pre-condition: 
Robot-angle = ARMI_PRESS and Robot-arm I jength = EXTENDED and Press_level = MIDDLE 
and not ( Press-v-Moving = STOP ) 
Post-condition: avoid the press tray hitting the robot first arm when it is in the middle position 
Press v moving= STOP 
Invariant no. 32 move robot to table Actor(Agent): Robot r motor 
/* G52: move_robot_to_table move the robot so that arm I faces the table*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Table_level = UP and Table_has-metal = YES and Table-angle = ROBOT-FACING and not 
Robot r moving = RIGHT ) and not ( Robot-angle = ARM I-TABLE) and Robot-arm2_length 
RETRACTED and Robot_arml_length = RETRACTED) and Table_has-metal = YES and 
Robot 
- arml_magnet 
= OFF and Robot_arm2_magnet =OFF and Press-has-metal = NO 
Post-condition: move the robot so that arm I faces the table 
Robot r moving= RIGHT 
invariant no-45ARMI RETRACTS Actor(Agent): Robot motor I 
/* G68: ARMI_RETRACTS arml is fully extended and holding the metal retract arml until it is fully 
retracted*/ 
Pre-condition: arm I is fully extended and holding the metal 
(Robot-arml_length = EXTENDED and Robot - arml-magnet= 
OFF) and (Robot angle= 
ARMI 
- 
PRESS and Press_has_metal =NO and Press-level = MIDDLE) and Press ýas-metal= NO 
and Robot - arml_magnet 
=ON and Robot-artn2_magnet = OFF and Robotj_moving = STOP and 
Robot-annl-mOving= EXTEND and Robot-arml_moving =STOP and Robot-arm I 
_magnet= 
ON 
Post-condition: retract arml until it is fully retracted 
Robot arrn I moving = RETRACT 
Invariant no. 56 Extend arm2 Actor(Agent): Robot - motor_2 /* G84: Extend ann2 arm2 is free and retracted Extend arm 2*/ 
Pre-condition: arm2 is free and retracted 
(Robot 
- ann2_length 
= RETRACTED and Robot_ann2_magnet = OFF and not ( Robot 
- arm2_moving = EXTEND)) and (Robot angle =ARM2_PRESS and Press-level = DOWN) and Press-has-metal 
YES and Press - 
level = DOWN and Robot-r_moving = STOP 
Post-condition: Extend arm 2 
Robot arm2 _moving= 
EXTEND 
Invariant no. 68 conveyProcessedMetal Actor(Agent): FeedBelt motor 
/* G78: conveyProcessedMetal always Convey Processed Metals to the collection area by keeping the 
deposit belt motor switched on. */ 
Pre-condition: always 
Environmental Assumption: Convey Processed Metals to the collection area by keeping the deposit 
belt motor switched on. 
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In appendix B, section B. 2.3, a full list of the operations is provided. 
8.4.2 Generating B machines for the Production Cell 
The GOPCSD tool translates the goal-model automatically to aB specification without user 
interaction. In this case study, there are ten agents controlling the press, robot, table and feed belt 
components. These agents control the production cell variables and maintain the safety and liveness 
conditions. 
ad-4frn2-mwAnv-AclUatoF. nwh T4bW-y-nWFAnq-@cftW4Wnwft OK 
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Figure 8.27, the Rohot'vfirw arm cXlendable motion ol the Pro(luclion cc/I 
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_I - 
ff*YAN aluatel ivwh 
faveRM 
-nwwwQ, 
actualoo. nich 
oa 
datatypes 
:= (OFF, ON) 1* two values for valves *1, 
AL_MOTION =(UP, STOP. DOWN) /* for motors then move up down or stop -j. 
_POSITION: 
= (UP, MIDDLE, DOWN) /I the positions ofthe tray inside the press *J, 
ON ý= (RIGHT, STOP, LEFT) /* three values for rotary motors 
OTION. = (EXTEND, STOP, RETRACT) /* for the robot arms control */, 
_POSITIONS 
= (ARMI jABLE, ARMI _PRESS, 
ARM2-PRESS, ARM2-DEPOSITBELT) r1j, 
DSITION = (RETRACTED, EXTENDED ) f* the robot arm posillons 11, 
R-POSITION = (FEED-BELT-FACING, ROBOT-FACING ) f* the angel of the table 
. 
POSITION: = (UP, DOWN) f* the rotatry table verbcal levels down aligned to the feed beft up aligned to the robot *1 
Figure 8.28, the dala t. ipe. v ofthe 
Since the deposit belt table is not controlled by the production cell, it would be useful to 
remove it from the list, as well as the two corresponding sensors; however, the user may leave the 
component itself to maintain the structural information about the production cell (as a part of the 
informal description of the system). 
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However, the GOPCSD tool carries out dependency and effectiveness analyses, to include only 
the controlled output variables and the effective input variables. 
The GOPCSD tool generates a complete set of B machines to control the production cell. Tile 
generated machines have three types as follows: 
0A Data Type machine that stores the definition of the enumerated data types used in the other 
machines. 
Actuator machines representing each agent and the operations that the agent can perfonn, such as 
rotate robot right or press the metal. 
0A main controller machine that represents the entire goal-model; it includes the actuator machines. 
The controller machine has operations representing the agents' contribution to the entire goal- 
model-, each of these operations has an IFTHENELSE structure composed of the terminal goals 
grouped by the owpw v--ariables 
OK 
Poessjw"s state -actualog inch 
RobWj-rhUWM-aCAUaI(WAWh 
B machines Nut dalal"es. nich ý: orwftodew, ovwh Feedtloot Mu%*W MIUMIGIAtch Ploss W-nxk" actual"t. inch 
Press_has_metal, Pros s_lwel , Press_motal_pressed , 
RoboLanglo. RoboLarmijangth, 
seclBelt metal-al-end: YesNo r output variable photocell to indicate whether there is ametal at the end of the belt*/ 
&Presshasýmetal YesNo I* output variable to determine whether there is ametal inside the pressor not -I 
&Press_level PRESS-POSITION r output variable to indicate the press level 11 
&Press_metal_pressed YesNo /-output variable indicate whether the metal inside the PROSS has been pressed or not yet -1 
, 
&Robot_angle ROBOT POSITIONS f* output variable the robot angel *1 
&Robot armijength ARM-POSITION r output variable *1 
&Robot_@rm2-Iength ARM-POSITION /*output variable *f 
& Tab: e_has_metal. YesNo P output variable to determine whether tah table has metal or not -1 
& Tab 8 _angle. 
TABLE-R-POSITION fl outputvariable to Indicate how farthe label rotates *1 
&Tableje"l TABLE-POSITION r output variable to indicate the label level up level like robot of lower level like food belt 
I IF 
'. 08 two-metals-on table: avoid having two metals on the table 
Tablejýl = DOWN & Table_angle = FEED-BrLT-FACINO & FsadBalLmoving = ON & Table-has_rnetal = YES & FeedBelLmetal_aLend = YES 
1- 013 droppmg_metaIsjromjeedbefti the table is not ready stop the feed belt If 
FeedBell metal_at_end =YES& Fesd9elt_mDvIng= ON& not (Table_angle = FEED-BELTJACINO &Table_level =DOWN) 
Figure 8.29, the Production cell Bspeeffications, the main controller 
Figure 8.29 shows a segment of the main controller machine that represents goal-model 
maingoat. The upper tabs of the dialogue box show the names of the different generated machines in 
addition to an index file "B machines list" that lists the B machines. As can be seen in the figure, the 
machine is documented as much as possible using the informal description of the GOPCSD tool 
entities. This can guide the software engineer to have considerable understanding of the application. 
A full list of the generated B-machines for the simultaneous and sequential versions is given 
in appendix B, section B. 2.3. 
8.5 Extending the production cell 
In this section, we illustrate how the production cell requirements can be extended in different 
situations, where the systems engineer will be able to reuse the simple production cell goal-model(s) 
and does not have to start from the beginning. We illustrate two situations as follows: 
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8.5.1 A Double Press Production Cell 
To increase the throughput of the cell, the press can be duplicated to allow the robot to pick 
up a new metal and place it in a free press when the other press is busy. 
The existence of a second press can be utilised similarly to tolerate any fault that can happen 
to the press by providing a stand by press that operates till putting the first press back to normal 
operation. In these two cases, the original requirements of a simple production cell can be reused, 
provided that it has been well structured. 
Deposit belt Robot 
a Press I 
' 
, 
ff Arm2 
Arml 
Al Press 2 
Elevating rotary table 
Feed metal to the 
press 
Press I is not ready 
Press I is ready and Press 2 is ready 
Feed metal to Feed metal to 
Press I // Press 2 
(b) Disjunction combination of the double press production cell 
8.30, double press production cell 
For example, in the main goal-model of section 8.4, most of the requirements goal-models 
that do not address the press can be reused. Whereas, those concern the press need to be duplicated one 
copy for each press. Finally, goals that involve the robot movement to the press should be modified. 
This can be accomplished easily by duplicating these goals (one instance for each press) and then 
creating a new parent goal that combines them using disJunction refinement pattern as shown in figure 
8.30b. 
8.5.2 A Cascaded Production Cell 
Another way to extened this simple production cell is to cascad another cell at its end as 
shown in figue 9.3 Ia. This will enable the production line to process the metals or the products in multi 
stages. The requirments of the overall simple production cell can be now regarded as a component 
called "production cell". Therefore, the entire application can be considered as a compostion of two 
simpel production cells, where the deposit belt of the first cell srevs as a the feed belt for the second 
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one (this requires some mapping between the sub parts of this intermediate belt, which is already 
offered in the GOPCSD tool). 
The operation of the new application can be accomplished simply by creating a higher goal 
that has two sub-goals each of them represents one of the simple production cells, as shown in figure 
9.3 1 b. 
Deposit belt 
I 
Processing 
unit I 
Robot I 
Processing 
Robot unit 2 
Arm2 
Arm I 
)FIevating 
rolary table 2 
Feed belt 
4 
Elevating - 
rotary table I (a) Compound production cell composed of two cascaded 
simple Production Cells 
Cascaded 
Production Cell I 
8.6 Disscusion 
S. 31, casca(k, dproduction ccll 
In this case study, we did not use the alternati%e rcfinement pattern to express ally of tile 
goals; however, this pattern can be used similar to the gas burner case study in chapter 7. 
Moreover, the conflict and compelteness checks have not employeed in a "divide and 
conquer" fashion. For example, the sub-goal models had to be checked for conflicts then the overall 
goal model needed to be checked again as a whole. This increases the effort from the systems engineer 
side, and makes it difficult to eliminate the incompleteness and the inconsistency cases. 
Production Cell 2 
(b) Conjunctive combination of the requirements of the two 
simple production cells to form the cascaded production cell 
Cell 
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The checks should be carried in a fashion that groups the situations which reveals conflicts, 
incompleteness, indeteminancy, etc. rather than entailing the systems engineer to resolve each single 
instance of these cases. 
Building components out of components and sub-systems were not fully supported by the 
tool. For example the robot was supposed to be built of two arms (as components) rather than 
duplicating the sensors and actuators of each arm. Similarly, some of the low-level goal-models of the 
robot needed to be restricted by adding pre-conditions (to control the movement of the robot arms 
according to the press and the table status). Moreover, most of the checks and tests were only carried 
out after integrating the overall goal-model. This violates the concepts of hiding the details of internal 
components and sub-systems of the overall system. 
The data types used to represent the robot, table, press and belts were finite which makes it 
possible to carry out the formal checks; however, less crisp values and range should be supported by 
the development enviorment. 
8.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we briefly described how to use the GOPCSD tool to develop a simple 
production cell. The requirements analysis approach supported by the tool can be constrcutively used 
in similar process control systems. 
By guiding the systems engineer to develop applications from existing library components, 
such as the robot's low-level goal-model arml_picks-Metals, the tool reduces the expected effort 
expended by the systems engineer. This enables the systems engineer to focus on the intgration of 
these components rather than defining them. 
The GOPCSD tool enables the user to express the different aspects, such as safety, 
productivity (throughput), liveness and operation conjunctive high-level goals. The user may possibly 
have an easier and simpler view of each aspect rather than a single view that combines these four 
aspects. The toot helps the user to develop the application faster from this respect; it provides the 
integration of the different views using the conflict, completenss and possibly the animation utlities. 
This reduces the effort required by the systems engineer as well as not requiring high-level expertise in 
the process control field. The way the different aspects are separated makes it is easy for the user to 
deicde which goal to weaken or strengthen when resolving conlficts [EI-Maddah and Maibaum 04b]; 
in addition, it helps to increase the modifiabilty, traceability, and augmentability [Davis 93] of the 
entire production cell. 
Applying the obstacle analysis to throughput goals enabled the systems engineer to realise 
that the goal is obstructed by non-avoidable obstacles; and hence, he/she had to de-idealise the goal 
(modify the requirements into more realistic ones). 
The modification decisions were addressed to the "right" person, the systems engineer, rather 
than waiting for the formal method feedback. Otherwise, the software engineer's feedback which is 
based on animating or verifying the formal specifications, demands from him/her to correct the logical 
errors of the requirements, somethi. ng which is considered to be outside his/her scope. 
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In this chapter, we draw the main conclusions from the research and compare the principles 
used in developing applications with the GOPCSID tool with those of other methods. Also, we 
provide some suggestions for future work and possible extensions of the GOPCSID tool. 
9.1 Conclusions 
As noted in [Pressman 92, Davis 93, Nuseibeh and Easterbrook Y2K, Gilb 031, the more 
attention paid to the requirements stage, the more constructive, more guided, and less exhausting will 
be the design, implementation and testing stages. And hence, the software application will have a 
higher chance of achieving success. Leaving logical errors at the requirements stage will lead to an 
accumulation of errors during the design and implementation (i. e. result in building an erroneous 
design and implementation [Davis 931). 
We have proposed a detailed method and supporting tool to develop complete, consistent, 
reachable and traceable requirement specifications for process control systems. The main objective 
was to separate the requirements and the specification and design concerns, and hence to guide the 
systems engineer in structuring and refining the user needs, even though they may initially exhibit 
incompleteness, inconsistency and/or logical effors. The GOPCSD tool was shown to be considerably 
helpful when performing the various checks, validating the requirements and generating the B 
specifications. We highlight these aspects, as follows: 
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1. Adopting the goal-oriented approach to analyze the requirements, as in [van Lamsweerde et al. 9 1, 
Liu and Yu 91, Ant6n 95, Mylopoulos Y2K, Heaven and Finkelstein 03], has a constructive 
impact in utilizing the "divide and conquer" concept to reduce the effort required by the user. The 
effort has been split into the construction of the low-level goal-models and the high-level goal 
models, which are already offered by the tool library, and integration (refining and combining the 
separate goal-models), which is left for the tool user. This advantage is not specific to GOPCSD, 
but general for goal-driven methods. 
II. Shortening the time and reducing the effort required to develop the complete object-model as 
compared to the general KAOS method can be considered a practical gain, especially in 
applications such as process control systems, where there is some minimum level of understanding 
of the system to be developed and of the environment. Moreover, the systems engineer is able to 
express the system's states simply as a list of variables [El-Maddah and Maibaum 03a]. This 
reduction in effort enables the systems engineer to obtain a time saving from the tool, particularly 
in medium-scale systems, where the user expects the tool to shorten the development time and 
reduce the effort, as shown in the production cell case study, where the systems engineer did not 
need to describe the relationships between the robot, blank metals, etc. In addition, the implied 
relationships of the object-model as explained earlier in chapter 5 enable the systems engineer to 
focus on the system's operation rather than on the unimportant relationships between the 
environment components or even the sub-components of the systems, which often, requires more 
effort and talent in modelling the system and the environment using UML diagrams. 
111. A goal-model can be considered as a more expressive means of describing requirements compared 
to a STD, state chart or R-net, due to the fact that each goal-model starts with an abstract goal, 
which is refined into formal and ftinctional terminal sub-goals; this enables the normal systems 
engineers to use the tool with good understanding, even though they do not have high expertise in 
the mathematics or logic underlying the use of STDs, state charts or event response diagrams. 
Although the state-charts have a hierarchical form, the goal-model is more easily understood, 
especially in the cases where the number of refinement levels is large. It is yet still easier to be 
understood, modified, evolved, extended, reused, traced to the implantation/design stage and 
traced from the user needs. Again, this advantage is not specific to GOPCSD, but general for goal- 
driven methods. 
IV. The goal-model's goals can be refined to functional terminal goals and/or assumptions about the 
system and the environment. These assumptions will be placed in the appropriate sites within the 
goal-model where they can supplement with the functional sub-goals to express higher-level goals. 
This can be helpful in reporting the different assumptions required in different situations. 
V. Ability to trace the different requirement aspects like safety, liveness, and enhancing the 
application performance; furthermore, the user can start the requirement development with a local 
view of each aspect and less awareness of other aspects; then the tool can check the consistency of 
the overall application. This encourages building aspect goal-models for safety and liveness in the 
GOPCSD library to use them in similar applications. 
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VI. Building applications from components as in [Leveson et al. 94] is considered as a constructive 
aspect of the GOPCSD tool, as in [El-Maddah and Maibaum 04c]; it enables the "divide (Ind 
conquer" concept as well, to focus on the component at one level and then focus on the 
interactions between the different components at a higher-level. Moreover, the hierarchal structure 
of the requirements and constructing the application from components increase the extendability, 
maintainability, and augmentability of the applications' requirements. 
VII. The identified goal refinement patterns were shown to be helpful in guiding the systems engineer 
to structure the requirements at both the low- and high-levels. In addition, these refinement 
patterns, which are considered as specialized temporal/logical cases of the general KAOS AND 
and OR patterns, provide considerable guidance to the user in reasoning about and debugging the 
constructed requirements since they are closer to his/her perspective level and address rational 
concepts like sequentiality, alternation and simultaneity. 
Vill. The alternative refinement pattern enables the user to express different solutions combined 
together in a single compact goal-model. The requirement specifications shared between the 
different solutions will be represented only once, until the user wants to generate the separate 
solutions. He/she can use the split utility to generate the simple solutions. 
Ix. The disjunction refinement pattern [EI-Maddah and Maibaum 03a] has an expressive power in 
situations where the main goal needs to be differently fulfilled from one situation to another 
during run-time of the application. This pattern is difficult to express using the normal KAOS 
AND/OR patterns, as explained before in chapter 5, this pattern can effectively express situations 
where different arrangement can be used to fulfill one goal during the operation based on the 
entire application state. 
X. The second phase of the GOPCSD too], which involves the various checks and tests for tile 
requirements, enables early correction of requirement errors. This correction will be assigned to 
the appropriate expert, the systems engineer. He/She will be responsible for taking the 
require ment-modificatio n decisions rather than the software engineer; this can reduce the potential 
interaction between the systems and software engineers and increase the separation of the 
concerns between them. 
XT. The GOPCSD tool enables the user to reason about goals and trace the variable/component inter- 
dependencies; this is shown to be important, especially in understanding large-scale systems and 
having conceptual decomposition, which is considered as an advantage to increase 
understandability and analysability for the systems engineer and later for the software engineer. 
9.2 Comparison with related methods 
Categorizing the GOPCSD tool as goal driven-utility requirements analysis forces us to 
compare our work with the KAOS method [Letier and van Larnsweerde 02] since it deals with 
functional requirements; on the other hand, generating B specifications from the tool allows us to 
compare our work with other reactive systems design methods and tools such as [Lano et al. Y21(a, 
Sekerinski 98]. 
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Firstly, we consider the related work of developing B specifications; as explained earlier in 
chapter 2, Sekerinski in [Sekerinski 98] attempts to use state transition diagrams and statecharts as the 
first user interaction element; this should be helpful provided that there is a good supporting tool, the 
user provides correct design of the states and their transitions, which may be difficult to ensure, 
especially in large scale systems with compound interaction between the sub-systems. 
On the other hand, in [Lano et al. Y2Ka] (chapter 2), Lano et al. have built a tool (RSDS) that 
supports the automatic generation of B specifications for reactive systems. The principle differences in 
the developed specifications between the different approaches can be summarized as follows: 
The requirements in the GOPCSD have a goal-oriented nature. This makes the GOPCSD 
tool have a capability of breaking down the complex invariants/operations; thus, instead of 
starting with complex invariants/operations at high-level goals, they can be broken down to 
simpler ones at the sub-goals levels. On the other hand, the RSDS user is required to enter 
such complex invariants/operations. And similarly, in the graphical design method state 
charts of the same level of complexity have to be designed. 
In GOPCSD, there is a concept of systems and sub-systems and building the systems out of 
their components; on the other hand parallel states are allocated to the sub-systems in the 
graphical design method, and there are concepts of controller, sensor and actuator in RSDS. 
Traceability is very clear in the GOPCSD tool where the high-level goals represent aspects, 
like safety, liveness, economy and throughput while the user needs apart from safety in the 
RSDS tool are scattered within the entered invariants. Furthermore, tracing the 
requirements to the design level is supported in the GOPCSD through adding comments 
(including the goals names and informal descriptions) on the generated B machines. But 
this is not the case in the graphical method of design reactive system or RSDS. 
IV. There is no support for sequence patterns in RSDS while in the GOPCSD too] tile user can 
define sequences of goals and the tool ensures that each goal will be considered as a pre- 
condition to its successor goal. 
In the RSDS tool, the user gets involved with state charts, state transitions, data control 
flow diagrams and UML class diagrams. Which may be considered difficult for a systems 
engineer to cope with. Whereas, in GOPCSD the user is supposed only to understand the 
goal-models. 
VI. The application development lifecycle starts by providing the user with low-level goal- 
model specifications of the components and high-level templates of the application from the 
provided GOPCSD library, whereas in the RSDS too], there is no definition for a 
requirements /specifications library apart from some two states, on/off, sensors or actuators. 
This is considered as extra modeling effort for the systems engineer to perform. 
V11. The incompleteness and inconsistency checks are applied in RSDS and GOPCSD tools. On 
the one hand in the GOPCSD, there is some guidance for the user to correct the conflicting 
goals or to complete the requirements; on the other, in the RSDS tool, the user is assumed 
to know how to correct the invariants. In addition, in the GOPCSD tool, we assume the 
requirements can prescribe logically erroneous behavior and provide the validation stage to 
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enable the user debugging the requirements; this concept is not supported in RSDS, the 
model checking is achieved through manually translating the RSDS format into SMV with 
difficulty to trace back to the suspected invariants. 
VIII. The GOPCSD tool supports reachability check to test the possibility of reaching the states 
corresponding to terminal goals, which is not provided in the RSDS tool. 
IX. The description of the requirements/specifications building units (the informal description 
of the goal in GOPCSD) works in conjunction with the formal description in the GOPCSD 
tool, while the RSDS is solely based on the formal definition, which is difficult to be 
understood for the non-logic/mathematical user. 
Traversing the goal-model tree is considered as an easier way to understand the application 
(reasoning why and how), while this is not the case in RSDS where the requirement 
specifications are represented as a collection of parallel logical formulae. 
XI. The GOPCSD tool generates B specification and general format operations (composed of 
pre- and post- conditions); the RSDS generates various output formats, such as VDM, PLC, 
B and JAVA. 
XII. The working environment in the GOPCSD tool enables the user to attempt a number of 
solutions together; whereas in the RSDS tool, only single solution is supported at the time. 
Moreover, the ease and flexibility of changing some parts the solution need considerable 
effort compared to the GOPCSD tool. 
Secondly, we consider [Letier and van Lamsweerde 02b] which uses similar goal-oriented 
requirements to our work, but has wider scope that covers software applications in general. Regarding 
the first stated advantage (chapter 3), with respect to the nature of process control systems, the level of 
abstraction is considered higher than the user's expectations at this stage; he/she expects to see some 
outlines of the implementation programs, stating the required variables, variable initialization, 
invariants, in addition to assignment statements and/or decision structures such as IF, CASE. With 
respect to the second advantage, the completeness check is already performed at the second phase 
within the GOPCSD. The fourth advantage is also considered irrelevant with respect to the GOPCSD 
method because the goal-model is assumed complete before starting the translation in the third phase. 
On the other hand, one must consider the general scope covered in KAOS [Letier and Van 
Larnsweerde 02b] that is wider than the scope covered by the GOPCSD tool, where variables and 
changing their values are considered as being simpler, which enables the GOPCSD tool to formalize 
and automate the checks applied to the goal model and generate specifications nearer to the 
implementation level. 
Regarding the above comparison, we can draw the following conclusions: 
40 From the Systems Engineer's perspective, the GOPCSD is considerably nearer to the systems 
engineer's mode of thinking (by adopting goal driven concepts, as in KAOS) than [Lano et at. 
Y2Ka] and [Sekerinski 98] and hides the B formal method's details. 
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The generated specifications as B machines can be considered closer to the user expectations than 
[Letier and van Larnsweerde 02b]. This is because the state machines are an intermediate 
representation between the goal-model and the B specification, and from the latter there is a well- 
understood and formal path to generating executable code. In contrast, there is no corresponding 
implementation path described in [Letier and Van Larnsweerde 02b] providing the sarne levels of 
confidence to the systems engineer. 
9.3 Contributions 
Referring back to the objectives of the research mentioned in chapter I and having concluded 
and compared our research to other methods, we could argue that: 
0 Identifying the specialized refinement patterns used in process control applications guided the 
goal-oriented requirements construction and generation of B specifications. 
* The GOPCSD supports reusability at the early requirements stage and builds component- 
based requirements. 
0 The tool allows the systems engineer to gradually bridge the gap between the user needs and 
the formal specifications. 
The GOPCSD toot potentially reduces the concern-interference between the systerns and 
software engineers. 
0 The tool builds a precise and traceable requirements model that can be used later to evolve 
and maintain the initial requirements to enhance the developed application. 
9.4 Limitations 
We can briefly summarise some weaknesses of our work, as follows: 
1. Whereas the concept of "divide and conquer" is used to construct the goal-inodel, it is not as well 
utilised in checking consistency, reachability and completeness of goal-models. 
IL The functional terminal goals are restricted to assign deterministic values to the output variables. 
This enables the GOPCSD tool to perform the conflict, inconsistency and validation analyses that 
would otherwise be difficult. 
111. Compared to [Lano, et at. Y21(b], the structure of the generated operations and the B machines is 
flat; this flat design is not normally recommended, especially in large-scale systems. 
IV. The forinalisation does not use the "for all", V, nor "there exists", 3, logical operators. This 
restricts the goals to specify fixed structures of process control applications, as well as preventing 
the chance of describing non-detenninism (e. g. using the "there exists", 3, operator to describe 
one agent/variable from a number of agents/variables). 
V. The formalisation stops at simple variables and their assigned enumerated [G I ]values expressed as 
pre- and post- conditions. Although having simple conditional assignments makes it easy to check 
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consistency and completeness, it restricts the specification of the behaviour of the process 
application. (For example, one cannot specify that an output variable will increase or decrease. ) 
V1. GOPCSD does not support general parameterised predicates, as is the case in KAOS. The 
predicates can be considered as an intermediate level between the informal description and the 
formal specification of the system. For example, Robot-Arm(armi, extended) can be used to 
indicate that the arml of the robot is extended (implicitly defining arml, arm2 and their states 
(retracted, extended) as parameters to the Robot_Arm predicate); this centralises the formal 
definitions rather than scattering them among the different variables. 
9.5 Future Work 
After revising the contributions and the limitations of the research, we could focus the future 
work on two areas: extending the research and enhancing the GOPCSD tool. We recommend that 
further research is required in the following directions: 
Focusing on a sub-family of Process Control Systems like production cells or automotive 
applications should increase the chance of identifying new refinement patterns and building a 
requirements library of more specialized low-level components and high-level templates. 
Providing a general goal-model library of fault-tolerance analysis [Storey 94] should reduce 
the effort required by the systems engineer to carry out the various risk and fault tolerance 
analyses. 
Specifying existing B machines as goal-models and reusing them to build super applications; 
this reverse engineering aspect is very crucial, especially when augmenting an existing 
software application without documented requirements or specifications. 
0 Software agents could constructively accomplish various tasks like dispatching and 
scheduling. 
On the other hand, the following steps could be considered beneficial for augmenting the 
GOPCSD tool: 
Structuring the B machine controllers, in order to produce easier machines to debug and use 
within the B toolkit environment. 
Proving in "temporal logic" that the built in state-transition diagrams can fulfil the application 
properties, provided that the properties are expressed separately from the goal definitions. 
Hardwiring other refinement types, such as pipelines, critical sections and recursive patterns; 
or, alternatively, enabling the senior systems engineer to create new patterns. 
Translating the goal-models to other formal languages, such as VDM++ and SMV or directly 
to high-level languages, like PLC or Java, either as complete code or interface classes. In 
addition, translating the goals or the non-functional aspects into properties that can be 
checked or proved at the specification level. 
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" Saving scenarios in a library to be used as a test bench for the developed goal-models, and 
allowing some basic evaluation concepts (interactively with the user to judge the different 
versions). 
" In the case of removing the inconsistency between the goals, the user should be able to choose 
between modifying the goals' pre-conditions and prioritising them. The priority approach 
should help when evolving the conflict goals without changing their pre-conditions. 
" Enhancing the graphical user interface (GUI) of the tool: 
0 Having a visual schematic diagram of the component-wise structure of the 
application, in addition to a collapsing and expanding facility to show and hide the 
composite component's details. 
0 Representing the goal-model graphically in a vertical orientation and allowing 
expandability and hiding of some levels. 
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A. 1 Introduction 
Over the last two decades, much effort has been put into automating the reactive systems 
[Wieringa 01] software industry. The automation generally decreases the time required to produce the 
application and enables users with less knowledge of programming and logic to build software 
applications. On the other hand, it acts to lower deviation from the main requirements and acts to avoid 
hazards during run-time for the software programs. This automation stage can start at requirements 
gathering, design, or implementation stages, or it can cover more than one stage. For example, with 
most formal methods [Hinchey 95], the automation starts from the specification level and covers both 
the design and implementation stages. Some other efforts address preliminary stage to that accepts 
formal specifications in some other form. This is then translated into some other form as a preliminary 
to applying more conventional formal methods. 
A. 1.1 The GOPCSD Tool Scope 
Software tools are often built for specific families of applications. This enables the toot to be 
more powerful, sophisticated and aware of the special requirements of the applications family. 
Moreover, focusing on a narrow family of applications increases the chance of reusing both the 
hardware devices and software components in similar applications. Furthermore, reusing the same 
methodologies of design and requirements gathering can be more specific for such a narrow family. 
Our research focuses on Process Control Systems such as bumer systems, hydraulic systems, 
production cells, and lift systems. Process Control Systems are Reactive Systems that communicate 
with their local environment through sensors and actuators. Such communication is continual: the 
system senses a number of variables and then reacts to them by producing one or more actions that 
change its local environment. 
A. 1.2 Why the GOPCSD tool is created 
Building a software controller for a process control system generally needs two different 
types of knowledge: knowledge about the application and its operations, in addition to knowledge 
about programming language paradigms. Usually, the integration between these two types of 
knowledge is carried out through cooperation between the systems engineer in charge of the process 
control system and the software engineer in charge of creating the software controller. The systems 
engineer, who is supposed to have complete information about the operations of the process control 
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system, states the application requirements and then passes them to the software engineer who has 
sufficient background about Process Control Systems. These requirements are then processed by the 
software engineer and then translated to specifications or design documents: in case of specifications, 
the software engineer could use formal methods Tools (like the B-Toolkit [Wordworth 96, Lano 96]) 
that have the capability of translating the specifications into running versions that can control the 
Process Control System, or as another alternative, the software engineer writes a final version that 
satisfies the design in a programming language. 
10 4-00. Formal Method tool 
Systems Engineer Software Engineer Formal Specifications Implementation 
Figure A. 1, the interaction between the system engineer and the Formal Tools 
Mistranslation of the systems engineer's requirements can take place for different reasons: He 
may provide different levels of operational requirements that conflict with each other, that can produce 
inconsistency and/or ambiguity that has to be resolved by the software engineer, who knows less about 
the operations of the application. Besides, the systems engineer may find difficulties in expressing the 
details of the operations in a hierarchy of sequences and events that is needed by the software engineer. 
Some parts of the requirements can be missed out; for example under specific combinations of sensor 
readings what the appropriate actions to be taken. This can lead to incompleteness in the requirements 
that may result in hazards during the operation of the system. In addition to the correctness of tile 
application requirements, in many cases the systems engineer is not fully aware of the logical errors 
that he made in the requirements. These logical/requirements errors could be detected through a 
validation stage in the formal method or later when the implementation version will be tested. In 
[Davis 931, it has been argued that the earlier the detection and removing of the requirements errors tile 
easier, faster and cheaper the development. 
Figure A. 1 is a schematic diagram connecting the systems engineer and the implementation 
version of the control program. There is a distance between the systems engineer and the formal 
methods specifications that has to be filled through potentially co-operation between the systems 
engineer and the software engineer. 
A. 1.3 The requirements format within the GOPCSD tool 
As mentioned above, there is an existing gap between the systems engineer's requirements 
and the formal specifications. One of the main objectives of this research is to reduce this gap through 
a tool that accepts the application requirements and guides the systems engineer to structure them in a 
format that eases both the completion of the requirements themselves and translating them into B 
formal specifications [Davis 93]. Such a tool should be suitable for the family of applications 
constituting process control systems, whose operations are more likely and more easily expressed as 
combinations of alternative/ successive/ parallel operations rather than as segments of a program as in 
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formal method specifications. Thus, a suitable structure for the requirements will be grouping the sub- 
operations as parallel, successive or alternative operations. The same idea can be applied at higher- 
levels of abstraction through grouping the compound operations together until reaching the highest- 
level function of the application that can be labelled as "proper operations" or "swfe run". This idea 
can combine the operational requirements with the safety and economical requirements, rather than 
having a different design or view for each. Such relations between the different operations and such a 
hierarchy are already built in to the KAOS method "Knowledge Acquisition in Automated 
Specifications" [VanLamsweerde, 91]. 
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Figure A. 2, the interaction between the system engineer and the GOPCSD Tool 
KAOS is a general method to specify the intended application operations in terms of a 
hierarchy of goals. The goals are structured within a goal tree that has a single root (main goal). The 
main goal is refined into a number of sub-goals that have more details and a narrower view than the 
main goal. These refined goals may be further refined to sub-goals. When each refined goal is simple 
enough to be directly accomplished, it is called a terminal goal and it is associated with an agent. Thus, 
agents are responsible for accomplishing the terminal goals. They can be humans, devices like 
actuators or software components, either existing or to be produced later (e. g. dispatching or 
scheduling programs) [Letier 0 11. 
A. 1.4 How should the GOPCSD tool work 
Thus, the Goal-Oriented Process Control System Design (GOPCSD) tool [EI-Maddah, 03] is 
to implement an extension of KAOS called (KAOS+) in gathering the requirements from the user and 
then translating them into B specifications. Figure A. 2 indicates the role of the GOPCSD tool between 
the systems engineer and the formal method (B toolkit). By use of the GOPCSD tool implementing tile 
KAOS+ method, the application requirements will have hierarchical structure that can be shown to be 
helpful, as we will explain later. Such a hierarchy starts from the most abstract goal that is the highest- 
level goal and then moves down via refinements and more local views for the different parts, 
components, or operational modes. 
Over and above filling the gap between the systems engineer and the formal specification, the 
GOPCSD tool is to assist its user in three main features: the first is to check the requirements using 
reachability, goal-conflict, completeness, and obstacle analyses, thus, removing early any bugs that 
may be detected later but with higher cost; the second feature is to enable the user to validate the 
system by animating the goal-model, starting from initial values for the system variables and allowing 
the user to simulate events and produce sudden changes in the output variables and observe the 
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application's response; the third feature is the reusability that has considerable importance, particularly 
when a process control system needs maintenance because of extending it or replacing a component 
with another one which is not identically the same. This extension or replacement imply that the 
process control system needs to be modified, which requires the systems engineer to restate the 
requirements again or reuse the previously stated ones. 
Providing a library of the most common process control applications and components and its 
operations, the system engineer will be more likely to reuse the existing requirements to design the 
system with less effort and in a shorter time. 
The GOPCSD tool's user is considered to have good knowledge of the system's physical 
construction and knows the different variables and agents that are related to the system. The user starts 
constructing the application requirements by importing the components, which include goal-models, 
agents and variables from the library or creating these entities within the too]. Then, the user defines 
the main goals of the application. These main goals can be defined in separate goal-models that will 
serve as workspaces; afterwards they have to be combined together to form a single goal-111odel. 
Within each main goal's sub-tree, the user can import goal templates from the library or refine the 
goals and perform some analyses and checks to ensure the intermediate correctness of the application. 
With respect to the formality of the goal-models, the GOPCSD tool allows the user to 
informally describe the higher-level goals, and formally describe the lower-level goals. The user has to 
fully describe formally the terminal goals, in order to be able to produce B specification machines and 
perform the other checks like conflict checking, obstacle detections and animation. 
Refinement Abstraction 
(Formality) increases 
increases 
Figure A. 3, the graduation ofabstraction and. lbrinalily within the uotil-modol 
This graduation in applying the formality within the goal-model splits the effort required to 
design the goal-model into multiple stages; in each of these stage the design will be easier and more 
straightforward. It should be obvious that, between the each level of the goal-model, the abstraction 
increases upward, while the refinement increases downward as shown in the figure A. 3. After reaching 
the level of terminal goals, each terminal goal has to be associated with an agent and then be formally 
specified. By reaching such a state for each terminal goal and provided that there is only one goal- 
model (i. e. the initial separated goal-models are now combined into a single goal-model), the 
application is almost ready to be translated into B Specifications; however, it has to be checked. Thus, 
to check the correctness of the application the user should be able to perform consistency and 
completeness checks, moreover, obstacle analysis can be carried out at this level. The user can then 
proceed to validate the requirements through animating the goal-model, and finally, generate the 
equivalent B specification machines. The following sections provide the details of the tool design. 
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A. 2 General Objectives Required in the GOPCSD tool 
Building a tool that automates the requirement analysis, interacts with the systems engineer, 
and enables him/her to check the requirements for conflicts and obstructions should address different 
aspects that combine flexibility, clarity, ease of use and precision: the tool must be flexible not to 
restrict the order of gathering the different requirements segments, while guaranteeing minimal 
restrictions in order to make it feasible. Thus, the less restriction about the order of creating, combining 
or refining the goals and the possibility to perform the tests and checks of sub-parts of the system will 
be counted as important attributes. 
On the other hand, the user should be able to reason about the requirements that he has 
previously entered at the different levels; it can be of considerable aid as well for the systems engineer 
to be able to perform different checks on the goal-model to ensure the correctness of the requirements 
as early as possible. The too] must be precise in translating the logical and temporal hierarchy of goals 
and provide one way for the user to validate the requirements in order to ensure his /her agreement on 
the requirements before translating them into formal specifications. 
The chart in figure A. 4 represents a schematic diagram of the required objectives from such a 
tool. The main objective appears at the top; the main objective is then refined to more detailed sub- 
objectives until we reach the lowest-level objectives that are implemented within the GOPCSD tool. 
In the following text we describe the objectives in figure AA, starting from top to bottom and left to 
right. 
The highest-level objective is to build a better analysis tool for process control systernsý we define 
"better" as possessing the following five characteristics: 
0 Produce formal specifications in the form of B machines 
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0 Reduce the time required to build process-control applications 
0 Reduce the effort required to build process-control applications 
a Catch most of the Requirements bugs and enable the user to manipulate them before generating 
the formal specifications 
0 Enable the user to validate the requirements 
We describe each of these five aspects in detail as follows. 
A. 2.1 Shorten the production-time of the applications 
The required time to produce the requirements in final and correct forin, modify them, and finally 
to translate them into formal specifications should be as minimal as possible. However, minimizing the 
time for production is not the only aspect because the economic cost, precision, reusability, and 
maintainability (of the produced requirements that can enable later access to the existing requirement 
in case there is a need for maintaining the system by adding new components or replacing existing 
ones) of the requirements should be considered as well. We suggest the reduction in time should be 
achieved through the following objectives: 
0 Having easy building blocks for the requirements; easy building blocks like standard rules with 
condition and action parts, invariants or goals can reduce the time required to build the 
application; however, a well-defined structure between these building blocks can effectively save 
more time. 
0 increase requirements reusability, to enable the user to reuse existing requirements segments, 
when there is an opportunity, rather than creating them from scratch. This shortens the time from 
creating the whole application to the time required to create the other requirements segments (not 
found in the library) plus the time required to integrate the various requirements segments. 
A. 2.2 Reduce the production effort for applications 
The effort and the expertise required to produce the requirements should be reduced as much as 
possible so that a normal systems engineer, who does not have detailed knowledge of formal 
specification structures or high-level logic and mathematics, can easily use the tool. Besides, we 
believe that the credibility of the tool can be increased when it saves the user effort when he needs to 
duplicate a number of goals or delete them, etc. In conclusion, we summarise the objectives that can 
reduce user effort as follows: 
Having easy building blocks for the requirements can reduce the effort required to build the 
application requirements. Also, having implied semantics for the structure over the building 
blocks will reduce the user's effort to arrange the building blocks. 
Gradually refined stages will help to split the building and debugging efforts into small successive 
levels rather than one level that is difficult to build and debug. 
increase requirements reusability, to enable the user to reuse existing requirements segments when 
possible rather than creating them from scratch. This will save the user effort and enable him/her 
to focus on the application requirements rather than requiring more effort involving the 
construction of the application's components and high-level functions. 
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0 Minimum knowledge of B and programming. Specific knowledge of B and formal methods is not 
convenient for the normal systems engineer to acquire. Thus; it would be easier to militate the 
required knowledge of formal methods and advanced mathematics and logic to basic 
understanding of the goal-model structure; this will result in a reduction of the effort required by a 
normal systems engineer to use the tool. 
A. 2.3 Need for formal specifications 
The main required task of the tool is to aid in the gathering and analysis of the requirements 
and translating them into formal specifications. These required formal specifications will be refined by 
a software engineer from the programming point of view. A complier should be built within the 
GOPCSD tool used to translate the correct and checked requirements to B specification form. 
A. 2.4 Validate the user requirements 
This objective is very important since a prototype is produced to provide tile user with an 
understanding of how the application will behave. Although the alternatives to achieve this validation 
are many, we have to consider the most convenient alternatives that have a chancc of being better 
understood by the systems engineer viewpoint. Also, because it is more likely that the systems 
engineer will find logical errors in his/her design, the tool should always correlate the validation result 
to corresponding requirements segments; thus the user will be able to correct them. 
A. 2.5 Catch Requirements Bugs 
This analysis stage should contain exhaustive checking tests in order to eliminate as many 
bugs as possible and to not leave them for successive stages within the controller development 
lifecycle. To achieve this, we suggest the following objectives: 
0 Enable the user to validate and correct the requirements in relation to logical errors. 
Detect any inconsistency that exists in the system requirements and guide the user as to how to 
modify/correct the requirements to remove the inconsistency. 
Predict any obstruction that can happen at run-time and thus stop the application from operating in 
the properly designed manner. 
From the above-discussed objectives, we can conclude that the GOPCSD tool should fulfil the 
following foundational objectives: 
1. Using a goal-model as the requirements format, since it has simple building blocks (goals) and 
gradually refined stages (goal levels). 
11. Provide a requirements segment library of the commonly used components and higher-level 
application functions. 
Ill. Hide details of the B formal method. 
IV. Automatically, translate the goal-models into B specification machines. 
V. Enable the user to perform conflict analysis and guide the systems engineer in how to resolve 
the inconsistency. 
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V1. Enable the user to check the completeness and reachability of the goal-model and guide him/her 
in how to complete it. 
VII. Enable the user to perform Obstacle analysis to detect the problems that can occur during run- 
time and guide him in how to eliminate or attenuate them if possible. 
VIII. Provide an animation of the checked goal-models in order to validate them and to detect logical 
errors than will not be discovered in the other checking tests. 
A. 3 The GOPCSD tool entities 
This section illustrates the data required to be stored in the library and the developed 
applications. As shown in figure A. 5, the tool is composed of two main parts: one of them is the library 
that can be accessed by normal users for importing goal-models and components. It can be updated and 
renewed by a senior systems engineer. The second part is the environment for developing the 
requirements of the applications themselves, which is normally used by a systerns engineer. 
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Figure A. 5, the GOPCSD tool as the developed application and the libraty. 
A. 3.1 Entity-Relationship diagrams 
Considering the number of goals, agents, variables and other tool objects that can be found within 
an application or within library applications, the tool can be better represented in terms of two separate 
databases: one database holding the library data and the other database for the application under 
development. In the following box, we list some statements about goal-models and process control 
systems that can help in modelling the two databases: 
Users specify goals; the goal can be refined into sub-goals or be a terminal goal. 
Agents are responsible for achieving terminal goals; an agent can be responsible for 
the accomplishment of more than one terminal goal. 
0 Goals contain variables that can be input, output or intermediate ones, while agents 
control output variables. 
0 The user can import components and templates from different libraries. 
A single library has a list of components and goal-model-tem plates, while component 
and goal-model templates belong to a single library. 
Applications have associated variables and agents. 
Library applications have components; the same component can be found in more 
than one application. 
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Each component has a number of low-level goal-models that fully describe the 
operations of that component. 
The variables can have either normal types like (integer, real) or user-defined types 
that normally have values of the form (SWITCH_ON, SWITCH-OFF), i. e., an 
enumerated type. 
A. 3.1.1 Library system entities 
From the above statements, the following entities can be identified for the library system: 
[Library, Application, Component, High-level goal-model, Low-level goal-model, Goal, Agent, 
Variable, Variable Type, Variable Values). Such entities are related to each other through the 
relationships shown in table A. I with an extra implied relationship between goals and variables that is 
many to many and non obligatory on both sides. This relationship is hardwired within each formal goal 
description that contains variables within it. It can be represent as a separate relationship; however, for 
simplicity it is not shown here. After determining the system entities and their relationships, the E-R 
diagram of the library system can be drawn as in figure A. 6. 
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Figure A. 6, The E-R diagram of the Library System 
Table A. 1, The relationships of the Library system 
Involved Entities of the relation Relation Name Aggregation Obligation 
_rary, 
Application Contains I: m 0: 0 
L2 Application, cOmponent Contains M: m 0: 0 
L3 Application, hl-goal-model Contains 1: m 0: 0 
L4 Component, 11-goal-model Contains 1: m 0: 0 
L5 HI-goal-model, goal Has root 1: 1 O: N- 
L6 11-goal-model, goal Has root 1: 1 ON 
_ L7 Agent, goal (only terminal) Acomplishes 1: m ON 
L8 Goal, Goal 
- 
Comp; sed of I: m N: N 
Lq Varialb le Vt ae of 
_ 
H M. ý N: O 
0 L 110 
ý d 
Jýý valu ,t Vvalue, Vt e -::: 
ý 
e f ::: 10 
M 
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ý 
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Relationship Ll "Contains" between Library and Application 
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0 Each application belongs to exactly one library and each library must include at least one 
application. For example, relationship Contains relates an application called double-press 
production cell to a library called production cells. 
Relationship L2 "Contains" between Application and Component 
Each component belongs to exactly one application and each application must include at least one 
component. For example, relationship Contains relates an application gas_burner to a component 
flame_detector. 
Relationship L3 "Contains" between Application and high-level goal-model 
0 Each high-level goal-model belongs to exactly one application, but each application may include 
more than one high-level goal-model. For example, an application called simple production cell 
has a high-level goal-model called deposit-processed-metals. 
Relationship L4 "Contains" between Component and low-level goal-model 
0 Each low-level goal-model, like open_valve or close-valve belongs to exactly one component, 
like valve, but the component can have more than one low-level goal-model. 
Relationship "Has root" between low-level goal-model and goal 
This relation determines the root of each low-level goal-model. Each low-level goal-model has 
exactly one goal that is considered as its root goal. The goal appears only as a root of one goal- 
model. For example, a goal-model GM has one goal GI as its root. The goal-model GM may 
contain other goals rather than G! which are refinement of goal G 1; but, GI cannot be a root for 
other goal-models and GM has no other goal as root. 
Relationship L6 "Has root" between high-level goal-model and goal 
This relation determines the root of each high-level goal-model. Each high-level goal-model has 
exactly a single root goal; and each goal may be the root for exactly one high-level goal-model. 
Relationship L7 "Accomplishes" between Agent and Goal 
The Accomplishes relationships represent the assignments of the agents to terminal goals; thus, it 
relates each terminal goal to a single agent. Each agent can be assigned to many terminal goals, 
but the same terminal goal cannot be assigned to more than one agent. For example, accomplishes 
can relate an agent gas motor to keeping the gas valve open goal. 
Relationship L8 "Composed of" on Goal 
This relationship represented the refinement between the super and sub goals. From the super goal 
it relates a single goal and from the sub-goals it can be many goals. The relationship itself has 
attributes defining the refinement type; however since it is one to many, the relationship can be 
combined with the super goal relation; thus we will store the details of the relationship in the super 
goal row/ record. 
Relationship L9 "Has Type of" between Variable and Vtype 
0 Each variable has exactly a single type, but many variables can have the same type. For example, 
the "Has type of'relationship can relate a variable like switch to a variable type ONOFF. 
Relationship LIO "Has value of" between Vvalue and Vtype 
Each Variable type can have at least two values but each value should belong to a single type (if 
types are needed to be checked). For example, a type like ONOFF will have two rows in this 
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relationship, in one of them it relates the type to value ON and in the second it relates the type 
ONOFF to the value OFF. 
A. 3.1.2 Developed applications 
Similar to the entities of the library system derived from the given statements, the developed 
application system has the following entities: jApplication, Component, High-level goal-model, Goal, 
Agent, Variable, Variable Type, Alternative solution, B-Machine, Obstacle). In table 2 we list the 
relationships between the different entities. 
Table 2, The relationships of the developed applications 
I Involved Entities of the relation Relation Name Relation 
Aggregation 
Relation 
Obligation 
Al Application, hl-goal-model Contains I: m 0: 0 
A2 Application, alterantive Has I: m O: N 
A3 Alternative, Bmachine Has I: m O: N 
A4 Hl- oal-model, goal Has root 1: 1 O: N 
A5 Goal, goal Composed o I: m N: N 
A6 Agent, goal (only terminal) Achieves I: m O: N 
A7 Agent, Variable Controls 1: m O: N 
A8 Variable, Vtype Has type of M: I N: O 
A9 Vvalue, Vtype Has value of 1 0: 0 
A10 Obstacle, Goal Obstructs M: l O: N 
The relationships of the developed applications are explained in detail in the following: 
Relationship Al "Contains" between Application and high-level goal-model 
Each high-level goal-model belongs to exactly one application but each application should have at 
least one high-level goal-model. For example, the Contains relationship relates an application 
called gas-burner to a high-level goal-model called fulfil-user-requests. 
Relationship "Has" between application and Alternative 
Each application may have more than one alternative solution but each alternative should belong 
to one application. For example, an application like gas-burner systems can have two alternative 
solutions: simultaneous alternative and sequence alternative. 
Relationship A3 "Has" between Alternative and BMachine 
Each alternative solution has many B machines but each B machine belongs to exactly one 
alternative solution of one application. For example, if an application has different alternative 
solutions, each of them will have a list of B machines constituting the solution, 
Relationship A4 "Has root" between high-level goal-model and goal 
This relation determines the root of each high-level goal-model. Each high-level goal-model has 
exactly a single root goal; and each goal may be the root for exactly one high-level goal-model. 
This relationship is similar to L6 of the library system. 
Relationship A5 "Composed of" on Goal 
This relationship represents the refinement between the super and sub goals. It relates one single 
super-goal to many sub-goals. But, each sub-goal is related to exactly one super-goal. This 
relationship is similar to relationship L8 of the library sub-system. 
Relationship A6 "Accomplishes" between Agent and Goal 
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The Accomplishes relationships represent the assignments of the agents to terminal goals; thus, it 
relates each terminal goal to a single agent. This relationship is similar to relationship L7 of the library 
sub-system. 
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Figure A. 7, the E-R diagram of the developed applicationsyslem 
Relationship A7 "Controls" between Agent and Variable 
0 This relation determines which agent controls which variable. For uniqueness of control, only a 
given variable will be controlled by exactly one agent, but an agent can control more than one 
output variable. 
Relationship A8 "Has Type of" between Variable and Vtype 
Each variable has exactly a single type, but many variables can have the same type. This 
relationship is similar to L9 of the library system. 
Relationship A9 "Has value of" between Vvalue and Vtype 
Each Variable type can have at least two values but each value should belong to a single type (if 
types are needed to be checked). This relationship is similar to L 10 of the library system. 
Relationship A10 "Obstructs" between Obstacle and Goal 
Each Gaol can be obstructed by more than one obstacle but we will restrict the design to duplicate 
the obstacle if it obstructs different goals. 
Providing the entities and their relationships, the E-R diagram of the Developed application can be 
seen in figure A-7. 
A. 3.2 Translating the E-R diagram into relations 
The ERD diagrams of the Library and developed application system can be translated into 
BCNF relations [Date, 86] in order to represent the main data required to be stored by the tool. 
A. 3.2.1 Library sub-system relations 
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The ERD diagram of figure A. 6 is translated into database relations of BCNF. The linkages 
between the relations are shown in figure A. 8 as the lines between the common fields between the 
relations. The following are the relations of the library system: 
A. 3.2.1.1 Library relation 
This relation stores the different libraries of process control families. 
Library 
Field name Comments Type 
I L id Library Identifier Number 
2 L name Library name Text 
3 L desc Library description Text 
A. 3.2.1.2 Application relation 
This relation stores the different applications of each library. 
App lication 
Field name Comments Type 
I App id Application Identifier Number 
0 
I id OZer Library id Number 
3 App name Application name Text 
4 Appl desc I Application description Text I 
A. 3.2.1.3 Component relation 
The different components of the process control systems are stored within this relation. The 
different applications can be composed of similar components. 
CO onent 
Field name Comments Type 
I C id Component Identifier Number 
2 C name Component Name Text 
3 C desc Component Description Text 
A. 3.2.1.4 App-Com relation 
This relation represents the relationship of type many to many between the applications and 
the components. 
App Com 
Field name Comments Type 
I App comid dentifter (many-many relationship) Number 
2 App_id Owner Application Identifier Number 
3 C id Owner Component Identifier Number 
A. 3.2.1.5 High-level goal-model relation 
This relation stores the goal-model templates for the different applications. 
Hl- 
Field name Comments Type 
I m Id Hl_gm -id 
E E High-level goal-model Identifier Number 
2 am e HI gm n High-level goal-model name Text 
HI ýesc I gm desc High-level goal-model description Text 
4 Root id Root goal Identifier Number 
A id Owner Application Identifier Number 
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A. 3.2.1.6 Low-level goal-model relation 
The different operations specifying a stored component in the library can be represented by a 
list of goal-models; each operation will be represent by a low-level goal-model because it will appear 
in the whole application at the lower-level, closer to the agent assignments. The component may have 
more than one goal-model. 
Ll-g 
Field name Comments Type 
I Ll grn id Low-level goal-model Identifier Number 
2 Ll gm name Low. level goal-model name Text 
3 HI grn desc High-leve goal-model description Text 
4 Root id Root goal Identifier Number 
5 C id Owner Component Identifier Number 
A. 3.2.1.7 Goal relation 
The goal information is stored in this relation in addition to the sub-super recursive 
relationship within the goals. 
Goal 
Field name Comments Type 
I G id Goal Identifier Number 
2 G name Goal name Text 
3 G desc Goal description Text 
4 G-fdesc Goal formal description Text 
5 Pg_id Parent goal identifier Number 
6 G_c desc Goal condition description Text 
7 G-c fdesc Goal condition formal description Text 
8 G terminal Is the Goal Terminal or not Boolean 
99 G refinement Goal refinement type (sequence,.. ) Number 
10 0 G order A number used for ordering the sub-goals Number 
II II G tempo Temporal (0= maintain /1= achieve /2= avoid /3= cease) Number 
A. 3.2.1.8 Agent relation 
The agents of each application are stored in this relation. Links from terminal goals can be 
used in the case of imported components or self-links (app_id) can be used in the case of imported 
library agents. 
Age 
Field name Comments Type 
I A id Agent Identifier Number 
2 Appid Owner Application Identifier Number 
3 A desc Agent Description Text 
A name Agent name Text H 
5 5 Ate e Agent type (I= device/ 2=software/ 3=human Number 
A. 3.2.1.9 Variable relation 
This relation stores the different variables with their types for the library applications. When a 
tool user imports a variable from the library it may be duplicated by having different instances of the 
class variable in the library. 
Variable 
Fiel name Comments Type 
V id Variable Identifier Number 
2 App id Owner Application Identifier Number 
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3 T id Type Identifier (- I =integer / -2=real Number 
4 V name Variable name Text 
5 - V desc Variable Description Text 
A. 3.2.1.10 Variable type relation 
In this relation, the variables' types are stored; when the user creates a variable with 
enumerated type, like bi-state and tri-state, the variable type identifier T_id will be stored within the 
variable details. 
Vt e 
Field name Comments Type 
I T id Type Identifier Number 
2 _ T name Type name Text 
3 T desc Type description Text 
A. 3.2.1.11 Type value relation 
This relation mainly contains the enumerated type values like ON, OFF for different 
variables. 
Vval ue 
Field name Comments Type 
I Vv id Variable Value Identifier Number 
E 
2 T id Type Identifier Number 
3 3 VV desc Variable value Text 
A. 3.2.2 Developed Application relations 
The E-R diagram of figure A. 6 is translated into database relations of Boyce/Codd Non-nal 
Form(BCNF). The linkages between the relations are shown in figure A. 8 as the lines between the 
common fields between the relations. 
A. 3.2.2.1 Application relation 
This relation holds the general information about each application the tool user develops. 
App ication 
Field name Comments Type 
I App_id Application Identifier Number 
2 App- name Application name Text 
3 Appi desc Application description Text 
A. 3.2.2.2 High-level goal-model relation 
These are the incomplete goal models created by the tool user or imported from component 
importing. 
HI-gm 
Field name Conunents Type 
_ I HI 
-gm 
id High-level goal-model Identifier Number 
2 HI gm name High-level goal-model name Text 
3 Hl_gm desc High-leve goal-model description Text 
t goal Identifier Number 
5 1 App id Owner component Identifier Number 
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This relation has the information about the separate goals and the links between them that 
represents the tree structure. 
Goal 
Field name Comments Type 
I G id Goal Identifier Number 
2 G name Goal name Text 
3 G desc Goal description Text 
4 G fdesc Goal formal description Text 
5 Pg-id Parent goal identifier Number 
6 Gc desc Goal condition description Text 
7 Gc fdesc Goal condition formal description Text 
8 G terminal Is the Goal Terminal or not Boolean 
9 G refinement Goal refinement type Number 
10 G order A number used for ordering the sub-goals Number 
II G tempo Temporal (O=maintain/ I =achieve/2=avoid /3=cease) Number 
A. 3.2.2.4 Agent relation 
This is the agent relation. The relation has information about the type, description and name 
of each agent. 
Age t 
Field name Comments Type 
I A id Agent Identifier Number 
2 App-id Owner Application Identifier Number 
3 
F 
A desc Agent Description Text 
4 A naýmeý Agent name Text 
5 5 5 A type Agent type (I= d vice/ 2=soflware/ 3=human Number 
A. 3.2.2.5 Variable relation 
The application variables will be stored in this relation, both the variables imported by the 
toot user from the library and the newly created ones. 
Variable 
Field name Comments Type 
1 V id Variable Identifier Number 
2 App id Owner Application Identifier Number 
3 T id Type Identifier (-I =integer/ -2=real Number 
V name Variable name Text t 
V desc Variable Description Text 
6 V 
-type 
Variable type (O=input/ I=output? 2=integer) Number 
A. 3.2.2.6 Variable type relation 
The user-defined variables will be stored within this relation as well as imported variable 
types of non-standard types (neither integer nor real). 
Vt e 
Field name Comments Type 
T id Type Identifier Number 
T name Type name Text 
3 T desc Type description Text 
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A. 3.2.2.7 Type value relation 
The different enumarated values of the user defined types, each value of specific type, will be 
stored in a database row. For example, when the user creates a tri-state variable type that has three 
values, three rows will be added to this relation. 
Vval ue 
Field name Comments Type 
I Vv id Variable Value Identifier Number 
2 T id Type Identifier Number 
3 VV desc Variable value Text 
A. 3.2.2.8 Alternative relation 
As there is an alternative refinement pattern there will more than one final goal-model 
implying possiblly more than one solution. Each alternative record in the database denotes one solution 
of some application. 
Alternative 
Field name Comments Type 
I Alt id Alternative Identifier Number 
2 Alt name Alternative Name Text 
3 Alt desc Alternative description Text 
4. App id OWner application Identifier Number 
A. 3.2.2.9 B Machine relation 
This relation stored the file names of the B machine Specifications. The text of the 
specification is not stored within the database, but the name of the text file that contains the B 
specifcation machine and is stored in the application directory. 
Bmachine 
Field name Comments Type 
I Bm id B machine Identifier Number 
2 BM name B machine name Text 
3 BM desc B Machine Description Text 
4 BM fn B Machine file name Text 
A. 3.2.2.10 Obstacle relation 
This relation stores obstacles that may obstruct goals, mostly terminal goals, from achieving 
the desired functions. A reference to the obstructed goal (G_id) will be stored with each obstacle. 
Obstacle 
Field name Comments Type 
1 0 id Obstacle Identifier Number 
0 name Obstacle name Text 
3 0 desc Obstacle description Text 
4 G id Obstructed Goal Identifier Number 
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A. 4 A tutorial for the GOPCSD tool 
This section can be regarded as the main guideline to construct structured requirements for 
software applications, and in particular, to formally specify Process Control Systems. 
AAA The requirement elements 
Before we can describe the tool's operation, it )AroUld be helpful to pro\ide ()me hackground 
of the elements we use to store the user's requirements. In the GOPCSD too], we store the 
application's requirements using components to describe the structure of the application, variables to 
describe the application state, agents to describe the active entities to change the application state, and 
goal-models to specify how to control the application. 
A. 4.1.1 Components 
Components represent the physical parts of the applications: examples include valves, robots, 
and deposit belts. Their specifications are stored in the Library; in the GOPCSD tool, we recommend 
the user to import, where possible, the standard components from the provided library rather than 
creating them from scratch. Having imported the components, all of their related agents, variables and 
goal-models will be added to the application space and, consequently, will promptly appear in the 
corresponding agents, variables and goal-models lists. The GOPCSD environment tool does not 
support the creation of the components for consistency reasons. However, the user can still create the 
library components and specify their details in the GOPCSD Library Manager prograrn. The details of 
importing the components and mapping their \ ariables and agents are e\plaincd in section A. 1. 
kitermediMe 
A. 4.1.2 Variables 
Variables are considered as an essential aspect in formalising the user requirements. In the 
GOPCSD tool, the application's global state is normally described by a set of variables. Each of these 
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variables has one of three types: input, output and intermediate. In the GOPCSD, the variables are 
associated with the high-level goal-model templates or the components, which the user imports from 
the library; however, the tool's user can also create, edit, and delete variables from the application 
space. Figure A. 8 shows the Dialogue Box that the user uses to edit variables. 
The types that can be assigned to the variables can be integer, real or enumerated range values 
like ONOFF. Figure A. 9 shows the dialogue box the toot employs to enable the user to add new data 
types. 
'ýý'Asw Type$ 
f"Jes vmues 
ONOFF ON 
V@IveType OFF 
FLAME-TYPE 
variable4 
I I.. 
OK 
Car" 
mod ý we 1ýý 
OK 
hAw Ndtlw CNOFF 
camel 
D"C'"111011 
am enuskrated data type that can 
describe bi-value variables 
Iltles 
I)Fd ON 
Add 
DoWe 
cmat 
Figure A. 9, browsing existing types and creating new ones 
Aqvfil Name 
OK 
Description 
Cancel 
! 
AgentType 
al)emce 
Soillware Component 
Human 
Figure A. 10, the dialogue box to create new agent 
A. 4.1.3 Agents 
Agents are the objects that control the application and its local environment. Some of the 
agents can be part of the application to be built, like software interface programs for hardware parts, or, 1* 
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alternatively, they can be existing programs or hardware devices that will be responsible for 
accomplishing pre-defined tasks (goals) to fulfil the overall application operation. Agents can have one 
of the following three types: devices, software, and human. The main source of agents is the user 
importing components from the library. But, if it is required to declare agents apart from those 
associated with the components, the user can create, edit, and delete them from within the GOPCSD 
tool environment. Figure A. 10 shows the New Agent Dialogue Box where the user can add agents to 
the application. 
A. 4.1.4 Goal-models 
Goal-models constitute the main segments of the structured requirements, they represent the 
user requirements in a hierarchy of building blocks; each of these building blocks is called a goal and it 
describes a piece of information about the application. Each goal-model starts with a main goal that 
has general scope to specify the overall application requirements; this goal is usually refined to a 
number of goals describing sub-parts, different aspects, or operation-modes of the application, the sub- 
goals typically have more specific views than their super goal and usually they are related to each other 
through a temporal or logical relationships, like sequence and disJunction. The refinement process 
continues until every goal is simple enough to be accomplished by a single agent, called a terminal 
goal. In GOPCSD tool, goal-models can be used as workspaces until the user manages to construct one 
complete goal-model that specifies the whole application and each of its terminal goals are assigned to 
an agent. 
The goal-model can be checked as soon as it is created in order to provide the user with 
feedback to maintain the requirements correctly as much as possible. After this repeated feedback 
process, the goal-model can be animated to catch the logical bugs that could not be discovered earlier. 
Finally, the user can generate the formal specifications by automatically translating the goal-models 
into B machines. Figure A. II shows the Dialogue Box that can be used to create a new goal-inodel, 
while figure A. 12 shows a screen shot for the tool that contains a goal-i-nodel list to the right and two 
goal-model frames to the left. The front goal model has a main goal GI refined to two sub-goals C12 
and G3. The goal-model list provides fast access to the goal-model franics. 
G-jAdd now Goal Model 13, 
60al-MMI(ANdOW Goal_Modell 
Dpscription 
Figure A. 11, creating tic', t'gool-model as workyace. 
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Figure A. 12, the GOPCSD desktol) contains goal-model list to the right and hi-o goal-model. 1rames to 
the left. 
After providing this background, we can now proceed to describe how to use the tool to build 
process control applications. There are three phases for any application to be constructed by the tool: 
construct the goal-model, check the goal-model and modify it, and finally, automatically translate the 
goal-model to B machines. In sections 4.2,4.3 and 4.4 we describe how the tool can be used ill these 
three phases, respectively. 
A. 4.2 Phase 1, Construct the goal-model 
In the first phase, the user constructs the application, the tool provides guidance throughout 
this phase. In the following sub-sections, we provide a brief description of how to use the tool to build 
a complete goal-model. Although the sub-sections may be considered as a sequence of steps, the user 
can repeat some of them. 
A. 4.2.1 Starting New Application 
When the user creates the application for the first time, he should select the file menu and 
then new in order to document the application to be created. Figure A. 13 shows the New Application 
Information dialogue. 
a double Press Production cell that is composed of 
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After the user documents the new application, the GOPCSD desktop contains four lists for 
accessing the application: Components, Agents, Variables and Goal-models as shown in figure A. 14. 
If the user has already built some requirements and saved them, he/she can open the corresponding 
application requirements file using the File/Open sub-menu. The next step is to import the application 
components and high-level function templates. The user can browse the available components using 
the Import/ Component sub-menu and the high-level function templates using the Import/high-level 
goal-model SUb-menu. 
Figure A. 14, the GOPCSD deskiop with empýv livis 
A. 4.2.2 Importing a Component from the Library 
A. 4.2.2.1 Selecting the component 
After the user identifies the application components and locates them within the library, he, 
she selected the correspondim-, componew hv tvýinp 111C (IMIot, 11C 1)()\ , 110ý%11 III f-IjItIre 
Mimpod ComPonenl(S) 
OK 
Libraries co"Ipowinls Cancel 
valve. cmp 
flame-detector cmp 
switc h. cmp 
igniter. cmp 
I[ show details 
I 
Figure A. / 5, importing ac omponent Irom Me librarl- 
The user may use the show details button located below the libraries and components lists to 
get extra information, Following this import step, the user may have to map or renarne tile variables 
and the agents as follows. 
A. 4.2.2.2 Renaming the Component 
The user is allowed to rename the imported component to have a more comprehensive style of 
naming the components with functional names rather than enumerating them-, the user can change the 
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component name from the standard name used in the library, especially if the application contains 
multiple instances of the same component. Following the component import dialogue in figure A. 15, 
the dialogue in figure A. 16 appears to allow the user to rename the component. 
I OK 
in-seit t tie Component intothe ariPlication With the narine 
Ivalvel 
Cancel 
11 map the componord*s vairiables and agents sepairatly 
Figure A. 16, Importing Component 
If the user selected the checkbox that appears below the agent name, to choose between 
adding the component's variables, agents, and goal-models to the application with the same names 
they have in the library, but after pre-fixing them with the component name (if the checkbox is not 
selected), or to map each variable and agent in tum. 
A. 4.2.2.3 Mapping Component's Variables 
Sometimes, after selecting the component, the user wants to rename each variable and agent 
in turn. This preference can arise in the case where some of the variables or the agents names already 
exists, that the user will map the library variable and agents to them rather than adding them to the 
application. Figure A. 17 shows a dialogue box to map a component's variable. There are three choices: 
the variable will be added to the application with a new typed name, the variable will be added with the 
same name, or the user can map the variable to one of the application variables that is compatible with 
the library , ariable (sainc data-týpc and sanic input owpun 
I OK 
Insert and rename to 
lvýlvostatel Cancel 
a Insect wfth the same name In the library ., Ovs- SAMI. 
map to Existing Variable 
Figure A. / 7, Mapping Compont, 111's 
This dialogue appears after importing a Component and very rarely after importing high-level 
goal-model templates. 
A. 4.2.2.4 Mapping the Component's Agents 
After the user maps the components' variables, he now needs to map the agents that controls 
the variables and are associated with the goal-models. Figure A. 18 shows map agents dialogue. It is 
similar to the dialogue in figure A. 17. This dialogue box appears after importing a component and, 
very rarely, after importing high-level goal-model templates. Figure A. 19 shows the desktop of the tool 
after importing a valve component. There is one variable valve_state in the variable list, one agent, 
motor, in the agent list, one component valve in the components list and two goal-models, closeValve 
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and openValve, in the goal model list; these two goal-models appear in separate internal frames as 
GlAchieve[openValvel and GI: Achieve[closeValve]. The user can import the rest of the component 
in the way as described in this section. 
OK 
insert and rename In matorl 
cancei 
0 Inseil wKh the sawne name in the WwaFy 
map to Exhiting Agerst 
-- -------- - 
F1 Io If 'ý' III, /ppmg' 1/1, mpl/)l Pill '111 S ilg" lllý 
A. 4.2.3 Importing High-level goal-model Templates 
Non-nally, after the user imports all the application components, he can import tile hitii-level 
goal-models that are the templates for the goal-models. These templates can be used to combine the 
components' low-level goal-models and the other goal-models that the user can add later to construct 
the complete application goal model. 
. ......... 
b. -ullb pp 
p-a-tloný-all fib 
Figuve A. 20, Importhig high-hwe/ goul-model 
A. 4.2.3.1 Selecting the High-level Templates 
The user uses the Import/H igh- level goal-model sub-menLI to display the import high-level 
goal-model Dialogue Box that can be used to import goal-model templates, as shown in figure A. 20. 
Unlike components, templates do not have specific names and they will all be combined into 
a single goal-model. Thus, the following step is to map the templates' variables and agents to the 
existing applications' variables and agents, respectively. 
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A. 4.2.3.2 Renaming the Template Variables 
The dialogue box in figure A. 21 appears after the user imports high-level goal-111odel 
templates from the library. The high-level goal-model usually contains the higher-level functions 
expected from such an application, but does not have the full details of how to achieve them, which 
mainly depend on the components' details that can differ from one application to another. We argue 
that this template concept can increase the overall flexibility of the tool. The dialogue in figure A. 2 I is 
the same as the dialogue for mapping the variables of the components. 
However, if the user imported the components before importing the templates, usually the 
templates' variables are contained within the application, thus the tool will always assume that the user 
needs to map the template variables into the application variables, however, the user can add the 
variables to the application if they are not there. 
- Insewt and renainne to I 
:c Inuart with the came name in the UbiFarV S1.1144. 
map to Existinu Variabia va#-__Mate 
Figurc, 4.21, inapphig lonplalt, variab1cs 
GI: Mmntaln logmr~_Modesl 
I- 
G2' . ACNOW [dartuPI 
0- 
* 
GS: Achhre IstartupInSeq] 
0-4 GW. Ad*gw IstoluPSk"LIKI 
Ca tA*dain lflaý bwning] 
3ý GIZ Achkw (OPOnValvOl 
Zda 613: Achkw [OPWNahOl 
G4: Actwom IswNchofn 
G14: AchWwj$WdOWnlnSOqj 
asSimumaneous, c -1 
(: ]GýalOperMion asenraliv 
Figure A. 22, the GOPCSDqfier importing the 
A. 4.2.3.3 Renaming the Template Agents 
The agent mapping dialogue for the high-level templates is the similar to tile corresponding 
one of the components. However, it less probable to find templates containing agents because 
templates usually specify high-level goal-models, whereas agents are found at the level of the terminal 
goals to accomplish components' low-level terminal goals. 
on atthe sometime is 
esuibe the state of the vaNs 
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Figure A. 22 shows the GOPCSD desktop after importing the appropriate components and 
high-level goal-model templates. The goal-models list to the right contains the names of the goal- 
models found to the left. The goal-model that describes the operation modes of the gas burner is shown 
named operationmodes. It has different types of goals organised in a tree hierarchy. 
After describing how to build the skeleton of the application by importing the components 
and the templates, we describe how to edit the goals (the building blocks of the goal-models). 
A. 4.2.4 Goal-model popup menu 
Each goal-model enables the user to manipulate its goals and the entire goal-niodel using a 
popup menu as shown in figure A. 23. Each goal inside the goal model is uniquely identified by an 
index, which is an integer identifier appearing in front of the goal name and is automatically updated 
each time the user changes the goal-model structure by introducing, removing or moving goals, as will 
be explained in the following sections. 
Figure 23, the goal-model popup menu 
A. 4.2.4.1 Adding new child goals 
Each goal can be refined to sub-goals by first deciding a refinement pattern for the parent goal 
and then selecting the parent goal and using the popup menu to add new child goals to it. There should 
be special considerations in the case of the simultaneous refinement pattern, where each of the child 
goals should be tenninal; also, in the inheritance refinement, by definition, not more than one single 
child goal can be allowed for each parent goal within the same goal-model. After the user clicks add a 
new child, the goal-model will be updated and the new goal will appear with new-child-goal name and 
default attributes that normally requires the user to change the attributes' values as explained in section 
4.2.4.2. 
A. 4.2.4.2 Editing Goal Attributes 
When the goal-models are imported from the library or created for the first time using the 
dialogue box in figure A. 11, they contain goals that may require attribute modifications, as the user 
selects one of the goals inside the goal-model, a brief description appears inside the goal-model frame. 
But, if the user wants to see the goal's details and to manipulate them, he can activate the popup menu 
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using the mouse right button and select edit attributes. Figure A. 24 shows the goal dialogue where the 
user can edit goal attributes like name, informal description, and goal type, and decide whether the 
goal is terminal or not. 
For the formal description of the goal, the toot enables the user to use a predictive parser that 
can guide the user on what to write, as shown in figure A. 25. The user can click the formal button in 
the goal dialogue in front of the formal description of the goal condition and action, and the formal 
description dialogue will then pop Lip. 
D-Clilnjon the jjoýd cmrbrmý 
paftwý 
start up 
1n. tt 
cm II 
Figure A. 24, the goal attribules dialogue 
In figure 24 the dialogue has a checkbox to distinguish between terminal and non-ternlinal 
goals. According to the state of this checkbox, one of the tabs of the dialogue terminal 
attributes/refinement (for non-terminal goals) attributes will be active and the other will be inactive. 
(; nal PIrkp:,, I id .11',, i.. I III di -: 1 
ýR'b-ý .. I-l-qth, -, EXTKWDED ýd Rob- ýqle ý 
ý ARM2_PRESS -d . , _Uetftl_pEeslld - 
90 ýdj 
P.... 
-Ievel- 
DOW -d R. bot - Orr 
Goal-Act 
R. b. t. &-Z .. q. - - Orr 
........ ... ..... FaedBelLme1al_at_@ncJ 
DeposilBelt-moving 
DePosit8all-metal-at sla 
DepositBelLm. taiaten( 
Prass-v_moýng 
Pross_pressslate 
Figure A. 25, the. /brmal description dialogue 
A. 4.2.4.2.1 Terminal goals 
In figure A. 26, the terminal attributes tab of the goal dialogue appears to enable the user to 
select the type of the terminal goal, whether it is environmental or not and whether it is functional or 
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not. Environmental goals can appear during the animation and conflict checks but not in the generated 
specifications because they are part of the external environment. 
A. 4.2.4.2.2 Non-terminal goals 
In figure A. 27, the non-terminal attributes tab of the goal dialogue appears to enable (Ile user 
to select one of the refinement patterns for the sub-goals of the edited goal. Each pattern is followed by 
a brief description for the user's guidance. 
Tfwmwwlf^nvibtd" The antil"IMOMM goal 
Figurc, 4.26, lhe terminal attribinc,; ial) 
--4- Conguýtäý: to r. Ibm the eue4 WKo a nungý « Pm"w mob com. 
, 
ý- 
Ský. - 1. ý«b. . ýh. WW t. . n-W- of »-M- -m Um. 
Jr 
Figure A. 27, Me refinemew tab 
A. 4.2.4.3 Moving the sub-goals within the parent goal 
The tool enables the user to re-order the sub-goals using a standard move first, next, previous, 
and last; this option can be activated through the popup menu and then selecting move goal. 
A. 4.2.4.4 Copying, Cutting, Pasting, Deleting goals 
The goal-model popup menu enables the user to duplicate, delete, move goals (move it 
outside the scope of its parent using sequence of cut then past) and sub-goal trees by selecting the 
desired goal, then activating the popup and selecting the edit sub-menu followed by cut, copy, delete 
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etc. in a standard way, like most applications, It should be noticed that the paste option works either to 
add the clipboard goal as a new child for the selected goal (paste into new child) or to replace the 
whole goal by the clipboard goal (paste into). Being able to copy and paste between different goal- 
models, the user can combine different goal-models or sub-parts through creating a new goal-model 
and then copying each goal-model root or desired goal, and then pasting it as a new child in the new 
goal-model. 
A. 4.2.4.5 Reasoning about the goals 
The user can reason about each goal within the goal model using how or why; how reasoning 
explains how the goal can be accomplished; it lists all the sub-goals and their sub-goals. Why 
reasoning explains why the goal needs to be accomplished; it traverses through the ancestor goals of 
the selected goal one by one, starting from the direct parent goal. 
F1 easoning why for goal: G 15: openValve E3 r, ý 
, 
e goal 015: Achieve [openValvelýopen the gas valve is meant 
OK 
1 in order to: 06: Maintain [flame-burningi: keep the flame builing 
2 in order to. 03: Maintain [operation-modes]: 
Copy Text 
3 in order to: 011: Maintain [GeneralO peration]: general functions 
Reasoning how to icalize goaLstattup 
he goal Achieve [startup) start up is niarit 
OK 
05: Achieve (startupl. start up; this goal is refined as the Alternative of 
.1 
08: Achieve (startupInSeql: start up in sequence, this goal is refined as the Sequence of 
Cow Text 
. 
1.1 010: Achieve lopenValvel: 
. 
1.2 011: Achieve lopenValvey 
. 
1.3 Gi 2: Achieve 1switchonj: 
.2 
09. Achieve [startupSimulq: open the two valves and switch the igniter on at the same time; this goal is r 
eflned as the Simultaneous of 
. 
2.1 013: Achieve lopenValvel: open the air valve Ifthere is no flame and Switch is on 
. 
2.2 014: Achieve [openValvel, open the gas valve ifthe air valve is open and the flame Is absent and the 
switch is onj 
Reasoning about exapanded goals 
G1. maintain joeneralOperationl. general functions, this goal is refined as the c onjunction or -i 
OK 
G2: Achieve [safetyl: safety conditions close the gas valve if the air valve is closed . it is a terminal goat control 
ed by agent gas motor 
C10111111,1111,11411W 
03: Maintain [operation_modesl:, this goal is refined as the Disjunction of 3 subgoals 
05: Achieve [startup) start up; this goal is refined as the Alternative OT2 subgoals 
06 Maintain Iflame_burningl: keep the flame burning. this goal is refined as the Simultaneous of 2 subgoals' 
015: Achieve lope nvalvej: open the gas valve. It Is a terminal goal controlled by agent gas-motor 
016: Achieve lope nvalve): Open the air valve . 
It is a terminal goal controlled by agent alrý_motor 
07: Achieve (switchoM: sWtch off, this goal is refined as the Alternative of 2 subgoals 
04: Achieve leconomyl: switch the Igniter off once the flame Is detected ; It is a terminal goal controlled by age 
nt igniter-ignition_device 
Figure A. 28, reasoning about goals. 
Moreover the user can expand the most important goals and collapse the rest then a detailed 
report can be displayed for him/her when he/she selects the reason/ reason about expanded goals sub- 
menu. Figure A. 29 shows the message boxes that pop up as a result of different goal reasoning. 
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A. 4.2.4.6 Expanding the goal-model 
The tool enables the user to expand the goal-model tree directly through the popup menu 
expand all goals. This can help the user to see all the details of all goals. We have not mentioned the 
obstacle analysis menu item that appears in the goal-model popup menu yet, because we thought it is 
more relevant to describe it in the second phase (section 4.3.5) 
A. 4.2.5 Splitting the goal-model 
The complete goal-model, which the user constructs usually, contains alternative refinernent 
sites; these refinement sites mean a set of integrated solutions. This so lution- integration reduces the 
user's effort and shortens the time required to construct the separate goal-models; however, a single 
version is the target. Thus, the compound goal-model needs to be split into simple solutions by 
splitting the alternative goals at each alternative refinement site. Figure A. 29 shows an example of 
splitting a compound goal model that appears to the left. The resultant simple goakmodels appear to 
the right numerated from I to 4. 
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Figure A. 2 9, splitting a compound goal-model 
During splitting, the alternative refinement pattern will be changed into a number of 
inheritance patterns in the different goal models. In the previous example, in figure A. 29, there are two 
goals G2 and G4 with alternative refinement, such that neither of them is an ancestor goal of the other; 
each of them has two alternative sub-goals. After splitting the goal-model, the user should proceed 
with the simple goal-models within the second phase and modify each of them according to the 
feedback from the different tests, as will be explained in section A. 4.3. 
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A. 4.3 Phase 11, Checking the goal-models 
The tool employs phase one and two as a feedback loop for the user to provide him 
suggestions to modify the requirements. In the second phase, the tool provides a general check for the 
goal-model to ensure the basic restrictions it has to fulfil, conflict analysis to detect inconsistency, 
completeness, goal-reachability, and, finally, obstacle analysis to predict problems that can occur 
during run-time and prevent the application from operating correctly as planned. Moreover, the tool 
enables the user to validate the requirements and correct the logical errors. 
A. 4.3.1 Checking the basic goal-model structure constraints 
The user can check the fulfilment of the basic constraints in the developed goai-Inodels using 
the menu item Check/Check goal-model, hence, the dialogue box in figure A. 30 will pop up and show 
the result of the named tests. Moreover, the tool highlights the goals violating the goal-model 
constraints to help the user locate them easily. 
A. 4.3.1.1 Check Agent Assignments 
This test ensures that every terminal goal is assigned to an agent. In the case there is a 
terminal goal without associated agent, the goal index will be reported. 
A. 4.3.1.2 Check Uniqueness of Control 
This test ensures that each variable is uniquely controlled by a single agent. The test algorithin 
traverses the goal-model and checks and the agent assignments to ensure each controlled variable, in 
the terminal goal action formulae, is always controlled by the same associated agent. In the Case Of 
violation, the terminal goal index will be reported, along with the variable name, the expected agent, 
and the current agent. 
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Figure A. 30, Check the goal-model haNic constraints 
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A. 4.3.1.3 Check Inheritance refinement Constraints 
This test ensures that each inheritance refinement site has exactly a single goal. Fhe 
inheritance pattern means that, under all circumstances, the child goal is a special case of the parent 
goal; thus, it will be inconsistent if two instances exist in the same single solution version. 
A. 4.3.1.4 Check Simultaneous refinement Constraints 
This check ensures that each simultaneous refinement site has only sub-goals of type 
terminals. In case of having a non-terminal sub-goal, the user will be guided to change the refinement 
pattern to conjunction; or alternatively, he can change the goal-model structure. 
A. 4.3.1.5 Alternative refinement constraints 
Unlike the constraints of the simultaneous and inheritance refinement pattcrn, the allernalke 
constraints is not an error but a kind of warning to inform the user that this goal-model needs splitting 
before it can proceed to the following check stages. The algorithm basically traverses the goal-model 
tree and reports any non-terminal goal that has alternative refinernent type. 
A. 4.3.2 Check Goal-Conflict 
Consistency is a crucial aspect of the application requirements. Although tile developed 
application usually seems consistent from local view, under some critical circumstances some parts of 
the application can prescribe inconsistent behaviour [Easterbook 94, VanLamsweerde 98b]. This may 
lead to critical and unexpected hazards or at least improper operation. The 60PCSD tool enables the 
user to check the consistency of the goal-model, as shown in figure A. 3 1. The user can perform this 
check on the goal-model to discover the conflict goal pairs. Usually, the conflict happens whet) two 
goals try to control the same variable simultaneously. The user can activate this check by selecting the 
goal model to be checked. then clicking on the (go'11-1110del check Conflicl "uh 111CIIII. 
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Figure A. 31, goal-model validity clic, c-A 
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A. 4.3.3 Check goal-reachability 
Figure A. 32 shows a dialogue box that report unreachable goals. Sometimes, cspccujllý in 
large applications, the user is more likely to err in specifying the pre- or post- condition of one of the 
goals; this may result in a case where this goal will not be active at any time. Thus, the tool discovers 
such cases and reports them to the user with some suggestion and possible predictions about why these 
goals are unreachable. I 
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or Its pre-condillon confgctwtlh one offt predecessor-goalg in case of $*quanta refinement 
FigurcA. 32, checking it-licilicr ca(hgoal bý rem hable or nol 
It is important to know that having an unreachable parent goal results in an unreachable sub- 
goal. This test can be activated by selecting the desired goal-model, then clicking on the check goal- 
model/completeness and reachability check sub-menu and then clicking the locate unreachable goals 
button as shown in figure A. 32. 
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Figure A. 33, check the completeness ofthe goal-model 
A. 4.3.4 Check goal-model Completeness 
The completeness check is very important to enable the user to consider unexpected cases, which 
he/she did not consider. The test can be activated by selecting the desired goal-model, then clicking on 
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the check goal-model/completeness and reach-ability check sub-menu and then clicking the check 
completeness button, as shown in figure A. 33. 
The tool should provide enough feedback in the case of discovering incompletenessý hence, 
the user can either complete the goal-model by adding covering goals, weakening the pre-conditions of 
goals, or just be aware of this incompleteness if he knows such a situation is impossible. 
A. 4.3.5 Obstacle Analysis 
Obstacle analysis enables the user to deepen the application's scope by adding, 'considering 
environmental conditions which were not considered before and which usually affect the application's 
operation [VanLamsweerdc, 98a]. The tiser can perl'orm Ilic obstacle analysis in three sleps ; i,, 
I MIN 
i 
Ob. I-WI-111-1 (JýS(711PUDF(nOt gas-yatýe-Stala= OPEN) and gas_vaVve_state= CLOSED 
C'Ust aL le'. 
Obliledill Obsta,. Io n4rm 
Obsl, %ý Is I 
Obstacle descrigAimi 
D. - 
"bwtbvl0"M NonAVoittablo 
Delete AN Add now Obstacle 
Delete Obstacle Edll Obstacle 
Figurc. -1.34, athling ob. slat It, to a. V)o ific goal 
OK 
A. 4.3.5.1 Introducing Obstacles 
The first step is to introduce the tool via obstacles that obstruct some of the goals. For effort 
reduction, it is recommended to consider only the obstacles of the terminal goals. The user can use the 
goal-model popup menu described before in section 4.2.4 to activate the obstacle analysis dialogue. As 
shown in figure A-34, the user can see the negation of the goal's formal description, which is the 
description for the obstacle to occur, and then he/she can think of different reasons why such an 
obstruction can happen during run-time. Each obstacle will be recorded with different a name and 
description to be accessed later. 
A. 4.3.5.2 Editing Obstacle Status 
The second step is to change the obstacle status (user rcsponse to it) by first sciccling tile 
desired obstacle from the Obstacles list in figure A. 34, and then clicking on the edit obstacle button. 
Each obstacle can be avoidable, amendable, non-avoidable or removable. The GOPCSD tool 
provides some guidance to the user to inform him/'her how to get rid ofavoid/amend the etTeCt of tile 
obstacle. Accordingly, he should update what is the current response for this obstacle. 
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A. 4.3.5.3 Reporting Obstacles for the entire goal-model 
The last step in obstacle analysis is to provide a report on the obstacles within the goal-niodel 
and their current user-response status. 
'Obstacle Analy- Report 
Cm 
COPW Text 
the following obstacles have been reported 
goal 015: Achieve (openValve) Is obstructed by I Obstaclesý 
I- Obstaclel has obstacle-type of Non-Avoidable The current response state Ignored 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Figure A. 3 6, Obstacle report 
A. 4.3.6 Animation 
The tool enables the user to discover the design errors as early as in the requirements stage. 
This can reduce the effort and the cost and shorten the final product production time. These errors can 
be discovered by validating the goal-model, as shown in figure A. 37. The user can animate the goal- 
model by selecting the animate/step by step sub-menu. 
The GOPCSD tool enables the user to use the animation utility in various ways to fullil various 
proposes, as follows: 
" The user can validate the requirements and accepts the system behaviour. 
" The animation result may be used to differentiate between two versions of the application. 
" The user can reset the variables to their initial values and execute different sceneries by changing 
the input variables to simulate receiving he different events. 
The user can adjust the values of the application variables and observe the system behaviour 
in a response to sudden/unexpected events or changes in the output variables; this can be used to study 
application response in the presence of faults. 
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Figure A. 3 7, animating the goal-model 
A. 4.3.7 Trace variable, agent distributions over goals 
The tool enables the user to trace the existence of' specific _iriables or the association of 
specific agents to the goals within one goal-model. This utility can used to visualise the requirements 
goals and to provide some help to trace some logical errors that could not be captured by the other 
checks and tests. Figure A. 38 shows the dialogue box of the agent/ variables distribution over goals 
that can be activated from the goal-niodel popup menu. 
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A. 4.4 Phase 111, Generate formal specifications 
This phase is the final phase to automatically generate the output as aB specification. After 
the user checks and tests the application goal-model, the application will be ready for generating the 
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specifications. The tool provides two forms: general invariants that consist of pre- and post-conditions 
of Boolean expressions built of the variable assignments and the actor (the agent) that maintains such 
an invariant. 
Invariant no 5 
Pro-Conclition ( name detected - ABSENT ) and ( -lkh - ON 
OK 
Post-Condition gas vatve_state = OPEN C CwV I ext 
Agent: gas-motor 
invariant no. 6 
Pre-Condition (SvAtch = ON) and (flame-detected = PRESENT) 
Post-Condition gas-valve-state =OPEN 
Agent gas_motor 
Invariant no. 7 
Pro-Condition. ( syAtch = ON) and (flame-detected = PRESENT) 
Post-Condition: air_vatve_state = OPEN 
Agent: air_motor 
Figurt, A. 39, thegenerafedoperational invorianIsloperations 
A. 4.4.1 Generating invariants/ operations 
In addition to the B specification the GOPCSD too generate operation and invariants, \%hich can he 
used in other formal methods or directly into implementation programming languages. Invariants 
represent the logical input-output relationships between the application variables. The hierarchical 
structure of the goal-model is not shown in the invariants, only the functional and non-environniental 
terminal goals will contribute to the generated operations and invariants. These operations can be 
regarded as general specification units that can be the main input for other formal methods or 
programming languages. By selecting the Specification menu item, generate invariants, a dialogue box 
similar to the one in figure A. 39 will appear. 
A. 4.4.2 Generating B machines 
As the final output of the GOPCSD tool, the tool provides formal specification in the form of 
B AMN machines. By selecting the Specification/B machines sub-inenu. a dialogue box similar to the 
one in fi2lUrc A. 40 \ý ill ýillpcýir 
00( 
1ý - 10. so didaftjwsýh ", -. GMoQwJW. h 
S. I-C19 -1 1 (:, Wv Tokl 
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RtE 
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FLAME TYPE 
switch ONOFF 
IF 
081 *1 
(014M. 
-delected = 
ASSENT) & (ownch = ON)) & (Sir-vikive-slate = OPEN) 
11-011 *f = ABSENT) & (SwIlCtl ý 
Figure A. 40, the generated B machinev 
The tool provides a list of the generated B machines files inside the dialogue tabs; the user can browse 
the B files. The tool saves these specification files on the directory of the requirements application. 
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These B machines can be further refined and processed by the software engineer within tile B toolkit 
environment with a high confident that the systems engineer agrees with their requirements. 
A. 5 Conclusions 
The GOPCSD tool implements the early stages of the process control application 
development lifecycle. Serving as a front end for the B toolkit; the tool enables the systems engineer to 
gradually refine and formulate the user needs into structured requirements. GOPCSD adapts and 
extends the KAOS method to generate B AMN machines for the process control applications; which 
can be further processed by a software engineer within the B toolkit environment. The GOPCSD tool 
guides its user in constructing, debugging and correcting the requirements. This reduces the 
interference of the concerns between the systems and software engineers; in addition it decreases tile 
overhead of the checking the formal specifications since the generated specifications have been 
examined and agreed by the user (systems engineer). 
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Details of the case studies 
B. 1 The Gas Burner System 
In this section, we list the requirements and specifications of the gas burner system. 
B. 1.1 Construction of the goal-model 
General descriptuion of the gas burnr sYstem after importing the cmponentv 
Application: gas_bumer 
Description: A simple gas bumer for heating purposes 
By Mr I EI-Maddah, 1-8-2003 
The application contains 5 components 
I -gas Description: an abstract valve to control the flow of the liquids and gases 
2-air Description: an abstract valve to control the flow of the liquids and gases 
3-igniter Description: to produce the spark 
4-switch Description: An on/OFF switch to automate the operation 
5-flamedetector Description: a thermal sensor to detect the existence of flame ( prsent/ absent) 
The Application has 3 agent(s) as follows: 
I- gas_motor 
2- air_motor 
3- igniter_ignitior 
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The Application has 5 variable(s) as follows: 
I- gas - valve_state 
type: ValveType 
2- airvalvestate type: ValveType 
3- igniter state type: ONOFF 
4- switch state type: ONOFF 
5- flame_detector_state type: FLAME_TYPE 
The Application has 6 goal-model(s) as follows: 
I- gas_openValve : to open the valve 
2- gas_closeValve : to close the valve 
3- air_openValve Ao open the valve 
4- air_closeValve : to close the valve 
5- igniter 
- switch - 
on : switch the igniter on 
6- igniter_switch off : to switch off the igniter after producing the 
Else ýA'ý imp., C. -P.. O goal-Md A". rd VýWkAbl. Cho. k Goal 0 Anima 
ig"raI40neration 
GI: Maintain [General0peration) 
4p -4t G2: Avoid [safety) 
65: Achieve [C10S0GaSVakfS1 
G3: Makitain [operation_ntodes) 
1P GO: Achieve [startup) 
7, 
ý- 
GO- Achieve [stawtup_jnsequencel 
Asbi Gil: Achieve lopenAlo-Vakoel 
Z? %h G12: Achieve lopenGasValwel 09 
Zý G13: Achieve Isv*Kch_on] 
(219 
GIG: Achieve Istartup_skyKaRansous) 
ZCbi G14: Achkyws[openAkVnhmj 09 
19L& GIG: Achieve lopenGasAfthm] OR 
-at& GIG: Achieve iswftch__on] 
G17: Achieve jopenGasVaIweJ 
GED 
GIB: Achieve lopertkirValvel 
GO: Achieve jawillcheWn 
7. 
ý- 
619: Achionos[shtODown-JnSequence] 
62 1: Achieve jCI8suHGMWV9WWeJ 
23bi G22-. Achieve [closeAllrValwel 
US) 
-P 7-k- G20. Achlewe [shuKDown-sknuffaneous] 
Z3bi G23: Achieve [closeGasVokm] 
GIN 
G24: Achieve [closeAtirValwel 
or . 
1ý G4: MakWaln jecon, ~ 
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lak G26: Achieve lawhch_uffl 
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Figure B. 2, the main goal olthegas hurnersYsicinafierre inhigall. vul) I 
List of the main goal-model before splitting 
Application: gas-burnerAll Goals List: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
7- GeneralOperation: describe geenrally the high level functions of the burner 
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GM7G1: Maintain [Genera I Operation] general functions 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Conjunction of {GM7G2, GM7G3, GM7G4J 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G2: Avoid [safety] avoid the gas valve open when the air valve is closed 
Pre-condition: air valve state=CLOSED and gas-valve_state= OPEN 
This goal is refinid- as In-heritance of {GM7G5) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G5: Achieve [closeGasValve] if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed close gas 
valve 
Pre-condition: gas-valve_state = OPEN 
Action: gas-valve-state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas-motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G3: Maintain [operation_modes] 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Disjunction of (GM7G6, GM7G7, GM7G8) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G6: Achieve [startup] the system was off when the command of switching on was given 
start up 
Pre-condition: (flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame 
- state = 
ABSENT ) and ( switch_switch_state = ON 
This goal is refined as Alternative of {GM7G9, GM7G10) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GM7G9: Achieve [startup_insequence] start up in sequence open the air valve, then the gas 
valev the switch on the igniter 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Sequence of {GM7G 11, GM7G 12, GM7G 13) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G1 1: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: air_valve_state = CLOSED 
Action: air_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent air_motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GIV17G12: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: gas - valve - state = 
CLOSED 
Action: gas - valve - state = 
OPEN is controlled by agent gas_motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G13: Achieve [switch_on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
Pre-condition: igniter_state = OFF 
Action: igniter_state = ON is controlled by agent igniter_ignitior 
GM7G 10: Achieve (startup_., simultaneous] start the gas burner up simultanosly when the 
switch is on open the gas and air valves in the same time as switching on the igniter 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of {GM7G14, GM7G15, GM7G16} 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GM7G14: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: air_valve_state = CLOSED 
Action: air_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent air motor 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GM7G15: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: gas-valve_state = CLOSED 
Action: gas-valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent gas 
- 
motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7GI6: Achieve [switch 
- 
on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
Pre-condition: igniter 
- 
state = OFF 
Action: igniter 
- 
state = ON is controlled by agent igniter-ignitior 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G7: Maintain [flame_burning] the switch is on and the flame is there keep the flame 
burning 
Pre-condition: ( switch - 
switch 
- 
state = ON ) and ( flame_detector 
- 
flame_state = PRESENT) 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of {GM7G17, GM7G18j 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ GM7G17: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: gas 
- 
valve - 
state = CLOSED 
Action: gas 
- 
valve 
- 
state = OPEN is controlled by agent gas-motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G18: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: air valve state = CLOSED 
Action: air_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent air-motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G8: Achieve [switchoff] the flame was there but the switch is off now switch off 
Pre-condition: ( switch_switch-state = OFF ) and ( flame-detector-flame-state = PRESENT 
This goal is refined as Alternative of {GM7G19, GM7G20) 
GM7G19: Achieve [shutDown_inSequence] when the switch is off and there is a flame 
detected shut the gas and the air valves 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Sequence of (GM7G21, GM7G22) 
GM7G21: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: gas - valve - 
state = OPEN 
Action: gas 
- 
valve 
- 
state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas_motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G22: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Action: air valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent air - 
motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G20: Achieve [shutDown_simultaneous] when there is a flame and the switch is off shut 
down gas and air valves 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of (GM7G23, GM7G24) 
GM7G23: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: gas - 
valve - 
state = OPEN 
Action: gas-valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas_motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G24: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: air_valve_state = OPEN 
Action: air 
- 
valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent air_motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM7G4: Maintain [economy] if the flame exists and switch is ON economical goal 
Pre-condition: flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame 
- state=PRESENT and switch_switch_state= 
ON 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of (GM7G25) 
GM7G25: Avoid [maximise 
- 
igniter_lifetime] if there is a flame present and the switch is on 
switch off the spark ignitior 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of (GM7G261 
GM7G26: Achieve (switch_off] switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
Pre-condition: igniter_state = ON 
Action: igniter_state = OFF is controlled by agent igniter_ignitior 
B. I. 2 Checking the Requirements 
List of the incompleteness cases for the sequential version 
Completeness check: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Case no 1: Under the following combination: 
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air_valve_state = OPEN 
igniter 
- 
state = ON 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable gas - valve - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G 1, G3 assigned it the following value "OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 2: Under the following combination: 
air_valve_state = OPEN 
igniter_state = OFF 
switch - 
switch_state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable gas - valve - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G 1, G3 assigned it the following value "OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 3: Under the following combination 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter 
- state 
= ON 
switch - switch_state 
= ON 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable gas-Valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3, G7, *G 14, G4, G 18, *G 19 assigned it the 
following value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G7, *G 13, *G 14, G4, G 18, *G 19 assigned it the 
following value "OPEN" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 4: Under the following combination: 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter_state = OFF 
switch switch state = ON 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable gas-Valve_state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially. "OPEN" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3, G7, *G14, G4 assigned it the following 
value "CLOSED" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G7, *G13, *G14, G4 assigned it the following 
value "OPEN" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grandlchild-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 5: Under the following combination: 
gas-valve_state = OPEN 
igniter 
- state 
= ON 
switch_switch_state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable air - valve - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G 1, G3 assigned it the following value "OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3 assigned it the following value 
"CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 6: Under the following combination: 
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gas-valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter_state = ON 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable air - valve - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
ftinctional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 7: Under the following combination: 
gas-valve_state = OPEN 
igniter_state = OFF 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable air - valve - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3 assigned it the following value 
"CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
ftinctional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 8: Under the following combination 
gas-Valve_state = CLOSED 
igniter_state = OFF 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable air - valve - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, GI, G3 assigned it the following value "OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 9: Under the following combination 
gas-valve_state = OPEN 
igniter_state = ON 
switch - switch-state 
= OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable air - 
valve - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G8, G15, *G16 assigned it the following value 
"OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G15, *Gl6assigned itthe following 
value "CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 10: Under the following combination: 
gas-valve_state = OPEN 
igniter 
- state 
= OFF 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable air - valve - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "OPEN" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G8, G15, *G16 assigned it the following value 
"OPEN" 
initially: "CLOSED" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G 15, *G 16 assigned it the following 
value "CLOSED" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 11: Under the following combination: 
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gas 
- 
valve - 
state CLOSED 
air_valve_state OPEN 
switch switch state = ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G6, G9, *G 11 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G1, G3, G6, G9, *Gl I assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 12: Under the following combination: 
gas - valve - 
state OPEN 
air_ývalve_state CLOSED 
switch - switch_state 
= ON 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal fist:, G1, G2, *G5, G3, G6, G9, *G10 assigned it the following value 
"ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3, G6, G9, *G10 assigned it the following value 
"OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grandIchild-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 13: Under the following combination: 
gas - valve - 
state CLOSED 
air_valve_state CLOSED 
switch switch state = ON 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal fist:, G I, G3, G6, G9, *G 10 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G6, G9, *Gl 0 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 14: Under the following combination: 
gas - valve - 
state = OPEN 
air_valve_state = OPEN 
switch - 
switch_state = OFF 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter-state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, GI, G3 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grandIchild-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 15: Under the following combination: 
gas-valve_state = CLOSED 
air valve state = OPEN 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter - 
state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, GI, G3 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G I, G3 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grandIchild-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 16: Under the following combination: 
gas_valve_state OPEN 
air - valve_state 
CLOSED 
switch_switch state = OFF 
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flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
ftinctional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 17: Under the following combination: 
gas-valve_state CLOSED 
air - valye - 
state CLOSED 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT 
The output variable igniter - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G 1, G3 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G1, G3 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grandlchild-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 18: Under the following combination: 
gas-valve-state = OPEN 
air valve state= OPEN 
sw7itch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, GI, G3, G8, G15, *G16 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G8, G 15, *G 16 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 19: Under the following combination: 
gas-Valve_state CLOSED 
air - valve-state 
OPEN 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G8, G 15, *G 17 assigned it the following value "ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G8, G 15, *G 17 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 20: Under the following combination: 
gas-Valve_state = OPEN 
air - 
valve_state = CLOSED 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter - state 
is not fully determined it is assigned different values as follows 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G 1, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G 15, *G 16 assigned it the following value 
"ON" 
initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, GI, G2, *G5, G3, G8, G15, *G16 assigned it the following value 
"OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case no 21: Under the following combination: 
gas-Valve-state = CLOSED 
air - valve_state 
= CLOSED 
switch switch state = OFF 
flame 
- 
detcctor_flame_state = PRESENT 
The output variable igniter state is not fully determined it is assigned different values as foil S ow, 
initially: "ON" The active goal list:, G 1, G3, G8, G 15 assigned it the following value "ON" 
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initially: "OFF" The active goal list:, G I, G3, G8, G15 assigned it the following value "OFF" 
A high-level goal should be added as the parent of the current main goal( GI) which should have a 
functional [grand]child-goal to cover this combination 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
21 cases of missing full output variable determinism have been reported! 
The goals of the sequential version 
Dependency between the application's variables 
Variable gas - valve_state 
is controlled by the following variables: 
air - valve_state switch_switch_state 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state 
Variable air - valve - 
state is controlled by the following variables: 
gas - valve - 
state 
switch switch state 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state 
Variable igniter 
T state 
is controlled by the following variables: 
gas - valve_state air - valve_state switch_switch_state 
flame_detector_flame_state 
Application: gas-bumerAll Goals List: 
8- GeneralOperation( split no 1 /4) 
GM8G 1: Maintain [GeneralOperation] general functions 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Conjunction of fGM8G2, GM8G3, GM9G4J 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G2: Avoid [safety] avoid the gas valve open when the air valve is closed 
Pre-condition: air - valve - 
state=CLOSED and gas-Valve-state= OPEN 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of JGM8G5J 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G5: Achieve [closeGasValve] if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed close gas valve 
Pre-condition: gas - valve - 
state = OPEN 
Action: gas_valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas-motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G3: Maintain [operation_modes] 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Disjunction of JGM8G6, GM8G7, GM8G8, GM9G9) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G6: Achieve [startup] the system was off when the command of switching on was given start up 
Pre-condition: ( flame 
I 
detector_flame_state = ABSENT ) and ( switch_switch_state = ON 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of I GM8G 10) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G 10: Achieve [startup_insequencel start up in sequence open the air valve, then the gas valev the 
switch on the igniter 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Sequence of fGM8G 11, GM8G 12, GM8G 13) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G 11: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: air - valve - 
state = CLOSED 
Action: air_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent air_motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G 12: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve 
pre-condition: gas-Valve_state = CLOSED 
Action: gas_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent gas_motor 
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GM8G13: Achieve [switch 
- 
on) to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
Pre-condition: igniter 
- state 
= OFF 
Action: igniter_state = ON is controlled by agent igniter_ignitior 
GM8G7: Maintain [flame 
- 
burning] the switch is on and the flame is there keep the flame burning 
Pre-condition: ( switch_switch - 
state = ON ) and ( flame - 
detector 
- 
flame_state = PRESENT 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of (GM8GI4, GM8G15) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G 14: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: gas, _valve_state 
= CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN 
Action: gas_valvq_state = OPEN is controlled by agent gas_motor 
GM8G15: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: air valve state = CLOSED 
Action: air_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent air_motor 
GM8G8: Achieve [switchoff] the flame was there but the switch is off now switch off 
Pre-condition: ( switch_switch_state = OFF ) and ( flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of t GM 8G 16) 
GM8G 16: Achieve [shutDown_inSequencel when the switch is off and there is a name detected shut 
the gas and the air valves 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is ref ined as Sequence of tGM8G 17, GM8G 181 
GM8G17: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: gas_valve - state 
= OPEN 
Action: gas-valve-state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas_motor 
GM8G 18: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Action: air_valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent air-motor 
GM8G9: Maintain [ensure_closing] when the burner is shutted down ensure valves and igniter are 
closed 
Pre-condition: switch - switch_state=OFF 
and flame_detector_flame_state=A B SENT 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of IGM8G 19, GM 8G20, GM8G2 1) 
GM8G 19: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Action: air_valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent air-motor 
GM8G20: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: gas - 
valve - 
state = OPEN 
Action: gas_valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas_motor 
GMSG2 1: Achieve [switch_offl switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
Pre-condition: igniter_state = ON 
Action: igniter_state = OFF is controlled by agent igniter-ignitior 
CjM8G4: Maintain [economy] if the flame exists and switch is ON economical goal 
Pre-condition: flame_detector_flame_state=PRESENT or (flame_detector_flame_state=ABSENT and 
(gas valve state=CLOSED or air-valve-state=CLOSED)-) 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of JGM8G22j 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM8G22: Avoid [maximise-igniter-lifetime] if there is a flame present and the switch is on switch off 
the spark ignitior 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of JGM8G23) 
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PM8G2 -Achieve sw c &witch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
Ire-con Ilion: ignitk-sMe-P 
Action: igniter state = OFF is controlled by agent igniter_ignitior 
The simultaneous version 
Completeness check for goal-model 9 GeneralOperation( split no4 /4) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Dependency between the application's variables 
Variable gas-Valve_state is controlled by the following variables: 
air - valve_state switch_switch_state 
flame detector flame state 
Variable air - valve - state 
is controlled by the following variables: 
switch switch state 
flame detector flame state 
Variable igniter 
- 
state is Controlled by the following variables: 
switch switch state 
flame detector flame state 
Application: gas-burnerAll Goals List: 
9- GeneralOperation( split no4 /4) : 
GM9G I: Maintain [GeneralOperation] general functions 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Conjunction of JGM9G2, GM9G3, GM9G4) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G2: Avoid [safety] avoid the gas valve open when the air valve is closed 
Pre-condition: air - valve state=CLOSED 
and gas - valve-state= 
OPEN 
This goal is refinid as 0heritance of JGM9G5) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G5: Achieve [closeGasValve] if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed close gas valve 
Pre-condition: gas 
- valve - 
state = OPEN 
Action: gas-valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas-motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G3: Maintain [operation_modes] 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Disjunction of (GM9G6, GM9G7, GM9G8J 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G6: Achieve [startup] the system was off when the command of switching on was given start tip 
Pre-condition: ( flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame 
- state 
= ABSENT ) and ( switch-switch_state = ON 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of JGM9G9J 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G9: Achieve [startup-simultaneous] start the gas burner up simultanosly when the switch is on 
open the gas and air valves in the same time as switching on the igniter 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of (GM9G 10, GM9G 11, GM9G 121 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G 10: Achieve [openAirValvel Open the valve 
Pre-condition: air - valve - 
state = CLOSED 
Action: air 
- valve_state 
= OPEN is controlled by agent air_motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G 11: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: gas 
- 
valve - 
state = CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN 
Action: gas_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent gas - motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G 12: Achieve [switch-on] to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
Pre-condition: igniter_state = OFF 
Action: igniter_state = ON is controlled by agent igniter_ignitior 
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-------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- GM9G7: Maintain [flame 
- 
burning] the switch is on and the flame is there keep the flame burning 
Pre-condition: ( switch - switch - 
state = ON ) and ( flame - 
detector 
- 
flame_state = PRESENT 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of IGM9G 13, GM9G 14) 
GM9G 13: Achieve [openGasValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: gas - valve - state 
= CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN 
Action: gas-valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent gas_motor 
GM9G14: Achieve [openAirValve] Open the valve 
Pre-condition: air valve state = CLOSED 
Action: air_valve_state = OPEN is controlled by agent air_motor 
GM9G8: Maintain [ensure_closing] when the burner is shutted down ensure valves and igniter are 
closed 
Pre-condition: switch switch state=OFF 
This goal is refined as Simultaneous of JGM9Gl5, GM9GI6, GM9Gl 7) 
GM9G 15: Achieve [closeAirValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: air valve state = OPEN 
Action: air_valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent air-motor 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GM9G 16: Achieve [closeGasValve] to close the valve 
Pre-condition: gas - valve - 
state = OPEN 
Action: gas-valve_state = CLOSED is controlled by agent gas-Motor 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G 17: Achieve [switch_off] switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
Pre-condition: igniter_state = ON 
Action: igniter 
- state 
= OFF is controlled by agent igniter_ignitior 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
GM9G4: Maintain (economy] if the flame exists and switch is ON economical goal 
Pre-condition: flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame_state=PRESENT and switch_switch_state= ON 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of (GM9G 18) 
GM9G18: Avoid [maximise_igniterjifetime] if there is a flame present and the switch is on switch off 
the spark ignitior 
Pre-condition: 
This goal is refined as Inheritance of t GM9G 19) 
GM9G19: Achieve [switch_off] switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
Pre-condition: igniter_state = ON 
Action: igniter state = OFF is controlled by agent igniter-ignitior 
B. I. 3 The formal Specifications 
B. 1.3.1 The general operation 
13.1.3.1.1 The Simultaneous version 
Invariant no. I closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-motor 
/* G5: closeGasValve if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed close gas valve*/ 
Pre-condition: if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed 
(gas-valve_state = OPEN ) and air_valve_state=CLOSED and gas-valve-state= OPEN 
Post-condition: close gas valve 
gas-Valve-state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 2 openAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G 10: openAirValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(air 
- valve - 
state = CLOSED) and ( flame_detector-flame-state ABSENT ) and 
switch-switch_state = ON 
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Rost-c nd' air_va? ve 
1stPale = OPEN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 3 openGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-Motor 
/* G 11: openGasValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(gas-Valve_state = CLOSED and air-valve_state=OPEN) and flame-detector_flame_statc 
ABSENT) and ( switch_switch_state = ON) 
Post-condition: 
gas-Valve_state = OPEN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 4 switch 
- 
on Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G 12: switch 
- 
on to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
Pre-condition: to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
(igniter_state = OFF ) and ( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT ) and switch_switch_state ON 
Post-condition: 
igniter_state = ON 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 5 openGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-Motor 
/* G13: openGasValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(gas-valve_state = CLOSED and air-valve-state=OPEN) and switch-switch-state ON and 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
Post-condition: 
gas-valve_state = OPEN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
invariant no. 6 openAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G 14: openAirValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(air 
- 
valve_state CLOSED ) and ( switch-switch-state = ON and flame_detector_flame_state 
PRESENT) 
Post-condition: 
air_valve_state OPEN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 7 closeAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G15: closeAirValve to close the valve 
Pre-condition: to close the valve 
(air_valve_state = OPEN) and switch_switch_state=OFF 
Post-condition: 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 8 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-Motor 
/* G 16: closeGasVaIve to close the valve 
Pre-condition: to close the valve 
(gas 
- 
valve 
- 
state OPEN ) and switch-switch-state=OFF 
Post-condition: 
gas_valve-state CLOSED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 9 switch_off Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G17: switch 
- 
off switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-condition: switch off the spark 
(igniter 
- 
state = ON ) and switch_switch_state=OFF 
Post-condition: switch off the spark ignitor 
igniter_state = OFF 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
invariant no. 10 switch 
- 
off Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G 19: switch 
- 
off switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-condition: switch off the spark 
(igniterjtate = ON ) and flame_detector flame_state=PRESENT and switch_switch_state= ON 
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Post-con ition: tch off the spark ignitor 
igniter_sgate = 
60 
13.1.3.1.2 The Sequence Version 
The operations of goal-model 8 the sequential version 
Invariant no. 1 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas - 
motor 
/* G5: closeGasValve if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed close gas valve*/ 
Pre-condition: if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed 
(gas 
- 
valve - 
state = OPEN ) and air-valve-state=CLOSED and gas-valve-state= OPEN 
Post-condition: close gas valve 
gas-valve-state = CLOSED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 2 openAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G1 1: openAirValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(air 
- 
valve state = CLOSED ) and ( flame_detector_flame_state ABSENT and 
switch sWitch state = ON 
Post-COndition: 
air_valve_state = OPEN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 3 openGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-motor 
/* G 12: openGasValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(gas 
- valve - 
state = CLOSED ) and (flame_detector-flame-state ABSENT) and 
switch - 
switch - 
state = ON ) and air_valve_state = OPEN 
Post-COndition: 
gas-valve_state = OPEN 
Invariant no. 4 switch - on 
Actor(Agent): igniter_ignitior 
/* G13: switch 
I 
on to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
Pre-condition: to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
(igniter 
- 
state = OFF and ( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT ) and 
switch_switch - state 
ON ) and air_valve_state = OPEN and gas_valve-state OPEN 
Post-condition: 
igniter_state = ON 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 5 openGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-motor 
1* G14: openGasValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(gas valve state = CLOSED and air_valve_state=OPEN) and ( switch-switch-state = ON 
and Tflame-detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
Post-condition: 
gas-valve_state = OPEN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Invariant no. 6 openAirValve, Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G 15: openAirValve Open the valve 
Pre-condition: Open the valve 
(air 
- 
valve - 
state = CLOSED) and ( switch_switch-state = ON ) and 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
Post-condition: 
air_valve_state = OPEN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 7 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-motor 
/* G 17: closeGasValve to close the valve 
Pre-condition: to close the valve 
(gas_valve_state = OPEN ) and ( switch_switch-state = OFF ) and 
flame 
- 
detector_flame_state = PRESENT 
post-condition: 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------- Invariant no. 8 closeAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G 18: closeXrValve to close the valve 
Pre-condition: to close the valve 
(air 
- valve - state = 
OPEN ) and ( switch_switch_state = OFF ) and 
flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame_state =PRESENT) and gas_valve_state =CLOSED 
Post-COndition: 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Invariant no. 9 closeAirValve Actor(Agent): air_motor 
/* G 19: closeAirValve to close the valve 
Pre-condition: to close the valve 
(air 
- 
valve 
- 
state = OPEN ) and switch_switch_state=OFF and 
flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame_state=ABSENT 
Post-COndition: 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 10 closeGasValve Actor(Agent): gas-motor 
/* G20: closeGasValve to close the valve 
Pre-condition: to close the valve 
(gas 
- valve - state = 
OPEN ) and switch - switch_state=OFF and flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame_state=ABSENT 
Post-COndition: 
gas-valve_state = CLOSED 
Invariant no. 11 switch - off 
Actor(Agent): igniter 
- 
ignitior 
/* G21: switch 
- 
off switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-condition: switch off the spark 
(igniter 
- state = 
ON ) and switch_switch_state=OFF and 
flame detector flame state=ABSENT 
Post-COndition: switch off the spark ignitor 
igniter_state = OFF 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Invariant no. 12 switch 
- 
off Actor(Agent): igniter 
- 
ignitior 
/* G23: switch 
- 
off switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor*/ 
Pre-condition: switch off the spark 
(igniter_state = ON ) and flame_detector_flame_state=PRESENT or 
(flame 
- 
detector 
- 
flame-state=ABSENT and (gas_valve-state=CLOSED or 
air - 
valve 
- 
state=CLOSED)) 
Post-condition: switch off the spark ignitor 
ianiter state= OFF 
B. 3.1.2 The generated B machines 
The simultaneous version 
The generated B machines are as follows 
I- datatypes machine 
2- gas valve actuator machine 
3- air valve actuator machine 
4- igniter actuator machine 
5- maincontroller machine 
mAcHINE datatypes 
SETS 
ValveType := (CLOSED, OPEN /* to describe on/off valves 
ONOFF := (OFF, ON ) /* two values for valves 
FLAME_TYPE := (ABSENT, PRESENT 
END 
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MACHINE gas - 
valve-state_actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
gas_yalve_state /* output variable describe the 
state of the gas valve 
ILWARIANT 
gas - valve-state 
ValveType 
INITIALISATION 
gas-valve-state CLOSED 
OPERATIONS 
set-gas valve-state_CLOSED 
PRE gas_yalve_state /= CLOSED 
THEN 
gas_ývalve_state := CLOSED 
END; 
set_gas-valve-state--ýOPEN 
PRE gas-valve-state /= OPEN 
THEN 
gas-valve-state := OPEN 
END 
END 
MACHINE air_valve-state-actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
air-valve_state /* output variable describe the 
state of the air valve 
INVARIANT 
air__yalve_state ValveType 
IMITIALISATION 
air_valve-state CLOSED 
OPERATIONS 
set-air-valve_state_CLOSED 
PRE air-valve-state /= CLOSED 
THEN 
air__yalve-state := CLOSED 
END; 
set_air-valve_state_OPEN 
PRE air-valve_state /= OPEN 
THEN 
air_valve-state := OPEN 
END 
END 
MACHINE igniter-state_actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
igniter-state /* output variable the state of the 
igniter */ 
INVARIANT 
igniter-state ONOFF 
INITIALISATION 
igniter-state OFF 
OPERATIONS 
set_igniter_state_OFF 
PRE igniter-state /= OFF 
THEN 
igniter-state- := OFF 
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END; 
set_igniter-state_ON 
PRE igniter-state /= ON 
THEN 
igniter-state := ON 
END 
END 
MACHINE maincontroller 
SEES datatypes 
INCLUDES 
gas-valve-state-actuator , air_valve_state_actuator 
igniter-state-actuator 
OPERATIONS 
set_actuators(switch-switch-state , f1ame_detector_f1ame_ state 
PRE 
switch_switch-state : ONOFF /* input variable switch 
& flame-detector-flame-state : FLAME-TYPE /* input variable flame 
THEN 
IF 
/* G5 closeGasvalve: if the gas valve is open and air valve is closed close gas 
valve */ 
( gas-valve_state = OPEN )& air_valve-state = CLOSED & 
gas-valve-state = OPEN 
THEN 
set-gas-valve-state_CLOSED 
ELSIF 
/* G11 openGasValve: open the valve 
( gas-valve-state = CLOSED & air__yalve-state = OPEN )& 
flame-detector-flame-state = ABSENT )&( switch-switch-s tate ON 
THEN 
set_gas_va1ve_state-OPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G13 openGasValve: open the valve 
( gas-valve-state CLOSED & air_valve-state = OPEN )& 
switch-switch-state ON ) &: ( flame-detector_flame-state PRESENT 
THEN 
set_gas-valve-state-OPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G16 closeGasValve: to close the valve 
( gas--: valve-state = OPEN )& switch_switch-state = OFF 
THEN 
set-gas-valve-state_CLOSED 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
II 
IF 
/* G10 openAirValve: Open the valve 
( air_valve_state = CLOSED )& flame-detector_flame_state 
ABSENT )&( switch_switch-state ON 
THEN 
set-air_valve-state_OPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G14 openAirValve: Open the valve 
( air__: valve_state = CLOSED & switch switch-state ON 
flame-detector_flame_state PRESENT 
THEN 
set_air_: valve-state-OPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G15 closeAirValve: to close the valve 
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( air - valve_state = 
OPEN switch-switch-state = OFF 
THEN 
set_air_valve-state-CLOSED 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
II 
IF 
/* G12 switchon: to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
igniter_state = OFF &( flame_detector_flame_state = ABSENT & 
switch_switch-state ON 
THEN 
set_igniter-state_ON 
ELSIF 
/* G17 switch-off: switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
( igniter-state = ON switch-switch-state = OFF 
THEN 
set_igniter-state_OFF 
ELSIF 
/* Gig switchoff: switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
( igniter-state = ON )& flame_detector_flame_state = PRESENT & 
switch_switch_state = ON 
THEN 
set_igniter-state_OFF 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
END 
END 
The sequential version 
The controller of the sequential version will be the only variant otherwise the other machines are tile 
same as the simulatnous version 
mAcHiNE maincontroller 
SEES datatypes 
INCLUDES 
gas_: valve-state--. ýactuator , air__ya1ve_state_actuat0r 
igniter-state-actuator 
OPERATIONS 
set_actuators(switch-switch-state , flame-detector_flame_state 
PRE 
switch-switch-state : ONOFF /* input variable 
& flame-detector_flame_state : FLAME-TYPE /* input variable flame 
THEN 
IF 
/* G5 closeGasvalve: the gas valve is open and air valve is closed, close gas valve 
( gas_valve-state = OPEN air-valve-state = CLOSED & 
gas__yalve-state = OPEN 
THEN 
set_gas-valve-state_CLOSED 
ELSIF 
/* G12 openGasV&lve: open the valve 
(( gas__yalve-state = CLOSED )& f1ame_detector_f1ame_state 
ABSENT )&( switch_switch_state ON &( air-valve-state OPEN 
THEN 
set_gas__: va1ve_state_-ýOPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G14 openGasValve: open the valve 
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( gas-valve_state CLOSED & air-yalve_state = OPEN )&( 
switch_switch_state ON f1ame_detector_f1ame_state PRESENT 
THEN 
set_gas__ya1ve_state_OPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G17 closeGasValve: to close the valve 
( gas_ývalve_state = OPEN ( switch_switch-state OFF 
flame_detector-flame_state PRESENT 
THEN 
set_gas__: va1ve_state-CLOSED 
ELSIF 
/* G20 closeGasValve: to close the valve 
( gas-valve-state = OPEN switch_switch_state = OFF & 
flame-detector-flame-state ABSENT 
THEN 
set-gas-valve-state_CLOSED 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
IF 
/* G11 openAirValve: Open the valve 
( air_valve-state = CLOSED )& flame-detector_flame_state 
ABSENT switch-switch-state ON 
THEN 
set_air_valve_state_OPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G15 openAirValve: Open the valve 
( air-valve-state = CLOSED & switch-switch_state ON & 
flame_detector-flame_state PRESENT 
THEN 
set_air_valve_state_OPEN 
ELSIF 
/* G18 closeAirValve: to close the valve 
(( air_valve_state = OPEN &( switch switch_state = OFF & 
f1ame_detector_f1ame_state PRESENT &( gas_valve_state 
CLOSED 
THEN 
set-air_valve-state_CLOSED 
ELSIF 
/* G19 closeAirValve: to close the valve 
( air_valve-state = OPEN & switch_switch_state = OFF & 
flame-detector-flame_state ABSENT 
THEN 
set-air_valve-state-CLOSED 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
IF 
/* G13 switch-on: to switch on the igniter to attempt to produce spark 
(( igniter-state = OFF & flame-detector_flame_state ABSENT 
&( switch-switch_state ON &( gas_valve-state = OPEN 
THEN 
set_igniter_state-ON 
ELSIF 
/* G21 switch-off: switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor 
( igniter-state = ON )& switch_switch_state = OFF & 
flame_detector-flame-state = ABSENT 
THEN 
set_igniter_state-OFF 
ELSIF 
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/* G23 switch-pff: switch off the spark switch off the spark ignitor */ 
( igniter-state = ON )& flame-detector_flame_state = PRESENT or 
flame-detector-flame 
- state 
ABSENT &( gas_valve_state = CLOSED or 
air_valve_state = CLOSED 
THEN 
set_igniter-state-OFF 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
END 
END 
B. 2 The Production Cell 
B. 2.1 Constructing the goal-model 
importing the production cell components 
Application: Applicationi 
Description: Description of Application I 
By 1. EI-Maddah 1-9-2003 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
The application contains 5 components 
The details of Component 1: Feedbelt 
-------------------------------------- 
Description: belt to convey the products at the different levels from one place to another 
The Component has I agent(s) as follows: 
I- Feedbelt-motor 
The Component has 3 variable(s) as follows: 
I- Feedbelt_moving type: ONOFF 
2- Feedbelt 
- metal - at - 
start type: YesNo 
3- Feedbelt-metal-at-end type: YesNo 
The Component has 2 goal-model(s) as follows: 
I- Feedbelt_stop_moving Ao control the motion of the belt by controling the motor 
2- Feedbelt 
- start - moving 
Ao contiue moving the products over the belt 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The details of Component2: Deposibelt 
-------------------------------------- 
Description: belt to convey the products at the different levels from one place to another 
The Component has I agent(s) as follows: 
I- Deposibelt-motor 
The Component has 3 variable(s) as follows: 
I- Deposibelt 
- 
moving type: ONOFF 
2- Deposibelt 
- metal-at-start 
type: YesNo 
3- Deposibelt_metal-at-end type: YesNo 
The Component has 2 goal-model(s) as follows: 
I- Deposibelt_stop_moving Ao control the motion of the belt by controling the motor 
2- Deposibelt_start_moving Ao contiue moving the products over the belt 
The details of Component3: Robot 
-------------------------------------- 
Description: Robot to pick and deliver the metals 
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The Component has 5 agent(s) as follows: 
I- Robot r motor 
2- Robot magnet 1 
3- Robot magnet2 
4- Robot motor 1 
5- Robot_rnotW-2 
The Component has 8 variable(s) as follows: 
I- Robot 
-r- 
moving type: ROTATION 
2- Robot 
- 
arm I- magnet type: ONOFF 
3- Robot_arm2_magnet type: ONOFF 
4- Robot 
- arml_moving 
type: ARM-MOTION 
5- Robot 
- arm2_moving 
type: ARM-MOTION 
6- Robot 
- 
angle type: ROBOT_POSITION 
7- Robot 
- 
arml_length type: ARM-POSITION 
8- Robot_ann2_length type: ARM-POSITION 
The Component has 13 goal-model(s) as follows: 
I- Robot 
- 
rotate_left : 
2- Robot 
- rotate_right 3- Robot 
- stoprotation 4- Robot 
- magnetl_on: 5- Robot 
- magnetl_off: 6- Robot 
- magnet2 
on: 
7- Robot 
- magnet2 off: 8- Robot 
- 
extend_arml 
9- Robot 
- stop_arm 
I: 
10- Robot-retract-an-nl 
I I- Robot-extend_arm2 
12- Robot-Stop_arm2 : 
13- Robot_retract_arm2 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The details of Component4: Table 
-------------------------------------- 
Description: Table to place the metals to be picked by the Robot 
The Component has 2 agent(s) as follows: 
I- Table V motor 
2- Table_r_motor 
The Component has 5 variable(s) as follows: 
I- Table 
- 
has 
- metal 
type: YesNo 
2- Tablq_angle type: TABLE 
-R- 
POSITION 
3- Table 
- 
level type: TABLE_POSITION 
4- Table-v-moving type: VERTICAL 
- 
MOTION 
5- Table_r_moving type: ROTATION 
The Component has 6 goal-model(s) as follows: 
I- Table 
- move_up 
: raise the table towards the robot level 
2- Table 
- move_down 
: move the table to the lower level 
3- Tablq_rotate_right : move the tabel towards the robot arm 
4- Table 
- 
rotate_left : rotate the table towards the feed belt 
5- Table_Stop_jnoving : stop the vertical motion 
6- Table-Stop_rotation : Stop the rotation motion 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The details of Component5: Press 
-------------------------------------- 
Description: Press to stamp the blank metals 
The Component has 2 agent(s) as follows: 
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I- Press motor 
2- Press-Presser 
The Component has 4 variable(s) as follows: 
I- Press-Y-moving type: VERTICAL_MOTION 
2- Press_press-State type: ONOFF 
3- Press-has-metal type: YesNo 
4- Press-level type: PRESS-POSITION 
The Component has 5 goal-model(s) as follows: 
I- Press 
- 
Move 
- up: 2- Press 
- 
Move_down: 
3- Press 
- 
Stop_moving: 
4- Press 
- 
Press-metal : 
5- Press_Stopjressing 
B. 2.2 Checking the Goal-model 
Animating the production cell 
Table B. 1, Event list for testing the production cell normal operation 
Cale no. Variable name Value 
0 Table has metal YES 
I Table level UP 
3 Table angle ROBOT FACING 
4 Robot arml_length EXTENDED 
6 Table has metal NO 
7 Robot arm I length RETRACTED 
9 Robot angle ARMI PRESS 
11 Robot arml_length EXTENDED 
13 Press has metal YES 
14 Robot annl_length RETRACTED 
18 Press level UP 
20 Press metalpressed YES 
23 Press level DOWN 
25 Robot angle ARM2 PRESS 
27 Robot ann2_length EXTENDED 
30 Press has metal NO 
30 Press metalpressed NO 
Robot arm2jength RETRACTED 
32 Press level MIDDLE 
33 Robot angle ARM2 DEPOSITBELT 
35 Robot arm2_length EXTENDED 
List ot tne animation resuit using tne aDove event tist 
Animating goal-model 12 maingoal 
Resetting all Variables to the initial values: 
FeedBelt moving=ON 
FeedBelt metal_at_start--NO 
FeedBelt_metal-at-end=NO 
DepositBeit-Moving=ON 
DepositBelt 
- 
metal-at-start=NO 
DepositBelt 
- metal - 
at - end=NO Press_v_moving=STOP 
Press_press-state=OFF 
Press-has 
- metal=NO Press_level=MIDDLE 
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Press 
- 
metal_pressed=NO 
Robot-r_moving=STOP 
Robot 
- arml_magnet--OFF Robot 
- 
ann2_magnet--OFF 
Robot 
- 
arml_moving=STOP 
Robot_artn2_moving=STOP 
Robot-angle=ARM I-TABLE 
Robot 
- 
arm I_Iength=RETRACTED 
Robot 
- 
arm2_length=RETPACTED 
Table_has-metal=NO 
Table 
- angle=FEED - 
BELTJACING 
Table-level=DOWN 
Table 
-v- 
moving=STOP 
Tablej_moving=STOP 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, *G44, G46, G47, 
G42, G43, G77, *G89, *G78 
Action List: 
G44( ... =>FeedBelt-moving = ON ) Agent: FeedBelt-motor : convey metals to table 
Interruption Nariable Table_has_metal value has been changed to VES 
Cycle: O 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G24, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, *G48, G46, 
G47, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G48( ... =>Table_v_moving = UP ) Agent: Table_v_motor : the table has the metal and it is facing tile feed belt move the table up to the ROBOT level 
Interruption Nariable Table-level value has been changed to UP 
Cycle: I 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G24, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, *G49, G46, 
G47, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G49( ... =>Table_v_moving = STOP ) Agent: Table-v-motor ahe level of the table is up STOP the 
vertical motion of the table 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Cycle: 2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G24, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, *G50, G46. 
G47, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G50( ... =>Table_r_moving = RIGHT ) 
Agent: Table_r_motor : rotate the table towards the ROBOT to 
pick the metal 
interruption : Variable Table_angle value has been changed to ROBOT_FAC ING 
Cycle: 3 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G24, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, *G5l, G46, 
G47, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G51( ... =>Table_r_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Table_r_motor ahe table was rotating Stop the roattion 
of the table 
Interruption : Variable Robot-arml_lengtb value has been changed to EXTENDED 
Cycle: 4 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, *GIO, *G7, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, G46, 
G47, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
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Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
GIO( ... =>Table -r- moving 
= STOP) Agent: Table_r_motor : avoid table collides robot 
GA ... =>Robotj_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor : when any of the robot anns is not fully 
retracted avoid that the robot hits others objects by forbiding the robot rotation 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Cycle: 5 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: Gl, G2, G6, *GIO, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G21, *G23, G5, G41, G45, G46, 
G54, *G57, G47, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
GIO( ... =>Table -r- moving 
= STOP) Agent: Table_r_motor : avoid table collides robot 
G57( ... =>Robot_annl_magnet = 
ON ) Agent: Robot-Magnetl : arml is fully extended and magnet I 
is OFF pick the metal ( switch the magnet ON) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interruption : Variable Table-has_metal value has been changed to NO 
Cycle: 6 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, *GIO, G3, *GI4, GI6, *GI7, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G46, 
G54, *G58, G47, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G10( ... =>Table -r- moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Table_r_motor : avoid table collides robot 
GIA ... =>Robot - arm 
1-magnet =ON) Agent: Robot_magnetl : keep holding the blank metal 
G58( ... =>Robot I 
arm I- moving = RETRACT ) Agent: Robot-motor_l : arm) is fully extended and 
holding the metal retract arm I until it is fully retracted 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interruption : Variable Robot-arml_length value has been changed to RETRACTED 
Cycle: 7 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: Gt, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, *GI7, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G37, *G23, G5, G41, G46, 
G54, *G59, G47, G60, *G63, G42, G43, G77, *G89, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G17( ... =>Robot - arm 
I 
-magnet= 
ON) Agent: Robot-magnet I : keep holding the blank metal 
G37( ... =>Table -r- moving 
= LEFT ) Agent: Table-ý-motor Ahe table is facing the robot and has no 
metal rotate table towards the feed belt to collect new blank metal 
G59( ... =>Robot-arm 
I 
_moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Robot-motor-I : the arm is retracted stop the robot 
arm I 
G63( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= LEFT ) Agent: Robot-r_motor rotate the robot left to the press 
G89( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
LEFT ) Agent: Robot_r_motor rotate to the left until arM2 faces the 
deposit belt 
------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- 
Cycle: 8 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, *GI7, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G46, G47, 
G60, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G 17( ... =>Robot_arm 
I 
_magnet= 
ON) Agent: Robot-Magnet I : keep holding the blank metal 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interruption : Variable Robot_angle value has been changed to ARM I-PRESS 
Cycle: 9 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Active List: G 1, G2, G6, G3, *G 14, GI6, *G 17, G4, G20, G26, G2 1, G22, *G23, G5, G4 1, G46, 
G47, *G61, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G17( ... =>Robot_arrn 
I 
_magnet= 
ON) Agent: Robot_magnet I : keep holding the blank metal 
G61( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_rý_motor : stop the motor once the robots first arm 
is facing the press 
Cycle: 10 
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ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, *GI7, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G46, G47, 
G62, *G65, G42, G43, G77, *G89, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G17( ... =>Robot_ann 
I 
_magnet= 
ON) Agent: Robot-magnet I : keep holding the blank metal 
G65( ... =>Robot - 
ann I- moving = EXTEND ) Agent: Robot-motor_l : arml has a metal and is fully 
retracted Extend arm I 
G89( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
LEFT ) Agent: Robot_ý_motor : rotate to the left until arrn2 faces the 
deposit belt 
Interruption : Variable Robot-arml_length value has been changed to EXTENDED 
Cycle: II 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, *G7, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G46, 
G47, *G61, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------- - --------------------------------------- 
G7( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor : when any of the robot anns is not fully 
retracted avoid that the robot hits others objects by forbiding the robot rotation 
G61( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Robot_ý_motor : stop the motor once the robots first arm 
is facing the press 
Cycle: 12 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G46, G47, 
G62, *G66, G42, G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G66( ... =>Robot-arm I -moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Robot-motor-I 
Interruption Nariable Press-has_metal value has been changed to YES 
Cycle: 13 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G62, *G67, G42, 
G43, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G67( ... =>Robot - arml - 
magnet = OFF) Agent: Robot-magnet I : arm I is fully extended and magnet 
is ON drop the metal ( switch the magnet OFF) 
interruption Nariable Robot-arml_length value has been changed to RETRACTED 
Cycle: 14 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G62, G42, *G70, 
G43, G77, *G89, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G70( ... =>Press -V- 
moving = UP ) Agent: Press-motor Ahere should be a blank metal and the robot 
arm should be away move the blank metal to the upper place to be processed 
G89( ... =>Robot_r_moving = LEFT 
) Agent: Robot_rý_motor : rotate to the left until arm2 faces the 
deposit belt 
Cycle: 15 
Active List: G1, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, *G70, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G70( ... =>Press -v- 
moving = UP ) Agent: Press_motor : there should be a blank metal and the robot 
arm should be away move the blank metal to the upper place to be processed 
Cycle: 16 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, *G70, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
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G70( ... =>Press_v_moving = UP ) Agent: 
Press_motor ahere should be a blank metal and the robot' 
arm should be away move the blank metal to the upper place to be processed 
Cycle: 17 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, *G70, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G70( ... =>Press_v_moving = UP ) Agent: Press-motor : there should be a blank metal and the robot 
arm should be away move the blank metal to the upper place to be processed 
Interruption Nariable Press-level value has been changed to UP 
Cycle: 18 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, *G71, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G71( ... =>Press_v_moving = STOP ) Agent: Press-motor : the press tray in the upper level and has a blank metal Stop the motor 
Cycle: 19 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G4[, G47, G42, *G72, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G72( ... =>Press_press-state = 
ON ) Agent: Press-Presser : Press the metal 
Interruption Nariable Press-metal_pressed value has been changed to YES 
Cycle: 20 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, *G73, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G73( ... =>Press_press_state = 
OFF ) Agent: Press_Presser : if the metal is pressed Stop Pressing the 
metal 
Cycle: 21 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G16, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, *G74, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G74( ... =>Press -v- moving 
= DOWN ) Agent: Press_motor : the metal is pressed and in the upper 
position move the stamped metal to the lower position 
Cycle-. 22 
Active List: G 1, G2, G6, G3, *G 14, G 16, G4, G20, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G4 1, G47, G42, G43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
interruption : Variable Press-level value has been changed to DOWN 
Cycle: 23 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G25, G29, *G32, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, 
G42, *G75, G43, G76, G79, *G82, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G32( ... =>Robot -r- 
moving = RIGHT ) Agent: Robot_r_motor : the robot facing the deposit belt 
rotate robot to the right until reaching the press 
G75( ... =>Press -v- moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Press-motor Ahe press tray in the lowerr level and has a 
blank metal Stop the motor 
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G82(... =>Robot 
-r- 
moving = RIGHT ) Agent: Robot-r_motor : rotate the robot to the right until 
facing the press 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Cycle: 24 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G25, G29, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, 
G43, G76, G79, G77, *G89, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G89( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
LEFT ) Agent: Robot_r_motor : rotate to the left until arm2 faces the 
deposit belt 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interruption : Variable Robot-angle value has been changed to ARM2_PRESS 
Cycle: 25 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G25, *G30, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, 
G43, G76, G79, *G80, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
030( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor stop the motor once the robots second 
arm is facing the press 
G80( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Robot-r_motor stop the motor once the robots First arm 
is facing the table 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Cycle: 26 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Active List: G 1, G2, G6, G3, *G 14, G 16, G4, G20, G25, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G4 1, G47, G42, G43, 
G76, G79, G81, *G84, G77, *G89, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G84( ... =>Robot-arm2_moving = 
EXTEND ) Agent: Robot-motor_2 : arm. 2 is free and retracted 
Extend arm 2 
G89( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
LEFT ) Agent: Robot_r_motor : rotate to the left until arm2 faces the 
deposit belt 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interruption : Variable Robot-arm2_length value has been changed to EXTENDED 
Cycle: 27 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, *G7, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G25, *G30, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, 
G42, G43, G76, *G80, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G7( ... =>Robot r moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot r motor : when any of the robot arms is not ffilly 
retracted avoidlat the robot hits others objects by firbiding the robot rotation 
G30( ... =>Robot-r_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor stop the motor once the robots second 
arm is facing the press 
G80( ... =>Robot -r- 
moving = STOP ) Agent: Robot_r_motor stop the motor once the robots first arm 
is facing the table 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Cycle: 28 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, GI6, G4, G20, G25, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, G43, 
G76, G8 1, *G85, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G85( ... =>Robot-arm2_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot_motor_2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Cycle: 29 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Active List: G 1, G2, G6, G3, *G 14, G 16, G4, G20, G25, G26, G22, *G23, G5, G4 1, G47, G42, G43, 
G76, G81, *G86, G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G86( ... =>Robot-arm2_magnet = 
ON ) Agent: Robot_magnet2 : arm2 is fully extended and magnet 2 
is OFF pick the metal ( switch the magnet ON) 
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Interruption : Variable Press-has-metal value has been changed to NO 
Interruption : Variable Press-Metal_pressed value has been changed to NO 
Cycle: 30 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, CJ43, 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
Interruption Nariable Robot-arm2_length value has been changed to RETRACTED 
Cycle: 31 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G4, G20, G26, G21, *G35, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, C143, 
G77, *G89, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G35( ... =>Press -v- 
moving = UP ) Agent: Press-motor ahe press tray in the lower position and it has 
no metal the motor moves the press tray to the middle position 
G89( ... =>Robot_r_moving = 
LEFT ) Agent: Robotjý_motor : rotate to the left until arm2 races the 
deposit belt 
interruption Nariable Press_Ievel value has been changed to MIDDLE 
Cycle: 32 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G4, G20, G26, G21, *G36, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, C]42, CI43. 
G77, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G36( ... =>Press -v- 
moving = STOP) Agent: Press-Motor : stop the motor the press tray reached its 
middle position 
Interruption Nariable Robot-angle value has been changed to ARM2_DEPOSITBEUI' 
Cycle: 33 
Active List: G 1, G2, G6, G3, *G 14, G4, G20, G26, G2 1, G22, *G23, G5, G4 1, G47, G42, G43, 
G77, *G90, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G90( ... =>Robot -r- moving 
= STOP ) Agent: Robot_tj_motor : stop the motor once the robot's second 
arm is facing the deposit belt 
Cycle: 34 
Active List: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G41, G47, G42, G43, G77, 
G91, *G92, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G92( ... =>Robot - 
arm2_moving= EXTEND) Agent: Robot_motor_2 : arm2 has a metal and k fully 
retracted Extend arm 2 
Interruption : Variable Robot-arm2_length value has been changed to EXTENDED 
Cycle: 35 
ActiveList: GI, G2, G6, G3, *GI4, G4, G20, G26, G21, G22, *G23, G5, G4l, G47, G42, CI43, G77, 
G91, *G93, *G78 
Action List: ------------------------------------------------------------ 
G93( ... =>Robot an-a2_moving = 
STOP ) Agent: Robot motor 2 
B. 2.3 Generating the Formal Specifications 
B. 2.3.1 Generating the General Operations 
. io. 
I table_coll_ides-robotActor(Agent): Table r motor 
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/* G 10: table 
- 
collides-robot avoid table collides robot*/ 
Pre-condition: 
Table_level = UP and Table_angle = ROBOTJACING and Robot-arm I -length = 
EXTENDED and 
Robot-angle = ARM I-TABLE 
Post-condition: avoid table collides robot 
Table_r_moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 2 press-Collides arm I Actor(Agent): Press-motor 
/* GI 1: press-collides-arml avoid the press tray hitting the robot first arm when it is in the middle 
position*/ 
Pre-condition: 
Robot-angle = ARMI-PRESS and Robot-arml-length = EXTENDED and Press-level = MIDDLE 
and not ( Press -v- 
moving = STOP ) 
Post-condition: avoid the press tray hitting the robot first arm when it is in the middle position 
Press-v-moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 3 press collides arm2 Actor(Agent): Press motor 
/* G12: press - collides-arm2 avoid 
the press tray hits the robot arm2 when it is in the down position*/ 
Pre-condition: 
Robot-angle=ARM2_PRESS and Robot-arm2_length = EXTENDED and Press_level = DOWN and 
not ( Press V moving = STOP ) 
Post-condi-tion: avoid the press tray hits the robot arm2 when it is in the down position 
Press-v-moving = STOP 
invariant no. 4 robot_hits_other_objects Actor(Agent): Robot-r_motor 
/* G7: robot - 
hits 
- other - 
objects when any of the robot arms is not fully retracted avoid that the robot 
hits others objects by forbiding the robot rotation*/ 
Pre-condition: when any of the robot arms is not fully retracted 
not (Robot-r_moving = STOP) and (Robot_arm I Jength = EXTENDED or Robot-arm2-lcngth 
EXTENDED) 
Post-condition: avoid that the robot hits others objects by forbiding the robot rotation 
Robot_r_moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 5 two metals_on_table Actor(Agent): FeedBelt-Motor 
/* G8: two_metals_on_table avoid having two metals on the table*/ 
Pre-condition: 
Table 
- 
level = DOWN and Table_angle = FEED_BELT_FACING and FeedBelt-moving ON and 
Table 
- 
has 
- 
metal = YES and FeedBelt-metal-at-end = YES 
Post-condition: avoid having two metals on the table 
FeedBelt-moving = OFF 
Invariant no. 6 two metals-in_press Actor(Agent): Robot Magnet2 
/* G9: two-metals_in_press if the press has already metal and arm2 is extended, avoid having two 
metals in the press*/ 
Pre-condition: if the press has already metal and arm2 is extended 
Robot-arm2_magnet = ON and Robot_arm2_length-- EXTENDED and Press-has_metal YES 
Post-condition: avoid having two metals in the press 
Robot-arm2_magnet = ON 
invariant no. 7 dropping metals from feedbelt Actor(Agent): FeedBelt motor 
/* G 13: dropping_metals 
- 
from 
- 
feedbelt the table is not ready stop the feed belt*/ 
Pre-condition: the table is not ready 
FeedBelt 
- 
metal 
- 
at 
- 
end =YES and FeedBelt - 
moving = ON and not ( Table_angle 
FEED 
- 
BELTJACING and Table_level = DOWN 
Post-condition: stop the feed belt 
FeedBelt_moving = OFF 
Invariant no. 8 Pushing_metals_outActor(Agent): FeedBelt-motor 
/* G 14: Pushing-metals-out when the baInk metal is on the table and the robot arm is extending donot 
let the robot pushes the metal away; is condiered as an environemental goal*/ 
Pre-condition: when the baInk metal is on the table and the robot arm is extending 
Environmental Assumption: donot let the robot pushes the metal away; is condiered as an 
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Invariant no. 9 Picking_unprocessed_metals Actor(Agent): Robot_magnet2 
/* G15: Picking_ýunprocessed 
- 
metals robot ann2 is extended and the press has unprocessed metal 
avoid the robot picking unprocessed metals*/ 
Pre-condition: robot arm2 is extended and the press has unprocessed metal 
Robot 
- arml_length 
= EXTENDED and Robot-angle = ARM2_PRESS and Press_metal_pressed 
NO and Press - 
level= DOWN and Robot-arm2_magnet = OFF 
Post-condition: avoid the robot picking unprocessed metals 
__Robot-arm, 
2_magnet = OFF 
Invariant no. 10 magnet I -on 
Actor(Agent): Robot-Magnetl 
/* G17: magnet l_on keep holding the blank metal*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Robot-arm I 
_magnet 
= ON and not (Robot-arml_length =EXTENDED and 
Robot_an2le=ARMI PRESS)) and Robot_arml_magnet--ON or Robot_ann2-magnct =OFF 
Post-coniition: keep -holding the blank metal 
Robot arm I magnet= ON 
Invariant no. II magnet2_on Actor(Agent): Robot-Magnet2 
/* G 18: magnet2_on keep holding the processed metal*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Robot-arm2_magnet = ON and not ( Robot_angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT and Robot_arm2_lcngtil 
=EXTENDED)) and Robot-arml_magnet--ON or Robot-arm2_magnet =OFF 
Post-condition: keep holding the processed metal 
Robot arm2 magnet= ON 
Invariant no. 12 Feedbelt-on Actor(Agent): FeedBelt-motor 
/* G19: Feedbelt-on keep the feed belt motor on 
Pre-condition: 
Table 
- 
has 
- 
metal-- NO and Table_level= DOWN and Table_angle=FEED_BELT_FACING and 
FeedBelt_moving = OFF 
Post-condition: keep the feed belt motor on 
FeedBelt moving = ON 
Invariant no. 13 rotate_right Actor(Agent): Robot_r_motor 
/* G27: rotate_right not moving to the right and not facing the table Rotate the robot to the right*/ 
Pre-condition: not moving to the right and not facing the table 
(not ( Robot-K. 
-moving 
= RIGHT ) and not ( Robot-angle= ARM I- TABLE )) and Table has metal 
YES and Press-has-metal = NO and Robot-arm 1-magnet = OFF and Robot - arm2-magn-et = 
OFF and 
Robot 
- 
arml_length= RETRACTED and Robot-arm2_length--RETRACTED 
Post-condition: Rotate the robot to the right 
Robot-r-moving = RIGHT 
Invariant no. 14 stop_rotation Actor(Agent): Robot-r_motor 
/* G28: stop-rotation stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing the table*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot-11--moving = STOP ) and Robot_angle = ARM IJABLE) and Table_has-metal = YES 
and Press - 
has 
- metal 
= NO and Robot_arm I _magnet = 
OFF and Robot_ann2_magnet = OFF and 
Robot-arml_length= RETRACTED and Robot-arm2_length--RETRACTED and Robot_r_moving 
RIGHT 
Post-condition: stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing the table 
Robot r moving= STOP 
invariant no. 15 rotate_leftActor(Agent): Robot_r_motor 
/* G3 1: rotate - 
left rotate the robot left to the press*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robotjý_moving = LEFT ) and Robot_angle = ARM IJABLE) and (Robot_arm I_Ieilgth= 
RETRACTED and Robot - ann2_length= 
RETRACTED and not (Robot-angle = ARM2_PRESS)) and 
Robot 
- 
ann. 2-magnet = OFF and Press_has_metal = YES and Press_level = DOWN 
Post-condition: rotate the robot left to the press 
Robot r moving= LEFT 
Invariant no. 16 rotate_right Actor(Agent): Robot r motor 
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/* G32: rotate - 
right the robot facing the deposit belt rotate robot to the right until reaching the press*/ 
Pre-condition: the robot facing the deposit belt 
(not ( Robot-r_moving = RIGHT) and ( Robot_angel = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT or Robot 
- 
angle 
ARMI 
- 
PRESS)) and (Robot I arml_length= 
RETRACTED and Robot-arm2_length= RETRACTED 
and not (Robot-angle = ARM2 - 
PRESS)) and Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF and Press_has_nictal 
YES and Press level = DOWN 
Post-condition: rotate robot to the right until reaching the press 
Robot-r_moving = RIGHT 
Invariant no. 17 stop_rotation Actor(Agent): Robot-r_motor 
/* G30: stop_rotation stop the motor once the robots second arm is facing the press*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot_r_moving = STOP) and Robot_angle = ARM2_PRESS ) and Robot_arm2_magnet 
OFF and Press has metal = YES and Press - 
level= DOWN and 
Post-condition: stop the motor once the robots second arm is facing the press 
Robot_r_moving = STOP 
invariant no. 18 RetractArm I Actor(Agent): Robot-motor-I 
/* G3 3: RetractArm I if arm I is not retracted Reatrct Arm I 
Pre-condition: if arm I is not retracted 
not ( Robot - 
annl_length = RETRACTED ) and not ( Robot-arm I -moving 
RETRACT and not 
Robot-angle = ARM I- TABLE) and not (Robot-angle = ARM I_PRESS) 
Post-condition: Reatrct Arm I 
Robot-arm I moving= RETRACT 
invariant no. 19 RetractArrn2 Actor(Agent): Robot motor_2 
/* G34: RetractArm. 2 if Arrn2 has no metals Retract Arm2*/ 
Pre-condition: if Arm2 has no metals 
not ( Robot_arm2-length = RETRACTED ) and not ( Robot-ann2-moving = RETRACT and not 
Robot-angle =ARM2_PRESS) and not ( Robot-angle= ARM2_DEPOSITBELT) 
Post-condition: Retract Arm2 
Robot-arm2 moving = RETRACT 
Invariant no. 20 MovesUp Actor(Agent): Press_motor 
/* G35: MovesUp the press tray in the lower position and it has no metal the motor moves tile press 
tray to the middle position*/ 
Pre-condition: the press tray in the lower position and it has no metal 
(Press 
- 
has 
- metal 
= NO and Press-level = DOWN and not ( Press-v-moving = UP ) and 
Robot 
- 
arm2 - 
length = RETRACTED) and Press-has-metal= NO 
Post-COndition: the motor moves the press tray to the middle position 
Press-v-moving = UP 
Invariant no. 21 Stops Actor(Agent): Press-motor 
/* G36: Stops stop the motor the press tray reached its middle position*/ 
Pre-condition: stop the motor 
(not ( Press_y_moving = STOP) and Press-has-metal = NO and Press-level MIDDLE) and 
Press 
- 
has 
- 
metal= NO and Press-v-moving = UP 
post-condition: the press tray reached its middle position 
Press_v_moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 22 rotate-leftActor(Agent): Table_rý_motor 
/* G37: rotate - 
left the table is facing the robot and has no metal rotate table towards the feed belt to 
collect new blank metal */ 
Pre-condition: the table is facing the robot and has no metal 
(Table_angle = ROBOTJACING and Table_level = UP and Table_has_metal = NO and not 
Table_r_moving = LEFT) and not (Robot_arml_length = EXTENDED)) and Table-has-mctal = NO 
post-condition: rotate table towards the feed belt to collect new blank metal 
Table_r_moving = LEFT 
invariant no. 23 Stop_rotation Actor(Agent): Table r motor 
/* G38: Stopjotation the table was rotating Stop the roattion of the table*/ 
Pre-condition: the table was rotating 
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(Table_angle = FEED_BELT_FACING and Table-level = UP and not ( Table_r_moving = STOP 
and Table has metal = NO and Table_r_moving = LEFT 
Post-conCition-: Stop the roattion of the table 
Tablej_ýmoving = STOP 
Invariant no. 24 move_down Actor(Agent): Table_v-motor 
/* G39: move_down move the table down to the feedbelt level*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Table 
- 
angle = FEED_BELT_FACING and Table - 
level = UP and Table_has-metal = NO and not 
Table_v_moving DOWN and Table_has_metal = NO and Table_rm-moving = LEFT and 
Table 
-r- 
moving STOP 
Post-condition: move the table down to the feedbelt level 
Table_v_moving = DOWN 
Invariant no. 25 Stop_moving Actor(Agent): Table v motor 
/* G40: Stop_moving STOP the vertical motion of the table*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Table_level = DOWN and Table-angle = FEED_BELT_FACING and not (Table-V-111oving = STOP 
)) and Table_has_metal = NO and Table_r_moving = LEFT and Table_r_moving = STOP and 
Table 
-V- moving 
= DOWN 
Post-condition: STOP the vertical motion of the table 
Table_v_moving = STOP 
invariant no. 26 Depositbelt on Actor(Agent): FeedBelt motor 
/* G23: Depositbeft-On keep the deposit belt motor on this is an assumption from the environment*/ 
Pre-condition: 
Environmental Assumption: keep the deposit belt motor on this is an assumption from the 
environment 
invariant no. 27 convey_metals-to Table Actor(Agent): FeedBelt motor 
/* G44: convey_metals-toýJable convey metals to table 
Pre-condition: 
Table 
- 
has 
- metal 
=NO and Table - 
level=DOWN and Table_angle=FEED_BELT-FACING 
Post-condition: convey metals to table 
FeedBelt_moving = ON 
Invariant no. 28 move_up Actor(Agent): Table_v motor 
/* G48: move_up, the table has the metal and it is facing the feed belt move the table up to the ROBO 
level*/ 
Pre-condition: the table has the metal and it is facing the feed belt 
(Table_angle = FEED 
- 
BELT 
- 
FACING and Tablejevel = DOWN and not ( Table-v-nioving = Up)) 
and Table has metal= YES 
Post-condition: move the table up to the ROBOT level 
Table-v-moving = UP 
Invariant no. 29 Stop_moving Actor(Agent): Table v motor 
/* G49: Stop_moving the level of the table is up STOP the vertical motion of the table*/ 
Pre-condition: the level of the table is up 
(Table 
- 
level = UP and Table-angle = FEED_BELT-FACING and not ( Table_v_moving STOP 
and Table - 
has 
- metal= 
YES and Table_v_moving = UP 
Post-condition: STOP the vertical motion of the table 
Table_v_moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 30 rotate right Actor(Agent): Table r motor 
/* G50: rotate_right rotate the table towards the ROBOT to pick the metal*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Table_angle = FEED_BELT_FACING and Table_level = UP and not ( Table_r_moving RIMIT 
and Table - 
has 
- 
metal= YES and Table v- moving= UP and Table 
-v moving= 
STOP 
Post-condition: rotate the table towardý& ROBOT to pick the metal- 
Table_rý_moving = RIGHT 
Invariant no. 31 Stop_rotation Actor(Agent): Table r motor 
/* G5 1: Stop_rotation the table was rotating Stop the roattion of the table*/ 
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Pre-condition: the table was rotating 
(Table_angle = ROBOTJACING and not (Table_r_moving = STOP and Table_has-nietal= YES 
and Table -v- moving 
= UP and Table-v-moving = STOP and Tablej-moving = RIGI 11' 
Post-condition: Stop the roattion of the table 
Table_r_moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 32 move_robot_to_table Actor(Agent): Robot r rnotor 
/* G52: move - 
robot_to_table move the robot so that arm I faces the table*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Table 
- 
level = UP and Table_has-metal = YES and Table_angle = ROBOTJACING and not 
Robotj_moving = RIGHT ) and not ( Robot - 
angle = ARM I TABLE) and Robot_arn12jength 
RETRACTED and Robot_ann I jength = RETRACTED) anCRobot_arm2_magnet =01-Fand 
Press has metal = NO 
Post-condition: move the robot so that arm I faces the table 
Robot-r_moving = RIGHT 
Invariant no. 33 stop_rotation Actor(Agent): Robot r motor 
/* G53: stop_rotation stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing the table*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot-rý-moving = STOP) and Robot-angle = ARM I JABLE and Table-angle 
ROBOT 
- 
FACING and Table_has_metal = YES and Tablejevel = UP and Robot_arni I 
_magnet OFF and Robot - arm. 
2_magnet= OFF) and Robot-arm2_magnet =OFF and Press-ha%-nletal = NO and 
Robot 
-r- 
moving = RIGHT 
Post-condition: stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing the table 
Robot-r_moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 34 Extend arml Actor(Agent): Robot motor I 
/* G55: Extend arm I arm I is free and retracted Extend arm 1 *1 
Pre-condition: arml is free and retracted 
(Robot 
- 
armijength = RETRACTED and Robot-arml_magnet = OFF and not ( Robot 
- arm 
I- tiloving 
= EXTEND)) and (Robot - angle 
= ARM I- TABLE and Table-angle = ROBOTJACING) and 
Robot 
- 
ann2_magnet =OFF and Press-has_metal = NO and Robot-r-moving = RIGHT and 
Robot 
-r- 
moving = STOP 
Post-condition: Extend arm I 
Robot-arml_moving = EXTEND 
Invariant no. 35 stop_artn I Actor(Agent): Robot motor I 
/* G56: stop-arml 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot 
- anril_moving 
= STOP ) and Robot-arm I-length = EXTENDED and 
Robot 
- arm 
I_magnet= OFF) and (Robot-angle = ARM I-TABLE and Table_angle 
ROBOT 
- 
FACING) and Robot-ann2_magnet =OFF and Press_has_nictal = NO and Robot_r_nioving 
= RIGHT and Robot-r_moving = STOP and Robot_ami I _moving 
= EXTEND 
Post-condition: 
Robot_arm I 
-moving 
= STOP 
Invariant no. 36 ARMI PICKs Actor(Agent): Robot_magnet I 
/* G57: ARM I_PICKs arm I is fully extended and magnet I is OFF pick the metal (switch the magnet 
ON)*1 
Pre-condition: arml is fully extended and magnet I is OFF 
(Robot_arrn I jength = EXTENDED and Robot_arml_rnagnet = OFF ) and (Robot_ang1c 
ARMI 
- 
TABLE and Table_angle = ROBOTJACING) and Robot 
- an*n2_magnct =OFF and Press 
- 
has 
- 
metal = NO and Robot-r_moving = RIGHT and Robot_r_moving = STOP and 
Robot 
- arm 
I_moving = EXTEND and Robot-ann I_moving = STOP 
Post-condition: pick the metal ( switch the magnet ON) 
Robot-arm I 
_magnet 
= ON 
Invariant no. 37ARMI RETRACTS Actor(Agent): Robot rnoto I 
/* G58: ARM I_RETRACTS arm I is fully extended and holding the metal retract arm I until it is fully 
retracted*/ 
Pre-condition: arm I is fully extended and holding the metal 
(Robot-arm I jength = EXTENDED and Robot-arm I -magnet = 
ON ) and (Robot an fle 
ARM IJABLE and Table_angle = ROBOT-FACING) and Robot-arm2 - 
1, 
-magnet =OFF and 
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Press 
- 
has 
- 
metal = NO and Robot-r-Moving = RIGHT and Robot-r_moving = STOP and 
Robot 
- arm 
I 
_moving= 
EXTEND and Robot-arml-moving= STOP andRobot_arml_ll1,1gnet=ON 
Post-condition: retract arm I until it is fully retracted 
Robot-arm I 
_rnoving 
= RETRACT 
Invariant no. 38 stoparm I Actor(Agent): Robot motor I 
/*G59: stop_arml the arm is retracted stop the robot arml*/ 
Pre-condition: the arm is retracted 
(not( Robot-arm I-mOving =STOP) and Robot-arm I jength =RETRACTED and 
Robot 
Y arm 
I 
_magnet= 
ON) and (Robot-angle =ARM I JABLE and Table_angle 
ROBOT 
- 
FACING) and Robot-an-n2_magnet =OFF and Press-has-metal = NO and Robot-r_moving 
=RIGHT and Robot -r- moving=STOP 
and Robot_annl_moving= EXTEND and 
Robot 
- 
arml-moving= STOP and Robot-arm I _magnet= 
ON andRobot_amiI_nlovillg= 
RETRACT 
Post-condition: stop the robot arm I 
Robot_arm I 
_moving 
= STOP 
Invariant no. 39 rotate leflActor(Agent): Robot r motor 
/* G63: rotate - 
left rotate the robot left to the press*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot-rý-moving = LEFT) and (Robot-angle = ARM I JABLE or Robot_angle 
ARM2 
- 
PRESS) ) and Robot-arm I _magnet 
= ON and not ( Robot-angle = ARM I_PRESS). llid 
Robot_arml_length=RETRACTED and Robot_arm2_length= RETRACTED and Press-has-Illetal 
NO 
Post-condition: rotate the robot left to the press 
Robot-r_moving = LEFT 
Invariant no. 40 rotate_right Actor(Agent): Robot r motor 
/* G64: rotate - right rotates 
towards the press*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(Robot_arm2_magnet =OFF and Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT and not ( Robotj 
- illoving RIGHT)) and Robot K 
arml_magnet = ON and not ( Robot_angle = ARM I_PRESS) and 
Robot 
- arm 
l_length=RETRACTED and Robot-arm-1jength= RETRACTED and Press_has_nIetal 
NO 
Post-condition: rotates towards the press 
Robot-r_moving = RIGHT 
Invariant no. 41 stop_rotation Actor(Agent): Robot r motor 
/* G61: stop_rotation stop the motor once the robots first arrn is facing tile press*/ 
Pre-condition: 
not ( Robotj_moving = STOP ) and Robot-angle = ARM I-PRESS and Press-has-inetal = Wand 
Press 
- 
level = MIDDLE and Robot-arm I _magnet-- 
ON and Robot-arm2_magnet= OFF and 
Post-condition: stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing the press 
Robot-r-moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 42 Extend_arml Actor(Agent): Robot motor I 
/* G65: Extend 
- arm 
I arm I has a metal and is fully retracted Extend arm I 
Pre-condition: arml has a metal and is fully retracted 
(Robot 
- 
armijength = RETRACTED and Robot_arm I _magnet = 
ON and not Robot annijuoving 
= EXTEND)) and Robot - angle 
= ARM I_PRESS and and Robot_r_moving = STOP 
Post-condition: Extend arm I 
Robot-arm I 
_moving 
= EXTEND 
Invariant no. 43 stop_arm I Actor(Agent): Robot motor I 
/* G66: stop_arml 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot 
- 
arml - 
moving = STOP) and Robot-arm Ijength = EXTENDED and 
Robot 
- arml_magnet-- 
ON) and Robot_angle = ARM I_PRESS and and Robot_r_moving STOP 
and Robot - arml_moving 
= EXTEND 
Post-condition: 
Robot_arm I 
_moving= 
STOP 
[Invariant no. 44 ARM I DROPs Actor(Agent): Robot magnetl 
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/* G67: ARM I_DROPs arml is fully extended and magnet I is ON drop the metal ( switch the magnet 
OFF)*/ 
Pre-condition: arm I is fully extended and magnet I is ON 
(Robot-arml_length = EXTENDED and Robot_ann I 
-magnet = 
ON ) and Robot_angle 
ARMI 
- 
PRESS and and Robot -r- 
moving=STOP and Robot-arml_moving= EXTEND and 
Robot_arm I_moving = STOP 
Post-condition: drop the metal ( switch the magnet OFF) 
Robot-arml magnet= OFF 
Invariant no. 45 ARM I-RETRACTS Actor(Agent): Robot_motor I 
/* G68: ARMI_RETRACTS arml is fully extended and holding the metal retract arml until it is fully 
retracted*/ 
Pre-condition: arm I is fully extended and holding the metal 
(Robot arm I_Iength = EXTENDED and Robot-arm I_magnet = OFF ) and Robot-angle 
ARM I PRESS and and Robot rJ moving = STOP and Robot_arml_moving = EXTEND and 
Robot_arm I_moving =STOP ! ýd Robot-arm I_magnet =OFF 
Post-condition: retract arm I until it is fully retracted 
Robot an-nl_moving= RETRACT 
Invariant no. 46 stop_arm I Actor(Agent): Robot motor I 
/* G69: stop_arml stop the arm from retracting*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot 
- 
arml-moving = STOP ) and Robot-arm I jength = RETRACTED and 
Robot arm I_magnet= OFF) and Robot - angle 
= ARMI_PRESS and and Robot r- moving = STOP 
and Rýbot - arm 
I_moving = EXTEND and Robot_arm I_moving = STOP and Robot_ann 1_111agnet 
OFF and Robot - arml - moving 
= RETRACT 
Post-condition: stop the arm from retracting 
Robot-annl_moving = STOP 
invariant no. 47 moveBJankMetaIUP Actor(Agent): Press motor 
/* G70: moveBlankMetalUP there should be a blank metal and the robot arm should be away move tile 
blank metal to the upper place to be processed*/ 
Pre-condition: there should be a blank metal and the robot an-n should be away 
Press 
- 
has 
- 
metal = YES and Press-level = MIDDLE and Press-metal-prcssed = NO and 
Robot 
- 
annl_length = RETRACTED 
Post-condition: move the blank metal to the upper place to be processed 
Press_v_moving = UP 
Invariant no. 48 stoptray Actor(Agent): Press-motor 
/* G71: stoptray the press tray in the upper level and has a blank metal Stop the motor*/ 
Pre-condition: the press tray in the upper level and has a blank metal 
Press_level = UP and Press-has-metal = YES and Press_mctal_pressed = NO and not 
Press-v-moving = STOP ) and Press-v-moving = UP 
Post-condition: Stop the motor 
Press-v-moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 49 PressMetal Actor(Agent): Press_Presser 
/* G72: PressMetal Press the metal*/ 
Pre-condition: 
press_press 
- state 
= OFF and Press-has-metal = YES and Press 
- metal_pressed 
NO and Press-level 
=UP and Press -v- moving 
= UP and Press-v-Moving = STOP 
Post-condition: Press the metal 
Press_press state = ON 
Invariant no. 50 stopPresSing Actor(Agent): Press-Presser 
7*'G'73: 
stopPressing if the metal is pressed Stop Pressing the metal*/ 
Pre-condition: if the metal is pressed 
Press_press state = ON and Press metal S _pressed 
= YES and Press 
- 
level= UP and Pres, 
_v-moving UP and Press-v-mOving = STOP and Press_press-state = ON 
Post-condition: Stop Pressing the metal 
Press_press state = OFF. 
Invariant no. 51 movestampedMetalDown Actor(Agent): Press motor 
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/* G74: movestampedMetalDown the metal is pressed and in the upper position move tile staniped 
metal to the lower position*/ 
Pre-condition: the metal is pressed and in the upper position 
Press 
- 
has 
- 
metal = YES and not ( Press_v_moving DOWN ) and Press_level UP and 
Press_metal_pressed = YES and Press_y_moving UP and Press-v_moving STOP and 
Press_press-state = ON and Press_press I state 
= OFF 
Post-condition: move the stamped metal to the lower position 
Press-v-moving = DOWN 
Invariant no. 52 stoptray Actor(Agent): Press-motor 
/* G75: stoptray the press tray in the lowerr level and has a blank metal Stop the motor*/ 
Pre-condition: the press tray in the lowerr level and has a blank metal 
Press 
- 
level = DOWN and Press-has-metal = YES and Press-v-moving = UP and Press-v-nloving 
STOP and Press_press-State = ON and Press_press-state = OFF and Press-v-moving = DOWN 
Post-condition: Stop the motor 
Press-v-ýMoving = STOP 
Invariant no. 53 rotate right Actor(Agent): Robot r motor 
/* G82: rotate - 
right rotate the robot to the right until facing the press*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot-ý-Moving = RIGHT ) and ( Robot_angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT or Robot_angle 
ARMI 
- 
PRESS )) and (Robot-arm2_magnet= OFF and Press-has-metal = YES and 
Robot_arm I jength = RETRACTED and Robot-arm2_length= RETRACTED) and Press-has-nict. 11 
YES and Press level = DOWN 
Post-condition: rotate the robot to the right until facing the press 
Robot r moving= RIGHT 
Invariant no. 54 rotate_leftActor(Agent): Robot_r_motor 
/* G83: rotate - 
left rotate the robot to the left until arm2 faces the press*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot_r_moving = LEFT) and Robot_angle = ARM I JABLE) and (Robot_ann2-magnct= 
OFF and Press - 
has 
- 
metal = YES and Robot - 
arm I-length = RETRACTED and Robot_an112_lcngtli= 
RETRACTED) and Press_has_metal = YES and Press - 
level = DOWN 
Post-condition: rotate the robot to the left until arm2 faces the press 
Robot r moving= LEFT 
Invariant no. 55 stopjotation Actor(Agent): Robot-r_motor 
/* G80: stop_rotation stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing the table*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot_r_moving = STOP ) and Robot_angle = ARM2-PRESS and Robot-artn2-magnct= OR-) 
and Press has metal = YES and Press level = DOWN and 
Post-condition: stop the motor once the robots first arm is facing the table 
Robot r moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 56 Extend_arm2 Actor(Agent): Robot_motor_2 
/* G84: Extend arm2 arm2 is free and retracted Extend arm 2*/ 
Pre-condition: arm2 is free and retracted 
(Robot 
- arm2_length 
= RETRACTED and Robot-arm2_magnet = OFF and not ( Robot - arm2-nioving 
= EXTEND)) and (Robot-angle =ARM2_PRESS and Press-level = DOWN) and PresS-has-nictal 
YES and Press - 
level = DOWN and and Robot_r_moving = STOP 
Post-condition: Extend arm 2 
Robot_arm2_moving = EXTEND 
Invariant no. 57 stop_aM12 Actor(Agent): Robot_motor_2 
/* G85: stop_, arm2 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot 
- 
arm2_moving = STOP ) and Robot-arrn2jength = EXTENDED and 
Robot 
- 
ann2_magnet-- OFF) and (Robot_angle =ARM2-PRESS and Press_levcl = DOWN) and 
Press_has_metal = YES and Press_level = DOWN and and Robot_r_moving = STOP and 
Robot_arm2_moving = EXTEND 
Post-condition: 
Robot_ann2_moving = STOP 
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Invariant no. 58 ARM2_PICKs Actor(Agent): Robot_magnet2 
/* G86: ARM2_PICKs arm2 is fully extended and magnet 2 is OFF pick the metal ( switch the magnet 
ON)*1 
Pre-condition: arm. 2 is fully extended and magnet 2 is OFF 
(Robot-arm2_length = EXTENDED and Robot-arm2_inagnet = OFF and Prcss_nictal_presscd=YI: S) 
and (Robot angle =ARM2_PRESS and Press_level = DOWN) and Press - 
has metal = YES and 
Press 
- 
levefl-- DOWN and and Robot-r_moving = STOP and Robot_ann2jnoving =E XT1: ND and 
Robot 
- arm2_moving 
= STOP 
Post-condition: pick the metal ( switch the magnet ON) 
Robot-arm2_magnet = ON 
Invariant no. 59 ARM2_RETRACTS Actor(Agent): Robot-motor_2 
/* G87: ARM2_RETRACTS arm2 is fully extended and holding tile metal retract arin2 until it is fully 
retracted*/ 
Pre-condition: arm2 is fully extended and holding the metal 
(Robot 
- arm2jength 
= EXTENDED and Robot-arm2_magnet = ON ) and (Robotjangle 
=ARM2 - 
PRESS and Press_level = DOWN) and Press_has_metal = YES and Press-level = DOWN 
and and Robot_r-moving = STOP and Robot-arm2_moving = EXTEND and Robot-arm2_1110 %-I fig 
STOP and Robot-arm2_ýmagnct = ON 
Post-condition: retract arm2 until it is fully retracted 
Robot arm2_moving = RETRACT 
Invariant no. 60 stop_arm2 Actor(Agent): Robot_motor_2 
/* G88: stop_arm2 stop the arm 2 from further retracting*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot 
- 
arm2_moving = STOP ) and Robot-ann2jength = RETRACTED and 
Robot 
- ann2_magnet-- 
ON) and (Robot-angle =ARM2_PRESS and Prcss-lc%, Cl = DOWN) and 
Press 
- 
has 
- metal 
= YES and Press-level = DOWN and and Robot-r_inoving = STOP and 
Robot 
- arm2_moving 
= EXTEND and Robot-arm2-moving = STOP and Robot-ann2_111agnet ON 
and Robot - arm2_moving 
= RETRACT 
Post-condition: stop the arm 2 from further retracting 
Robot-arm2_moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 61 rotate_left to_depositbeit Actor(Agent): Robotj_rnotor 
/* G89: rotate - 
left 
- 
to 
- 
depositbelt rotate to the left until arm2 faces the deposit belt*/ 
Pre-condition: 
not (Robot - 
angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT ) and not ( Robot_r-moving = LEI-T ) and 
Robot 
- arm 
I_Iength--RETRACTED and Robot-arm2_length= RETRACTED and 
Robot 
- arm2_magnet 
=ON 
Post-condition: rotate to the left until ann2 faces the deposit belt 
Robot-r_moving = LEFT 
Invariant no. 62 stop_rotation Actor(Agent): Robot_r_motor 
/* G90: stop2otation stop the motor once the robot's second arrn is facing (lie deposit belt*/ 
Pre-condition: 
not ( Robot r moving = STOP ) and Robot angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBLLT and 
Robot 
- arryd 
'ýiagnet = ON and Robot_r-moving = LEFT 
Post-condition: stop the motor once the robot's second arm is facing the deposit belt 
Robot r moving= STOP 
Invariant no. 63 Extend_arm2 Actor(Agent): Robot motor 2 
/* G92: Extend 
- ann2 
arrn2 has a metal and is fully retracted Extend arm 2*/ 
Pre-condition: arm2 has a metal and is fully retracted 
(Robot 
- arm2jength 
= RETRACTED and Robot-arm2_rnagnet = ON and not ( Robot-ann2-moving 
= EXTEND)) and Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT and Robotj_rnoving = LEVI, and 
Robot_ý_moving = STOP 
Post-condition: Extend arm 2 
Robot-arm. 2_moving = EXTEND 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 64 stop__, arm2 Actor(Agent): Robot-niotor_2 
/* G93: stop__, arm2 
Pre-condition: 
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(not ( Robot 
- 
arm2_moving = STOP) and Robot-arm2jength = EXTENDED and 
Robot 
- arm. 
2_magnet =ON) and Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT and Robot-r-moving = LE177 
and Robotjýmoving = STOP and Robot-arm2_moving = EXTEND 
Post-condition: 
Robot-arm2_moving = STOP 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 65 ARM2_DROPS Actor(Agent): Robot_Inagnet2 
/* G94: ARM2_DROPS arm2 is fully extended and magnet 2 is ON pick the metal ( switch the Inagnet 
ON)*1 
Pre-condition: arm2 is fully extended and magnet 2 is ON 
(Robot-arm2_length = EXTENDED and Robot-ann2_magnet ON and Press-has-metal = NO) and 
Robot 
- angle 
= ARM2 
- 
DEPOSITBELT and Robot-ro-moving LEFT and Robot-r-moving = STOP 
and Robot - arm2_moving 
= EXTEND and Robot 
- arm2_rnoving 
= STOP 
Post-condition: pick the metal ( switch the magnet ON) 
Robot-arm2_magnet = OFF 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Invariant no. 66 ARM2_RETRACTS Actor(Agent): Robot_motor_2 
/* G95: ARM2_RETRACTS arm2 is fully extended and holding the metal retract arm2 until it is fully 
retracted*/ 
Pre-condition: arm2 is fully extended and holding the metal 
(Robot 
- 
arm2jength = EXTENDED and Robot-ann2-magnet = OFF ) and Robot-angle 
ARM2 
- 
DEPOSITBELT and Robot -r 
moving = LEFT and Robot_rý_moving = STOP and 
Robot 
- 
arm2_moving = EXTEND and Robot-an-n2-moving = STOP and Robot-arn12jllagnct 
OFF 
Post-condition: retract arm2 until it is fully retracted 
Robot-artn2_moving = RETRACT 
Invariant no. 67 stop_ann2 Actor(Agent): Robot motor 2 
/* G96: stop__, ann2 stop the arm from further retracting*/ 
Pre-condition: 
(not ( Robot 
- arm2_moving 
= STOP) and Robot-an-n2jength = RETRACTED and 
Robot-arm2_magnet-- OFF) and Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT and Robot-r-Illoving 
LEFT and Robot-r - moving 
= STOP and Robot-arm, 2_moving = EXTEND and 
Robot 
- arm2_moving 
= STOP and Robot-an-n2_magnet = OFF and Robot-arni2jiloving 
RETRACT 
Post-condition: stop the arm from further retracting 
Robot-ann. 2-moving = STOP 
Invariant no. 68 conveyProcessedMetal Actor(Agent): FeedBelt-motor 
/* G78: conveyProcessedMetal always Convey Processed Metals to the colection area by keeping the 
deposit belt motor switched on. */ 
Pre-condition: always 
Environmental Assumption : Convey Processed Metals to the colection area by keeping the deposit 
belt motor switched on. 
B. 2.3 Generating B machines 
12 B machines have been generated 
1-datatypes. mch 
2-maincontroller. mch 
3-FeedBelt_moving_actuator. mch 
4-Press-v-Moving__, actuator. mch 
5-Press_press-state_actuator. mch 
6-Robot_r_moving_actuator. mch 
7-Robot_arml_magnet_actuator. mch 
8-Robot-ann2_magnet_actuator. mch 
9-Robot_arml_moving_actuator. mch 
I O-Robot-arm2_moving_actuator. mch 
II -Table_v_moving_actuator. mch 
12-Table_r_moving_actuator. mch 
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MACHINE datatypes 
SETS 
ONOFF := ýOFF, ON /* two values motors 
VERTICAL_MOTION [UP, STOP, DOWN /* for motors then move up down 
or stop */; 
PRESS-POSITION (UP, MIDDLE, DOWN /* the positions of the tray 
inside the press */; 
ROTATION := (RIGHT, STOP, LEFT /* three values for rotary motors *I; 
ARM_MOTION := JEXTEND, STOP, RETRACT ) /* for the robot arms control 
ROBOT-POSITIONS (ARM1-TABLE, ARMI-PRESS, ARM2_PRESS, 
ARM2-DEPOSITBELT /* Robot positions */; 
ARM-POSITION := {RETRACTED, EXTENDED ) /* the robot arm positions 
TABLE-R-POSITION := fFEED-BELT_FACING, ROBOT_FACING ) /* the angel of 
the table */; 
TABLE-POSITION := {UP, DOWN ) /* the rotatry table vertical levels down 
aligned to the feed belt up aligned to the robot 
END 
14ACHINE maincontroller 
SEES datatypes 
INCLUDES 
FeedBelt_jnoving-actuator DepositBelt_ýmoving_actuator 
Press_V_moving-actuator Press_press-state-actuator 
Robot_r_moving_ýactuator Robot_arml--ýmagnet_actuator 
Robot_arm2_magnet_actuator Robot_arml_moving_actuator 
Robot_arm2_moving-actuator Table_: v-moving_actuator 
Table_r_moving_actuator 
OPERATIONS 
set_actuators(FeedBelt_-ýmetal_at_end , Press-has I metal 
Press_level 
, Press-metal-pressed , 
Robot-angle , Robot_arml-length , 
Robot-arm2-length , Table_has_metal , Table_angle , Table_level 
PRE 
FeedBelt__jnetal_at 
- end : 
YesNo /* input variable photo call to indicate 
whether there is &metal at the end of the belt */ 
& Press-ýhas_metal : YesNo /* input variable to determine whether there in 
ametal inside the press or not */ 
& Press_level : PRESS_POSITION /* input variable to indicate the press level 
& Press_jnetal-pressed : YesNo /* input variable indicate whether 
the metal inside the PRess has been pressed or not yet */ 
& Robot_angle : ROBOT_POSITIONS /* input variable the robot angel 
& Robot_arml-length ARM_POSITION /* input variable 
& Robot_arm2_length ARM_POSITION /* input variable a/ 
& Table_has__ýmetal YesNo /* output variable to determine whether the 
table has metal or not 
& Table-angle : TABLE_R_POSITION /* input variable to indicate how far the 
tabel rotates */ 
& Table_level : TABLE_POSITION /* input variable to indicate the 
tabel level up level like robot or lower level like food belt 
THEN 
IF 
/* G8 two-metals_on_table: avoid having two metals on the table *1 
Table_level = DOWN & Table-angle = FEED_BELT-FACING & 
FeedBelt_jnoving = ON & Table-ýhas-metal = YES & FeedBelt-metal-at-end 
= YES 
THEN 
set_FeedBelt_Moving_OFF 
ELSIF 
/* G13 dropping-metals-from. -feedbeit: the 
table is not ready stop the food bolt 
FeedBelt 
I 
metal-at_end = YES & FeedBelt-moving = ON & not 
, Table-angle = FEED-BELT-FACING & Table-level = DOWN 
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THEN 
set_FeedBelt_moving--ýOFF 
ELSIF 
/* G19 Feedbelt-on: keep the feed belt motor on 
Table. ýhas_-jnetal NO & Table-level DOWN & Table-angle 
FEED_BELT_FACING FeedBelt_moving OFF 
THEN 
set_FeedBelt-moving_ON 
ELSIF 
/* G44 convey--metala_. ýto-Table: convey metals to table 
Table_ýhas 
- metal = 
NO & Table-level = DOWN & Table-angle 
FEEDý-BELT_FACING 
THEN 
set-FeedBelt_Moving-ON 
ELSE 
I SKIP 
END 
II 
IF 
/* Gll press-collides_arml: avoid the press tray hitting the robot first arm when 
it is in the middle position */ 
Robot_angle ARM1-PRESS Robot_arml-length = EXTENDED & 
Press_level MIDDLE & not Press--y_moving = STOP 
THEN 
set-Press_7_moving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G12 press--ýcollides-arm2: avoid the press tray hits the robot arm2 when it in in 
the down position */ 
Robot. angle ARM2-PRESS & Robot-arm2-length = EXTENDED & 
Press_level DOWN & not ( Press-y-moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_press__ýýmoving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G35 HovesUp: the press tray in the lower Position and it has no metal the Motor 
moves the press tray to the middle position */ 
Press 
- 
has 
- 
metal = NO & Press-level DOWN & not ( Press_v_moving 
UP )& Robot-arm2-length = RETRACTED & Press-has_ýmetal NO 
THEN 
set-Press_yý_moving_UP 
ELSIF 
/* G36 Stops: stop the motor the press tray reached its middle position 
(( not( Press_y_moving = STOP )& Press-has_metal NO & 
Press-level = MIDDLE )& Press_has_metal = NO )& Press-v-moving 
UP ) 
THEN 
set_Press_y_moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G70 movaBlankmetalUP: there should be a blank metal and the robot arm should be 
away move the blank metal to the upper place to be processed */ 
Press-ýhas 
- 
metal = YES & Press-level = MIDDLE & Press-metal-pressed 
NO & Robot-arml-length = RETRACTED 
THEN 
set_Press_v_moving-UP 
ELSIF 
/* 071 stoptray: the press tray in the upper level and has a blank metal Stop the 
motor */ 
( Press-level = UP & Press_has-metal YES & Press-metal-pressed 
NO & not ( Press_v_moving = STOP Press-v-moving = UP 
THEN 
set_Press_: vý_moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G74 movestampedmetalDown: the metal in pressed and in the upper position move the 
stamped metal to the lower position */ 
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( Press-has_jnetal = YES & not ( Press_X_moving DOWN )& 
Press-level = UP & Press_metal-pressed = YES )& Press-press_state 
= OFF 
THEN 
set-Press_v_moving-DOWN 
ELSIF 
/* G75 stoptray: the press tray in the lowerr level and has a blank metal Stop the 
motor */ 
( Press-level = DOWN 
DOWN 
THEN 
set_Press_vý_moving_STOP 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
Press_has-metal = YES )&( Press-v-moving = 
II 
IF 
/* G72 PressMetal: Press the metal 
( Press_press-state OFF & Press-has_metal YES 
Press-metal-pressed NO & Press-level = UP &( Press-v-moving 
STOP 
THEN 
set_Press_press_state-ON 
ELSIF 
/* G73 stopPressing: if the metal is pressed Stop Pressing the metal 
Press-press-state = ON & Press-metal_pressed = YES & Press_level 
up )&( Press-press-state = ON 
THEN 
set-Press-press_state_OFF 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
II 
IF 
/* G7 robot_ýhits__pther-objects: when any of the robot arms in not fully retracted 
avoid that the robot hits others objects by forbiding the robot rotation */ 
not ( Robot-r-moving = STOP Robot_arml_length = EXTENDED or 
Robot_arm2-length = EXTENDED 
THEN 
set_Robot_r_moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G27 rotate-rivht: not moving to the right and not facing the table Rotate the 
robot to the right */ 
not ( Robot-r-moving = RIGHT )& not ( Robot_angle = ARM1-TABLE 
& Table-ýhas-metal = YES & Press-has-metal = NO & Robot_arml-magnet 
OFF & Robot-arm2-magnet = OFF & Robot-arml-length = RETRACTED & 
Robot_arm2-length = RETRACTED 
THEN 
set-Robot_r_moving-RIGHT 
ELSIF 
/* G28 stoprotation: stop the motor once the robots first arm in facing the table 
(( not ( Robot_r_Moving = STOP )& Robot_angle = ARM1-TABLE )& 
Table_ýhas_metal = YES & Press_has_jnetal = NO & Robot-arml-magnet 
OFF & Robot-arm2_magnet = OFF & Robot-arml-length RETRACTED & 
Robot. arm2_1ength = RETRACTED )&( Robot-r_moving RIGHT 
THEN 
set_Robot_r-moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G31 rotate-left: rotate the robot left to the press 
( not ( Robot_r-moving = LEFT )& Robot_angle ARM1_TABLE & 
Robot-arml-length = RETRACTED & Robot-arm2-length RETRACTED & not 
( Robot_angle = ARM2-PRESS ))& Robot-arm2-magnet OFF & 
Press_has-metal = YES & Press-level = DOWN 
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THEN 
set_Robot-r_moving-LEFT 
ELSIF 
/* G32 rotate_right: the robot facing the deposit belt rotate robot to the right 
until reaching the press */ 
( not ( Robot_r-moving = RIGHT Robot_angel = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT 
or Robot-angle = ARM1_PRESS )) Robot_arml_length = RETRACTED & 
Robot_arm2-length = RETRACTED & not ( Robot-angle = ARM2_PRESS )& 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF & Press-has-metal = YES & Press-level DOWN 
THEN 
set-Robot-r-moving-RIGHT 
ELSIF 
/* G30 stop-rotation: stop the motor once the robots second arm in facing the press 
( not ( Robot-r-moving = STOP )& Robot-angle ARM2_PRESS )& 
Robot_arm2-magnet = OFF & Press-has_metal = YES Press-level = DO; qN 
THEN 
set_Robot-r-moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G52 move_robot-to-table: move the robot so that arml faces the table 
( Table 
- 
level = UP & Table_has_metal = YES & Table_angle = 
ROBOT_FACING & not ( Robot_r-moving = RIGHT )& not ( Robot-arigle 
ARM1_TABLE & Robot-arm2-length RETRACTED & Robot_arml-length 
RETRACTED Robot_arm2_magnet OFF & Press_bas_metal = NO 
THEN 
set_Robot-r-moving_RIGHT 
ELSIF 
/* G53 stop-rotation: stop the motor once the robots first arm in facing the table 
(( not ( Robot-r-moving STOP )& Robot_angle = ARMI-TABLE & 
Table_angle = ROBOT_FACING Table-has-metal = YES & Table_level 
UP & Robot_arml-magnet OFF & Robotarm2-magnet OFF )& 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF Press_has_metal = NO Robot-r-moving 
= RIGHT 
THEN 
set-Robot_r-moving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G63 rotate-left: rotate the robot left to the press 
( not ( Robot-r_moving LEFT )&( Robot_angle = ARM1_TABLE or 
Robot_angle = ARM2-PRESS & Robot-arml_magnet = ON & not 
Robot-angle = ARM1_PRESS Robot_arml_length RETRACTED & 
Robot_arm2_length = RETRACTED & Press_has_ýmetal NO 
THEN 
set_Robot_r-moving-LEFT 
ELSIF 
/* G64 rotate-right: rotates towards the press *1 
( Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF & Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT & not 
Robot-r-moving = RIGHT ))& Robot-arml-magnet = ON & not ( 
Robot-angle = ARM1_PRESS )& Robot_arml-length = RETRACTED & 
Robot-arm2-length = RETRACTED & Press_has_metal = NO 
THEN 
set_Robot-r-moving-RIGHT 
ELSIF 
/* G61 stop-rotation: stop the motor once the robots first arm in facing the press 
not ( Robot_r-moving STOP )& Robot_angle = ARMI-PRESS & 
Press_ýhas_metal = NO Press-level = MIDDLE & Robot-arml-magnet = ON 
& Robot_arm2_magnet OFF 
THEN 
set_ýRobot_r__. moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G82 rotate-right: rotate the robot to the right until facing the press 
( not ( Robot-r-moving = RIGHT &( Robot_angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT 
or Robot-angle ARM1_PRESS ))( Robot_a=2_ýmagnet OFF & 
Press_has_metal YES & Robot-arml-length = RETRACTED 
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Robot_arm2-length = RETRACTED )& Press-has-metal = YES 
Press-level = DOWN 
THEN 
set_Robot-r_moving-ýRIGHT 
ELSIF 
/* G83 rotate_left: rotate the robot to the left until arm2 faces the press 
( not ( Robot-r-moving LEFT )& Robot-angle = ARM1_TABLE )& 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF Press_ýhas_metal = YES & Robot_arml_lengtli 
= RETRACTED & Robot_arm2_length = RETRACTED )& Press-has-metal 
YES & Press-level = DOWN 
THEN 
set-Robot-r-moving-LEFT 
ELSIF 
/* G80 stop-rotation: stop the motor once the robots first arm in facing the table *I 
( not ( Robot_r-moving STOP )& Robot_angle = ARM2_PRESS & 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF Press_has_metal = YES & Press_level 
DOWN 
THEN 
set__ýRobot_r_moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G89 rotate-lef t-to-depositbelt: rotate left until arm2 faces the deposit bolt 
not ( Robot_angle = ARM2-DEPOSITBELT & not ( Robot_r_moving 
LEFT )& Robot_arml-length = RETRACTED Robot_arm2_length 
RETRACTED & Robot_arm2-magnet = ON 
THEN 
set_Robot_r_moving_LEFT 
ELSIF 
/* G90 stop-rotation: stoP the motor once the robot's arm2 is facing th* depositbelt 
( not ( Robot_r-moving STOP )& Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT & 
Robot_arm2_magnet = ON Robot_r_moving = LEFT 
THEN 
set-Robot-r-moving_STOP 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
IF 
/* G17 magnetl-on: keep holding the blank metal 
( Robot_arml-magnet = ON not ( Robot-arml_length = EXTENDED 
Robot-angle = ARM1_PRESS &: Robot-arml-magnet = ON or 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF 
THEN 
set_Robot-arml-magnet-ON 
ELSIF 
/* G57 ARMl-PICKs: arml is fully extended and magnet 1 is OFF pick the metal 
switch the magnet ON) */ 
(( Robot-arml-length = EXTENDED & Robot-arml-magnet OFF )& 
Robot_angle = ARM1_TABLE & Table_angle = ROBOT_FACING & 
Robot_arm2-magnet = OFF & Press-has-metal = NO )&( Robot_r_moving 
= STOP Robot_arml_moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot_arml-magnet-ON 
ELSIF 
/* G67 ARM1-DROPs: armi is fully extended and magnet 1 is ON drop 
the metal ( switch the magnet OFF) */ 
(( Robot_arml-length = EXTENDED & Robot-arml-magnet ON & 
Robot_angle = ARM1_PRESS &( Robot_r-moving = STOP & 
Robot_arml_moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot-arml_magnet_OFF 
ELSE 
SKIP 
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END 
IF 
/* G9 two_metals-in-press: if the press has already metal and arm2 is extended 
avoid having two metals in the press */ 
Robot_arm2-magnet = ON & Robot_arm2_length = EXTENDED & 
Press-has-metal = YES 
THEN 
set_Robot-arm2_magnet-ON 
ELSIF 
/* G15 Picking_unprocessed_metals: robot arm2 is extended and the press has 
unprocessed metal avoid the robot picking unprocessed metals */ 
Robot-arml-length EXTENDED & Robot_angle = ARM2-PRESS & 
Press_metal-pressed NO & Press_level = DOWN & Robot_arm2_magnet 
OFF 
THEN 
set-Robot-arm2_magnet-OFF 
ELSIF 
/* G18 magnet2_on: keep holding the processed metal 
( Robot-arm2-magnet = ON & not Robot_angle = ARM2-DEPOSITBELT & 
Robot-arm2-length = EXTENDED & Robot-arml-magnet = ON or 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF 
THEN 
set_Robot-arm2-magnet--ýON 
ELSIF 
/* G86 ARK2_PICKs: arm2 is fully extended and magnet 2 is OFF pick the metal 
switch the magnet ON) */ 
(( Robot-arm2_length = EXTENDED & Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF & 
Press_jnetal-pressed YES )&(( Robot-angle = ARM2-PRESS & 
Press-level = DOWN & Press-has-metal = YES & Press-level DOWN 
&( Robot-r-moving STOP Robot_arm2-moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot_arm2-magnet--QN 
ELSIF 
/* G94 AR142_DROPS: arm2 is fully extended and magnet 2 is ON pick the metal switch 
the magnet ON) */ 
(( Robot_arm2-length = EXTENDED & Robotarm2-magnet = ON & 
Press-has-metal NO & Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT )& 
Robot-r_moving STOP Robot_arm2-moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot_arm2-magnet-OFF 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
IF 
/* G33 RetractArml: if arm 1 is nOt retracted Reatrct Arm 1 
not ( Robot-arml_length = RETRACTED )& not Robot_arml_Moving 
RETRACT )& not ( Robot_angle = ARMl-TABLE not ( Robot_angle 
ARM1-PRESS 
THEN 
set_Robot_arml-movingLRETRACT 
ELSIF 
/* G55 Extend_arml: arml is free and retracted Extend arm I 
( Robot_arml-length = RETRACTED & Robot_arml-magnet = OFF & not 
Robot-arml-mOving = EXTEND )&(( Robot-angle ARM1_TABLE & 
Table-angle = ROBOT_FACING & Robotýarm2-jnagnet OFF & 
Press_has_metal = NO )&( Robot-r-moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot-arml-moving_EXTEND 
ELSIF 
/* G56 stop_arml: 
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(( not ( Robot-arml_moving STOP )& Robot-arml_length = EXTENDED 
& Robot-arml 
- 
magnet = OFF )&( Robot_angle = AR. Ml-TABLE & 
Table-angle = ROBOT - 
FACING )& Robot_arm2-jnagnet OFF & 
Press-has 
- 
metal = NO )&( Robot-r-moving = STOP & 
Robot-arml-moving = EXTEND 
THEN 
set_Robot-arml_moving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G58 ARMl-RETRACTS: arml is fully extended and holding the metal retract arml 
until it is fully retracted */ 
(( Robot-arml-length = EXTENDED & Robot_arml_jnagnet ON )& 
Robot_angle = ARM1_TABLE & Table-angle = ROBOT_FACING & 
Robot_arm2_jnagnet = OFF & Press-has-metal = NO )& Robot_r_moving 
= STOP &( Robot_arml_jnagnet = ON 
THEN 
set_Robot-arml_moving_RETRACT 
ELSIF 
/* G59 stop-arml: the arm is retracted stop the robot arml 
(( not ( Robot_arml-moving STOP & Robot-arml-length 
RETRACTED & Robot-arml_magnet ON &(( Robot_angle = ARM1_TABLE 
& Table-angle = ROBOT-FACING & Robot-arm2_magnet OFF & 
Press_has 
- 
metal = NO )&( Robot_r-moving = STOP & 
Robot-arml-moving = RETRACT 
THEN 
set_ýRobot-arml_moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G65 Extendarml: arml has a metal and is fully retracted Extend arm 1 
( Robot_arml_length = RETRACTED & Robot_arml-magnet = ON & not 
Robot-arml 
- moving = 
EXTEND &( Robot_angle = ARM1_PRESS )& 
Robot_r-moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot_arml_jaoving-EXTEND 
ELSIF 
/* G66 stop-armi: 
( not ( Robot-arml-moving STOP )& Robot-arml-length = EXTENDED 
Robot-arml_magnet = ON & Robot-angle = ARM1_PRESS & 
Robot-r-moving = STOP & Robot-arml_ýmoving = EXTEND 
THEN 
set_Robot-arml_moving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G68 ARM1 - 
RETRACTS: arml is fully extended and holding the metal retract arml 
until it is fully retracted */ 
(( Robot_arml_length = EXTENDED & Robot_arml_magnet OFF & 
Robot_angle = ARM1-PRESS &( Robot-r-moving = STOP & 
Robot_, arml-magnet = OFF 
THEN 
set-Robot-arml__Moving_RETRACT 
ELSIF 
/* G69 stoV-arMl-* stop the arm from retracting 
(( not ( Robot-arm, 1__moving STOP )& Robot_arml_length 
RETRACTED & Robot-arml-magnet OFF )&( Robot_angle = ARM1-PRESS 
&( Robot-r-moving = STOP Robot-arml_moving = RETRACT 
THEN 
set_Robot-arml-moving-STOP 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
IF 
/* G34 RetractArm2: if Arm2 has no metals Retract A=2 
not ( Robotarm2-length = RETRACTED )& not Robot-arm2-moving 
RETRACT )& not Robot_angle = ARM2_PRESS not ( Robot-angle 
ARM2_DEPOSITBELT 
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THEN 
set-Robot_arm2_jnoving_RETRACT 
ELSIF 
/* G84 Extendarm2: arm2 is free and retracted Extend arm 2 
( Robot_arm2_length = RETRACTED Robot-arm2_magnet = OFF & not 
Robot_arm2 - moving 
EXTEND ))&( Robot-angle = ARM2-PRESS & 
Press-level = DOWN & Press-ýhas-metal = YES & Press_level = DOWN 
&( Robot-r-moving STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot-arm2-moving-EXTEND 
ELSIF 
/* G85 stop-arm2: 
(( not ( Robot-arm2-moving = STOP Robot_arm2-length = EXTENDED 
& Robot_arm2__magnet OFF )&( Robot-angle = ARM2-PRESS & 
Press-level = DOWN Press_ýhas_metal = YES & Press_level = DOWN 
&( Robot-r-moving STOP &( Robot-arm2_moving = EXTEND 
THEN 
set_ýRobot-arm2_moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G87 ARK2_RETRACTS., arm2 is fully extended and holding the metal retract arm2 
until it is fully retracted */ 
(( Robot_arm2-length = EXTENDED & Robot-arm2_magnet = ON )& 
Robot-angle = ARM2-PRESS Press-level = DOWN & Press_has-metal 
YES & Press_level = DOWN Robot_r_ýmoving STOP 
Robot_arm2_magnet = ON 
THEN 
set_ýRobot arm2_moving-ýRETRACT 
ELSIF 
/* G88 stop_arm2: stop the arm 2 from further retracting 
(( not Robot - arm2_moving 
STOP & Robot-arm2_length 
RETRACTED Robot-arm2-magnet ON (( Robot-angle = ARM2_PRESS 
Press_1evel = DOWN & Press-has_metal = YES & Press_level = DOWN 
&( Robot_r_moving STOP &( Robot_arm2_moving = RETRACT 
THEN 
set_Robot_arm2-moving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G92 Extend_arm2: arm2 has a metal and is fully retracted Extend arm 2 
( Robot-arm2-length = RETRACTED & Robot_arm2_magnet = ON & not 
Robot_arm, 2--moving EXTEND Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT 
&( Robot_r_moving STOP 
THEN 
set_Robot-arm2_moving-EXTEND 
ELSIF 
/* G93 stoP-arm2: 
(( not ( Robot - arm2_moving 
STOP )& Robot_arm2-length = EXTENDED 
& Robot---: arm2_magnet = ON & Robot-angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT 
Robot-r--moving = STOP Robot_arm2_jnoving = EXTEND 
THEN 
set_Robot_arm2_jnoving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G95 ARK2_RETRACTS: arm2 is fully extended and holding the metal retract arm2 
until it is fully retracted */ 
(( Robot_arm2-length = EXTENDED & Robot-arm2_magnet = OFF & 
Robot_angle = ARM2_DEPOSITBELT )&( Robot_r_moving = STOP & 
Robot_arm2_magnet = OFF 
THEN 
set_Robot_arm2__jnoving_ýRETRACT 
ELSIF 
/* G96 stop-arm2: stop the arm from further retracting 
(( not ( Robot_arm. 2-moving STOP & Robot_arm2-length 
RETRACTED & Robot_arm2-magnet OFF &( Robot-angle 
ARM2-ýDEPOSITBELT &( Robot_r - moving = 
STOP & 
Robot_arm2_moving RETRACT ) 
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THEN 
set_Robot-arm2_moving-STOP 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
II 
IF 
/* G39 move_down: move the table down to the feedbelt level 
(( Table_angle FEED-BELT-FACING & Table_level UP & 
Table_ýhas 
- 
metal NO & not ( Table-v-moving = DOWN & 
Table_ýhas-metal NO )&( Table-r-moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Table-v-moving_DOWN 
ELSIF 
/* G40 Stop-poving: STOP the vertical motion of the table 
(( Table_level = DOWN & Table-angle = FEED_BELT_FACING & not 
Table_v_moving = STOP ))& Table-has-metal = NO )& 
Table-y-moving = DOWN ) 
THEN 
set_Table_vý_moving_STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G48 move-up: the table has the metal and it is facing the food belt move the 
table up to the ROBOT level */ 
( Table-angle = FEED-BELT_FACING & Table-level = DOWN & not 
Table--ýýmoving = UP Table_has-metal = YES 
THEN 
set_Table--y-moving__UP 
ELSIF 
/* G49 stop_moving: the level of the table is Up STOP the vertical motion of the 
table */ 
(( Table-level = UP Table-angle = FEED_BELT_FACING & not 
Table_vý-moving = STOP Table_ýhas_metal = YES 
Table_vý-Moving = UP 
THEN 
set_Table_: v_moving-STOP 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
11 
IF 
/* G10 table-collides-robot: avoid table collides robot 
Table-level = UP & Table_angle = ROBOT_FACING & Robot_arml_lengtil 
EXTENDED & Robot_angle = ARMI-TABLE 
THEN 
set_Table-r-moving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G37 rotate-left: the table is facing the robot and has no metal rotate table 
towards the feed belt to collect new blank metal */ 
( Table_angle = ROBOT-FACING & Table-level = UP & Table-has_metal 
NO & not Table-r-jnoving = LEFT )& not ( Robot-arml-length 
EXTENDED & Table-has_metal = NO 
THEN 
set_ffable_r_moving-LEFT 
ELSIF 
/* G38 stop-rotation: the table was rotating Stop the roattion. of the table 
(( Table-angle = FEED_BELT_FACING & Table_level UP & not 
Table-r-moving = STOP ) Table_ýhas__jnetal = NO & 
Table-r-inoving = LEFT ) 
THEN 
set_Table-r-moving-STOP 
ELSIF 
/* G50 rotate-right: rotate the table towards the ROBOT to pick the metal 
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(( Table_angle = FEED_BELT-FACING & Table_level UP & not 
Table-r-moving = RIGHT & Table_has-metal = YES & 
Table-v-moving = STOP 
THEN 
set_Table-r-moving_RIGHT 
ELSIF 
/* G51 Stop_rotation: the table was rotating Stop the roattion of the table 
(( Table_angle ROBOT-FACING & not ( Table_r_moving = STOP & 
Table-has_metal YES Table-r_moving = RIGHT 
THEN 
set-Table-r-moving-STOP 
ELSE 
SKIP 
END 
END 
END 
MACHINE FeedBelt-moving_actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
FeedBelt_jnoving /* output variable to indicate the state of the belt 
wether movina or not 
INVARIANT 
FeedBelt-Moving : ONOFF 
INITIALISATION 
FeedBelt_moving := ON 
OPERATIONS 
set_FeedBelt-moving__ýOFF 
PRE FeedBelt_moving /= OFF 
THEN 
FeedBelt-moving := OFF 
END; 
set_FeedBe1t_moving_ON 
PRE FeedBelt_moving /= ON 
THEN 
FeedBelt_moving := ON 
END 
END 
MACHINE Press-press-state-actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Press-press-state /* output variable the press state 
INVARIANT 
Press-press-state ONOFF 
INITIALISATION 
Press_press-state OFF 
OPERATIONS 
set_Press_press-state_OFF 
PRE Press_press-state /= OFF 
THEN 
Press-press-state := OFF 
END; 
set-Press-press-state_ON 
PRE Press_press_state /= ON 
THEN 
Press-press-state := ON 
END 
END 
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MACHINE Press_X-moving_actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Press__: v-moving /* output variable to determine the dierction of motion 
of the press tray 
INVARIANT 
Press__yýmoving VERTICAL-MOTION 
INITIALISATION 
Press_ýý-moving STOP 
OPERATIONS 
set-Press-v-moving-ýUP 
PRE Press-yý-moving /= UP 
THEN 
Press__v--moving := UP 
END; 
set-Press 
-v- 
moving-STOP 
PRE Press-v-moving /= STOP 
THEN 
Press_y-moving := STOP 
END; 
set_Press_: v_moving_DOWN 
PRE Press-v-moving /= DOWN 
THEN 
Press-v-Moving := DOWN 
END 
END 
MACHINE Robot-arml-magnet-actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Robot_arm1_jnagnet /* output variable arml magnet 
INVARIANT 
Robot_arml-magnet ONOFF 
INITIALISATION 
Robot_arml-inagnet OFF 
OPERATIONS 
set_Robot-arml-magnet-OFF 
PRE Robot-arml-magnet /= OFF 
THEN 
Robot_arml_magnet := OFF 
END; 
set_Robot-arml-magnet-ON 
PRE Robot-arml-magnet /= ON 
THEN 
Robot_arml-magnet := ON 
END 
END 
MACHINE Robot_arml-moving-actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Robot-arml-moving /* OutPut variable arml motor extend 
INVARIANT 
Robot-arml-mOving ARM-MOTION 
INITIALISATION 
Robot-arml-moving STOP 
OPERATIONS 
set_Robot_arml_m0ving_EXTEND 
PRE Robot-arml-moving /= EXTEND 
THEN 
Robot_arml__ýmoving := EXTEND 
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END; 
set-Robot_arml-moving-STOP 
PRE Robot-arml-moving /= STOP 
THEN 
Robot_arml-mOving := STOP 
END; 
set_ýRobot-arml-moving_RETRACT 
PRE Robot_arml_moving /= RETRACT 
THEN 
Robot-arml-moving := RETRACT 
END 
END 
MACHINE Robot-a=2-magnet-actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Robot_a=2-magnet /* output variable arm2 magnet 
INVARIANT 
Robot-a=2-magnet ONOFF 
INITIALISATION 
Robot_arm2_magnet OFF 
OPERATIONS 
set_Robot-arm2_magnet-OFF 
PRE Robot-a=2_magnet /= OFF 
THEN 
Robot_arm2_magnet := OFF 
END; 
set_Robot-arm2_magnet_ON 
PRE Robot-a=2_magnet /= ON 
THEN 
Robot-a=2-magnet := ON 
END 
END 
MACHINE Robot_arm2_moving_actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Robot-arm2_Tnoving /* output variable arm2 motor extending 
INVARIANT 
Robot_arm2_moving ARM-MOTION 
INITIALISATION 
Robot-arm2-moving STOP 
OPERATIONS 
set_Robot_arm2_moving_EXTEND 
PRE Robot_arm2_moving /= EXTEND 
THEN 
Robot_arm2_moving := EXTEND 
END; 
set_Robot_arm2_moving_STOP 
PRE Robot_arm2_moving /= STOP 
THEN 
Robot_arm2__ynoving := STOP 
END; 
set_Robot_arm2_moving_RETRACT 
PRE Robot_arm2-moving /= RETRACT 
THEN 
Robot_arm2_jnoving := RETRACT 
END 
END 
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MACHINE Robot-r_moving-actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Robot-r-moving /* output variable: the rotary motion of the robot body 
INVARIANT 
Robot_r_moving ROTATION 
INITIALISATION 
Robot_r-moving STOP 
OPERATIONS 
set-Robot-r_moving_RIGHT 
PRE Robot-r_moving /= RIGHT 
THEN 
Robot-r-moving := RIGHT 
END; 
set-Robot-r_moving_STOP 
PRE Robot-r_moving /= STOP 
THEN 
Robot-r-moving := STOP 
END; 
set_Robot_r_moving-ýLEFT 
PRE Robot_r_moving /= LEFT 
THEN 
Robot-r-moving := LEFT 
END 
END 
MACHINE Tab1e_r_moving_actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Table-r-moving /* output variable: the direction of the rotation 
INVARIANT 
Table_r_moving ROTATION 
INITIALISATION 
Table_r_moving STOP 
OPERATIONS 
set_Table-r-moving-RIGHT 
PRE Table-r_moving /= RIGHT 
THEN 
Table_r-moving := RIGHT 
END; 
set_Table-r-moving-STOP 
PRE Table-r_moving /= STOP 
THEN 
Table_r_moving := STOP 
END; 
set_-ýTable-r-moving_LEFT 
PRE Table-r_moving /= LEFT 
THEN 
Table-r-moving := LEFT 
END 
END 
MACHINE Table_y_moving_actuator 
SEES datatypes 
VARIABLES 
Table_ýNýmoving /* output variablet the direction of verti,, l , ti,, 
INVARIANT 
Table_yý_moving VERTICAL--NOTION 
INITIALISATION 
Table__ýýmoving STOP 
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OPERATIONS 
set_ffable-v-moving-ýUP 
PRE Table-v-moving /= UP 
THEN 
Table_: v_moving := UP 
END; 
set_Table-v-moving_STOP 
PRE Table-v-moving /= STOP 
THEN 
Table_: v_moving := STOP 
END; 
set-Table-v-moving-DOWN 
PRE Table-v-moving /= DOWN 
THEN 
Table-v-moving := DOWN 
END 
END 
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